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The aim of this book is explained and a brief description of its or-
ganization appears in the introductory chapter. The purpose of
ihis preface is to express my thanks and appreciation to the people

and the organizations who have been so helpful to me in writing
this work.

My first thanks go to those who have been kind enough to read

all, or nearly all, of the manuscript in various draft stages and who

have contributed extremely valuable comments and criticisms:
Professor Alfred Eichner of Rutgers University, Professor Peter

Groenewegen of sydney university, Professor Geoffrey Harcourt
of Adelaide university, Professor Murray Kemp of the university
of New South Wales, Dr. Ulrich Kohli of Sydney University, Dr'
Helen Lapsley of the University of New South Wales, and Mr'

Brian Martin of the Australian National university. It is impossible

to exaggerate the importance of their contribution, or my debt to
them singly and collectivelY.

I am also greatly indebted to many others who have given me

vaiuable advice on particular areas, including Professor Malcolm
Fisher, Dr. Flora Gill, Professor Jules Ginswick, Dr. Josef Halevy,

Dr. Peter Jonson, and Dr. Robin Pope.

It should not be thought that all, or even most, of them are

in agreement with the views put forward here. These views have

developed and their literary expression has been improved through

continued interaction with kind people willing to give of their
time and expertise in order to aid a man come to the field but re-

cently. This has been equally helpful, and equally appreciated by
me, whether it has come from a person generally in agreerhent, or
strongly in disagreement, with my own views. Naturally, I take full
responsibility for the contents of this book, including all its shorb-
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(:()r)lings. '['lrcsc rcfltxrt on me only, not in any way on the manykind ptrlpkr to whom I owe.o -r"h gratitude.
'rhe writi,g was greary herped by a study reave of five monthsas a guest of the schoor of Economics at Sydney university. Ithank the University of New south wales ror granting me trris

lgur", ul9 Sydney University for making -y ,iuy tt 
"i"- 

ru"n uthoroughly enjoyable, exciting, and stimulating experience.
Another area of indebtedness of any author is to the literaturein his field. I am not, alas, an avid rea-der. As a result, I must nowapologize to those schorars whose books and articles'shourd havebeen, but have not been, cited. In all these cases, it may be takenfor granted that the omission is due to my not having read thewolk i.n question, not to any deliberate decision o" .iV p*t toomit citation of the work. other omissions are associated with thevery considerable delays before overseas books get into Ausiratianuniversity libraries. partial amends are made, I ilope, nV 

"iii"g 
r"_view articles and books which contain funer lists Lf 

'scf,ouriy 
rer-

erences.
Mrs. Jill Pollock has been enormously helpful, particularly inconnection with the list of references.
Last but not least, I owe profound gratitude to my wife, Ruth,for her love, good nature, and continuei forbeara"".a"ri"g u., u*-tended, and no doubt difficult, period with an author in the throesof writing.

Dynomic
Economic
Systems

John Blatt
Sydncy
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BOOK I

Preliminories

Chapter 1 is an overall introduction to the book' explaining its

;;d;;;, it, lirrritutions, its structure, its organization' and its rela-

iiorrtfrip'to other work in theoretical economics'

Chaiter 2 is a preparatory study of pure steady-state input-

output systems, Uottr ior the case of bare subsistence and for the

case of a social surplus. To get a steady state in 
-the 

latter case'

or"^rrtassumethatthe.rtpt,rtisnotinvestedforgtowth,but
rather that aII of it is consumed. The purpose of this chapter is

twofold: (1) to show, following Sraffa (1960), that.the neoclassi-

cal mechanism of supply and demand for determining prices can

f" Uyp^r"a in favor of u -o"ft simpler procedure' and (2) to show

;;;"St"ff"'s procedure must be modified when we turn to dynam-

ic Jconomi"r, i."., when steady-state conditions are no longer true

for the system under study.



Ciln t,'t'til{ I

Introduction

A. Purpose and limitations

The bicentenary 
7! rne weatth of Nations has passed, and so hasthe centenary of the .,"o"turri"Jl"'rJ.,tio., in economi"r. v"t trr"present state of dynamic economic theory reaves very much to be

,T:il:i;r;;.fl;;* to,r,"* iitii",re, o f significanii.pil,"_unt
From the time of Adam Smith, economic theory has developedin terms of an armost universar concintration of thought and ef-fort on the studv of equilibii;;;ffi. These mav be either sratesof static equ,ibrium,'". rtrt"r"Ji"r"ooortionar and barancedgrowth. Trury dvnamil prr"ro."rrr, ofwrricr, trr" moJ.titi,g 

"r_ffiij; 
is the trade cycte, have U""i p"rr,"a t. tr,"-Ja"iir", 

"r r"-In defense of this concentration on equ,ibrium and the neglectof 1a: dynamics, there are iw" 
"r*_""",1' Statics or (what comes t. -r"rr',the same thing) baranc.rrproportional growth is much uuri"r-to handle theoreticallv tharrtrue dynamic Rhelomgna. A good understanding of statics is anecessary prerequisite. for the stuay of dynamics. we must r.arn t<rwalk before we can attempt t" *r,r. 

-
2. In any case, while nt ""o*_ic system is ever in stri<:t rrlrri_librium, the deviatiorrr rro- ,ffi'; 

.i"tu 
*" sma, an<r ..rr r,,treated as comparativgrv -i";;;";rirbations. Thc c<luir,rriunrstate is, so to speak,. the referen;;;;;" about which <Jvt,rvl,hirrgturns and toward *h.r"l t" ,vrturn e"irit"t"r. Nar.u"i',ln.,,il t',,,,,l,u.te up and down. but there e;;; ?;;;"rat prices,,atr.ut, w'ir:lrl'lris flttctuation occurs, and these naturat prices ca, rl<,rrr.r,r.rrrrirrr,<rrlir.r'l'lv, 

'y 
ignoring the fluctuaii.".}J"g"ther arr<r w.rki.g;rs ir.s l, ric I. r.t 

1 
r r i I i I rrium obtained tfrro"gtroutl' 

"

I

Sur:h argumcnts did carry a great deal of conviction two hun-
drcd years ago, when the basic ideas of the science of economics
wcre being formulated for the first time.

However, it is impossible to ignore the passage of two hundred
years. A baby is expected to first crawl, then walk, before running.
But what if a grown-up man is still crawling? At present, the state

of our dynamic economics is more akin to a crawl than to a walk,
to say nothing of a run. Indeed, some may think that capitalism as

a social system may disappear before its dynamics are understood
by economists.

It is possible, of course, that this deplorable lack of progress is

due entirely to the technical difficulty of investigating dynamic
systems and that economists, by following up the present lines of
research, will eventually, in the long long long run, develop a use-

ful dynamic theory of their subject.
However, another possibility must not be ignored. It is by no

means true that a// dynamic behavior can be understood best, or
even understood at all, by starbing from a study of the system in
its equilibrium state. Consider the waves and tides of the sea. The
equilibrium state is a tideless, waveless, perfectly flat ocean sur-

face. This is no help at all in studying waves and tides. We lose the
essence of the phenomenon we are trying to study when we con-

centrate on the equilibrium state. Exactly the same is true of
meteorology, the study of the weather. Everythingthat matters and

is of interest to us happ ens because the system is not in equilibrium.
In the first example, the equilibrium state is at least stable, in

the sense that the system tends to approach equilibrium in the ab-

sence of disturbances. But there is no such stability in meteorol-
ogy. The input of energy from the sun, the rotation of the earth,
and various other effects keep the system from getting at all close

to equilibrium. Nor, for that matter, would we wish it to approach
equilibrium. The true equilibrium state, in the absence of heat in-
put from the sun, is at a temperature where all life comes to a stop !

The heat input from the sun is the basic power source for winds,

clouds, etc., for everything that makes our weather. The heat in-
put is very steady, but the resulting weather is not steady at all.

None of this can be understood by concentrating on a study of
equilibrium.

There exist known systems, therefore, in which the important
and interesting features of the system ate "essentially dynamic,"
in the sense that they are not just small perturbations around some

equilibrium state, perturbations which can be understood by start-

ing from a study of the equilibrium state and tacking on the dy-
namics as an afterthought.

8""
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If it should be true' that a competitive market system is of thatkind, then ,re lack of progress in'dynamic 
""orro*i", i, no torg",surprising. No progress can then be macle UV continuirrg aforrg tt 

"road that economists have been folrowing for two rr""E*a years.The study of economic equlibriurl, trr"., ritre more than a wasteof time and effort.
This is the basic contention of Dynamic Economicsysfems. Itsmain purpose is to present urgr-uit. for this contention and tostart developing the toors whfth are needed to make progress inunderstanding truly dynamic economic systems.

. 
A subsidiary purpose, rerated to the main one but not identicalwith. it, is to present.a criticar surrey-of trr" rno"" irnpoJ*t exist-ing dynamic economic theories--in"particurar, the theories of bar-anced proportionar growth and the theories'.f ;h;-#" 

"y"t".This survey seryes thrle purposes:
L. It is useful in its own right, as a summary of present views,and it can be used as such by sludents of economics.
2' It estabrishes contact between the new approach and the rit-erature.
3' It 

-is 
necessary to 

-crear the path to further advance, which iscurrently blocked by beliefs which are very commonly held, butwhich are not in accordance with ttre facts.
The third point needs some eraboration. The main cn()my .f sci-entific progress is not the things *" Jo not know. Rath.r, it is th.things which we think *-" g# *Lri-n"t which u." o,,truity u.rtso! Progress can be retarded Uy a tact of facts. But wh.rr it r:,r.r.sto bringing progress to an absJlrt" natt, there is nothing as.fri,.-tive as inconect ideas and misleading 

"or""ptr. 
,,Everyonc knows,,that economic moders must ne ,ta-nte about equiriilir;;;,";,r (,rs(,one gets nonsense. 1 so, moders with unstable equir,rriil ilr(, .(,v(,rinvestigated! Yet, in this as in so much clse, wltrrl, ..r.vr,ry.rr.

knows" happens to be simply *.,rng. .i,r.rt, i,r.,,r..r,r:1, irk.lr..r rrrrsl, lr.overtumed to crear the path to r.al ;r.,rg.,,r,., irr <ryrrirrrrir. r,r.,.rrrir.r{.This is a book on basic ,r.,,r,r,r,.,.,i,, l,lic<lrv, tr<l<lrr.sscrl l,o ll,rrrk,rrl,lof economics. It is not it rxt<>r<.lr "rrurr,rr.rrurr,ir,lrr r,r.,rr,r.i.ri,', rtrrrreven less so a bo.k.tr mitilr.rrritr,i.rrr rrr.r,rr.trs i, r,r,,rr,arrr.,. ()rrth0 contrary, ilro rn:rr,rrcrrrirt,icirr rr.vcr o1 r,lris rr,,k rrrrrr r,,:.:r, r,,,g,rrlolillr.ral,oly l,o an irrcrlrrcilrlr,, rrtr,l ,.xl,r,,rrrcly l,rw, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,1,,,1,l't'rs rrrc lil'r'rirry, wir,rr rrr;rr,rr.rrlrr,ir';rr irpgrr.rrrrr.r,rr ,r'rrr, 
rr.vr,r ,r. rrrrrlrctttitl,ics irr l,ltr. lil,r.r:rry st,r.l,ions irr l,lr,J irnr,,rrrrl. ol,r,lr.rrrlrrllry rrlHr,

[ra rgat:h6d rathgr garly in high schoql; solving two linear equa-

Lions in two unknowns is the most difficult mathematical opera-

tion usecl. In the mathematical appendices, the level is second year

mathematics in universities; the meaning of a matrix, of eigen-

values, and of a matrix inverse are the main requirements. when-
ever more advanced mathematics is required-and this is very

rarely indeed-the relevant theorems are stated without proof,

but with references to suitable textbooks. This very sparing use of
mathematics should enable all economics students, and many lay-

men, to read and understand this book fully. Those who cannot
follow the mathematical appendices must take the mathematics

for granted, but if they are prepared to do that, they will lose

nothing of the main message.

This does not mean that mathematics is unimporbant or of little
help, when used properly. This unfortunately all too common be-

tief is incorrect. To make real progress in dynamic economics, re-

searchers must know rather more, and somewhat different, mathe-

matics from what is commonly taught to students of economics.

But while mathematics is highly desirable, probably essential, to
making furbher progress, the progress that has already been made

can be phrased in terms understandable to people without mathe-

matical background. This reliance on nonmathematical diction has

not been easy for someone to whom mathematics is not some

arcane foreign language, but rather his normal mode of thinking;
only time 

"un 
t"u to what extent the effort has been successful.

Another limitation of this work is the restriction to classically

competitive conditions in most cases. There is no discussion of
monbpoly, oligopoly, restrictions on entry, or related matters

whictr- arL stressed, quite rightly, in the so-called post-Keynesian

literature. This omission is not to be interpreted as disagreement

with, or lack of sympathy for, the contentions of that school.

Rather, the post-Keynesians have been entirely too kind and indul-
gent toward the neoclassical doctrine. The assumption of equilib-

iium has indeed been attacked (RobinsonL974, for example), but
only in rather general terms. The more prominent part of the post-

Keynesian critique has been that conventional economic theory

bases itself on assumptions (e.g., perfect competition, perfect mar-

ket clearing, certainty of the future) which are invalic in our time,

though some of them (nof perfect certainty of the future!) may

haveleen appropriate a century ago. We agree with this criticism,

but that is not the point we wish to make in this book'
Rather, euen under its own assumptions, conuentional theory is

incorrect. A competitive economic system with market clearing

and certainty of the future does nof behave in the way that theory



claims it should behave. rt is not true that, under these assump-
tions, the equilibrium state is stable and a natural center of attrac_tion to which the system tends to return of its own accord. ob-
viously, in any such discussion, questions of oligopoly, imperfect
market clearing, etc. are irrelevant. It is for thaireason, and onry
for that reason, that such matters are ignored here.

In this view, the rise of origopoly toward the end of the nine-
teenth century was not just an accident or an aberration of the
system. Rather, it was a natural and necessary development, to be
expected on basic economic grounds. John D. Roctefeller con-
cealed his views on- competition and paid lip senrice to prevailing
ideas when it suited him. But he was a genius, who understood the
system very well indeed and proved his understanding through
phenomenal practical success. Arfred Marshan,s principis of Eco-
nomics was written and refined at the same time that Rockefeller
established the standard oil trust and piloted it to an absolute
dominance of the oil industry. There can be litile doubt who had
the better understanding of the true dynamics of the system.2

It follows that the theory of this book should not be applied di-
rectly to conditions of monopoly or oligopoly, which url ,o pr"u_
alent in the twentieth century. However, the theory rs directly
relevant to something equally prevarent, namery the creation of eco-
nomic myths and fairy tares, to the effect tnat att our prcsent-day
ills, such as unemployment and inflation, a.re due prirnarily to the
mistaken intervention by the state in the working-of whai would
otherwise be a perfect, self-adjusting system of competitive capital-
ism. This system was in power in the nineteenth 

""rtrry. 
It is we[-

known that it failed to ensure either common equity (iead charles
Dickens on the conditions under which litile childr".r *ur" workodto death!) or economic stability: There were ,.panics,, every ten
years or so. The theory of this book shows that the failure of stahil-
ity was not an accident, but rather was, and is, an inherent and in.s-
capable feature of a freely competitive system with perfect mark.t
clearing. The usual equilibrium anarysis assumesstability fr.rn il,r
start, whereas actually the equilibrium is highly unstablcl' [h. krng
run. The economic myths pushed by so many interestc<l prartir.s,r.
not only in contradiction to known history, but also to s,untl r,lrr..ry.

B. Structure and contents

'l'lr. sl,ru<:ture of this work is as foilows: There arr. l'ivr. ,.lr.rk$.,,
r'l'l,i* i*'rr.,ppropriate,place to call attention to an cxccrr.,r,, rrrrr rrrjrrr,ryrrrgl.r.lr,rl, l.xx>k,'fhe It)mery1ence of Otigopoly: Sugyar IlcIinit,'X ,,r ,, ti,7r,,,\/rrrl.y ( l,)ir.hrrr.r lg{ig).

I,lach book contains a number of chapters, which are sequentially

numbored from 1 to 16. For example, Book II contains chapters

S, i, 5,6, and 7. Each chapter contains sections which are labeled

by letters, from section A onward' In many, though not in all'

"f,upt"rr, 
[ne final section is a "mathematica] appendix'" 

-
Book'I, called Preliminaries, contains chapters 1 and 2' which

are the introduction and a study of the steady state' respe-ctively'

ifr" prrpore of studying the steady state is primarily to call atten-

tion to the advantui", Lt using concepts akin to those of sraffa

(1960), rather than-neoclassical supply and demand analysis' to

L"gi., tt " study of economic dynamics' We say concepts "akin"
to-those of Sraffa, since the sraffa analysis itself is tied too closely

to the steady state to be direcUy usable in dynamic economics'

ButthefoundationslaidbySraffa,unlikethoselaidbySamuelson
(Lg47), tum out to be extremely fruitful'.Bookllisdevotedtotheoriesofbalancedgrowth.Therearesev-

eral dimensions to this survey, since growth theories can be distin-

guished in several ways:
1. Different theories assume different technological bases for

the economY.
2. Many iheories assume "petfect thrift"; others allow for con-

sumption.
3.Thebalancedstateitselfcanbeanalyzedor'altematively'it

can be asked what happens when the system deviates from perfect

balance. The tatter 
"a"e 

teaar to investigations of dynamic stability

or instabilitY.
Bookllisorganizedsoastostartwiththeeasiestcasefirstand

progressslowlybutsteadilytowardthestabilityquestion.Chapter-s-eiptains 
what is meant by ,,Leontief technology" and studies

balanced growth in an economy with this technology' one which

practices ;perfect thrift" (i'e., none but absolutely necessary con-

sumption). The very severe restriction of Leontief technology is

relaxed in chapter i, devoted to von Neumann technology' Some

economistsmaybeunfamiliarwithsomeofchapter4'scontents:
in particular, the original results of von Neumann himself are not

acceptable economic"ally, since they are based upon a severe' in-

deed cripplingly so, economic assumption' This assumption has

been remov"d i., lut", work by Kemeny, Morgenstern' andThomp-

son. Their results, which differ significantly as regards "optimality"
implications, are Presented also..CrrapterSisinthenatureofaninterlude,sinceitdeals,once

more, with a steady-state system, namely the "open Deontief

model." This introduces discietionary (as opposed to necessary)

consumption into the system, but without the additional compli-

--

-
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cations arising from growth. Apart from the description of the
usual theory, this chapter contains some new results, associated
with the possibility of "discretionary consumption goods," i.e.,
goods which would not be produced at all by a "petfect thrift"
economy. An economy in which consumers demand such discre-
tionary consumption goods is qualitatively different from a per-
fect thrift economy. In particular, one can prove the existence of
some highly peculiar solutions of the equations. Furthermore, un-
der cerbain not unreasonable conditions, these peculiar solutions
tum out to be the only solutions of the system.

Chapter 6 retums to balanced growth, but this time with con-
sumption permitted. The effect of consumption is to alter, dras-
tically, the nature of the solutions. In the perfect thrift system,
the rate of growth of the economy equals the rate of retum to in-
vestors and is strictly limited: only a few discrete values (or per-
haps only a single value) can exist for this common rate, on purely
technological grounds. With consumption allowed, this is still true
for the rate of return, but it is false for the rate of growth. The lat-
ter is free to take any value between instant collapse of the econ-
omy and the maximum which is achieved in a perfect thrift sys-
tem. The actual value is related to the frugality, or lack of it, of
the investors; it is not determined by the price system, nor does it
alter the price system.

The final chapter of book II, chapter 7 on dynamic stability, is
the heart and center of this work. This chapter contains the proof
of the basic dynamic instability theorem for a perfect thrift Leon-
tief system, it shows that input substitution possibilities do nof de-
stroy, or even seriously alter, this result, and the chapter ends with
a discussion of the relevant stability literature.

It may be noted that book II is restricted to "disaggregated"
growth theories and therefore contains no discussion of neoclassi-
cal one-sector or two-sector growth models. This work does nof
aim for encyclopedic coverage of the literature. The aim is not to
"cover," but rather to "uncover," what is of main imporbance in
that literature. Specific reasons for omission of neoclassical aggre-
gated growth models are given in section 7D;3 there one will also
find the reasons for omitting all of tumpike theory and related
subjects.

Book III is devoted to theories of the trade cycle (what is termed
the business cycle in America). Chapter 8 is general, but very im-
portant for what follows. The chapter starts from dynamic insta-
bility, showing that this condition need not lead to ridiculous con-
clusions about the global behavior of the system. Next there ap-

3Thir i* a short notation for chapter 7, section D.

Jrcars the idea of a limit cycle,a a concept well known in engineer-

ing but much less well known to economists. It is suggested that

thctradecycleissuchalimitcycle.Finally,thechapterconcludes
with a digression on "naturaf price," relevant to the theory of

value in economics.- - 
chapters g and 10 are devoted to the most important "schemat-

i",; u, opposed to detailed econometric, models of the trade cycle.

ft 
" 

u"""t"tator-multiplier model of Samuelson and the inventory

cycle model of Metzler are discussed in chapter 9' Chapter 10

tat es up in tum the Hicks model, the Frisch model, and the Good-

win model.
Econometricmodelsofcyclicalbehaviorarediscussedinchap-

terll.Thisisnotacriticaldiscussionofeconometricsassuch
lirrut "o-"s 

later), but rather the chapter is devoted to explaining,

ind criticizing, the stabitity results commonly obtained from such

models. In conventional wisdom, the econometric models show

.ruu,rvthattheunderlyingbasiceconomyisstableabout.itsequi-
iinrirr-. Chapter 11 provei that this conclusion is untenable' The

Jata, when analyzed properly, show that the conventionally ac-

""pt"a 
Frisch -oa"t (a staUte system) is completely excluded'

Book IV is on the economics of uncertainty. chapter 72 con'

tains a detailed criticism of the theory of expected utility' some

rational people may indeed use expected utility concepts for order-

ing theii pr"fur"rr"", among uncertain prospects' But-it is wrong

tfr"at att raiional people musiorder their preferences in that fashion'

The chapter contains a number of arguments in favor of this view'

Thematterisimportantinrelationtoinvestmentevaluationun.
der uncertainty, the subject matter of chapter 13' Everyone' at

least after Keynes, ugr""t that investment is terribly important'
y"t, trr" standard trr"6rv of investment evaluation is in a very sad

shape. It has no place for the method which most businessmen use

to decide on their investments in plant and machinery, the so-called

"pay-back time" criterion. The iheory presented in chapter 13 is

,rL* ura, unlike the conventional theory, is compatible both with

a pay-back time criterion and with the presence of true uncertain-

ty oi tfre future in the sense of Frank Knight (1921)' rather than

beingrestrictedtothemerelyrisky,butnot:uricertain,..lotteries,,
of the usual approach. Book iV is not in itself dynamic economics'

but develops tools for such a study'
Book V retums to discuss three topics which were touched on

earlieranddeferredforlaterconsiderationinordertoexpeditethe
flow of the argument.
4prior references to limit cycles can be found in Samuelson (.19-3-!a)' Good-

*t;(ie;;;ieof, rszu;si[*,'t' (1e61, 1e65), and rorre (1e77)'
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Chapter 14 goes into more detail on the nineteenth-century trade
cycle, in particular relation to Ricardo's predictions regarding
landlords and industrialists.

Chapter 15 contains the Tableau Economique of Francois Ques-
nay (1760). He was one of the most important of all economists,
and his contribution tends to be neglected unfairly and unduly.
This chapter is not a simple presentation of the Tableau in its orig-
inal form. Rather, it is a completely new study, using input-output
concepts (which are themselves based on the work of Quesnay)
with quantities and prices kept separate, thus showing how both
are determined within that system.

Finally, chapter 16, entitled "The Quicksand Foundations of
Econometrics," contains a detailed critique of econometric theory
and econometric methods. It is shown that this entire theory is a
misapplication of the theory of mathematical statistics to an area

of research in which the basic assumptions underlying mathema-
tical statistics are not satisfied. Model builders are urged to avoid
econometric methods, since those methods produce very much
harm and very little, if any, good.

C. Relationship to other theories in economics

A detailed discussion of the relationship of this book to other the-
ories in economics is, of course, entirely premature at this point.
Rather, the purpose of this section is to indicate to the reader
some of the relevant issues and to locate where these issues are dis-
cussed in the body of the work.

The approach taken here owes very much to that unfairly ne-
glected genius of economics, Dr. Francois Quesnay. In his Tableau
Economique, Quesnay sets out clearly that the economic system
of his day, just as much as the economic system of the nineteenth
century or of today, is not like a "fair" with independent buyers
and sellers who come together only via the market. Rather, the
economic system has a circular flow, similar to the flow of blood
in the human body. The buyers are at the same time sellers, the
sellers are at the same time buyers; there is thus a causal nexus
between sales and purchases much more explicit and stringent
than envisaged in, let us say, the "auction" of Walras.

The science of economics has paid a heavy price for ignoring the
insight of its great founder. Indeed, the only economists who have
made any significant progress in dynamic economics are those who
have gone back, consciously or otherwise, to the Tableau Econo-
mique. Without the basic ideas of Quesnay, the problems of dy-
namic economics are insurmountable. Quesnay's Tableau Econo-

miquo is prcsented explicitly in chapter 15, but his ideas are

fundamental for just about everything in this book.
.Ihe relationship to the classical economists, Adam smith and

David Ricardo in particular, is of a more mixed nature. on the one

hand, "classical" assumptions are used throughout, for example, a

minimum subsistence wage which is converted into a fixed stan-

dard bundle of wage goods. on the other hand, some of the main

tenets of classical economics are denied explicitly. These include:

the classical concept of exchange value (section 8E), the assertion

that the ,.invisible hand,' suffices to guide and determine the way

the system develops (section 6D), and the dynamic stability of the

classical equilibrium state (section 7B). The denial of say's law is

hardly novel after Keynes. But this denial has some interesting con-

,uqr"rr"", for an evaluation of what went wrong with Ricardo's

pr"di"tionr about the relative position of landlords and industrial-
ists in his long run (chaPter 14).

The denial of the classical concept of "value" implies that the

approach taken here is non-Marxist. Karl Marx maintained, cor-

r""tty, that the labor theory of value is the essential basis for his

whoie' system. Since we deny the validity of the concept of a

stable exchange value, we do not enter into discussions of value

theorys or of the "Cambridge controversy."6 For the same reason,

the views proposed in this book cannot claim descent from Mam.

Naturally, this fact will not prevent some people from claiming

that this book is nothing but thinly disguised Mancism-just as it
will not prevent some other people from claiming that it is nothing
but reactionary bourgeois propaganda.

Neoclassical economic theory is largely irrelevant for our study.

It bases itself on a definition (Robbins 1935) which we do not

consider useful for dynamic economics, and most of the work is

tied irevocably to states of economic equilibrium. Neoclassical

theory has had more than a century to show what it can do in
dynamic economics. Quite enough books already exist to cover

*t ut tittt" there is that is realistic and useful. Thus neoclassical

theory has been largely ignored in this volume. A few remarks can

be folnd in the following places: utility theory--ection 15E; op-

timality theory-sections 7D and 15E; production functions-
section 7c ; neoclassical gxowth models-section 7D ; expected util-
ity theory-chapter 12. This book is nof intended as a critique of

s E.g., Blakley (196?), Burmeister (1968), D-*re-u (1959.), 
-D^gb-! 

(^197.?)'

uar"rii lrozs), irunt (rgzz),I'Iorishima (1919), Pasinetti (1977), srarta
(1960), Walsi'i (1980), von Weizsdcker (1973).
6Robirr.ot (1954); see also Blaug (1975), Bliss-(1975), C-lark (1978), Collard
( 197 3), Hartourt'(797 7, 197 2, 197 3, 19?6a), Harris ( 197 3)'
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neoclassical theory, for which there already exists a sizable litera-
ture.? What critique emerges is purely incidental to the main task,
which is positive and constructive: to set up a basis for a future
dynamic economic theory.

Tuming to Keynesian economics, an exegesis of "what Keynes
meant" is not our concern.s For the reasons explained in section A,
we are also not concerned with monopoly, oligopoly, or the "man-
agerial revolution." e

In this book, we use "classical" assumptions of a gold standard
currency, and in most of our work we abstract from credit crea-
tion. This is not because we consider monetary questions unim-
portant-far from it-but rather because the essential points
concerning dynamic stability or instability become clearer and less

ambiguous if all markets are imagined to be operating only with
spot cash. Credit creation merely adds a further source of instabil-
ity (Hawtrey 1926). For these reasons, discussions of monetary
theory, "monetarism," and the theory of inflation are not our
concern. 1o

Econometrics has managed to rise to the status of an orthodoxy
in its own right. For a discussion of the claims of econometrics,
see section 11C and chapter 1-6.

must rgarl some sttctions stlveral times, or perhaps rcread earlier

scctions, for a full understanding. In extenuation, it may be said:

(1) The style to which the author is accustomed is much more

i.,rse yet, and (2) a condensed style makes the book shorter and

hence more economical.
we close this introduction with a philosophical point. Karl Marx

said: ,,The philosophers hitherto have only interpreted the world
in various ways; the thing, however, is to change it'" There have

been many changes in the world since this was written, about a

century urd u half ago. But only the foolhardy could claim that
these changes have all, or even mostly, been for the better'

It is not the task of this book to change the world. Let us try to
understand just a small pari of it, namely the dynamics of compet-

itive capitalism. It is by no means certain that the human race has

a future at all. But if it does, that future can not be harmed, and

may even be aided, by an honest attempt to understand our past.

A very determined attempt has been made to make the general

style of this work clear and accessible to economists. But it may
strike some readers as being considerably more terse and con-
densed than writing they are accustomed to. There is very little
repetition. Those used to a more leisurely style may find that they

7E.g., Benassv (1973), Chamberlin (1933), Eichner (1975a, 1976), Galbraith
(1958, 1977,7973,1973a), Hunt (1972), Kaldor (7972), Knapp (1973),
Kornai (1971), Kregel (7972,1973), Phelps Brown (1972), Robinson (1933)'
Shubik (1970), Veblen (1934), Worswick (7972).
8E.g., Clower (1965), Davidson (1965), Gramm (1973), Grossman (1972),
Hahn (1976), Harrod (1970), Hotson (1967), Leijonhufvud (1968), Madden
(7977), Mehta (1978), Weintraub (1971, 1973).
eChamberlin (1933), Marris (1963, 1964, 1968, 1971), Means (1935,7962),
Bobinson (1933); see also Blair (1974), King (1974), Larner (1966), Magdoff
(1970), Mason (1959), Melman (1972), Monsen (1965), Mueller (1971),
Solow (1968a), Tauber (1970), Townsend (1970).
l0Monetary theory: Fisher (1930), Galbraith (1975), Keynes (1930); mone-
tarism: Friedman (1956, 1963, 1968, 1970); inflation: Hansen (1951),
Robinson (1938), as well as Barro (1976), Bronfenbrenner (1963), Carlson
(1979), Clower (1967), Edwards (1952), Galbraith (1973a), Laidler (1977,
7977a), Means (1974), Moosa (L977), Nove (1974), Patinkin (1965), Wein-
traub (1974), Wiles (1973, 1974).

r-
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The steady state

A. Introduction

In this chapter, we shall investigate some highly oversimplified
economic systems to see what we can learn from them. O:ut qim
is twofold:

(a) We wish to show that the neoclassical mechanism of supply
and demand can be bypassed in favor of a much simpler proce-
dure, for the purpose of determining prices in the steady state
(Sraffa 1960).

(b) We also point out that this procedure must be modified
when steady-state conditions do not obtain, i.e., for dynamic
economics.

All the models of this chapter are steady-state models, with pro-
duction each period exactly the same as in all earlier periods and
prices unchanged in time. In this section, we assume that there is
no surplus at all; everything produced must be devoted either to
maintenance of life for the work force, or to inputs for next year's
production. The assumptions of this section are, in full:

1. All goods consumed within the system are produced within
it, and vice versa (closed system).

2. In each period, the same commodities are produced, by the
same methods.

3. There is no surplus; production in each period is exactly
enough to continue the cycle, with identical production levels,
in the next period.

4. Commodities are produced for sale at an annual market (wc
think of our "period" as one year), rather than for immeCiate con-
sumption by the producer.

Since we wish to make certain logical, theoretical points, wr:

16

shirll dclcr <liscussion of the historical meaning and validity' if any'

ol' tht-'stl assumptions to section D'
'l'o show point 1u;, we take our example from the imporbant

tr,rot Uy Srafta (fg6O). There are three commodities' namely'

(1) corn (i.e., wheat) in quantities measured in quarbers' (2) iron'

measured in tons, and (3) pigs' The production system is set out

in tabular form as follows:

Corn
(qu arter s)

240
90

120

lro n
(tons)

12

o

3

Pigs
(n umber)

+

+

+

+

+

+

Ou tput

1B 

---* 

450 quarters corn

12 _--+ 21 tons iron

30 
---+ 

60 pigs

Note that the plus signs in this table do not mean mathemati-

cal additions, but rather that the commodities listed to the left of

each arrow are inputs, at the beginning of the year' necessary to

pr"a"*, ,t the end oi ttt" y"u',1h" outputs listed to the right of

the arrow' :- ---^+^- :^ l^^l^-^arl let usTo show that this system is balanced at bare subsistence'

see what total input of tom is needed at the beginning of the year,

in all three of our "industries." Since inputs of com are listed in

the leftmost column of our table, we add these numbers: 240 +

90 + 120, giving a total necessary input of 450 quarters of-com at

ifr" Uegi.rrr-ing of tfr" year. This, however, is exactly equal to the

total corn output of ifris economy (the rightmost number' after

ifr" ,oo*, in the first line). Thus o// the corn produced in o-ne year

is needed'to provide necessary inputs for next year's production;

there is no surplus of corn. di-itu'ty, adding the numbers in the

second column of the table gives ,t tt u necessary total input of

iron: 12 + 6 + 3 = 21 tons, *tri"t exactly equals the ve.ally output

of iror; and adding the numbers in the third column yields as nec-

"*"w 
input of p[s: 18 +L2+ 30 = 60 pigs, which again equals

the yearly output of this commodity'
We conclud" tt at ihis system is indeed exactly balanced' If'

and only if, nothing whatever is wasted, and the outp-ut at the end

"i ifr" 
year'is redist"ributed between the industries as its equivalent

was at itre beginning of the year, then the same levels of produc-

tion of all commodities can continue year after year'
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Now suppose we wish to use neoclassical economic theory to
determine the prices at which these three commodities exchange
for each other in the yearly market. The neoclassical equilibrium
condition states that the prices of the three commodities, which
we shall call p, , pr, and p, , respectively, must adjust themselves
until the supply of each commodity, at these prices, equals the de-

mand for the same commodity, also at these prices. To apply this
theory, we need to know the supply schedules (supply functions)

S, (p,,p2,p3) S, (ppp2,p3) S, @,,pz,pt)
where Sr(p,.,prp3 ) tells how much of commodity 1 (corn) will be

supplied if the prices of the three commodities are pt,Pz,Ps, ta-
spectively, and similarly for 52 and Sr. We also need the demand
schedules (demand functions)

Dr@r,P2,P3) Dr(Pr,Pr,P.) Dr@r,P2,P3)

Althogether, we require knowledge of six functions of the three
variables pt, pz, and p, , before we can say anything at all about
equilibrium prices in the neoclassical theory. This is an enorrnous
information requirement, one which is rarely, if ever, fulfilled in
practice.r Our table not only fails to give any information about
prices; it does not even provide a "production function" relating
quantities of inputs lo quantities of outputs. All the table gives us

is output quantities fot one set of input quantities. This is one
point, and one point only, on a production function. There is no
information about other points on that function.

B. Price determination from quantities

The information requirement of neoclassical theory is enormous.
But Sraffa points out that, under the stated conditions, none of
this information is needed to determine the prices ruling in the an-

nual market! It turns out, and we shall now show explicitly, that
the table of quantities input at the start of the year, and output at
the end of the year, is enough to determine all the price ratios rul-
ing in the annual market. The entire procedure of equating supply
to demand can be bypassed in favor of a much simpler procedure,
which needs no more input information than what is contained in
our table and which nevertheless arrives at the one unique set of
price ratios which must be the final outcome of equating supply
and demand.

To see how this comes about, let us cclnsider the corn pro-
ducers, as a body. Of the 450 quarters of corn which they have

1 See Edwards ( 1952) for an example of how prices are really set.

'l'lll,; s'l'tt;AttY .\r/1, h t it

product-'d, they need 240 quarters as input to their own industry

for next y"uri production. Therefore, they come to the annual

market *itn tfr" difference, 450 - 24O = 210 quarters of corn'

Thisiswhattheyhavetosell;withtheproceedsfromthatsale
they must be able to purchase their other inputs, that is' 12 tons

of ton and 1g pigs. ttre condition that their receipts must be at

least as large as their outgoings is therefore:

2L0pr2L2P, + 18Pg

or equivalentlY

2L0Pr-L2Pz-L8Pt20
(Here the sign ) means "greater than o-r equal to'")

The iron producers need 6 tons of their 21 tons as input for

,r"*t y"rr. Sale of the remaining 15 tons must give them enough to
purch-ase 90 quarters of corn and 12 pigs' Hence we get the condi-

tion:
15pr)9OPr+12P,

or equivalentlY

-90pr +L5P2-72Pr2O

Finally, the same argument applied to the pig industry yields:

30pr2L20P,*lPz

or equivalentlY

-L2Opr-3Pz+30P.)0
wethereforehavethreeconditions,eachofwhichisaninequality,
not an equation, connecting the three prices P r , Pz, ald Pe'

Howevertheseinequalitiesreducetoequations.Forexample,
letusaddtogetherthefirsttwoinequalities.Sincethesumoftwo
things, each of which is nonnegative, must also be nonnegative'

we get:

(Z\Op, - 12pz - 18ps) + (-90pr + 15pz - 72pz) :

L2Op, + \Pz - 30P, ) 0

Thus, this combination must be positive or zero' But condition

thregstatesthatthenegativeofthisverysamecombinationmust
also be positive ot ,erc, i.e., that same combination must.be nega-

tive or zero. The only way a number can be both "positive ot zero"

and "negative or zero" is for the number to be exactly zero'

By afp$ing exactly the same argument to the other inequal-



ities, we see that all three of them must be exact equations:

2LOpr-l2pz-18p.:g
-90pr + l5p2 - 72pr: g

-720pr-\pr*30pr:g
Furthermore, not all these three equations are independent. Rather,
the first two equations (on being added togetheri imply the third
equation (or rather, its negative, which amounts to the same thing).
Thus, only the first two of these three equations give significant
information.

This is understandable, since the only thing that matters are
price ratios, not absolute prices. Indeed, we are free to declare any
one of the three to be our "numeraire" or measure of value. Let us
declare one pig to be the unit of currency.2 what matters to us are
therefore the price ratios, which we shall denote by capital letters:

Pr : Pr lps Pz : pz lpt
If we divide the first two equations by p, throughout, we get:

2L0Pt - !2P, - 1g: 0

-90Pr +L5P2-L2:0
These are two linear equations in the two unknowns p, and pr.
Multiply the first equation by 1b, the second by L2, and add:

15(210p1 - LD' - 18) + 12(-91pr * 15pz _ 72) :
207OPt+0-474:0

from which we conclude:

Pr : 4L412O70: ]-15

That is, five quarters of corn are needed to purchase one pig. To
get the other price ratio, Pr, we substitute this value of p, into
(say) the first equation, to get:

2L0Pt - lD, - 18 : 42- L?P2 - 18 : 24-12p, : g

Hence

Pz :2
That is, half a ton of iron is enough to purchase one pig, or, one
ton of iron buys two pigs.

At these price ratios, and only at these price ratios, can this
economy continue to function. whatever the "supply schedules,,
2Exactly this unit was employed widely in New Guinea not so long ago.

t rrtr.) I r,lll, I n I ll I r

ilnrl "rkrnranrl schedules" may be as functions of the price ratios,
tho ultimate result of cquating supply and demand, must be what
we have just deduced, if the system is to continue in the same
steady state. The neoclassical theory is not "wrong" here; presum-
ably, if all the huge amount of information about all these sched-
ules is available and is used, the outcome will indeed confirm what
wc have deduced. The charge against neoclassical theory is not
that it is wrong, but that it is superfluous for what concerns us
here.

Why can we obtain our results with so very much less initial in-
formation than is required within the neoclassical framework?

The answer is simple, but very basic. The "market" under con-
sideration here is not a neoclassical market of the sort envisaged
by Walras. In the neoclassical market there are buyers, one group,
and sellers, another quite distinct group. The sellers come with
goods; the buyers come with purchasing power (we shall call it
"money" for short, even though the numeraire commodity of
Walras is hardly money in the full sense). The total purchasing
power of the buyers is given in advance, independently of the
prices which are eventually established within the market. The
buyers and sellers interact with each other only via the market.

None of this applies to our "annual fair." In this fair, every
seller is also a buyer; every buyer is also a seller. The total purchas-
ing power available to each buying group depends on the price at
which it is able to sell its product. Also, supply determines de-
mand. For example, the supply of pigs is 60 pigs total, or 30 pigs
net after subtracting what the pig raisers need for next year. In
order to maintain the same level of production of pigs next year,
the pig raisers must demand exactly 120 quarters of com and ex-
actly 3 tons of ton. There is no room for supply and demand to
operate in this market. Supply is given by what was produced last
year, and demand is determined completely by the requirement
that exactly the same amounts of every commodity be produced
in the year to come. Neither supply nor demand can be affected
by prices, since both supply and demand are already determined
before we even consider prices. The necessary prices, necessary to
maintain the system in its steady state, then emerge as an after-
thought, from a set of balance conditions to make the market
"clear" in terms of purchasing power.

In our table of inputs and outputs, there is no reference to la-
bor or wages. The inputs are commodities (corn, iron, pigs). and so
are the outputs. This does not mean that commodities are being
produced without labor. Rather, the inputs to each production
process already include the commodity equivalents of the wages of
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labor. For example, the corn input to the production of iron (90
quarters of corn) is used not to process iron in the foundry, but
rather it is baked into the bread which the foundry workers re-
quire to survive. In the bare subsistence economy under discus-
sion in this section, the wage is of course also a bare subsistence
wage. There is no question of "distributive shares," since there is
no surplus product available for distribution.

Note that we do not deny that markets exist in which supply
and demand analysis is useful.3 AII we assert, with Sraffa, is that
this is not true of the present kind of market, which however is a
very important kind. Markets for intermediate, as opposed to fi-
nal, goods are mostly of this type. Such markets account for the
greater proportion of all business done by firms in a modern econ-
omy, with the exception of retail enterprises.

C. Steady state with surplus

Let us now assume that there exists some surplus, over and above
the inputs needed to resume production at the same levels next
year. As soon as there is a surplus, at least three questions arise
which are entirely meaningless in a pure subsistence economy. The
three questions are:

1. Who gets the surplus?
2. How is the surplus used?
3. If (the usual case) the surplus allows of some choice in what

is to be produced and how, then who makes these choices and on
what basis?

Neoclassical economics has standard answers to these questions:
Everything is decided by the play of a free market, with the con-
sumer as the ultimate king. But this answer is by no means uni-
versally true. There have been economies without such a free mar-
ket; and even with a tolerably free market, we shall find that there
are considerable difficulties.

Here, we restrict ourselves to a brief discussion of the treat-
ment in Sraffa (1960). Sraffa assumes a competitive system, hence
the same rate of retum to all productive activities in the system.
But, in line with his main purpose (prelude to a critique of eco-
nomic theory) he takes a particularly simple special case, namely a
pure steady state with no change in time. Each year, the same
quantities are produced of each commodity, and the same prices

3Important supply and demand markets are: (a) commodity markets in
which the sellers are price-takers, (b) markets where inelasticities of supply
are due to natural factors, or to inherent scarcity, e.g., old paintings; these are
the "peculiar cases" of Ricardo (1821).

1ln,vail. What surlllus tllt:rtl is, is consumc<I, not invested for growth'

wllil,, o,.," might cavilatthis assumption as beingarealistic descrip-

Lion of what happens under capitalism, this was not the purpose of

sraffa,s work. He wanted a theoretical critique of neoclassical eco-

nomics,includingthegeneralequilibriumtheoryofWalras(1874)
u,latnupartialequilibriumapproachofMarshall(1890)'Asteady-
state assumption is entirely in order for this purpose'

The similest system of this type is obtained if workers get a

basic subsistence wage, no more, and the surplus is distributed

among the entrepr"r,"rrr, in proportion to the initial money out-

lay of each entrepreneur at the beginning of the year (i'e'' a uni-

form rate of return in all industries, called r). Let the physical sur-

plus be entirely in corn production, with an output of 480 quar-

i"rr, ,uttt", tnan +fO quarters' of com' The new input-output table

reads:

Corn
(quarte rs)

240
90

120

Output

+

+

+

+

+

+

18 --------:> 480 quarters corn

12 -----+ 21 tons iron

30 

--J> 

60 Pigs

Sraffa,s conditions on price ratios and the rate of return r can

now be derived as followJ: The corn producers have to pay, at the

start of the year, 240p, + 12pz + 18p, for their inqytl' At the

end of the year, they ieleive 480p, for their output' Their rate of
return r is therefore given bY:

(240P, + 1.2P2 + 1"8P3)(1 + r): 480Pr

The same argument gives for iron producers:

(90P, + 6Pz * 72Pr)(l * r): 27P2

and for pig producers:

(L2OP, * 3Pz + 30P3 )(1 + r) : 60Pa

The condition that there be a uniform rate of return in all indus'
tries shows up in the fact that the same rate of retum r is used in

all three equations.
Since the equations are linear and homogeneous in the three

I ron
(tons )

tz
f)
a

Pigs
(number )
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prices p r , pz, and p3 , we can divide by any one price (say by p, )
and retain only price ratios Pr : pr lp, and Pz : pz/pr, just as be-
fore. We then have a system of three equations for the three quan-
tities P, , Pr, and r. It can be verified by direct substitution that
the following is a solution:

Pr : Pr /Pe : 0.18556 Pz : Pz lp, : 7.99476 r: 0.030025

Thus the rate of retum r is slightly better than 3 percent per peri-
od, and the price ratios are close to, but not identical with, the
ones found forthe bare subsistence case (i.e.,P, : 0.2 and Pz : 2.0).
It is not our purpose here to go into detail how this solution is ob-
tained, or to show that it is unique (it actually is).

The rate of return r obtained from this calculation, on the as-
sumption of bare subsistence wages, is the maximum rate of re-
turn for such a system. If the workers manage to obtain wages
higher than bare subsistence, they get a share of the surplus prod-
uct (the excess of corn, i.e., 480 - 450 = 30 quarters), and the
rate of retum to the entrepreneurs goes down correspondingly.
This relationship between wages and the rate of return is one of
the points of main interest to Sraffa, and it is brought out very
well by his extended system of equations, which includes wages
explicitly; we do not reproduce this extended system here.

Rather, we call attention to the fact that Sraffa's system, in spite
of its undoubted importance (Roncaglia 1978), is not suitable
as a basis for the study of dynamic economics. The steady-state
assumption is built much too firmly into the foundation of that
system. (I am indebted to Professor Peter Groenewegen for this
important point.) In a dynamic system, there is always the possi-
bility that prices may vary from one year to the next; thus the
equations describing such a system must, among other require-
ments, suffice to determine the movement of prices. Let pt , p2,
Pe be the unit prices at which inputs are purchased and p\, p'2,
pl be the unit prices at which the outputs are sold at the end of
the year. The retum to corn producers is then given by:

(240p, + 72p2 + 18p3 )(1 + r) :  80p\

with similar equations for iron and pig production. We therefore
have a system with five unknown price ratios and one unknown
rate of return r; but with only three equations connecting these six
unknowns. If and only if there is a steady state, we can setp', : p1 ,
p'z : pz, and p! : p3, which results in a determinate system.

This is in no sense a criticism of Sraffa. For the task he set him-
self, his system works perfectly. But it is inadequate for a quite
different task, namely, the study of dynamic economics. For this,

onc ttccds morc informaLion, in ptrrticular tull production func-

Lions for all commoclities, not merely one point on each produc-

Lion function.
llowever, the Sraffa example is most important in warning

against asking for superfl'o" i"fottt'ation' The information re-

q"it"-""t oir"o"lurrical theory is so enormous that it is hardly

cver fulfilled even for the steady state' There is no real hope of

progr"r, in dynamic economics on such a basis' It is therefore not

at all accidental that so little progress in dynamic economics has in

factbeenmadeontheneoclassicalbasis.Sraffa,sworkshowsthat
oneCandowithmuchlessinformationandstillobtainmeaning-
ful results about prices and rates of return' In dynamic economics'

weneedmoreinformationtharrSraffaallowshimself,butstill
very much less information than neoclassical theory insists on'

D. Some qualitative remarks

In this section, we intend to relate the purely mathematical models

oi trr" earlier sections to possible historical or quasi-historical so-

"i"ti"r, 
so as to investigate the reasonableness' or otherwise' of our

initialassumptions.Th"issectionisnotneededforthelogicalargu-
ment and may be skipped by readers who dislike conjectural his-

tory.
Let us, then, go back to the four assumptions listed near the

startofsectionaanddiscusstheminthelightofhistoricalknowl-
edge of societies past and present'

Steady-state, subsistence economies are' unfortunately enough'

u"ry "o**on 
in human history' While the surplus is seldom exact-

ii- ,uro, it is small and can support only a small ruling class at a

level of consumptio.t t,igtt"t ttran ttre rest' The limiting case of no

surplus at all is not far ftm the truth, in many cases' Let us think'

for definiteness, of a medieval village in Europe' Then our first

three assumptions are quite reasonable approximations:

1. The economic .yi"- of the village is not elactly closed' but

,r"urty so. There is tiitle trade even within the village, to say noth-

ing of external trade- Indeed, the decline of trade was one of the

most telling signs oi tt u decay of the Roman empire during the

onset of th; Middle Ages (Pirenne 1925)'

2. A steady state iJ a very good approximation for such a vil-

Iage. The same crops are planted e-ach year' in the same way; apart

from the vagaries of gooa and bad harvests' a steady state obtains'

Population, and with"it production' may change very slowly' over

generations,butcanbeconsideredessentiallyconstantforperiods
of a few Years.
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3. The actual surplus is exceedingly small, and there is some
doubt whether it should be called a surplus at all. The lord of the
manor can obtain armor and a horse and maintain a fortified cas-
tle, out of the surplus over bare subsistence. But all these are nec-
essary for defense of the village against all-too-frequent predators,
be they Vikings, Hungarians, or Saracens. Thus, on a wider view,
there is no true surplus whatever.

So far, then, our assumptions look pretty fair. But we strike
trouble with the fourth assumption, that most goods are produced
as commodities for sale in an annual market. There exist market
economies, of course; and there exist, and existed, subsistence
economies. But it is difficult to think of an example of an econ-
omy that was at subsistence level and that also exhibited relatively
complex exchange relationships. Within the typical village, most
goods are produced for direct consumption by the villagers them-
selves, or by the lord of the manor. A few goods may be ex-
changed with neighboring villages on a barter basis. But almost
never are goods brought to a commodity market in the modern
sense, exchanged for money, and this money used to buy other
goods. Markets existed. But, except for local markets in imple-
ments, the traded goods were largely luxuries, and few. History
seems to show that subsistence economies do not organize the pro-
duction and distribution of their goods through a market mecha-
nism.

It would be nice if economic theory could give us a clue to why
this might be so. Of course, neoclassical theory cannot do so, since
it starts from the assumption of a market mechanism and is mean-
ingless without it.

But the input-output approach does lead to a suggestion. Let
us look once more at the determination of prices, in section B.
There was exactly one solution for the price ratios, a set of inevit-
able, fully determined exchange values; only then do all producers
receive enough money from their sales to purchase their need.ed in-
puts for next year.

Let us now ask by what mechanism these "inevitable', price
ratios are maintained. So, let us suppose that "wrong,, prices pre-
vail in the market one year. What is the result? Well, the market
can no longer clear; some goods will be left over. As a result, pro-
duction next year will be lower. If the "wrong" prices continue,
this happens year after year, until everyone starves to death. Thus,
the market does nof provide a self-adjusting mechanism; indeed,
people may be unaware of why things are going wrong. It may be
far from obvious to the people in the village that the root cause of

thc Lr<lultle right now was a sct o[ wrong priccs the year before'- 
'l'hc mechanism for maintenance of the "right" prices is there-

[oremorethanabitdisconcerting:theeconomydoesnotcorrect
itself; it simply runs down to starvation point' Those-ecolomies

which survive t ur" inu right prices in their markets' This is remi-

niscent of Darwin's theo"ry Lf evolution: A wrong mutation is

never "corrected"; it just dies out'--- 
W" .rgg"st that this consideration may explain wtry subsistence

economiesdonotoperatetheirmainproductiveefforbbymeans
ofafreemarketin'commoditiesneededforfurtherproduction.
After all, there is no need for a market mechanism to make pro-

duction decisions. The only right decision is to produce,' each year'

exactly what was produced the year before' by exactly the same

metnoas. That decision can be reached through a highly conserva-

tive ruling body, p;;;pt a council of village elders' or a heredi-

t.ary tora 
"*r,o t,* a natural interest in preserving the status quo, or

;filly established church which can give divine sanction to its

conserrative rulings; or a combination of all three'

But a commodity market is superfluous' and is even dangerous'

In such a society, a certain u*otrr't of corn is sown' a certain num-

ber of pigs are raised, etc', not because there is a market demand

for this much 
"orn-u"J 

that many pigs' but rather bec^ause this is

the way it was a"""-tv us last yl'i, tt'it is what our fathers did'

and their fathers before them from time immemorial; this is what

the lord demands, and what the church assures us is the will of

God.
Before modem capitalism swung into operation' before the In-

dustrial Revolution prop"' got underway' there Yat u long pre-

p"t"t"tV period oi J*t"ot"I"g, and destroying' these traditional

ways of doing things u"a of 6ttuUtitttittg production for a wider

market. These cfranles were by no means popular; not-only was

there resist"r"", nrrT tf is resistance often took violent form (see'

io, 
"*u-pt", 

Heilbroner 7972 or Polanyi 1957)'

Thereisnodoubtthatthetraditionalistswhoresistedthispro-
cess were "forces of reaction'" But even forces of reaction may

have a valid point. U"tif the productive system is-capable'of gen-

erating a sizable *"iui t"ptus and doing so fairly reliably' it is

highly dangerous for a subsistence e"onomy to depart from its

iri?a"*a tire traditional ways' The attempt to progress to a mar-

ket economy *uV t"""eed, so that the economy "takes off" onto

a "growth path." But the attempt may fail.' t" Yh::ljase the

economy sinks into siagnatiot' firit' and perhaps into btarvation

,it"r. Tt i, second possitrllity is by no means farfetched' as even re-

I lrrt n,,rltU



cent twentieth-century history attests.

E. Mathematical appendix

We consider a system of n commodities, labeled i:1,2,. . . ,n. Theoutput of commodity i each year is calea rr, _"urr.ldin'wiratever
units are appropriate for this commodity. io produce this output,one needs inputs of this and other 

"o_modities. The input ofcommodity I at the beginning of the year, needed to produce
fl:":l ); of .commodity I at the end of the year, is 

"alled 
r,..Nole rhat we do not say anything about outputs obtainable fromuadifferent choice of inputs; that is, r, is the actual input of7, neededto produce the actuar_output tr'r{r. (The choice of the order ofsubscripts is awkward; sometimes the quantity which we have

:."11"1 
rU is denoted by subscripts in reverse ord"r, say qrr; l,eon_tief theory uses one convention, von Neumann theory the oppo_site' we shall use a uniform convention throughout trri, uott ; trr"left index refers to the output commodity, the right irra"*lo tn"input commodity.)

The "bare subsistence,' condition reads:

*ti:li for i:1,2,...,n

The balance condition for money amounts received andbursed by the producers of commodiiy i reads:

j=7
xiiPi: liP;

t
t=1

Here we have already assu.med equality, rather than inequality; theoriginal condition has a "less than or equar,, sign in piace of trreequality sign; but it is easy to show, ard *" fraie sirownli i., .""_tion B for a special :T", that-(2.l) together with all tnese inequat_ities impiies the equations (2.2).

-Thus (2.2), for i: L,2,...,n, is a rinear homogeneous systemof n equations in the n unknown prices pt, p2,..., p.. This sys_tem has a nonzero solution if and onry if 
';h"";";;difiu.,t.r 

rn"following matrix vanishes :

Mrj - *tj - ti6ij Q.S)
where 

9,i.i.__t-h" Kronecker delta (equal to 1 if i= j;equal to zerootherwisb). We now prove that the det(M) aoes inAeed rr"irfr. fnevaluating this determinant, we may add or subtract rows frorn

't'illis't'1,)Al)\'ts'l'A'l'1,) 29

cat:h <rtht:r, at will. Ltlt us add rows 2, 3, . .. ,n, in turn, to row 1'

As a result, the first row of the transformed determinant has the

clcmcnts:

(2.4)

where the final equality is a result of condition (2.1). Thus the en-

tire first row of the transformed determinant consists of zeros, and

hence det(M): 0. This proves that the linear equations (2'2) arc

consistent with a nonzero solution for the prices.

nn

i=1 i=1

(2.7)

dis-

(2.2)
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BOOK II

Theories of
Bolon ced Exponentiol Growth

Once we go away from entirely static systems, the simplest dy-
namic system is one undergoing balanced growth; that is, all quan-
tities increase uniformly with time, by the same growth factor
each period, and all prices stay constant. Not surprisingly, just
such systems have been studied extensively.

Chapter 3 is introductory, a straightforward extension of the
work of chapter 2 to a balanced growth system. To make such an
extension, we must assume something about the entire production
possibility set, not merely state actual production levels in any one
period. Chapter 3 assumes an input-output production set of
Leontief type, i.e., fixed factor proportions, no joint production.
Regarding consumption, we assume '.perfect thrift,,, i.e., none but
absolutely necessary consumption. Much of chapter B is well-
known material and can be read quickly by advanced students.
The mathematical appendix contains a summary of the relevant
theorems.

Chapter 4 extends this to the von Neumann technology, which
permits joint production, altemative processes for producing the
same output, and (discrete) input substitution. This also is largely
well-known material, though the last two results of the KMT the-
ory (results K5 and K6) have disastrous implications for the ,,op-
timality" implications of the theory: If there is any real choice at
all, then the solution with maximum growth is not the one with
the lowest rate of retum; and the solution with the lowest rate of
return does nof give maximum growth. This fact, which is a direct
consequence of the theory, is sometimes glossed over.

We strike really new material in chapter b, where we first intro-
duce discretionary consumption; i.e., there is now a choice be-
twecn consumption and investment for further growth. In chapter
I-r, w. .ss.m(l that this <rhoicc is macle so as to lead to an exact

:to

steadystate.Theresultisatheoreticalcounterparttothewell-
known open Leontiei model familiar to applied economists' The

i'theoretical" aspect is that we distinguish clearly between quan-

tities and values (i."., pti""t are deduced' not taken-fro1 market

observation) and we'aisume the competitive condition that rates

of retum are the .u.t " 
i" all industriet' tt'" surprising result is that

,r"n 
" 

ty.t.m may fail to have any sensible solution whatever'

Chapter 6 introauces growth- along. with consumption' Here

again there "r" 
,t"*-i*tti- Witf' Leontief technology' it turns out

that the competitive conditions for a state of steady balanced

growth ate not sufficient to pick out a particular rate of growth'

though they do pi"ft-o'i a particular rate of return' The growth

rate can vary from i";;"' colapse of the economy to a maxi-

mum equal to the tut"- of retuni, depending upon the degree of

"frugality" of the 
"upitutitt"' 

Turbhermore' under cerb-1in circum-

;;;";, io sensible .11t" ot balanced growth exists at all.

Finally, in ct apterJ, *" tf'o* ttrat a Leontief system without

consumption is perfectiy unstable; any deviation from the correct

proportions uetween cimmodity outputs' for any reason what-

ever, result, i, "u",l"creasing 
departures from balance' with even-

tual disaster (some 
"om*oaities 

must have negative amounts of

output). We also ,t o* tf'ut input substitution' when treated cor-

rectly and restrainJto '"u*ttable 
elasticities of substitution' does

not alterthis result iection 7D relates these new results to the lit-

erature on long-term stabilitY'



BALANCED GROWTH WITH LEONTIEF TECHNOLOGY

CHAPTER 3

Balanced growth with
Leontief technology

A. Leontief technology

We are now ready to embark on the study of dynamic economic
systems, in which production levels, and possibly prices, change
with time from one production period ("year") to the next. We
have seen in section 2C that a simple statement of actual quan-
tities produced, and actual inputs necessary to produce that out-
put, is no longer adequate to derive conclusions. We need to know
alternatives, i.e., what outputs are obtainable from any (reason-
able) choice of inputs.

Obviously, we need some restrictive assumptions to limit the
range of possibilities to something we can handle. In this chapter
we shall make a number of assumptions concerning the production
possibility set, more restrictive than is either reasonable or neces-
sary, so as to obtain simple and easily understood results with a
minimum of mathematics. The more realistic, but also much more
complicated "von Neumann technology," is left for chapter 4. For
now, we restrict ourselves to "Leontief technology"-the name is
taken from the input-output system of Leontief (1951, 1953),
which is related but not identical- a technology which we shall
now define.

The first restrictive assumption is constant returns to scale.If all
input quantities are, say, tripled, then the output also triples. Nat-
urally, this assumption is not exact; but neither is it at all far from
reality. In classical capitalistic economies, with many small inde-
pendent producers in each industry, expansion of output in an in-
dustry is achieved mainly by new producers entering this industry,
using the same techniques and building factories of roughly the
same size as before. Constant returns to scale is then an excellent
approximati<>n. In lully developed capitalism, of the twentieth-

century variety, many industries are dominated by one' or a few'

large corporations. gif 
"u"t' 

corporation runs a number of similar

factories; if output it ;t;" contracted' some of these factories are

kept idle while the oif'"t factories continue to run at optimum

capacity. Thus, ugui"] 
"o"*lanlretrlms 

to scale is not at all a bad

assumption (Johnstorl fg60l' Constant returns to scale will be as-

sumed not only i" t;i; "r'upi"', 
but through much- of this b'ook'

However, even with constant returns to scale there can be quite

a few comPlications, including:
l.Input su\rtituiint g;"i*gi"g the production process used'

one may produce d; ;;; u*o'i't ot 
'oitt" "o-*odity 

with dif-

ferent inputs, "itt "i 
uftog"ther different input commodities or the

same input commodities in different proportions and amounts'

2. Joint proauctfoit-A p'odu"tion.piocess may lead to output

of two or more "o--*"ii1i"s, 
in definiie proportions; for.example'

the production of "t* t'*"1t"'ify leads also to the production of

straw, with a fixeJ ratio of outputs of these two commodities'

Even if straw turns out to be a free good, it must still be produced

if we wish to Produce corn'
3. Fixed capital: i machine, say a tractor' used in a production

process is not "useJ'r;' tt' olru ii"'" period' At the end of the

;;;;ia is still there, o'" y"u'older, for use the vear after'

In this chapter, we shall assume away all these complications' for

the sake of getting simple results' e-asy to derive and see' The tech-

nological assumptiois iir wrrat is called "Leontief technology" are:

1. Every "o-*oJitv 
i' f'oat'cea in one precise way' with fixed

proportions between all the inputs'

2. Each production process has precisely one output commod-

ity, a different ouiput for each process' There are exactly as many

production pro""r*t as there are commodities' one process for

each commoditY.
3. All inputs are used up completely in n1o{u9ing the year's

output; that is, trtlr" ,"av be circulating capital (e'g'' seed corn

and a "wages t t'a;; ioi" "o" 
production) tut no fixed capital

(tractors).
Precisely because of the extreme severity of these assumptions'

there is litfle poinl- in dis"usri.,g their applicability to actual econ-

omies. Rather, th; ;t;;;tionJ srroun-be considered mathemati-

cal simplifications-dIJsta to get at the essence of glovth theory

without ,rrr"""rruf,.."3*pfit'tftns' If a realistic theory is wanted'

thenthe-rr"tr*o'eetaUorate"vonNeumanntechnology"of
chaPtet 4 must be used'

As an example of an input-output table under Leontief technol-

ogy, consitler the tablc on the following page:
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opment. since our main interest is in a quite different direction, we em-

ploy the iron law as a first, rough and ready, approach.

Note also that the ,,Leontief technology" introduced here is not iden-

tical with the input-output system of Leontief (1951, 1953). We shall

discuss the differences later on, in section 5D; suffice it to say here that

these differences are so fundamental that they are more important than

the similarities.

B. Balanced exponential growth: quantities

Suppose we wish to produce y, quarters of corn and y, tons of
iron next year, that is, at time t + l, time t being now. To start
production of y, quarters of corn we require as inputs, now, 0.9y 1

quarters of corn and 0.05y, tons of iron. To start production of y,
tons of iron we require as inputs, now, 0.6y, quarters of corn and

0.2y, tons of iron. Thus our total input requirements are:

Input of corn at time t: 0.91t (, + 1) +

O.6Yr(t + 1) quarters corn

Input of iron at time f : 0.05]r (, + 1) +

0.2yr(t * 1) tons iron

At this stage we impose the conditions for balanced exponential
growth:

1. AII commodity outputs alter by the same "growth factor" a
each year, i.e.,

t.,G * 1): ay, (f) tz$ + 7\: aYr(t)

and so on if there are more than two commodities.
2. The annual market clears completely.
we shall look for solutions which satisfy these two conditions,

year after year; such solutions are called "balanced growth solu-

tions." Other solutions exist, infinitely many of them, and we

shall return to them in later chapters. But the balanced growth
solutions are particularly simple and form the basis for what is

called "growth theory" in economics. Balanced growth solutions
are the nearest analog, in dynamic economics, of a purely static
equilibrium in which nothing changes at all.z In balanced growth,
change does occur, but it is kept to an absolute minimrlm: Only
absolute production levels alter from one year to the next; but
sincc all production levels increase by the same factor a, relative

21,',,r .'x:rrnplt', Motrl.gotrtt'rv ('l 9?l) rr-raintains that thc system of Walras (!)
r':rrr lrt irtl,r'rprt'l,r'<l :ts :t growllt l.ltt'ory.

Corn
(quarters)

0.9

0.6

lron
(tons)

0.05

o.2

Output

1 qu arter corn
'l ton iron

Although this rooks rather similar to the tabres in chapter 2, itcontains much more information, because of the assumption ofproduction to scale for both production processes, com produc-tion and iron production. For example, to produ"" f OO quartersof corn, we need as inputs 90 quarters of corn and 5 tons of iror,obtained by multiprying the first row of the table by roo irrrougrr-out. Similarly, to produce 20 tons of iron, we need as inputs 12quarters of corn and 4 tons of iron, obtained by multiplying thesecond row of the tabre by 20 throughout. Thus, unlike the tabres
yf-.chanter 2, the present tabre giveslhe entire ';production possi-bility set," not merely some particular actual inputs a.rd ortpltr.

Note: Labor is ,.hidden,'in the input-output table; for example, the0.6 quarters of corn required for production of each ton of iron is notfed to the iron fumace, but ratherit is baked into bread which the ironworkers eat. As a result, a change in the real wages of labor shows itselfby way of a change in the coefficients of the i"nput-outpri i"or.. r.,example' if the workers manage to obtain an increase in t-heir real wage,
then more input corn will be required to produce corn as output, as wellas to produce iron as output.l The corn-corn coefficient in the table,
0.90, may rise to 0.g2, say, and the iron-corn coefficient, 0.60, may riseto 0.62. what is calred a "subsistence" wage can be rather flexibre,
therefore.

A similar point relates to the labor force and unemployment. In theclassical system, say of Ricardo and Malthus around 1g20, it was takenfor granted that raborers have many children, of whom many die before
they reach working age (in that time, that meant an age of ten years!). Ifreal wages improve, more ch,dren stay arive and suLsequenry depress
wages back down to subsistence lever. contrariwise, if ttrere are any un-employed, they die of starvation. The ,,iron law of wages,' tt,u, .nror".,full employment at subsistence lever wages. one need nlt u".upt ttrrs ttre-ory as being at alr realistic (least of all under present-day conditions) toobserve that it has the effect of greaily simplifying the theoretica. devel-

lThe changes in the
<l irccl, rcqu ir('mcnts,
;rrc rclal,r'rl l,o whal.
rn:rl.rix.

corn-corn and iron-corn coefficients depend upon in_
as wcll as upon thc obvious dircct requiiementi. They
is callul l.h<. "Lcontief invcrse,, of ihe input-output



r)r(,(luction levels do not change at all. For exampre, the ratio of/r to y, remains the same from one year to the next. For this
same reason, we shall be able to postulate, in the next section, that
all prices stay constant for a growth solution.

A caution is necessary: one speaks of ..growth,, theories and
"growth" solutions, but this can be misreadlng. All we realy as-
sume about the factor o is that it cannot be negative. If a is rarger
than one, then there is rear growth, i.e., production revels at timef * 1 exceed those at time f. But if o: 1, we have a stationary
state with constant production levels. If o is ress trr"" o"", produc-
tion levels decline year after year, so we have a contracting econ-omy, not a gtowing one. It is crear that "balanced exponentiar
change" is a better term than "balanced exponentiat gro*1rr,, fo,what we have defined here; but the word ,,growth,, is so common
in the literature that it is too late to change it now.

The third condition which we shall impose for now is perfect
thrift:

3. All outputs are used as inputs to next year,s production;
nothing at all is used for discretionary (as opplsed to absorutery
necessary) consumption.

This condition is not necessary to get growth sorutions; later on,we shall investigate 
-growth in the pr".er"" of discretionary con-

sumption. But it is obvious intuitivery that maximum growth is ob-
tained by a single-minded concentration of alr resourceJof the econ-
omy on growth and growth alone. Thus, the perfect thrift condition
ensures that we get that growth sorution which has maximumgrowth, i.e., the largest possible value of the growth factor o (we
note that the "growth rate" g is related to the ,,growth factor,, athrough:a:g+7).

conditions 2 and B impry that the input of corn at time f equars
the entire corn production from the year before, and similarry for
iron. Thus we obtain:

Jr (f) : 0.9y, (r + 1) + O.6yr(t + L)

yzQ ): 0.0b1 (, + 1) * O.2yz(f + 1)
we note that this follows from "market crearing,, and .,perfect
thrift" alone and does not require assumption l.however, t"t ,,now impose this condition as well. Then y, (f + 1) on the right_
hand side can be replaced by ayr(f), and similarly foryr. attfri,
stage all production quantities y, ard y2 in the equations refer tothe same time period f, and *e "* therefore o-it th" time vari_
able altogether:
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lz:a(O-05Yr+0.2Y2)
If and only if these two equations hold can we get balanced expo-

nential growbh with growth factor a.
We stratt now prove that these two equations determine, in a

unique fashion, everything that matters about this economy' We

intend to demonstrate that there is one unique value of the growth

factor o consistent with these equations, as well as one unique val-

ue of the ratio of outputs lrllz. Later on, in section C, weshall
show that price ratios are also determined uniquely.

We now proceed to the proof of these assertions. We starb by
writing the two equations above in equivalent forms:

(1- 0.9o)y r : O.6alz and hence lr llz : o.6al(L - 0'9o)

0.05oy, : (1- O.2a)y, and hence lt Dz: (L-0.2a)/(0.05o)

Since both expressions for the output ratio y, /y, must lead to the

same answer, we must have:

0.6a1(L - 0.9o) : (1 - 0.2a) l@.05a)

We multiply both sides of this equation by the product 0.054(1-
0.9o) to get:

0.0342 : (1- O.2a)(!-0.9o):7-L.La* 0.18o2

and thus, finally, the following quadratic equation for a:

0.15a2-7.1a+1:0
The standard formula for solving a quadratic equation leads to

the following two solutions:

ao: (t.L +\lfo'Oo.3 : 6.27008

a6 : (t.L-\821 -0.6)/0.3 : 1.06325

This appears to contradict our initial assertion that there is a
unique solution to the system: we have two distinct solutions to
the quadratic equation.

H-wever, we assert that the first of these two solutions is im-
possible economically. To see this, let us evaluate the output ratio
yr ly, from the first of the two formulas given before (we could

uie the second formula equally well, with the same resulQ, and let
us do so for both values of a found above:

Foroo: 6.27008: ttDz: 0.6ol(1 -0.9o): -0'81025
For a6 : 1.06325 tr Dz: 0.6ol(1 - 0.9o) : L4.8L025

It is the negative value y, llz: *0'81025 for the first solution
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which makes this solution impossibre economicany: we cannotproduce negative amounts of inything; we can produce positive
amounts ot zero, but not less than ,ero. With y, iy, n"grtir", orr"of y1 and y, must be- negative (the other b";; ffritiu'+' tt i, i,impossible, and therefore we are left with one, unique solution,a: 'L.06325, which means a growth rate g : a _ 1 :0.06825, ora bit over 6 percent growth per period. To achieve this steadygrowth, 74.8702b quarters of corn must be produced fo, 

"veryton of iron. These results fonow of necessity from the assumed
input-output table.

In the mathematical appendix to this chapter, we state certainmathematical theorems which give the extension of this resurt tothe case of an arbitrary number n of commodities in the system,rather than just two commodities. An input-output tabre is cailed"irreducible" if every commodity is needed, direcily or indirect-ly, as an input to produce 
"u"ry "t--odity in the system. For ex-ample, our table is irreducible, because com is needed to produce

corn and to produce iron, and iron is needed to produce corn anato produce iron. In both cases the need is direct, uufin gerrerat itmay be indirect, i.e., one commodity may be needed as-an inputto production of a second commodiiy, and this second commod-ity is needed as an input for a third commodity. In such a case,
ffe tylt commodity is needed, but needed indirecfly, i"-proOr""
the third commodity.

.. -The_extreme opposite of ,,irreducible" is called ,,fully reduc_ible." Think of two countries which do not trade with each otherat all. certain commodities are produced in country a urrJr."a u.inputs in this country. Entirery different commoditi", (o, at leastwith different labers) are produced in country B and ,r"d * inputsin that country. But no commodities frorn- A are used in B, andvice versa. The input-output tabre then sprits into trro q.rit" ,"p*-ate tables, one for country A, the other for country g: i;ls the,obvious that there can be two different growth factors, o.r" fo,country A, the other for country B; and hence there is no longar aunique solution. However, this type of nonuniqueness is without
real 

-economic significance, since uu trr" meaningful information
can be obtained by considering each country r"prrut"ly, one at atime.

However, it is not true that "fuily reducible,, and ,,irreducibre,,
are the only two possib,ities for an inpu'output table. Rather,there exists an intermediate case which is caled- ,,reducibreii (nrtnot "fully reducible"). Economically this occurs when there are"discretionary consumption goods,,,- that is, goods which can bepr.<lu..rl if th.re is a d.mand f,r them, but neerl not be proJu,:r,d
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at all under "perfect thrift." Consider, in addition to our "corn"
and "iron," a third commodity called "white elephants." To pro-
duce white elephants, one requires corn (as food), iron (for fenc-
ing), and some white elephants. However, no white elephants are
needed in corn or iron production. This economy is not "fully re-
ducible," because it cannot be split into two viable subeconomies
which are unrelated to each other: A subeconomy containing only
corn and iron is viable; but the other subeconomy, containing only
white elephants, is not viable because it requires inputs of corn
and iron. Equally so, however, our three-commodity economy is

not "irreducible": Elephants are not needed, directly or indirect-
ly, for the production of either corn or iron.

This possibility is of considerable imporbance when we dis-
cuss growth with consumption. However, we can ignore it now
since we have assumed a "perfect thrift" condition. It is a conse-
quence of our definition of perfect thrift that no white elephants
are produced in a perfect thrift economy. Thus, under the condi
tions assumed in this chapter, we may validly postulate that our
input-output matrix is irreducible.

In the mathematical appendix, we quote theorems to the effect
that an irreducible input-output matrix results in a unique solution
of the balanced growth equations, unique both in the value of the
growth factoro and in the proportionslr :lz:!t:...:Jn be-
tween the quantities of the various commodities which must be
produced each year to maintain this balanced growbh. We point out,
however, that this result depends on the very strong assumptions
(Leontieftechnology and perfect thrift) in this chapter.

C. Balanced exponential growth: prices

Some words are needed here about our "prices." They are:
1. "Market-clearing prices"-fhat is, we assume that the annual

market is organized so perfectly, say by an auctioneer, that it clears
perfectly. The price ratios required to bring about this result are
our "market-clearing prices." Our prices are neither claimed, nor
intended, to be in any sense stable in time or some kind of center
of gravity about which actual market prices move. On the con-
trary, our market-clearing prices are directly applicable to dynamic
situations in which price iatios which clear the annual rharket of
year f fail to clear the market of year r + 1. Deviations between
our prices and actual market prices arise solely from market imper-
fections.

We mention this because economists have distinguished between
<ltritc a fcw l,ypcs of "prices," none of which corresponds at all
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closely to our concept. Among these types of prices, a few promi-
nent ones are:

2. "Market prices."
3. The classical notion of "natural price" (Smith 1776, Ricardo

L82L, parbicularly chapter 4 of the latter).
4. The Marxian notion of "prices of production" (Marx 1894),

and the closely related price concept of Sraffa (1960).
5. The early neoclassical notions of "general equilibrium prices"

(Walras 1874, 1877) and "partial equilibrium prices" (Marshall
18e0).

6. The late neoclassical notions of "general equilibrium prices"
(Debreu 1959, L962, Arrow 1971).

We repeat that none of these equals our concept of market-
clearing prices, though some are not too far away.

In parbicular, in this chapter and for some time to come, we de-
liberately assume away price changes from one year to the next;
that is, we impose conditions of "balanced growth" which are con-
sistent with the assumption of constant price ratios. Under such
special assumptions, our market-clearing prices become very simi-
lar to the "prices of production" of Marx and Sraffa.

But such special assumptions, i.e., constant price ratios, are in-
consistent with a fully dynamical approach. Prices, or price ratios,
cannot be so constrained in advance. This will become apparent
in chapter 7, and it would take us too far to explain it fully here.
All we need for now is the fact that, in the general dynamical sys-
tem, our market-clearing prices are neither constant, nor closely
related to the conventional "prices of production."

Next, we intend to prove that the solution we have just found
for the growth factor and for quantities produced also implies a
unique value for the price ratio p, lp, of the price of one quarter
of corn to the price of one ton of iron, as well as a unique value
for the rate of retum to the owner in either industry.

In addition to conditions 1, 2, and 3 imposed in section B, We
now impose further conditions:

4. All prices are constant year after year.
5. All industries offer the same rate of return r to their owners.

Condition 4 is not necessary if the unit in which prices are mea-
sured is itself a given (unit) quartity of some specific commodity
(the numeraire). For then, with quantity ratios constant by as-

sumption 1, price ratios are automatically constant, and the
"price" of some other commodity is a price ratio (to the price of
the unit quantity of the numeraire) by definition. But if the cur-
rency is paper, then assumption 4 is required to exclude the possibil-
ity of a uniform in flalion <lr deflation of thc valuc of that currency.

condition 5 arises as follows: If the production of iron should

give a higher rate of return r, than the rate of retum in the corn

industry r, , then there is an incentive to com producers to switch

to produciion of iron so as to partake of the higher retums there.

If there a.re no barriers to entry into the iron industry, then condi-

tions next year will be different from those of the present year,

not merely in total amounts' but in the proportions produced'

This is inconsistent with balanced growbh and must therefore be

excluded. Barriers to entry are outside the scope of this book (sec-

tion 1A.).
Let us now figure out the rate of return in the two industries.

Under our assumptions, this rate of return does not depend upon

the scale of production and can therefore be calculated on the ba-

sis of production of a unit quantity of the output commodity. To

produce one quarber of com, the entrepreneur must purchase, at

ihe Ueginning of the year, 0.9 quarters of corn and 0'05 tons of
iron. His expenditure is therefore equal to 0'9p, + 0'05pr ' At the

end of the year, he has one quarter of output corn to sell, at unit
price p, . By assumption 2, all the output is actually sold; hence

the entrepreneur receives an amount p, for his one quarter of corn'

His rate of return r, is therefore given by:

1 * r, : P, l(0.9nr + 0.05P2 )

The entrepreneuf in the iron industry purchases inputs of 0.6

quarters of corn and 0.2 tons of iron, at a total expenditure of
O.Op, + O.Zpz, and he receives the amount Pz at the end of the

y"ur-fo, his one ton of iron; his rate of return is therefore given

by:

7* r,: P,l(0.6P, * O.2Pr)

At this stage, we impose condition 5, equality of the two rates of
return, that is, rr : rz. Since the left-hand sides of our two equa-

tions are now equal, the right-hand sides must also be equal:

Pr l(0.9P, + O.OlP2): Prl(0.6P, + 0'2Pr)

Since only the price ratio P, : Pt lPz is determined by this condi-

tion, we airiau numerators and denominators on both sides by p, ,

to get:

Pt l(o.qPt + 0.05) : 1/(0.6P1 + 0.2)

FIence:
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whcn<rc:

P' (0.6Pr + 0.2) : 0.9Pr + 0.05
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0.6P, -0.7P1 -0.05:0
This is a quadratic equation for the price ratio Pr: prlpr.The
two solutions of this quadratic equation are:

p, : (0.7 rJ0.4e + 0.1a ft.2: { };'.1i1?ifii,ili,?,,*"r
The solution with negative value P, : -{.06752L can be dis-
carded as impossible economically: If the ratio pt lpz is to be neg-
ative, then one of the two separate prices must be negative, the
other positive; but there cannot be negative prices. Thus we are
left, as claimed, with a uniquely determined price ratio Pt : pr I
pz : 7.23419. One quarber of corn exchanges f.or l.234Lg tons of
iron in the market.

Equally, the common rate of retum is now known, and is unique:
Using either one of the two earlier expressions for 1 * r, we get
(say from the second one)

1 * r: Pz l(O.6Pr + 0.2p2 ) : 1/(0.6P, + 0.2) : 1.06325

which means a return of slightly better than 6 percent on money
invested. This particular rate of retum, and this particular price
ratio, is determined uniquely by the inpuLoutput table and the
conditions 1 to 5 which we have imposed. No other balanced ex-
ponential growth solution is possible.

It is apparent that the "retum factor"

A:1+r
(we always use the symbol B forthe return factor defined this way)
has turned out to be identically equal to the "growth factor" a.
Consequently there is also equality between the rate of growth
E: a-| and the rate of return r: 0- 1. This is a fundamental
result of the theory of economic growth, and we see in the next
few chapters both how widely it extends (for example, it is not
necessary to have Leontief technology) and what its limitations
are. In the mathematical appendix, we quote theorems to the ef-
fect that, with the assumptions of this chapter, the rate of growbh
and the rate of return are equal and determined uniquely, no
matter how many commodities there are in the system, provided
only that the input-output matrix is irreducible. Under this same
condition, all price ratios are determined uniquely.

D. The effect of a wage rise, and other qualitative points

Wc rncnlionc<l lrt.forc that lhc wagos o[ labor arc hirltlcn in our
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input-output table; for example, the input of corn for production

of orr" ton of iron represents bread eaten by the workers in the

iron foundry.
Now suppose the workers form a union and succeed in getting a

real wage rise, i.e., more corn for themselves for the same total
output. within the model, this shows up as an increase in the corn

inputs within the input-output table. Let us say' by way of exam-

pll, that the coefficient 0.9 for corn production increases to O.92,

and the coefficient 0.6 for iron production increases to 0.62 (they

do not increase in the same ratio, because some of the corn needed

for com prodution is seed corn and food for drafb animals, not
wages for agticultural laborers). The new input-output table there-

fore reads:

Corn
(quarters)

o.92
o.62

0.05
o.20

Output

1 quarter corn

1 ton iron

working through the argument in the same way that we did in sec-

tion B, we find that the new quadratic equation for the growth

factor o reads:

0.62 X 0.0542 : (1-0.2a)(1-0.92a): 1- 7.72a* 0.184a2

with the unique positive solution (positive in the tatio yr lyr):

a : (7.72 - @@/0.306 : 1.04085

This is less than the growth factor found in section B; the growth

rate has declined from 6.3 percent per period to 4':. percent per

period.
one way of looking at this result is to say that the "selfish"

workers, by demanding higher real wages, have interfered with the
growth of ine economy. But one must recognize that this.is hardly

thu *uy the situation would appear to a worker. From his point of
vicw, his wages are depressed in order to produce a fast rate of
cconomic growth, without his getting any personal benefit what-

t.vcr from the growth. Higher growth means a higher rate of re-

t,rrrrr l'or thc t:itllit,illist, cntrcprcncurs, or perhaps the owners if
t,lrcsc lt1, rlil'li'rt,rrl, 1lr.op|'; Lhis f<lllows fron"r the fact that the rate
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of retum equals the rate of growth in this theory. But there is no
higher retum, or any return, to the working man; as long as the
input-output table remains the same, a higher level of output
means that there are more workers to produce that output, but
each worker gets the same real wage. The rational worker is out to
change the input-output table so as to benefit himself through in-
creased consumption (of corn), not to maximize growth and the
rate of retum to capitalists, at zero benefit to himself.

However, there are at least two things which must be added to
this discussion, to make it slightly more realistic:

1. A high rate of growth of production (and, under our assump-
tions, of working population as well) makes a nation more power-
ful militarily, more capable of aggression against others and of de-
fense against aggtession by other nations. This aspect of growth
can be, and historically has been quite often, used as an argument
to make the goal of maximum growth acceptable to the working
class. Indeed, if a powerful nation can take control of foreign ter-
ritories and make them colonies, the workers within the home
country may be better off objectively as a result. Conversely, a na-
tion that fails to grow economically as fast as its neighbors may
leave itself open to being attacked and conquered.

2. The complete neglect of technological progress in the discus-
sion so far is an extremely serious flaw in the argument (Eichner
1980, p. 304 ft). If technology does not change (no change in the
input-output table), then a rise in real wages slows down growth.
But the "if" is most unrealistic, since the level of wages itself has
a major influence on the advance of technology (Ford 1974). In
practice, modern economies do not grow by starving their workers,
but rather by high investment in new technology. This type of in-
vestment is inhibited, not furthered, if wages are low, since then
there is little incentive to install labor-saving machinery, or to pay
good money for inventing and developing machinery which will
never be installed. Throughout the nineteenth century, the United
States was a high-wage country; the United Kingdom hadmuch
lower wages. There is strong historical evidence (Saul 1970) that
the much more rapid gtowth of technology in the United States
than in the United Kingdom can be explained on purely economic
grounds: it pays to install new technology in a high-wage country,
more than in a low-wage country. We are not suggesting that high
wages were the only factor favoring growth of the U.S. economy,
or that other issues can be ignored (for example, how the Ameri-
cans got the initial capital to install all this machinery). But it is
clcar historically that high rcal wages favor, rather than inhibit,
<.r:onomi<: growth.

This is one of the unfortunately all too common examples of
how seriously misleading an oversimplified economic model may

be.
Another limitation of growth theory is this: If there is real

growth, i.e., a growth factor larger than unity, then this state of af-

iuir. .ut ttot go on forever. Eventually, we come up against some

limit which makes furbher growth impossible. In the classical sys-

tem, this limit is natural resources, called "land." once all avail-

able land is under cultivation, no more growth of output (say, of
corn) is possible unless there is technological improvement in the

use of tt " l*d----omething the simple growth theory cannot

handle.
To those people who maintain that human ingenuity will always

be able to overcome such limitations, there is a simple answer:

shortage of living space on the earth. If the population doubles

every so many years then it is a simple exercise in arithmetic to
calculate the date at which each human being will have less than

one square centimeter of space on which to stand on this earth'

Going out to colonize space (as if there were any reason to believe

that other planets exist capable of supporting human life!) does

not avoid this dilemma: The volume of space colonized increases

with time like f3 , the population increases exponentially with time'

and eventually an exponential always overtakes a power of f'
Thus, growth theories can apply, at best, to a limited and re-

stricted slt of conditions, to times when land is plentiful and so

are all other needed natural resources. This does not say that
growth theories are useless: but, like all simplified models, they

must be used with considerable caution.
Another word of caution: Technological assumptions, such as

Leontief technology, can be considered, within economics, more

or less as .,laws of nature," givens as far as the economic argument

is concerned. But the same is not true for strictly economic as-

sumptions such as the "competitive" assumption 5, equal rates of
return in all industries. This is associated with absence of monop-

olyandwithabsenceofbarrierspreventingshiftsfromoneindus.
trytoanothertoequalizetheratesofretum.Thedetermination
of prices in section b depended upon such assumptions' If any of
these assumptions is violated in fact-for example, if there exist

state monopolies (British East India company) or private monop-

olies (John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil Company)-then the

conclusions of the theory must also be modified. A theory appfo-

priate to competition must not be used in the presence of monop-

irly, o. of barricrs to entry. Unfortunately, this very obvious cau-

tion is ignorctl <:omlllctely in much published work in economics'

I

I
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i=1

E. Mathematical appendix

There are ,? commodities, labeled by an index l which takes values
1, 2, .. . ,n. The output of commodity i at the end of year number

1]: 1"1:!"d u,1 r,(r). The unit price of commodity i is called p,
ancl rs assumed to stay constant. All p, and all ), must be nonnega_
tive.

The input-output matrix A has matrix elements a,i, representing
the input amount of commodity 7 required at the bdginning of the
period, to produce one unit of commodity i at theendofthup"_
riod. All production is to scale, and there is one and only one way
to produce each commodity i.

The exponential growth condition 1 of section B is:

y,(f+ 1) : ayi1) forall i: 1,2,...,n andall f (8.1)
conditions 2 (market clearing in quantity terms) and B (perfect
thrift) lead to

yit+ L)a,t: l/t) forall j: 1,2,...,n andall t (9.2)

Let us introduce the symbol s for the reciprocar of the growth fac-
tor o:

s: Lla (3.3)
When we combine (3.1) and (3.2), and use the notation (3.3), we
get:

Thus the unit prices p; form the components of a right eigenvector
of the input-output matrix, with eigenvalue equal to L lB : 1/(1 + r).

By a general theorem on eigenvalues, the eigenvalues are solu-
tions of the secular equation:

det(ar,- s6;) : det(A - sI) : 0 (3.6)

where I is the n-by-n unit matrix and 6r, is the Kronecker delta,
which is unity when i: i and is zero otherwise. Since this deter-
minant is unchanged by the process of replacing the matrix A by
its transpose, we conclude that the eigenvalues s of problem (3.4)
are pairwise identical with the eigenvalues LIB: Ll$ * r) of prob-
lem (3.5). We therefore expect to find, among the possible solu-
tions, ones with a: p. However, we can say very much more than
that rather weak statement.

The reason for this is the nonnegativity requirement that all
quantities ); and all prices p; must be positive or zeto. Before pro-
ceeding, we must define "fully reducible," "reducible," and "ir-
reducible" inpuLoutput matrices, as well as "nonnegative" and
"strictly positive" matrices.

DEFINMION
A matrix A is called nonnegatiue if all its elements arr) 0.

DEFINMION
A matrix A is called strictly positiue if all its elements ar, ) O.

Nofe: These concepts have to do with properties of individual matrix ele-

ments and must not be confused with "positive definite" and "positive in-

definite" matrices. For example, the two-by-two [t*, (1 ?) ,r "strictly

positive" but is nof positive definite. The matrix (1, ;)is 
positive definite

but is neither strictly positive nor nonnegative.

Let I be the set of indices I:{1,2,3, ...,n1and let this be di-
vided into two mutually exclusive sets J and K, which between
them exhaust I. A subset J of the set I is called a "proper subset"
if J has at least one element and J has fewer elements than I. In
the following definitions, all matrices are square.

DEFINITION
A matrix A is called fully reducible if therc exists a division of the
intlex set I into proper subsets J and K, such that for all indices
7 r,.I an<l lr c K, it, is truc that oyfi -. ot, j: O.

fi ,,o,,: ,r, for all i : r,2,...,n

In mathematical terms, the production quantities y, form the com_
ponents of a left eigenvector of the input-output matrix A, with
an eigenvalue s which is the reciprocal of the growth factor.

The producers of commodity i must purchase, per unit amount
of i to be produced, quantities a, of the various commodities 7,
each at unit price pi. At the end"of the production period, they
sell one unit of i, at'price p;. The rate of return r, assumed to be
common (assumption 5), and the retum factor 0: 1 + r are then
given by:

n
pi: G + r) ) oijpj: gZ o,ipi

j=l j= r

(3.4)

(3.5)
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Examples:The following matrix is fully reducible: 
^ 

=(j 
;
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DEFINITION
A matrix A is called reducible if there exists a division of the index
set I into proper subsets J and K, such that for all indices 7 e J and
k e K, it is true that aiu : 0.

DEFINITION
A matrix A is called irreducible if it is not reducible.
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THEOREM 3.3.

Given an irreducible nonnegative matrix A and two indices I and
j, there always exists a positive power m such that (Am );i ) 0.

(Note that the value of m may depend on the choice of i and i.)

THEOREM 3.4.

An irreducible nonnegative n-by-n matrix A must contain at least
n distinct stricily positive elements off the diagonal, distributed in
such a way that there exists a positive off-diagonal element in
every row of the matrix (this is necessaq/ but not, by itself, suffi-
cient).

No/e: The zero matrix and the unit matrix are fully reducible.

DEFINTTION
A vector x is called nonnegatiue, denoted by x ) 0, if r, ) 0 for
all I

DEFINMION
A vector x is called positiue, denoted by x ) 0, if x ) 0 and there
exists at least one positive vector element rr.

DEFINITION
A vector x is called strictly positiue, denoted by x ) 0, if all vec'
tor elements Jci are positive.

THEOREM 3.5.

Let A be a nonnegative irreducible n-by-n matrix, and let the vec-

tor x satisfy the two conditions: x ) 0 and x ) xA. Then x) 0-

Nofe: The proof depends on theorem 3.3. Intuitively, theorem 3.5 asserts

that, if every commodity is needed as an input, directly or indirectly, to
production of every other commodity (ineducibility) and if at least one

commodity is actually produced (x ) 0), then all commodities must be

produced (x ) 0).

Associated with every nonnegative matrix A>- 0 there is adom-
inant eigenualue wlnich we shall call s*(A). It is defined as follows:

DEFINMION
Let A > 0. A nonnegative number s ) 0 is called "admissible" if
there exists a vector x ) 0 such that xA - sx ) 0. Then s*(A)
is the lowest upper bound of all admissible numbers s.

Mrlc: If A is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements arr)0, then s*(A)
equals thc largest of these diagonal elements and is therefore also equal to
t.he largcst cigenvalue of A. The zero matrix has s* : 0; the unit matrix has

t. ,n.,,0.,
il

set I: lr,Z,S| and the subsets are J :{f ,a}x:{Z}. In terms of the input-
output interpietation, commodities 1 a'nd 3 (set J/ are produced and used
as inputs in one country and commodity 2 (set K) is produced and used as
(sole) inpui in another country, the two countries not trading with each
other.

The following matrix is reducible, but not fully reducible:
/207\

N :( + S f ). rne sets I, J, K are the same as before. Commodrties

\uon/
1 and 3 are necessary goods, without which the economy dies; good 2 is
a discretionary good, which is not required for the production of 1 and 3,
but which requires 1 and 3 as inputs for its own nroduction.

rhe folowing matrix is irreducibre , n' :(:; 
:) ^, 

three goods

are now necessary inputs: 1 isan input to 2,2isan input to 3, and 3 isan
input to 1. Thus 2 is also an indirect input to 1.

We shall now state several theorems, all of them without proof.
Since the main theorems are quite difficult to prove, well beyond
the level of this book, it makes little sense to prove only the triv-
ial theorems (such as the first four). For all proofs, we refer to the
books by Karlin (1959) or by Kemp and Kimura (Kemp 1978).

THEOREM 3.1.

If A is fully reducible, then so is every power Am of A.

THEOREM 3.2.
If A is reducible, then so is every power Am of A.

No/e: This is not true for irreducibility. The matrix 
^:(? f)islrreOu"iUte,

but its square is thc unit matrix, and hence is fully reducible.
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sx : 1. Our main interest, however, is in matrices with nonzero off-diag-
onal elements. Note that the definition of s* says nothing, of itself, about
s* being an eigenvalue of A. However, the following theorem states this as
one of the consequences (nontrivial) of the definition.

THEOREM 3.6.
Let A be an irreducible nonnegative n-by-n matrix. Then:

(a) sx(A) is an eigenvalue of A, with a unique left eigenvector yx
and a unique right eigenvector px.

(b)Y*>0 and p*>0.
(c) Let s' be any other eigenvalue of A. Then the absolute value

;s' ; is less than or equal to s*. Furthermore, if A has at least one
nonzero element on the diagonal (at least one aii) 0), then ls' l(
s* with strict inequality.

(d) If s' is a real eigenvalue of A, different from s*, and if it has
a real left eigenvector y' lthat is, y'A : s'A), then the vector y'
has at least one strictly negative component. The corresponding
statement holds for a real right eigenvector p' with Ap' : s'p'.

Note: The assumption of irreducibility is essential for this theorem. without
it, s*(A) is still an eigenvalue of A and assertion (c) still holds. But (b)
must be weakened to yx ) 0 and p* ) 0;and (d) may be false altogether.

DEFINITION
For two vectors x, y, the statement x> y means x - y ) 0; ditto
for x) y and x> y. For two matrices A, B, thestatement A> B
means A - B ) 0, and A > B means A - B > 0.

THEOREM 3.7.
Let A ) B and B> O. Then sx(A);, sx(B) ) 0.

THEOREM 3.8.
Let A ) 0 and let q be any real number larger than the dominant
eigenvalue of A: q ) s*(A). Let I be the unit matrix. Then the
operator (qI - Af 1 exists and is nonnegative.

THEOREM 3.9.
Let A be nonnegative;let g be a real number such that the opera-
tor (qI - AIr exists and is nonnegative. Then q ) sx(A).

DEFINMION
A nonnegative matrix A is called productiue if there exists a non-
negative vector of outputs y ) 0 such that the necessary inputs
are, all of them, strictly smaller than these outputs, i.e., such that
v> vA.

No/c: An economy with a productive input-output matrix A is capable of
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producing a surplus in every commodity i each year, at least for this set of
outputs.

THEOREM 3.10.
Let A be productive. Then s*(A) < 1 and the operator (I- A)-1
exists and is nonnegative.

THEOREM 3.11.
(Converse to theorem 3.10) If A> 0 and sx(A) ) 1, then A is not
productive; i.e., it is then impossible to find a vector y ) 0 such
that y ) yA.

THEOREM 3.12.
The transpose matrix A' of A is productive if and only if A is pro-
ductive.

THEOREM 3.13.
(Corollary of 3.11 and 3.12) If A > 0 and s*(A) ) 1, then it is

impossible to find a set of prices p > 0 such that p > Ap.

This concludes the statement, without proof, of the mathemati-
cal theorems underlying growth theory with Leontief technology.
We shall have frequent occasion, in later chapters, to make use of
one or more of these theorems. Let us now trace out the conse-
quences of these theorems for the solutions of equations (3.1)
through (3.5). We assume that our "perfect thrift" economy pro-
duces only strictly necessary goods, so that the input-output ma-
trix A is irreducible as well as being nonnegative.

Theorem 3.6 then implies that there exists only one eigenvalue
s in (3.4) such that all quantities yi are nonnegative-see part (d)
of the theorem. Furthermore, the right eigenvector pE for this
same eigenvalue is also unique, so there is just one system of rela-
tive prices and of relative quantities which solves equations (3.4)
and (3.5). For this system, a:9, since both equal 1/s*, so the
growth factor equals the return factor, the growth rate equals the
rate of return. By part (b) of theorem 3.6, all price ratios and all
quantity ratios are strictly positive; there are no nonproduced
goods in the system (since all goods are, by assumption, neces-
sary), and there are no free goods.

So far, we have said nothing about whether there is actual
growth, i.e., whether the growth factor a is bigger than uiity. But
theorem 3.10 tells us: If the economy is productive, i.e., capable
(with some choice of production levels) of generating a surplus of
every commodity in the system, then s* ( 1 and hence a: 1/s*
cxr:cerls unity, mcaning growth.
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Theorem 3.7 provides the generalization of our example of the
effect of a real wage increase (see section D). Let B be the original
input-output matrix, A the matrix after the wage increase. Then
A > B ) 0, and hence s*(A) > s*(B). Hence a(A) < a(B), so that
growth has become less rapid. However, we emphasize that this re-
sult depends on the unrealistic assumption that the wage rate has
no effect at all on technological change (indeed, that there is no
technological change whatever).

CHAPTER 4

Balanced growth with
von Neumann technologY

A. von Neumann technology

we shall now discard some, but not all, of the restrictive assump-

tions made in chapter 3. The generalized theory represents a major

step forward. It was first formulated by John von Neumann in
1932 and first published (in German) in the late thirties (von Neu-

mann 1937); it was reprinted in English translation after world
war II (von Neumann 1945). This publication history explains

why the theory took so long to acquire its amply deserved general

reclgnition. A second reason is the style of von Neumann's paper;

it is typical of papers in mathematics, extremely condensed, and

the reader needs to have considerable mathematical knowledge be-

fore he can even start to comprehend it. Mathematically simpler

proofs have been found later (Gale 1956, Karlin 1959), but these

also are well beyond the mathematical level of this book. we there-

fore confine ourselves to quoting the important results and explain-

ing their economic meaning, and we omit all proofs' (For a "dia-
grammatic" explanation of the von Neumann theory, see Koop-

mans 1964; for a very interesting "inside" view of the history of
this theory, see Morgenstern 1977).

The original results of von Neumann are subject to serious

doubt, because he imposed an extremely severe restriction (condi-

tion N on p. 61) on top of his otherwise very reasonable techno-

logical assumptions. This restriction has tumed out to be not at all

reasonable or economically acceptable. Fortunately,' Kemeny,

Morgenstern, and Thompson (Kemeny 1956; see also Morgenstern

19Z6) have developed an alternative theory with the same basic

tc<:hnology but without this unreasonable restriction. It is their re-

sulLs, not thc origirral von Ncumanrt resull;s, which should bc ac-

cr'1ll,r'rl wltt'ttt'vt'r l,lrc l,wtt tlil'li'r.

!t !l
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In this section, we explain the technological assumptions which,
in sum, make up "von Neumann technology" (sometimes called

"general linear technology") as opposed to Leontief technology:
and we propose to show how the limitations inherent in Leontief
technology (no input substitution, no joint production, no fixed
capital) are overcome by this more general technology. One other
limitation of Leontief technology, production to scale, is retained
in von Neumann technology; but production to scale was dis-

cussed in section 3A and found there to be an eminently reason-

able approximation.
Von Neumann technology starts from a large number M of pro-

duction processes, also called actiuities, labeled by an index m
which can take the values m: 1,2,...,M. Each activity works
on some set of inputs so as to produce, at the end of the period, a

set of outputs. The inputs and outputs of each activity are com-
modities, just as in the Leontief technology. Labor as such is still
"hidden" within the input commodities. But it is no longer true
that there is only one way (one activity) available for producing
each commodity. On the contrary, any one commodity may be

the output, or more precisely, may be one of the many outputs,
of a number of different activities. Thus we now have a choice as

to which of these available activities should actually be employed
to produce the commodity. The other processes, or at least most
of them, will then not be used at all. However, there is no need to
omit these other processes from the list of possible processes'

Rather, we associate with each activity m an actiuity leuel z* ) 0.

If z * is positive, the process is used, with that intensity. If z * : 0,

then process number m is not used at all.
The "linear" character of the technology shows itself as follows:

For every process m which is actually used (for which z*) 0) the
required inputs and the resulting outputs are directly proporbional
to the activity level z *. Twice the activity level means twice as

much input quantity of 
'every 

required input commodity, and twice
as much output quantity of every output commodity from the
process. Thus, each separate process, and hence also the economy
as a whole, is subject to constant returns to scale.

We can therefore specify the essential properties of each process

m by stating what are the precise inputs needed, and the precise

outputs produced, if the activity level z* of this process is exactly
equal to unity, "^ 

: l.At any other activity level, all inputs and
outputs change in direct proportion.

We define Lhe input coefficients of process m by saying that, at
unit activity lovcl zrr, - 1, the rcquircd inputs to the process are:
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a*, of commodity L, amz of commodity 2, . . . ,

a^iof commodity i,...
These input coefficients are nonnegative: a*, ) 0 (all m, all i)' If a
particular commodity, let us say commodity number 2, is not ac-

iually required as an input to activity number m, then the corre-

sponding input coefficient is zero: d*r: O.

We define the output coefficient'i-of process m by saying that,

at unit activity level z^: 1, the commodity outputs resulting

from operation of the pidcess at that level are:

b^rof commodity L, b*, of commodity 2, ' ' ' ,

b*rof commoditY 1,...

These output coefficients are nonnegative'. b 

^, 
) 0 (all m, all i)' lf

a particular commodity, say commodity num[er 2, is not actually

one of the outputs of activity number m, then the corresponding

output coefficient is zero: b^, : 0.

In practice, most process6i'm in a real economy require only a

few ctmmodities as inputs, and produce only a few, perhaps even

only one, commodities as outputs. Hence all but a few of the in-

put coefficients 4., for any one process m, and all but a few (per-

haps only one) of'the output coefficients b*rof that process, are

just zero. But this does not hurb; zero cotifficients are perfectly

permissible.l
It should be obvious now how two of the limitations of Leon-

tief technology (no input substitution, no joint production) have

been overcome: since any one commodity i may be one of the

outputs of several different processes m, m', m", " ',(i'e', b*,
b*ir, and b*,,, rnaY all be positive), we have a choice which pro-

c{is'to ,.rre;'i.,'general these processes will differ in the nature and

proportions of the input commodities needed to get the same out-

put^of commodity i. Suppose that com can be produced by differ-
ent processes, one a primitive method using mostly corn input (ag-

ricultural labor, draft animals) and little iron, the other using less

corn input but more iron input (machines). By choosing the sec-

ond process rather than the first, we go to a more "capital-inten-
sive,i method. Unlike the standard neoclassical theory, this meth-

od of input substitution is not continuous; i.e., we ca+ use one

process (with a certain capital-to-labor ratio) or the second process'

with its own ratio; but nothing in between. However, this absence

lTl,.'.., is a grcal, dcal of frcc<lom here, and in particular one may wish to
insist l,lr:rt aii "activit.ics" lr. linearly in4cpendcnt;we skip details'
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of continuous transformation between inputs is not at all a serious
objection to the theory, because:

1. If there are not just two processes, but many different pro-
cesses, available for production of a commodity, then the discrete
substitutions in effect come very close to a single continuous pro-
duction possibility curve. The curve is replaced by a series of
straight line segments. This point is explained very well by Dorf-
man, Samuelson, and Solow (Dorfman 1958).

2. The discrete substitution between different processes is a
much better description of what actually happens than the neo-
classical continuous substitution curve. It is the latter which is un-
realistic, not the activity analysis.

Next, let us show how we have overcome the other two limita-
tions of Leontief technology, that is, no joint production and no
fixed capital. Joint production is obviously included in the general
linear technology; all we require is that more than one of the out-
put coefficients b., of process m be nonzero. Fixed capital, the
other problem area, is handled by a simple, but ingenious, trick.
Suppose it takes corn and a tractor to produce next year's com.
The tractor, a fixed capital item, is used, but not used up, during
the year. It is still available for use the year after. Now suppose
corn is commodity number 1, but let there not be one commodity
called "tractor." Rather, commodity 2 is a new tractor; commod-
ity 3 is a one-year-old tractor; commodity 4 is a two-year-old
tractor; and so on. Let us also allow for commodity number 99,
which is scrap metal. Let us suppose a tractor falls to bits naturally
after three years' use.

If we start from corn and a new tractor as inputs, the outputs
(plural!) are output corn and a one-year old tractor. If we start
from com and a one-year-old tractor as inputs, the outputs are
corn and a two-year-old tractor; and from com plus a two-year-old
tractor as inputs, the outputs are corn and scrap metal. We there-
fore have three different activities for producing corn. A moment,s
thought shows that this distinction between tractors of different
vintages, calling them different commodities, is quite realistic.
Used tractors can be placed on the market and sold at a price
which depends on their vintage. No practical businessman would
consider a new machine and a ten-yeai-old machine, say, as being
one and the same commodity.

Nor do the three activities which we have mentioned exhaust all
possibilities. By assumption, a tractor falls to pieces and becomes
scrap metal after three years' use. But, it may happen that a two-
year-old tractor, though usable technically, in so inefficient, so ex-
pt-'rrsivo to kcclt in nrpair, as to makc it economically undesirable
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to use it. It is then better to scrap it, i.e., sell it as scrap metal,
commodity 99. Thus another possible production process uses

corn and a one-year-old tractor as inputs, but produces corn and

scrap metal (not a two-year-old tractor) as outputs. Similarly,
though less likely, we may wish to scrap even one-year-old tractors
for economic reasons. There are therefore five, not three, distinct
production activities available for choice (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1

Activity lnput coefficients amr'

m i:1 i:2 i:3 i:4 .. . i:99
Output coeff icients b-;
i:2 i:3 i:4 . .. i:99

0 bre 0 ... 0

0 0 bzq ... o

0 0 0 ... bt,ss
0 0 0 ... bq,gs

0 0 0 ... bs,ss

1 att atz
2azt0
3 asr 0

4 aqt a4Z

5 ,r, o

0

423

0
0

as3

0
U

azq
0

0

t-l

btr
bzt
btt
bqt
bst

In this way we have not only accommodated the existence of
fixed capital, but also the possibility of choice between retaining a
machine another year, or scrapping it. Note that the ability of the
general linear technology to handle joint production is essential. A
theory incapable of describing joint production, such as the Leon-

tief technology, by that very fact is unable to accommodate fixed
capital.2

What about production processes which take more than one pe-

riod to complete? Suppose it takes three years to construct a bat-
tleship. We then allow for three different commodities: (a) a one-

third completed battleship, produced as a result of the first year's

work; (b) a two-thirds completed battleship; and (c) a finished bat-

tleship. We require commodity (a) as an input for production of
commodity (b), and we require commodity (b) as an input for
production of commodity (c). Simple, isn't it? (But, perhaps, a bit
artificial: one-third completed battleships are rarely, if ever, traded
in a commodity market.)

What about technological progress? This can be included by as-

suming that the list of activities m : 1,2, . . ., M is not final, but
new activities may be invented and hence become available for use,

ns time gocs on. 'fhis makes the total number of processes a func-

2'l'his gxrinI hls lxrerr sl.rossrrl lirrccl'ully by Sraf fa ( 1960).
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tion of time: M : M(t).3 There is no need to remove obsolete pro-
cesses from the list, since such processes may be run at zeto ac-
tivity level. Although this way of handling technological progress
exists in principle, we are not aware of any actual theoretical work
making use of this idea. Von Neumann himself developed his the-
ory on the basis of an unchanged technology (all input coefficients,
output coefficients, and the number of processes M arc constant in
time), and his successors have done the same. The inclusion of
technological progress appeus to us to be a highly interesting
avenue for further exploration.

Of course, one pays a price for so much increased generality.
To describe any actual economy by von Neumann technology, one
needs to allow for a huge number N of distinct commodities (re-
member the tractors of different vintages!) and an even more enor-
mous number M of. distinct activities. This is hardly possible in
practice, and thus the theory is very theoretical indeed and is to
that extent open to the charge of being impossible to validate em-
pirically. Nonetheless, some very interesting conclusions emerge,
and von Neumann theory is generally considered an important
step forward in economics.

Finally, let us show just how Leontief technology emerges as a
special case, a very special case, of von Neumann technology. To
get Leontief technology, assume the following: (a) there are ex-
actly as many activities as there are commodities; i.e., M : N;
(b) Each activity has one and only one commodity as an output, a
different commodity for each activity; by a suitable renumbering,
we can ensure that activity number m produces, as its sole output,
commodity number i: mi (c) We are free to define what we mean
by "unit activity level" for each activity; let us use this freedom to
declare that unit activity level of process number m results in out-
put of one unit of commodity number i: m (and of nothing else).
Under these assumptions the output coefficients brni of activily m
are zero except when i : fit, and then b; : 1. Since unit activity
level results in output of one unit of commodity i, the total out-
put y, of commodity i is a measure of the activitylevelzi of that
(one and only) activity m: i by which this commodity can be pro-
duced: zi : yi. The input coefficients amj : o; defining the inputs
of commodities 7 necessary to produce a unit amount of commod-
ity i (with unit activity level z* of process m : i) are then exactly
the same input-output coefficients which we used in chapter 3.

Note that one simplification possible in Leontief theory is not
possible with von Neumann technology: The distinction between

3N,rt ,,,"o""r,rily only ol timc; cconomic factors may influence the rate of
irrvcr.rt iorr.
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activity levels a- and commodity outputs y; cannot be ignored in

the general case. Any commodity i may be produced by several ac-

tivities; an activity may produce several commodities. There is no

longer a one-to-one correspondence between output commodities
and activities, and hence it is impossible to decide, from knowl-

edge of the commodity output levels, what the various activity lev-

els are. Different combinations of activity levels may result in
identical commodity output levels.

B. Conditions for balanced exponential growth

In chapter 3, we defined balanced exponential growth by five con-

ditions, three of them in section 3B, the other two (involving prices

and rates of return) in section 3c. Let us now write down the ap-

propriate conditions for von Neumann technology rather than

Leontief technology. we write these conditions in a sequence con-

venient for later on, rather than following the precise sequence of
chapter 3.

First of all, the growth condition 1 of section 38 now applies

to activity levels z-, in the first instance. It then follows from lin-

earity that the output levels y; also grow by the same factor o each

year. Our new condition is:
1. AII activity levels e,, change with time through the same

growth factor a:

z*(t * L) : ozrt\) all m: 7,2, ' ' ',M and all f'

Next, there is a quantity condition necessary to make continued
operation of the economy Possible:

2. All inputs needed to run activities in period f * 1 must be

available ut ti-" f, from outputs of the same commodities during

the preceding period.
In chapter 3, we imposed the condition (2) that the annual mar-

ket clears completely. we assert that this condition must be

dropped for von Neumann technology, since it is impossible to ful-
fill it. consider the following example: In the country of Lower

slobbovia, pigs, feet are considered a delicacy. But the slobbov-
ians have found out that it is impossible to make silk purses out of
sows, ears, and as a result the ears of a pig are not at all in demand.

However, every Slobbovian pig has four feet and two ears' If
enough pigs are raised to satisfy the demand for pigs' feet, then

there is an excess supply of pigs' ears on the market, and there is

no way oI avoitling this.
I klwovor, wc (tan say something else: If some commodity, such

1s grigs't'itrs, is itt r:<lttsisl,t'ttt 6vcrsttllllly, ygar after year, then this
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commodity must become a free good, fetching zero price in the
market. This "free good" condition therefore replaces the previous
market clearing condition :

3. If the output of commodity I in year t is in excess of the
needed productive input of this commodity for production in pe-
riod f * 1, then the price pi: 0.

Next, we tum to conditions involving prices and rates of retum.
In chapter 3, we demanded that every productive process must
give the same rate of retum under competitive conditions. This,
also, must be revised for general linear technology. What we can
still say is that those activities which are actually run with posi-
tive activity level z^ must give equal retums. No activity can exist
which gives a higher rate of retum than the standard rate r. But it
is entirely possible that there are other activities which, if run, give
a lower rate of return at prevailing prices, that is, economically in-
efficient activities. Naturally, these activities will not be run at all
(activity level equal to zero) under free competition. But rates of
return depend on price levels; one and the same activity, from a
technological point of view, may be economically inefficient (and
hence not run) at one set of prices, and become economically effi-
cient (earning the standard rate of retum r across the economy) at
some other set of prices. Our new conditions are therefore:

4. There is a standard rate of return r, and hence a standard re-
turn factor P: 1 + r, across the whole economy. The return of-
fered by any activity m must be no higher than this standard rate,
but it may be lower.

5. If an activity m offers a rate of retum below the standard
rate, then its activity level z- : 0.

Our next two conditions are straightforward:
6. All activity levels z- are positive or zero (not negative), and

at least one activity level is positive.
7. All prices pi zue positive or zero (not negative), and at least

one price is positive. Furthermore, we assume that all prices are
constant in time.

This finishes the list of formal conditions for balanced exponen-
tial growth. However, we emphasize that there is a "hidden" con-
dition here, which we now make explicit, namely, the condition of
perfect thrift:

8. All outputs from production in year f are available as produc-
tive inputs for activities in year t + L. That is, there is no discre-
tionary consumption at all. All surplus production is invested.

Where does this condition come in? It comes into our "balance
condition" 2: If there exists some discretionary (as opposed to
strictly nc<:essary) consumption, then outputs from year f must be
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enough to cover not only all the inputs needed for productive ac-

tivities in year t + 7, but also all ultimate consumption in year

r + 1. Equally, perfect thrift enters into condition 3: If commod-

ity f is in excesi of the needed productive input of this commod-

ity for period t + 1, but the entire excess is used up in ultimate

"o.rrr*ption, 
then there is no net excess, and the price need not

drop to zero.
We remarked, in chapter 3, that the growth condition 1 with ac-

tual growth (growth factor in excess of unity) cannot be main-

tained forever, because of various natural limitations to indefinite
growth. But now note also that condition 1 is most unlikely to
ilupp", if there is technological progress, i.e., if new activities m

necome available as time goes on. condition 1 requires, inter alia,

that a process m not used at time f : 0 is never used thereafter.

C. The growth theorY of von Neumann

At this stage, we have a clearly defined mathematical problem:

Given a set of activities m: 7,2, . . . ,M with known input coeffi-

cients ali and known output coefficients ba;, all nonnegative, is

it possibie to find real positive numbers for the growth factoro
urrd th" return factor B, nonnegative initial activity levels z^(0) at

time f : 0, and prices p;, such that conditions 1 to 7 are all satis-

fied; and if it is possible, what can we say about the solution?
When the problem is stated in this form, the answer is simple

and straightforward, but disappointing: No!
The reason is that we have not imposed any conditions at all to

ensure that our input and output coefficients are "reasonable." As

a result, we have allowed the possibility of complete nonsense:

a. A7l a^; nonnegative allows all the arn; to be zero' This means

everything can be produced from nothing.
b. Conuersely, all bm i nonnegative allows all the bai to be zero'

In that case, the entire economy is incapable of producing any-

thing at all, and everyone starves to death.
We conclude that, both from an economic point of view and

from a mathematical point of view, it is essentia-l to impose further

conditions on the ami and b^i coefficients. In his paper, John von

Neumann assumed (von Neumann 1945, equ' 9):

N.
Ilvcry production process m involves every commodity i, either as

a n(x:cssary input or as a produced output, or both' (Mathematical-

ly, f<>r no,ll ,, ittr<l tla<:h i, tlit,htlr orr,'is llositivc or b*i is positive,

rlr lrol,h itnr 1l<lsit,ivo.)
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we intend to discuss this condition at considerable length rater on.
For now, let us quote von Neumann's own justification for impos-
ing this condition: "Since the a*; and b*; may be arbitrarily
small this restriction is not very far-reaching.,' That is, he asserts
that it cannot make much difference whether we require some
exceedingly tiny quantity of some commodity i as an input to ac-
tivity m, or no input at all of i. If you don't like to fiddle with the
inputs, then what about outputs? Surely, he says, it cannot matter
much whether an activity produces no output at all of commodity
f, or some 0.0000000000001 quantity of that commodity.

We shall retum to this argument subsequently; for now, let us
state the mathematical conclusions which von Neumann reached,
starting from assumptions L to 7 together with assumption N.
These conclusions are:

N1.
An exponential growth solution does exist (i.e., at least one;there
may be several distinct solutions).

N2.
All solutions, though perhaps differing in relative activity levels,
must have exactly the same growth factor a and the same return
factor B. Furthermore, for all of them a: $.

N3.
The unique growth factor a of these solutions is also the maxi-
mum possible growth factor on technological grounds alone: If
we ignore all conditions involving prices and rates of retum (con-
ditions 3,4,5, and 7) and restrict ourselves to conditions 1, 2, and
6 only, then there are many possible growth factors a satisfying
these conditions; but the largest gtowth factor of all these precise
ly equals the (unique) a: a when o// conditions must be satisfied.
Thus, competition results in maximum growth.

N4.
The unique retum factor 0 (which equals a) is also the minimum
possible retum factor in conditions of competition. That is, if we
ignore all conditions involving activity levels (conditions L,2, B, b,
and 6) and restrict ourselves to conditions 4 and Z only, then there
are many possible return factors p satisfying these conditions; but
the smallest retum factor of all these precisely equals the (unique)
0: a when all conditions must be satisfied. Thus, the balanced
growth solution results in a minimum rate of return, which exactly
equals the maximum growth rate.

'l'hcse conclusions are surprisingly definite and sharp. With all
tlrr. cl.roi<:cs ol' l<:tivil,ir.s availabk. in th<' gcnrlral lincar tc<:hnology,
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it is astounding that one should arrive at the statement that there

is only one, uniquely determined, growth factor. There is no cavil-

ing at the mathematical truth of von Neumann's theorems; not
only was he a professional mathematician of the highest caliber,

but other mathematicians have checked through his work and have

provided altemative proofs of the same theorems (Gale 1956, Kar-

lin 1959, Kemeny 1956). We must accept that von Neumann's as-

sumptions lead logically to his theorems.
But do we have to accept the assumptions, in particular assump-

tion N? We shall now give arguments to show that assumption N
is "very far-reaching" indeed, so much so that assumption N can-

not be accepted by economists.a
1. Assumption N excludes choices of the first importance' For

example, we may produce energy from coal or from oil. The pro-

""rr"t 
involved in the coal option (coal mining, construction and

use of coal-fired engines, etc.) need not involve the commodity oil
either as an input or as an output; and vice versa. But assumption
N insists that every commodity, including oil, be involved in euery

activity. Thus assumption N is inconsistent with any real choice

between coal and oil.
2. Assumption N destroys von Neumann's method of allowing

for fixed capital. The process (m : 1 in the table in section A)
which uses corn and new tractors to produce as outputs corn and

one-year-old tractors does nof involve the commodity "two-year-
old tractors" either as an input or as an output. Furthermore, the
existence of two alternative processes, m : 2 and m: 5 in the

table, one of which outputs scrap iron rather than two-year-old
tractors, means that two-year-old tractors need never be produced

at all. This is inconsistent with assumption N.
There is a world of difference between "arbitrarily small" posi-

tive amounts of a commodity, and exactly zero. A strict zero al-

lows choices (do not produce any oil at all; scrap tractors after

two years, use) which are forbidden when there are nonzero coef-

ficients, no matter how small those coefficients might be'

The uery definite results of uon Neumann are due to his inhibit-
ing and economically unacceptable assumpflon N. There is no rea'

son to thinh that the same results hold for more realistic assump-

tions about economic life.

D. The growth theory of Kemeny, Morgenstern,
and Thompson (Perfect thrift)

'l'hc work of Kcmtlny, M<>rgcnstern, and Thompson (Kemeny

4 Assrrr,,l,i,rr N is r.jr.cl,r.<l 11r.rrr.r.lly ..watlitys;5ut argumcnt, 2, in particular,
is ttcw.
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1956) has replaced assumption N by a more reasonabre set and
shows what can, and what cannot, be said with more realistic as-
sumptions. There are two aspects of the KMT (as we shall refer to
it henceforth) paper:

1. The von Neumann assumption N is repraced by a set of as-
sumptions which are much less restrictive.

2. KMT also attempt to include ultimate, discretionary con_
sumption into growth theory, i.e., to remove condition g, the con_
dition of "perfect thrift.,,

In this chapter we discuss the KMT theory without consumption,
i.e., we retain condition 8; growth theory with consumption, in_
cluding the KMT treatment of that theory, is discussed in chapter 6.

The new conditions, which replace condition N of von Neu-
mann, ale:

KMTI: Every productive activity m requires at least one positive
input; i.e., there is at least one commodity I such that a*; ) 0, for
each m.

KMT2: Every commodity i in the system can be produced by at
least one activity; i.e., for each i, there exists at leist one activity
m such that b*i) O.

KMTS: At least one commodity i produced in nonzero amount by
the economy must carry a nonzero price (this condition excludes
"noneconomic" solutions in which a// goods produced within the
economy are free goods).

It is clear that these three assumptions, unlike assumption N, are
reasonable from an economic point of view. Indeed, they look
rather like being too mild and "harmless" to obtain any results at
all.

Fortunately, this is not the case. KMT show that the following,
very interesting, results follow from these conditions together with
conditions 1 to 8 of section B:

K1. Exponential growth solutions do exist (i.e., at least one; there
may be several distinct solutions).

K2. Each solution has a growth factor a and a retum factor Bwhich must be equal to each other: a : 0. However, different
solutions may correspond to different growth (and return) factors.
For example, we may get one growth factor when using the coal
option, another when using the oil option.
K3. Denote thc 1l<>ssiblt: valucs of a : p by an indcx, i.e., o,
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a2, . . . , ak. Then ta must not exceed the number of commodities
in the system (N) nor must it exceed the number of processes in
the system (M); i.e., k < N and la ( M. (Typically, in a highly con-
nected economic system there will be only a few distinct solutions;
the von Neumann assumption N represents an extreme degree of
interconnection; in that case, k: 7.)

K4. For each permitted solution, there exists a subeconomy (con-

taining certain commodities but not some others, and using certain
activities m but not some others) which can exist by itself and

which, taken on its own, has just this one solution as the only pos-

sible rate of growth.

K5. If we ignore all conditions involving prices and rates of retum
(conditions 3,4,5, and 7) and restrict ourselves to conditions 1, 2,

and 6 only, then there are many possible growbh factors a satisfy-
ing these conditions. But the largest growth factor of all these

equals the largest of the permissible values of a : B in K2.

K6. If we ignore all conditions involving activity levels (conditions
L, 2, 3,5, and 6) and restrict ourselves to conditions 4 and 7 only,
then there are many possible retum factors p satisfying these con-

ditions. But the smallest return factor among all these equals the
smallest of the permissible values of a : I in K2.

Comparing these results with the results N1 to N4 obtained by
von Neumann, we see clearly that N1 and K1 agree; K2, K3, and

K4 together generalize N2; K5 generalizes N3; and K6 generalizes

N4.
Though less definite and compelling, the KMT results are much

more reasonable from an economic point of view. The existence of
different possible rates of glowth (and of return) must be expected
once the technology of an economy permits a real choice. Result
K3 is still quite strong, since one might have expected a contin-
uous range of possibilities for the growth factor, whereas actually
there are only a finite number (less than either N or M) of possi-

bilities. On the other hand, K5 and KG destroy the "optimality"
implications of the uon Neumann theory: Solutions which grow
more slowly than the technological maximum growth rate are now
possible; so are solutions with a rate of return higher than the eco-

nomically possible minimum rate of retum. Indeed, if /a in K3 ex-

cecds unity, then no solution provides both maximum possible

growth and minimum possible rate of retum!
Onr. vcrv strot.tg restrlt is rctaintld, howcver, in the KMT theory,

rranrcly, l,l'rt' ctlttolit.y <t[ llttt role oI grutwth and the rate of return.
'l'lrc ral,t.s t,ltctttsclvcs itrt' ttol, <lel,r'rrnirlt'rl unirltrtlly any more, bttt
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in each solution we have a : p. From this point of view, the rate
of return to capitalists may be considered as their .,reward,, for
producing economic growth (though not their reward for ,,waiting,,
or "abstaining"-everyone else abstains, too, under the perfect
thrift assumption). It is important, however, that the result o : 0
depends on the "perfect thrift" assumption. It is no longer true
once there is consumption (see chapter 6).

E. Some qualitative points

We conclude our survey of growth theory in the absence of ulti-
mate consumption by listing a number of points about the von
Neumann and KMT theories, following largely the excellent paper
by D. G. Champernowne (1945).

1. The von Neumann model is a "slave economy,, in which
workers obtain bare subsistence and capitalists reinvest everything
they get. To quote Sir John Hicks (1965): ,,It is a war mentality, a
stalinist mentality, and one may be forgiven for finding it distaste-
ful."

2. Limitations of natural resources, land, etc., make an indefi-
nitely expanding state impossible. Stationary or contracting states
may exist, but on the theories discussed so far, such states do not
yield a positive rate of retum (since rate of return : rate of
growth).

3. The treatment of consumption requires an extension of the
model. This may well change the results significantly. We shall see
that this prediction by Champernowne has tumed out to be fully
correct.

4. More realistic economic assumptions, such as non-constant
returns to scale, existence of monopolies and/or oligopolies, ex-
istence of nonproducible goods, etc., all tend to make the math-
ematical problem much more difficult, and possibly insoluble.

5. The assumption of constant prices destroys all ,,monetary,,
considerations in this theory. Does inflation inhibit glowth or
stimulate growth? In the von Neumann theory, we have no way of
even asking the question.

6. Suppose a growth equilibrium with a : B exists. How long
does an economic system take to come close to this equilibrium?
Does it tend to approach equilibrium at all? If there are several dif-
ferent solutions, as in the more realistic KMT theory, which of
these, if any, is approached? Which of them, if any, is stable with
respect to small disturbances, for example, the disturbance intro-
ducccl by a new inver"rtion?

7. Ilow rlocs "lalror" fit into this whokr picturc? Can thc thc-
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ory be extended to allow for wages higher than a bare subsistence

minimum?
8. The "stalinist mentality" noted by Sir John Hicks is most

definitely noticeable in the literature on these growth theories. In
particular, there is much discussion of "turnpike theorems," which
are related to "optimal programs of capital accumulation'" We

defer discussion of this part of the literature to later chapters,

since in any balancing between growth and consumption, one

must first have a theory which allows for consumption. But we

note for now that "optimal progtams" of anything demand that
there be an agreed-upon idea of what is best, and an agency, such

as a five-year planning authority, with the power to make econ-

omy-wide plans and enforce them. This is more typical of totali-
tarian than of democratic states.

9. Many of the preceding points have had a critical flavor' It
would be highly unfair to conclude on such a note. The von Neu-

mann work is a great achievement of mathematical model build-

ing in dynamic economics. It is the best available theory of cap-

ital and of the rate of return. The intimate relationship between

the rate of growth and the rate of retum, which emerges from this

theory, is a highly interesting and important result.

F. Mathematical aPPendix

We starb from activities m: L,2,...,M,activitylevelsz* ) 0, com-

rnodities i : L, 2,. . .,N, and prices pi > O. For each process m,

we have input coefficients ami) 0andoutputcoefficientsb*;) o.

we now write down the mathematical forms of all the conditions
in section B, in sequence:

1. zm(t+L):az*(t) fotm:1,2,"',M (4'1)

From now orl) zm(r) will be called simply z*;if the activity level

at any time other than time f is wanted, we shall use condition 1

to write it in terms of z*. Nl z^ ) 0 and at least one zm ) 0 for
acceptable solutions. condition 2, together with "perfect thrift"
lcon-dition 8) can be written as follows (we give the equation first,
and the explanation below it):

MM

nt= 7 nt=7

llxlt,onalkttt: 'l'ltc srttrt ort l,ht' lol't.-hand sidc is v,' the tolal output of com-

rnorlil.y rrrrrllllr i al. l.lro r.rrrl 6l' yo1r numbt'r 1. Without the factor a, the

s1t1 ()1 l,ltc riglrl-lrlrrrl sirI, is .v., l.lrr' l,otill rt't;ttirt'd inpul, al. thcsc activity
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levels, of commodity number i. The factor o makes the activity levels cor-
rect for time f * 1. If all commodity outputs from year f are available to
be used as productive inputs for year f * 1 (this is the ,,perfect thrift,'con-
dition, condition 8), then the above condition must be satisfied, thereby
ensuring that enough of commodity i is available in the market at time f,
to start productive activities in period t * 1.

For the reasons explained in the chapter, we must permit the
possibility of excess production of some commodities; however,
such commodities become free goods, condition 3:

3. If, for some i, there is strict inequality in (4.2),
then p; : 6. (4.3)

Next, we tum to the condition that no activity m can eam more
than the standard rate of return r; we write this condition in terms
of the return factor P : L * r; and we figure the return factor for
unit activity level zm : 1, which is permissible because of our
basic assumption of constant returns to scale in all production pro-
cesses. The money output from an activity is obtained by multi-
plying each output level b^i (for zm: l) by the unitpricep;of
commodity i, and summing over i. The money input cost of this
same activity, at unit activity level, is obtained by multiplying
each input levela*; by the unit pricep; of commodity i, and sum-
ming over all f. Condition 4 therefore becomes:
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N. ami*b*i)0 allffi:L,2,...,M
andalli:1,2,...,N (4.8)

This condition leads to the results stated in section C, but is unac-
ceptable economically, as discussed in section C.

The economically acceptable assumptions of the KMT theory
are, in mathematical form:

KMT1:

KMT2:

For each m,thete exists a value of i
such that a*i) 0

For each f, there exists a value of m
such that ba;) 0

(4.e)

(4.10)

NM
KMTS: Value of entire output: X 2 "*bmrPi> 0 (4.11)

i=1 m=l

The intuitive meaning of KMT1 and KMT2 was given in section D;
the mathematical form of KMT3, given here, means that the entire
economic value of the gloss output of the economy must not be

zero. This can happen if and only if at least one commodity I

which is output in nonzero quantity also has a nonzero price; and
that is the form of KMTS stated in section D, which is therefore
equivalent to (4.11).

The mathematical proof of the KMT results listed in section D
is well beyond the mathematical level of this book. We refer to
Gale (1956) for a rather neat proof which uses mainly algebraic
methods. We must warn, however, that Gale's proof makes use of
the theory of convex spaces, in parbicular the Hahn-Banach sepa-

ration theorem, which may be unfamiliar to economists.
The von Neumann condition N leads to one unique solution for

a : g; the KMT conditions permit several solutions, in general.

The question arises just what is necessary and sufficient to ensure
exactly one solution for a : p. This question has been answered
fully, by Jaksch (1977). The Jaksch condition is less restrictive
than the von Neumann condition N; but it is harder to state (we
shall not state it here) and is very unlikely to be obeyed in any
realistic economic system.

Von Neumann theory has led to many papers of a purely math-
ematical nature, in which the theory is generalized froni a mathe-
matical (but usually not from an economic) point of view. The
reader interested in such developments may be referred to the col-
lection of Lod (1976), the paper by Van Moeseke (1980), and ref-
or('nc(,s r:<lnLainotl t,hcrcin.
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4. Z U*,p,<pZ o*,0, attm: L,2,...,M
i=1 i=1

Condition 5 states that activities earning less than the standard
rate of retum are not run, i.e., are run at zero activity level:

5. If, for some m, there is strict inequality in (4.4),
then z* : g. (4.5)

Finally, conditions 6 and 7 ensure that not everything is zero:

6. For all fr, zm ) 0; and for at least one m) z* ) O. (4.6)

7. For all i, pi2 0; and for at least one i, pi) O. (4.7)

These are the mathematical forms of the conditions for bal-
anced growth with general linear technology and perfect thrift. We
now turn to the additional conditions imposed in the von Neumann
and the KMT theories.

The von Neumann condition N takes the following mathemati-
r:al form:

(4.41



CHAPTER 5

The open Leontief model

In this chapter, we take the first step in removing the unreasonable
restriction to "perfect thrift" which we have imposed heretofore.
We now wish to allow for discretionary consumption levels c; of
commodity i within the theoretical model.

In principle, this could be done in a single step, starting from
growth theory with von Neumann technology (i.e., from the most
general case). We prefer, however, to proceed at a somewhat slower
pace, so as to take one difficulty at a time. The resulting theory is
a theoretical version of a very well-known and useful method in
applied economics, called Leontief input-output analysis. (The re-
lationship between our theoretical version and the practical tech-
nique is discussed in section D.) The basic simplifications adopted
in this chapter are two:

1. We use Leontief technology (section 3A) rather than von
Neumann technology.

2. We assume a steady state (i.e., no growth); all production
and consumption levels are constant in time; all of the surplus, and
no more than that, is used for consumption rather than for net in-
vestment. Formally, in terms of the growth factor o of chapters 3
and 4, we insist that a be equal to unity.

These are strong assumptions, and they greatly limit this theory,s
range of applicability. But the resulting, much simpler, theory can
serve as an easy introduction to the more complicated growth
theory in the presence of consumption. Furtherrnore, already in
this simple case of a steady state, some new and surprising results
emerge.

Section A presents standard material and can therefore be read
tluickly by advanced students. flowever, such students should not
skill [hc <lisr:trssirln oI our rliffcren<x.s with thc nco<:lassi<:al ap-
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proach, at the beginning of section A. By contrast, sections B and

C are new and not to be found in the literature. We define a "dis-
cretionary consumption good" as a commodity which need not be

produced at all under perfect thrift conditions. We then show that
the presence of such goods alters the mathematical nature of the
inpuloutput matrix, making it "reducible." This in tum gives rise

to a new type of solution, the "peculiar solutions," in which all
necessary goods are free goods. Furbhermore, there are cases in
which the only solutions to the system are of this "peculiar" type.

A. Consumption under steady-state conditions

As our first example we take an economy with just two commod-
ities, corn and iton, and with the same production technology as

in chapter 3 (see the table on p. 34).
The new thing is that now we allow for a consumption demand

for c, quarters of corn and c, tons of iron, demands over and

abov6 the requirements for productive inputs for the next produc-

tion period.
This is the point at which we part ways with the neoclassical ap-

proach. In neoclassical theory, consumption demands c, [or c,(f)
in growth theory] are not taken as giuen quantities. Rather, the
ci terms ate deriued quantities, determined by maximization of a

socialutility function (I(c, , cr, . . . , crrg), subject to the constraints
arising from what can be produced with given input resources. The
resulting mathematical problem is then quite complicated. How-
ever, one can think of this problem as divided into two separate
portions or steps:

1. For a giuen set of consumption demands, we need to deter-
mine the required input quantities, required total production lev-

els, and the market-clearing prices. This is the problem discussed in
the present chapter.

2. After step t has been completed, for all possible sets of con-

sumption levels, one can then proceed to assign a social utility

and one may then search for that pattern which maximizes utility.
We do not discuss step 2 in this chapter, for the following reasons:

a. If utility "determines" consumption demands, what deter-
mines utility? The difficulty is not removed merely by pilshing it
one step further back, especially not if this step involves replacing
a simple assumption (given consumption demands) by a very much
more oomplicatod assr"rmption (given utility function).

b. 'l'hc <:<>ttt:t'pt of a "s<>t:ial utility function" has severe difficul-
l,igs, s611r. <lI wlrir:lr rtrt' tlist:ttsstt<l ltrtgr <ln, in scction 158. At a
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minimum, no one has ever succeeded in giving an operationally
meaningful definition of U.

c. In growth theory (chapter 6) additional difficulties arise,
from consumption in the future. If future consumption is ignored,
one gets silly results (consume everything right now, with no
thought for the future). Thus, future consumption must be in-
cluded in U. Yet, the future is uncertain and unknown. Neoclassi-
cal growth theory usually assumes perfect certainty of the future!
This has little relationship to reality.

d. Usually, neoclassical growth theories introduce "capital" as

an explicit input. This procedure runs up against the Cambridge
controversy (Robinson L954, Harcourt L972), of which the out-
come has been that it is impossible to give a consistent definition
of a "quantity of capital" independent of prices and the rate of re-
tum.

For all these reasons, and some additional ones to which we
come later, the neoclassical procedure rests on an entirely inade-
quate foundation. For descriptions of these theories, see for exam-
ple Morishima (1964, 1969) and Wan (1971). We do not present
such theories here, but restrict ourselves to step 1 above. Note that
if step 1 fails to yield a sensible solution, then so does the neoclas-

sical approach, of necessity, since then step 2 cannot even be

started.
To retum to our example, to produce y1 quarters of corn next

period, we require as inputs 0.9yt quarbers of corn and 0.05y,
tons of iron. Note that (by assumption) all inputs and all outputs
are constant in time. In a steady state, we need not append a time
variable f to yr, or to any other quantity.

Similarly, to produce y, tons of iron next period, we need as in-
puts 0.6y2 quarters of corn artd 0.2y, tons of iron.

The previous period's output of corn, itself equal to y, in the
steady state, must be enough to meet the sum of these productive
input needs, 0.9y1 + 0.6y2, as well os the consumption demand
for corn cr. A similar statement holds for the previous period's
output of iron, again equal to y2 in a steady state. The balance
conditions therefore read:

y, >- 0.9y1 * 0.6y, * c1

yr)O.05yr*O.Zyrtc2
We have allowed for possible overproduction of one or both of
these commodities; i.e., we have not assumed strict equality of
supply (left-hand side) and demand (right-hand side) from the
start, merely the condition that the supply must be large enough

to r:over all demands. Ilowever, under steady-state conditions any
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commodity which is in persistent oversupply, year after year, be-
comes a free good; i.e., its price drops to zeto. Thus the full
"quantity" conditions are :

y, 2 0.9y, * 0.6y, * c, If strictly greater, thenp, : 0
yr 2 0.05y, * 0.2y, * c, If strictly greater, thenp, : g

The second set of conditions involves prices and rates of retum.
There exists, under free competition, a standard rate of retum r,
and hence also a standard value of the retum factor 0: 1 * r, for
all productive activities which are actually pursued by entrepre-
neurs.l No productive activity can give promise of a higher return
factor. Any activity which yields less than this return factor is ig-
nored by entrepreneurs; i.e., the corresponding activity level drops
to zero. For the postulated input-output table, these conditions
become:

pr < 0(0.9p, + 0.05p2 ) If strictly less, then y, : I
f, < 0(0.6f , + 0.2Pr) If strictly less, then y, : 6

It is important to note that these conditions, unlike the quanti-
ty conditions given earlier, are unaffected by the existence of de-
mands for ultimate consumption; i.e., the consumption demands
c, and c, do not appear at all in the price conditions. The point is
that a producer, when figuring his rate of retum on sales, does not
care at all to whom he makes the sale, to another producer or to
an ultimate consumer. A ton of iron sold is just that, no matter to
whom it is sold. The same price is charged, under free competition,
to all buyers, no matter what they want to use the iron for.

In the absence of ultimate consumption, i.e., when c, : cz : O,

there is considerable symmetry between the quantity conditions
and the price conditions. But this symmetry disappears in the pres-
ence of ultimate consumption.

We have now written down the entire set of conditions for the
open Leontief model, for our simple example. The discretionary
consumption demands c, and c2 are taken to be given amounts,
determined from outside the system by factors, such as consumer
preferences, whose description does nof form part of the mathe-
matical system. Such variables determined from "outside" are

I W" ,rrrr-. that entrepreneurs purchase all inputs in advance of prohuction
and reccive a return, at rate of return r, for providing this working capital. As
a result, the "value added" by industry i equals this common rate of return r,
multiplicd by thc total oI all input costs. For this reason, our theoretical
input-output table has no "valuc added" row. For the reasons outlined on
lxrge i|4 l,hr. l,lrr.<>rct,i<:rrl l,alrlc also has no "lab<lr input" column. In both
l,lrcsr. rr.spccl,s, it. rlil'li.rs l'rorn l,hr. "pra<:tical" input-output tables discussed in
sr'<:tiott l ).
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called ucogenous variables. We claim that, once c, and c2 are given,
everything else significant about the system is determined com-
pletely and uniquely. This includes: the production levels y1 and
y z , the return factor B, and the price ratio P, : p r lpz .

We now proceed to give a proof of this assertion. By assumption,
at least one consumption demand must be nonzero. Let us assume
this to be true of c, (a similar argument goes through if c, : I
but c, > 0). With c, ) 0, the quantity inequality for yr implies
lr ) ct ) 0; hence y, ) 0.The quantity inequality for y2 then
implies: y, ) 0.05y, ) 0;hence !, ) 0. Thus bofh corn and iron
must be produced in nonzero amounts in order to meet a nonzero
consumption demand for corn. Considering that iron is needed to
produce corn, this is not surprising.

Next, let us look at the price inequalities. If there is strict in-
equality for p, , then 1lr : 0. But we know, from the preceding ar-
gument, that y, is not zero. Hence there cannot be strict inequal-
ity for p, ; the only remaining possibility is equality. The same ar-
gument goes through for pr, and we are left with the equations:

p, : AQ.9p, + 0.05p, )
or:0Q-6nr+0.2Pr)

If we divide the first of these by the second, the return factor B
drops out, and we obtain:

pt lpz: (0.9pr + 0.05pr)l(0.6p, + O.2pz)

In terms of the price ratio Pt : p r lp, , this assumes the form:
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tion quantities y, and y, than merely that they are nonzero. With
a price ratio which is positive, both prices p1 and p, must be
separately positive; i.e., neither price can be zero. Now look at the
quantity condition for y1 . 1/ there should be strict inequality in
that condition, then pr : 0. But we know now thatpl isnot zero.
I{ence there must be strict equality for y1 , and, by a similar argu-
ment, also for yz . We therefore get a set of two equations for the
two unknowns yl ,!z,itr terms of the (assumed known) consump-
tion demands c, and cr:

)r:0.9]r*0.6yr*ct tz:0.05y1 *0.2yr*c,
Putting all unknowns on the left-hand side yields:

0.1)r-O.6yr:9, -0.05y, *0.8y.r:c,
Multiply the second of these equations by 2, and add that to the
flirst equation. The result is: 0 * lz : cr * 2c2, thus determining
yr. Substitute this result into either of the two original equations,
and solve for y,. The outcome is:

lr : 76ct -r 72c, Yr: c, * 2c,

At this stage we have proved our original assertion that every-
thing of significance about this system, i.e., all of )r, y2, p, and
I'r = pr f p2, can be determined completely and uniquely, once the
consumption levels c, and c, have been specified. In spite of the
apparent freedom provided by the presence of inequalities, rather
than equations, in the basic conditions for quantities and prices in
this model, it is nevertheless true that there exists only one, unique
solution, and in that solution all the inequalities become equa-
tions.

It is of supreme importance to note something else as well: The
very fact that we have been able to obtain a solution with growth
lactor a : L and return factor 0 = L.06325 proves that the equal-
ity a : $ of uon Neumann and KMT growth theory is no longer
correct in the presence of consumption. We shall investigate, in
t:hapter 6, what can be said about the relationship between o and p

once there is consumption. But the special case a : 1 which we
lrave just investigated is enough to act as a counterexample to any
ass<rrtion that a and B must always be equal to each other. (The
l'ar:t that we are using Leontief technology does not alter the logic
o[ the argumcnt, since Leontief technology has been shown, in
st.ction 41\, to bc a special case of von Neuman technology.)

'I'hc nrain restrll,s oI this sr'ction are:
l. Wit,lr Lcorrl,icl' t,r.t:hrrologv an<l givctr <:onsumption demands,

irll lrrir:r.nrl,ios;rrr. l,lrc s;rttrc irs lirr l,hr'"por[r'r:t, [hrift" svstcm of

Hence

whence

Pr : (0.9P1 + 0.05)/(0.6P1 + 0.2)

O.6P? + 0.2P1 : 0.9Pr + 0.05

o.6P? - O.7P1 - 0.05: 0

This equation is identical with the one we obtained in section
3C for the Leontief model with growth but no consumption. We
conclude that prices and rates of return are unaffected by the pres-
ence of consumption demands. in this simple case at least. The re-
sults, wlrich we copy from section 3C, are:

Pt : pt lp, : 1.23419 p: 1+ r: 1.06325

No other price ratio, and no other retum factor, can satisfy the
conditions of the model.

l,'urt,hernrore, at this stagc, wc oan say morc alrottt thc produc-
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The input-output table of coefficients now takes the form:

77

chapter 3. Thus, consumption levels
prices.

2. Quantities produced, and input
production, are affected by the need
mands.

have no effect on relative

quantities needed for this
to meet consumption de-

B. Discretionary consumption goods and peculiar solutions

There is an important respect in which our simple example of sec-

tion A is too simple and thereby hides certain complexities of the
real situation.

In that example, the commodities (com and iron) for which we
assumed the existence of an ultimate consumption demand are
both themselves necessory commodities, if the economy is to sur-
vive at all. It is of course quite true that an ultimate consumption
demand, over and above minimum subsistence, can exist for such
commodities. But it is quite false to say that o// discretionary con-
sumption demands are of this type.

On the contrary, discretionary consumption demands may exist
for some commodity, such as the "velvets" of Ricardo (1821, p.
196) or the "multitude of dogs and horses" of Smith (7776, p.
329), which need not be produced at all merely to keep the econ-
omy going and would not in fact be produced in an economy aim-
ing for maximum growth to the exclusion of every other consid-
eration.

We shall define a discretionary consumption good, abbreviated
as DCG hereafter, as a commodity which is not needed, on tech-
nical grounds, to keep the economy operating. All DCG's are

"nonbasics" in the sense of Sraffa (1960), but some nonbasics are

not DCG's. The simple example of section A lacked a DCG.
Let us now introduce into our system a third commodity,

which will be a DCG. This third commodity is not an input to pro-
duction of either corn or iron, but com and/or iron is needed to
produce the DCG. Let us assume, for the sake of definiteness, that
in order to produce one unit (whatever this may be) of the DCG
we need the following inputs: 0.1 quarters of cotn, 0.02 tons of
iron, and an amount a* of the DCG itself. If the DCG is "velvets,"
then o., : 0; that is, one does not require an input of velvets in
order to produce velvets. But o* becomes nonzero when the DCG
is a "multitude of dogs and horses." We shall write our conditions
in terms of the general a3, and substitute particular values of o33

at a later stage; this saves tedious repetition of what are nearly the
same cquations, when o.. is given a different value.

Let us recall the discussion in section 38 of "irreducible,"
"fully reducible," and "reducible" input-output tables. The table
given here is not "fully reducible," since the commodities cannot
be divided into two sets which are independent of each other. But
the table is also not "irreducible": This would mean that euery
commodity in the table is a necessary input, directly or indirectly,
for the production of every other commodity as well as for its
own production. This statement is tme for com and for iron, but
false for the DCG. The DCG may be needed for production of it-
self (if c* is nonzero) but is not needed either directly or indi-
rectly for the production of corn or of iron. Thus, discretionary
consumption goods show themselues mathematically through pro-
ducing a reducible input-output table, reducible but not fully re-
ducible.2

Like all input-output coefficients, c.. must not be negative. But
there is another restriction on the possible values of 43. : This co-
efficient cannot be larger than unity, or even equal to unity.3
r)therwise, the economy cannot be maintained in a steady state,
since it takes more than one unit (or exactly one unit) of the DCG
to produce one unit of the DCG. With "more than," production
quantities Ia of the DCG have to go down year after year. With
"exactly one," we shall see that we also get into difficulties. Thus,
the permissible values of 43. are restricted by: 0 ( 433 ( 1.

At this stage, we can write down the quantity conditions and
the price conditions of the open Leontief model for this input-

2It is most unfortunatr-' that some economists have allowed themselves to be
influenced, and mislcrl, by considcrations of mathematical convenience. Irre-
rlucibility is convcnir-.nt but is cconomically unacceptable.

''l'1.," ",,-. resl.rit:Lion:rlso applics to n11 antl o22.

Corn

o.9

0.6

0.1

lron

0.05
o.2
o_o2

0

0
433

+
+
+

+
+
+

Output

'I quarter corn
'I ton iron

1 unit of DCG
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output table. The arguments are exactly as in section A and need
not be repeated. The results are:

Quantity conditians

Y1>- 0.9Y1+ 0.6Y2 * 0.1Y, * c.,

If strictly gteater, then P, : g -

yr 2 0.05y, + 0.2Y2 I 0.O2Yt * c,
If strictly greater, thenP, : g

,' I*'?,?, j"3"il"',h i,": .
Price conditions

pr ( 0(0.9p, + 0.05p, + 0) If strictly less, then )r : 0
p, ( B(0.6p | + 0.2p2 + 0) If strictly less, then lz : O

pa < 0(0.1p | + O.O2p2 * azsPt) If strictly less, then y3 : 0

We assume thatthere is a demand for the DCG (i.e., that ca ) 0)
and that the coefficient 43. is within the permissible range,
0 ( c., ( 1; and we wish to find the possible solutions (if any) to
this system. We shall go as far as we can while keeping the coeffi-
cient ca, general and insert numbers for 433 only at the end.

With c, ) 0, the quantity condition on y. implies y3 ) c. ) 0;
hence y, ) 0. Then the quantity condition for y, implies yr )
0.1y, ) 0; hence y, ) 0. The quantity condition for y, implies
y, >- 0.O2yr ) 0; hence l, ) 0. Thus, finally, all three production
levels y; must be positive, not zero.

But then, by the same argument as before, all three price condi-
tions must be satisfied with sfricf equality, i.e., as equations. For
later convenience, we introduce the reciprocal of the retum factor
A:L+rthrough:

s:7lA:1/(1 + r)

The price equations then assume the form:

0.9P,*0.05Pr+0 :sPr
0.6Pt*O.2P, +0 :sPz
0.1P, + O.02P, t arrP3 : sP3

In mathematical terminology, s is an eigenvalue of the input-out-
put matrix, and the three prices (Pr, Pz, Pe\ form a right eigen-

vector of the matrix.
We can obtain a solution to this system by a very simple pro-

gt'-ss: Ignore the third 6'quation altogether! The first two equations,
l,al<on lly thcmstllvcs, aro t--xactly what wtl wr<>tc down for pri<:cs in
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section A, except for the use of s: ll0 instead of B. Thus the
same solution applies, namely Pr lPz : 7.23479, A: L.06325, and
hence s : tlfl.: 0.94051. Having these numbers at our disposal,
we can now also solve the third of the price equations. We write
this third equation in the form (dividing by p, throughout):

O.tpr lp, + 0.02: (s - azs)PzlPz

At this stage, we shall specialize to a particular value of the co-

efficient 433 in the input-output matrix, namely to the one appro-
priate for "velvets," a33 :0. With the given values of s and Pr lPz,
we then obtain:

pslpz: (0.1p, 1p, + 0.02)lG- arr):0.L5249 foror, :6
Since both price ratios Pr lPz and pa lpz arc positive numbers,

all three prices must be separately positive. The quantity condi-
tions must then be satisfied with strict equality, for all three quan-

tities y;. This means that there are three equations in the three un-
known quantities, and these three equations lead to one, unique
solution for all quantities. We shall not write down the answers ex-
plicitly here.

The solution which we have now obtained is perfectly sensible
from an economic point of view. The necessary goods, com and

iron, sell at exactly the same prices as before, and the return factor
p is exactly the same as before. All these are determined by the
conditions for the necessary commodities only. The price of the
DCG (of velvets) is then determined by the input cost together
with the standard rate of return. For all three goods, the quantity
conditions must be satisfied with equality; i.e., no good is pro-
duced in excess of total demand, and the resulting production lev-

els y; are determined uniquely by that condition. So far, we seem

to have discovered nothing whatever that is new.
However, we have obtained one solution to the price equations.

Is it the only solution, or are there other solutions? We asserb that
one other solution does exist and has some awfully peculiar prop-

erties from the point of view of an economist. This other solution
is as follows:

Pr:0 Pz:O Pt:\ s:o33

Simple inspection shows that the three price equations aie indeed

satislied by this choice of prices. The quantity conditions also

chcck: Since p., is positivc (not zero), the quantity condition for
y. must bc satisfir'<l with cquality; hcncc:

1r cr l(1 - o:rr )
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Since p, : pz : 0, the quantity conditions for y, and y, remain
(possibly) inequalities; they lead to :

yr2LGcr*72cr+1.84y,
!22 cr * 2c, * 0.L4y,

As long zS o33 ( 1, then 3l3 comes out positive and so do y, and
yr. All conditions are satisfied. Mathematically speaking, we there-
fore have a solution of the system.

However, from an economic point of 'view, this solution is
highly peculiar, so much so that many (but not all) economists
reject this kind of solution altogether. The two necessary com-
modities, corn and iron, are free goods. The rate of retum to their
producers is not well defined, since the producers buy all their
inputs at zero cost and sell their outputs at zero price! Even worse,
if the third good (the DCG) is "velvets," i.e., if dro : 0, then s: 0
and the retum factor 0:7ls becomes infinite! The inputs to
velvet production come at zero cost, whereas the output is sold
for a nonzero unit price. The resulting rate of retum must be
infinite.

We shall refer to these solutions as "peculiar solutions." This
name is to indicate that they are solutions, mathematically speak-
ing, but are peculiar from an economic point of view. Such solu-
tions occur when there is a demand for DCGs. The input-output
matrix is then reducible (without being fully reducible), and this
mathematical property has as a consequence the existence of pecu-
liar solutions.

C. Peculiar solutions, or none

In common sense, peculiar solutions should be rejected. The pro-
ducers of necessary goods, corn and iron, buy their inputs atzero
price and sell their output at zero price. Why should they wish to
continue playing such a silly game? Yet, should they tire of the
game and stop playing it, then the entire economy comes to a
standstill.

Economists who are impressed by "existence proofs" for the
existence of equilibrium solutions, however, are often prepared to
accept peculiar solutions. Morishima (L964, 1969) falls into this
category. He proves the existence of solutions, without requiring
that the solutions which have been proved to exist are economica-l-
ly acceptable: some, or even all, of his solutions may turn out to
be peculiar solutions. We shall exhibit a specific example shortly.
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Are there standard economic conditions which exclude such pecu-
liar solutions?a

The von Neumann condition N of section 4C does exclude them,
lrut that condition is itself economically unacceptable.

The KMT conditions of section 4D are all right economically,
but do nof exclude these peculiar solutions: it is easy to show that
the peculiar solution of section B satisfies all three KMT condi-
tions.

It is possible, of course, to think up a new condition which does
cxclude all peculiar solutions. But such a condition runs up against
l,wo difficulties:

1. Neoclassical economists are far from unanimous in rejecting
greculiar solutions and hence in accepting any such new condition.
'lheir argument is that, in neoclassical theory, o// entrepreneurs
make zero net profit (the return goes to the owner, not to the
cntrepreneur); hence all entrepreneurs, not merely the ones en-
gaged in production of particular types of goods, continue playing
a fruitless (to them) game. Having accepted neoclassical theory,
these economists see no grounds for rejecting peculiar (to us) solu-
l,ions.

2. If we exclude all peculiar solutions from consideration, by
some new condition, we may be left with no solution at all! Be-
Iievers in the efficacy of the free market to solve all problems tend
to be very disconcerted by such an outcome.

Let us now document our assertion that all solutions may tum
out to be "peculiar" ones. The general case is discussed in the
mathematical appendix. Here, we construct one particular exam-
ple (which is, logically, all we need to make our point).

We consider a DCG which needs some of itself as an input to its
own production; i.e., we assume a3. ) 0. Let us think of the DCG
as an animal with a long time between successive generations, and
hence a slow biological growth rate. We shall refer to these animals
as "white elephants." In the input-output table, this means that
the coefficient c* is only slightly lower than its maximum upper

4Our present system is very close to that of Sraffa (1960), who distinguishes
between "basie" and "nonbasic" commodities. Our discretionary consump-
tion goods are "nonbasic," though his category is wider than ours. Sraffa
addresses himself to the possibility of peculiar solutions in his Appendix B
(pp. 90-91) and rejects such solutions outright; we agyee they should be re-
jected. But they deserve a more detailed discussion, since the difficulties for
ncoclassical economics arising from the existence of peculiar solutions are of
tht-'samc sort as thosc arising from Sraffa's reswitching result. Neoclassical
thcory gcts into <likrmm:rs in attcmpting to accommodate either of these
rnat.lremal,ical rcsu I ts-
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limit, unity. For example, if we take a.3 : 0.98, then the growth
factor cannot exceed 1/0.98 : l.O2O4, i.e., about 2Vo growlh per
annum. This upper limit to the growth rate of the population of
white elephants is biological in origin, nothing to do with econom-
ics. Yet, we shall now show that it has important economic con-
sequences.

In the formulas of section B, the coefficient ar. has been left
free. Let us now substitute the value o33 : 0.98 appropriate for
white elephants, in place of the earlier value ca3 : 0 appropriate
for "velvets."

For the "sensible" solution we obtained: pt lp, = 1.23419 and
s: 0.94051. We substitute these numbers into the expression
found for the price ratio pt lpz:

pz lpz : (0.lp, lp, + 0.02)/(s - o., ) :
(0.1 x 7.23479 + 0.02)/(0.94051 - 0.98) : -3.63

This ratio is negative; hence either the price of iron Pz or the price
of white elephants p. must be negative. This is impossible.5

Hence the "sensible" solution is no longer a solution at all!
The "peculiar" solution, however, remains valid mathematically.

This solution has s : a.t : 0.98, hence a rate of return (to elephant
raisers) r: 1/0.98 - 1 : 0.02041, slightly better than 2Vo. The
rates of return to corn and iron producers come out as 0/0, hence
undefined. The quantity conditions lead to perfectly acceptable
results. Thus, there are no mathematicol grounds for rejecting this
peculiar solution.

From an economic point of view, however, standard economic
theory is up against a dilemma: Either this theory accepts peculiar
solutions, or it rejects them;but it gets into trouble either way:

1. If peculiar solutions are rejected on commonsense grounds,
then it is no longer true that an input-output system always has ac-
ceptable solutions.

2. If peculiar solutions are accepted to avoid conclusion 1, then
there is no reason to reject them in other cases where "sensible"
solutions exist; indeed there is then no reason to prefer the sensi-
ble solutions to the peculiar ones.

We emphasize that this dilemma has nothing to do with the sbe

sA. cun be seen from the calculation, the trouble arises^whenever o33 exceeds
s, i.e., exceeds the reciprocal of the growth factor o = p for the same system
under conditions of perfect thrift. That is, the "sensible" solution fails when
the demand for the DCG, because of the slow growth rate of this DCG, forces
the economy to grow morc slowly than it could in the absence of this de-
m:r nrl -
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of the demand c, for the discretionary consumption good. Our
iuguments retain their force no matter how small ca may be, as
long as c, is not precisely equal to zero. An economy with Leon-
tief technology under steady-state conditions, when asked to pro-
duce "white elephants," can do so only by means of a price sys-
tem in which all necessary goods are free, while only white ele-
phants carry a price tag.

We consider that this paradox is real and provides one reason
(we shall give other reasons later on) for questioning the emphasis,
in conventional economic theory, on equilibrium (steady-state)
analysis. What we haue just exhibited, in full detail, is a simple
model system in which no sensible equilibrium solution exists.

This finding does not contradict various "existence proofs" in
the literature: An equilibrium solution does exist, namely the
"peculiar" solution. But this solution is not sensible economically
in real life.

Let us emphasize the purely theoretical nature of this result.
One often hears claims to the effect that a balanced growth solu-
tion always exists, and is unique. What we have established is that
such claims cannot be sustained. The balanced growth solutions
may fail to be unique (i.e., there may be several different ones),
and all the available balanced growth solutions may have to be re-
jected on commonsense economic grounds.

The importance of such a theoretical result has nothing to do
with whether a demand for "white elephants" is actually a prac-
tical problem in present-day economies. It may or may not be:
For instance, it is possible that similar things happen in some "de-
veloping" countries. But, whether such situations can be found of-
ten, or seldom, or not at all, in real life, the theoretical result re-
mains a valid counterexample to an invalid theoretical claim.

Let us now, in conclusion, reiterate what can, and cannot, be
said about steady-state solutions to (Leontief) input-output sys-
tems with consumption:

1. One should distinguish between discretionary demands for
necessary goods (i.e., demands over and above the minimum neces-
sary to keep the economy alive) on the one hand, and demands for
discretionary consumption goods (goods which need not be, and
would not be, produced at all in a perfect thrift economy) on the
other hand.

2. If all goods in demand are necessary goods, such a system re-
sults in an irreducible input-output matrix, with a unique steady-
state solution which is sensible from an economic point of view.
All prir:cs arc unaffr'<:l,c<l by thc lcvel of demand.

lJ. ll' s<lrrrr' ol' l,lrr. goorls in rkrman<l aro tlis<:retionary consump-
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tion goods, the input-output matrix tums out to be reducible, but
not fully reducible. This shows itself through the appearance of
peculiar solutions, in which all necessary goods become free goods.

4. Cases exist in which a-ll mathematical solutions are of this
peculiar type. This presents a dilemma for conventional economic
theory.

5. If one takes the commonsense view that peculiar solutions
should be rejected, then it is not tme that every input-output sys-

tem possesses an acceptable steady-state (or, for that matter, as we
shall see, an acceptable balanced growth) solution.

D. The Leontief input-output model

In this section, we discuss the relationship of the theory developed
so far in this chapter with the input-output model of Wassily
Leontief (1951, 1953) and with the practical input-output tables
which are based on the Leontief model. The relationship is not at
all as close as might appear at first sight.

The importance of the Leontief contribution is that it has a di-
rect empirical counterpart in the input-output tables which have
been derived for actual economies. This makes Leontief's rnodel
unlike most other models in theoretical economics. The practical
orientation of Leontief's model is very much appreciated by ap-
plied economists who use this model as a way to systematize the
collection of economic data, and who then use the resulting input-
output tables to understand, and perhaps control, actual econ-
omies. This practical orientation, however, has consequences for
the way Leontief's theory is formulated, consequences which
make Leontief's own model quite different from the very theo-
retical (hence not directly applicable) formulation of this book. A
number of things which can, and should, be done in pure theory
are entirely unsuitable in applied work. Both approaches are im-
portant, and neither should be neglected; in pointing out the dif-
ferences here, we have no intention of considering either approach
as being "superior"; they serve different functions.

1. In applied economics, it is absolutely essential to aggregate.
The purely theoretical input-output matrix of section 3A is impos-
sibly large for practical work, since there each distinguishable com-
modity (for example, each model of passenger car produced by
each manufacturer) gives rise to a separate row of the matrix. By
contrast, Leontief's industries produce not single commodities,
but rather aggregates of related commodities; for example, there
may be a "motor vehicle industry" which produces all types of
passengc.r r:ars, tntcks, an<l motorcyr:lcs, pcrhaps even tanks for
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l,he army. This aggregation is, we repeat, essential in applied work.
2. As a logical consequence, industry inputs and outputs must

themselves be aggregated. This cannot be done in physical terms.
We must not add a Rolls Royce car, a delivery van, and amotor-
cycle, so as to get "three motor vehicles." Rather, we must add
their values, using either current market prices, or else prices cor-
rected back to some base date by means of a price index. In either
r:ase, though, the prices are taken from market observation; they
do not emerge as a result of the theory. The theory can be made
to produce predictions about pice changes as aresult of, say, shifts
in demand, but these changes are from a base which is not itself
<letermined within the theory. In particular, rates of retum to pro-
ducers are not consequences of the theory, but are taken from
market observation. The fact that the price and quantity dimen-
sions are not separately factored out in Leontief's model is unfor-
tunate, but unauoidable in a model aiming for practical applica-
tion.

3. Leontief allows for nonproduced inputs, e.g.,land and labor,
whereas we have taken all explicit inputs to be producible com-
modities such as corn and iron. Our procedure is permissible under
"classical" conditions of the "iron law of wages" but fails when
there are, for example, powerful unions able to extract real wages

in excess of minimum subsistence levels. For the reasons explained
in chapter 1, this is not important for what we want to do; but it
is exceedingly important in applied economics.

4. In our "Leontief technology," there is no fixed capital, no
"stocks" of either machines or even of finished salable products
("inventories"). When fixed capital must be included, vre use von
Neumann technology as the way to include it. In the practical in-
puLoutput model of Leontief, the complications arising from the
joint production aspects of von Neumann technology cannot be
tolerated. Therefore, the Leontief system makes explicit allowances
lor "stocks" (which may be of machines, of input raw materials
lor production, and of finished or semifinished products). These
"stocks" are subject to "depreciation," at some conventional de-
preciation rate. The practical model therefore has two matrices, A
and S, compared to our theoretical matrix of input-output coeffi
cients. The matrix A, with elements a;;, states how much (in value
terms!) industry i must purchase from industryT so as to be able
[o produce one dollar's worth of output of their own products i.
'l'his rcfers to Jrurchase of raw materials, intermediate products,
cl,<:., rrot, l,o thr' purr:haso of fixcd capital. The second matrix S,

wil,lr rrrirl,rix t'k'lrrort,s,s;, stalcs how tnuch (again in value terms!)
sl,ock ol' l,lrc l,ypr' glrorlttcctl llv intlttst,ryT mtrst, trc kcllt <ln hand to
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produce one dollar's worth of output of commodities from indus-
try f. This stock is not purchased in the current period, or at least
not all of it-a bit may have to be purchased to keep pace with
physical depreciation; that is all. This is a rough and ready method
for handling fixed capital within the confines of a practical model
and is entirely acceptable for that purpose. It is not at all accept-
able for pure economic theory, for the reasons given in chapter 4.6

5. The open Leontief model is static; i.e., it is assumed from the
start that production and consumption next year will be at the
same levels as this year. It is a common, but incorrect, belief of
many that the introduction of "stocks," point 4 above, is neces-
sary to make Leontief theory "dynamic." This belief arises from a

mistake in the formulation of the theory. Inputs of various com-
modities 7 (not stocks) to production of commodity i are taken to
occur at the same time f as the output of i makes its appearance;
this is incorrect, since production takes a nonzero time interval. In
chapter 3, we assumed that inputs at the beginning of period f pro-
duce outputs at the end of that period; i.e., we took production to
require one unit of time. Whether one uses this assumption, or
some more complicated (and more realistic) assumption about
time intervals between inputs and outputs in the various industries,
whether one uses a formulation in which time is divided into dis-
crete "periods" or uses a "continuous time" formulation-in all
cases, a correct formulation of input-output theory, allowing for
time delays in production, makes the theory properly "dynamic"
even in the absence of "stock" variables. The usual "dynamic
Leontief model," in which the dynamics is associated purely with
stocks, has not been accepted as widely as the static model-we
believe, for excellent reasons.

6. The theoretical model assumes the same rate of retum to all
producers. Thus, the "value added" by an industry can be deduced
directly from the industry's input costs (including labor); just mul-
tiply the total input cost by the rate of retum r to get value added.
For this reason, the theoretical model does not require, and does
not possess, a separate row of the matrix for "value added." The
practical model needs such a value added row (as well as a labor
demand column, which is also not needed in the theoretical mod-
el), and it needs it very badly indeed. For the plain truth is that
rates of return in different industries are not at all equal to each
other! Our theoretical model is intended to elucidate economic
theory under competitive conditions; but assuming equal rates of

6Wn uru aware that this is a contentious issue;what we state here is our con-
sidcred opinion, which agrees with that of Sraffa ( 1960) but is not acccpted
u nivr.rsally.
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rt_.turn is simply not permissible in a practical model for applied
(.conomists.

This completes our list of differences between the practical

inpuloutput model of Leontief and the purely theoretical model

ol this book. As emphasized already, these differences arise from
<lifferences in basic purpose and must not be taken as criticisms of
oither model. when one wants to do different things, different
lypes of models are required.

We do not go beyond this brief set of comments regarding the

llractical model. For more information, readers may consult Leon-

l,ief (1951,1953), Carter (7972),Chenery (1959), Dorfman (1958),
and Eichner (1980), the last of which is post-Keynesian in outlook;
as well as Ara (1959), Batten (1979), and Day (L972). For the his-

tory of the model, see clark (1974); for the handling of technol-
ogy, Gigantes (1972); for depreciation, Atkinson (1978); for neo-

r:lassical theory, Morishima (1958, 1959); and for further studies,

references contained in all these.

ll. Mathematical appendix

As in chapter 3, we have n commodities, with production level y;

and price p; for commodity i. It requires o;7 units of 7 as input for
production of one unit of commodity i. The new concept is a con-

sumption demand c; 2 O, with at least one c; strictly positive' Let
r be the rate of return and B: 1 * r the return factor. We define:

s: 1/(1 + r): 118

'l'he conditions for the open Leontief model are:

(5.1)

yi > >t tial * c1

i=7

forj:7,2,...,n (5.2)

If there is strict inequality for some j in (5.2), then p; : g (5.3)

,pi <i oi1n1 fori: !,2, . . . , n

i=r
It there is strict inequality for some i in (5.4), then y; : g (5.5)

'l'llltrORIlM l-r.l

lf t,ht'irrPu[-ou[pttl, tttat,rix A is Pro<lut:Live and irreducible, then
t,lrcrc sxist,s rtttt' ttttirlttc srllttl,iott l,<l l,lrt' Leontief conditions, with
lrll pri<'r's rtrrr I rtll pt'orl ttt't,iott lcvcls st,rit't,ly llosil,ivr'.

(5.4)
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Proof: we use the notationof section 3E for nonnegative, positive, and strictly
positive vectors: v2 0, v)0, v)0. Byassumption, c)0. By (b.2),
y > yA * c 2 c ) 0; hence y ) 0. By theorem 8.5, then, y )) 0. By (b.b)
and y )} 0, we conclude that there must be equality in (5.4);hence s is an
eigenvalue, and p a nonnegative right eigenvector, of A. By theorem 8.6,
there is only one eigenvalue which can do this, namely s : s*(A), and the
right eigenvector p )) 0. By (5.3) and p ) 0, there must be equality in
(5.2); hence y: c(I - A)-'. By theorem 3.10, the inverse operatorin
question exists and is nonnegative; we have already proved that y is stricily
positive. Q.E.D.

Now introduce DCGs. We shall assume that there are le essential
goods, labeled i : 1, 2,. ..,h, and m : n- k DCGs, labeled j:
h + 7, k + 2,. . .,k + m : n. Theinpuloutputmatrix takesthe
form:

(5.6)

where A is n-by-n, E is la-by-la, F is m-by-h, andG ism-by-m.The
h-by-m zero matrix on the top right makes A reducible. We avoid
full reducibility by the requirement.:

No row of F consists entirely of zeros (5.7)

which means, economically, that every DCG needs at least one
necessary good as an input. The "necessary" nature of goods 1 to
k means the mathematical condition:

E is irreducible and productive (5.8)

In section B, we pointed out that or3 cannot exceed unity if we
want to have a steady-state solution. The generalization of this
condition is:
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i : l, 2, . . . , m. There are infinitely many solutions of this class.

Nofe: These are the "peculiar" solutions. Since G need not be irreducible, but
on the contrary may consist of all zeros, we cannot assert that the eigen-

value g in question is unique; there may be several such, in which case each

such eigenvalue leads to an infinite number of peculiar solutions.

l>roof: For all i ) k + l, (5.10) and (5.2) imply: yi> ci ) 0. Next, write
down (5.2) fori : 7, 2,. .., k inturn andretain only the last rn terms of
the sum on the right:

!j)- ; viaij

i=h +1

The matrix elements on the right-hand side are the ones of submatrix F in
(5.6). Now sum (5.11) over theseJ'-values and make use of property (5.7)

to obtain the result that the sum yl + yz + . . . + yh ) 0. Hence this h-

component subvector has at least one nonzero component. By exactly the

same argument as for the proof of theorem 5.1, but using the assumed ir-

reducibility of the submatrix E, we conclude that all these ft components

are strictly positive. Hence, finally, all n components of y are positive; that
is, y ) 0. From y ) 0 and (5.5), we conclude equality in (5.4). The

secular equation for the eigenvalue s reads:

det(A - sl,r; : 6.119 - sIP) det(G - sI-) : g (5.12)

where I, is the n-by-n unit matrix, etc. The decomposition of the determi-

nant into two factors is a consequence of condition (5.6). We conclude

that every eigenvalue g of G with a nonnegative right eigenvector is also an

eigenvalue of the full matrix A. The ,?2 components of the right eigenvec-

tor of G are related to the prices of the DCGs as claimed in the theorem. It
is easy to see that the other prices are all zero. The quantity conditions
(5.2) then lead to:

y2 c(lr- A)-' (5.1 3)

with strict equality for those indices i> h + 1 for which p;: zt-p)0-
There may be inequality for all the other DCGs and for all the essential

goods. By our assumptions (5.6) to (5.9) and theorem 3.10, the inverse op-

erator exists and is nonnegative. The presence of inequalities means that
there are infinitely many solutions (differing in one or more output levels)

for each permissible g.

THEOREM 5.3

Q.E.D.

Let e* be the dominant eigenvalue of E, gx of G. Let the vector
lr* : (pL pf , . . . , pff) with la components be the right eigenvector
of Fl l'or eigonvaluc c*. Then: (a) If e* ( g*, the peculiar solutions
of tlr<r<rrt'nr l-r.2 arc l,h<: r>nlv solutions, and (b) if e* ) g*, then
l,l.rt'rc r.xisl,s oxir<:l,lv otrt' fttrl,ht'r, ttnitluo "sensi[rle" solution with

for;:7,2,...,h (5.1 1)

^ ({l:)

The dominant eigenvalue of G, called g*
henceforth, is below unity

Finally, we impose the condition that o// DCGs are actually in de-
mand:

Forl: k+l,k+2,...,k+ m:n, c;)0 (5.10)

THEOREM 5.2
Let z : (2, , z, z*) be a positive right eigenvector of G
belonging to the eigenvalue g of G. Then the open Leontief system
has a class of solutions with s : g and with zero prices for all es-
sential goods; the prices of the DCGs are given by:. pn a i: z; for

(5.e)



s: e*, pi: p! fori: l,2,...,k,allotherpricesdetermined in

terms of ih"r", and quantities determined by (5'13) with strict

equality for all comPonents.

Proof: The argument leading to y )) 0 and equation (5'12) still holds' The

choice s : eigenvalue of b was explored in theorem 5.2; all that remains is

that s : eigenvalue of E. By (5.8) and theorem 3'6' only the dominant

"igenvatue 
ei of E gives positive prices for the first k goods; hence s : e* if

uiutt. pot ease of notation, define the 
'?2'component 

vector t by
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ti:Ph+i fori:1,2,...,m
Using equality in (5.4), the breakup (5'6), and s: 8*' we get:

e*t: Fp* + Gt

We define the matrix (m-bY'm)

11: (1/e*)G

and we note that (5.?) and p* >> 0 imply Fp* >> 0' Hence:

t: Ht * (1/ex)Fp* >> Ht

(;IIAPTER 6

Growth theory with consumPtion

In chapter 6, we remove the simplifying assumptions of chapter 5
(no growtn, Leontief technology). we intend to investigate states

of balanced growth in the presence of discretionary consumption
flnd (at leasL as far as possible) with general von Neumann tech-

,rology. It will turn out that the presence of consumption makes

quite a difference, so that the results are not at all the same as

Lhose of chapter 4.
As in chapter 5, we shall investigate a system with giuen con'

sumption demands c;(f) for commodity number f in period num-

ber i; the ,,balanced gfowth" feature shows itself through the fact
that all these consumption demands grow by the same factor a
oach year, this being also the growth factor for production levels

y;(f ) of the economY:

c,(t + 1) : ac{t) and YiG + 1) : aY;(r)

'fhus, the given quantities are: (1) the consumption demands c;(0)

in the initial period f : 0; and (2) the growth factor o.

we do not rclate consumption levels to "social utility" in the

way that neoclassical theory does (for example, see Morishima
1964, 1969). The reasons for this have been stated already (sec-

tion 5A) and we need not repeat them here.

Section A is introductory and can be read quickly by the ad-
vanced student. section B deals with the rather intricate question

of alternative specifications of the conditions for a balanced growth

solution. This section can be skipped in a first reading; ii contains,

however, material of interest to people working in this area, that is,

somc new material. section c deals with the attempt by KMT (see

sccti<>n 4D) to int:lu<kr t:onsumption; we show that the assumptions

Of KM'l' in Lhis ar(,it ilr(r rr<lt valid for what onc normally calls

"r:opSutlrpti1;tt" ltttl, ritl,llpr rt'fcr t,tl 1 pgt:ttliar an<l sptlcial caSe only.

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

Bytheorem3.13,thereisnosolutionttothisifthedominanteigenvalue
oi U, catt it h*, is equal to or larger than unity' But h* - g*lex by (5'16)'

This proves statement (a) of the theorem' Conversely' \f e* ) 6t' then

h* <l,and by theorem 3.10 the inverse operator (Ir7 -H)-r existsand

is nonnegative. Thus equations (5.1?) can be so'lved for t and Iead to t ) 0'

u1 pri..i strictly posiiive. Then (5.2) and (5.3) imply equality in (5J3)'

it i, prou., part (b) of the theorem' Q'E'D'
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Section D provides a discussion of the results of growth theory
with consumption. This discussion is nonmathematical (for the
mathematics, see section E) and is not given elsewhere within the
literature.

A. The simplest case

To introduce the subject, let us start with the corn-iron economy
and the input-output table of section 3A, i.e., the same economy
we studied in section 5A. The new material consists in our now al-
lowing consumption demands ci(t), as well as production levels
y;(t), to depend upon time f, growing from one period to the next
by the common growth factor o, so that everything grows together,
in balance, and all ratios c;lci and libl are independent of time.

If we want to produce, in period t + l, an amount of corn equal
to yr(t + 1) and an amount of iron equal to lr$ + 1), and we
wish to consume, in period t + L, cr(t t 1) quarters of corn, then
the amount of corn which must be avai-lable at the beginning of
this period, i.e., at time f, equals:

0.9y, (f + 1) + O.6yr(t + 1) + c, (f + 1)
: o[0.9]r (f) + 0.6y, (f) + c, (f)l

This input quantity of corn must be available from the output of
the preceding period, i.e., from yr (r). Thus y, (f), or just y1 for
short, must be greater than or equal to this required input; further-
more, if y, exceeds requirements in every period, then corn be-
comes a free good with price equal to zero. We therefore obtain
the followin g quantity conditions :

y, ) a(0.9y, * 0.6y, * c, ) If strictlygreater, thenp, : I
y, ) a(O.05y, * O.2y, * cr) If strictly greater, thenp, : 6

The second condition, for iron, was obtained by an exactly similar
argument. We can omit the time variable f, since it is the same on
both sides of each condition. In the special case of no gtowth, a: L,
these more general conditions reduce exactly to the quantity con-
ditions of section 5A.

The conditions for prices and the rate of retum arc unchanged
from chapter 5, since we assume all prices to be time-independent
so that producers compute their rates of retum exactly as before.
We repeat these price conditions:

p, < 0(0.9p, + 0.05p, ) If strictly less, then )r : 0
p, < 0(0.6p t + 0.2p2 ) If strictly less, then tz : O

W<-. rc<:all thaL p is rt:lzrtcrl to the rate <lI return r through B: I + r.
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't'hese are the conditions which must be satisfied by a balanced

growbh solution in this simple case. However, it is stil necessary to
,i,,cide which quantities are exogenous here, and which endoge-

rrous. we shall discuss this in considerable detail in subsequent sec-

l,ions. For now, we make a choice which has two advantages: (1) it
in convenient, and (2) it is the natural generalization of the choice

rnade for the open Leontief model of chapter 5. Our choice is:

Exogenous: Growth factor o, initial consumption levels c;(0)

DndJgenous: Return factor B, production levels y;(0), prices p;

I,.trr the special case of no growth, &: !, this is precisely the speci-

fication of tfr" open Leontief model; that is, consumption levels

llre specified, and everything else is then deduced from the condi-

l,ions. For any other value of the growth factor a, this is the near-

ost we 
"ur, "orrr". 

Note that values of consumption levels and pro-

rluction levels at time t : 0, together with the value of the growth

factor, are enough to determine consumption levels and produc-

l,ion levels at all times t.
we now assert that the specification listed above is indeed com-

plete; i.e., everything significant about the endogenous variables is

ilctermined completLly once the exogenous variables are known.

l'urthermore, we shall find that o can be chosen quite freely within
a wide range of values, although not all values of a are allowed.

The prJof of these statements, which we now commence' is

vcry similar to the corresponding proof in section 5A. At least one

t:onsumption demand is nonzero. Let us suppose it is c1 ; further-

more, we assume a ) 0, a natural enough condition' The quantity

inequality for y1 then impliesi !1 >z ac, ) 0; hence )'r ) 0;and
tor-y2 we get: y2 > a(O.O5yr ) ) 0; hence t, ) O' Both commod-

ities must b" ptod.,""d in positive amounts' Looking at the price

r:onditions, we now see that both of them must be satisfied with
strict equility. This, however, is exactly what we found in section

5A, and it leads to exactly the same unique result for the retum

factor and the price ratio Pt lPz, namely:

Pr lPz : 1.23479 A: t'O6325

'fhe price system and the rate of return are exactly the same for ql

growing economy as for a steady-state, open Leontief--model'

economy. The presence of growth has no influence at all on the

price system, or on the rate of retum.' 
Ne*i, lct us lo.k at quantitics. With a positive price ratio Pr lPz,

ll<lth ;r, itrrtl 1r, ttltlsl, lle stlparately Jrositive, i'e', not zero' The

t;rtzrnl,il,v <:ott<lil,iotls t,ltctt irlrply that' ll<>th intxlualities become

,:,*,irl,i,irrs. Wr,r.wril,r.t,lr.sr.r,<lttttt,irttrs s.:rs t. 1ltrt, all protlu<:tion
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lhe same tendency in much stronger fashion. For c, : 0, the ratio
ct l!r : \/328.85 means that less than 1 part in 300 of the entire
output of corn is available for ultimate consumption. The sacri-
l'ice has become extreme.

In the fourth case, o : 1.10, the solution which we get from the
mathematical equations is unacceptable economically, since the
grroduction quantities y, and y, have tumed out to be negative,
i.e., impossible. The economic system described by the input-out-
yrut table used here, and listed in section 3A, is simply incapable of
such rapid growbh. This is hardly surprising: In section 38, we
studied this same system under the assumption of perfect thrift,
no consumption at all; there we found a growth factor a: 1.06325.
Obviously, consumption demands can only slow down growth, not
speed it up. Thus, when we specify a gtowth factor in excess of
1.06325-for instance, o : 1.10-we must not be surprised if we
fail to get a viable solution to the equations.

It is shown in the mathematical appendix that this situation is

<1uite general. We state the results, only, at this point:
1. The retum factor B is in the nature of an eigenvalue; i.e.,

there are only a limited number (quite often only one) of possible
values for p. For each such value, there is an associated system of
price ratios. At most one of these sets is "sensible."

2. Both the system of prices and the return factor do not change
at all when different growth factors a are specified, as long as o
lies within the permissible range; see point 3. Prices and the return
factor also do not depend on the precise consumption demands
specified, as long as these are positive, not zero.

3. The permissible range of o is as follows: o must be positive-
i.e., a ) 0-and o must be less than the smallest permissible value
of p among the eigenvalues mentioned under point 1.

4. For given consumption demands c, at time t: 0, theneces-
sary production levels y; are increasing functions of o, which
transcend all bounds as ri approaches its upper limit as given in
point 3.

In the very simple example of this section, there is only one per-

missible value of the return factor, namely A: L.06325, and asso-

ciated price system. This return factor and these prices rule for all
feasible cases in our table (a : 1.00, 1.03, and 1.06), indeed for all
values of the growth factor o within the permissible range 0 ( a (
1.06325. The fourth point is illustrated very clearly within our
table.

'l'hosc ancl sontc olhcr rcsults are discussed much more fully in a
latcr st'<:t,i<ln <ll' t,ltis r:ltit1ll,<'r.

Table 6.1

Growth
factor O

(exogenous)

1.00

1.03

1.06

1.'10

Equations

O.1y1 -0.6y2 - c1
--O.05yr * O.8yz: cz

0.073y1 -O.618y2 = 1.03c1
--O.051 5y1 + O.794y2 : 1.O3cz

O.O46y 1 - O.636y2 : 1.06c1
--O.053y1 * O.788yz: 'l .06c2

0.01 0y1 - O.66Oy2 : 1. lOcl
--O.055y1 + O.tBOy2 : 1.1Oc2

Solutions

y1:16c1 * l)s.
Y2: ct *2cz

y 1 : 31 .292c 1 + 24 .356c 2
f2: 2.O3oc1 * 2.Bllc2

yr :32B.8bOct + 265.417c2
yz: 22.118c1 + 19.197c2

y1 : {0. 1 05c 1- 25.474c2

Y2:- 2.123c1- 0.386c2

levels on one side of each equation, an consumption revers on the
other side. This gives:

(1 -0.94)yt - O.6ayr: qs,
{).05ay, + (1 - 0.2a)y, : dcz

with the specification discussed before, y, and lz drethe two un-
knowns, and we have two rinear equations in these two unknowns.
In Table 6.1, we list, for certain particurar values of the exogenous
variable o, the form taken by these equations, as well as the solu-
tions for y, and y, in terms of c, and c, .

Discussion

The first case, a : 1, is the open Leontief theory with steady state,
no growth. The equations, and the results, are exacfly as in section
5A.

The next case, o : 1.03, postulates a BVo growth per period. The
e-quations look very similar;the solutions are clearly feaiible. Note,
though, that the ratio of total production to finar consumption
has become much larger. For example, assume that corn, commod_
ity 1, is the only desired consumption good, and look at the ratiocrly, for that case. With a : 1, we had c, ly, : L/16, whereas
with o : 1.03 the sameratiois cr l!t : LlBL.zgL.With no growth,
we could divert 1 quarter of corn in every 16 to ultimate consump-
tion; if we aim for 3vo per annum growth, the diversion amount
drops to 1 quarter in every 81 quarters, a very significant sacrifice
indeed-

Thc third casc, o : 1.06, a growilr rate of 6To per period, shows
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B. Formulation of growth theory with consumption

This and the next section are devoted to more detailed questions

and can be skipped in a first reading. In this section, we show how
the problem of gtowth theory with consumption can be formulated
in a-number of different ways, or "specifications." The choice of
which variables are taken as given (exogenous) and which are de-

duced (endogenous) is rather open. But two of the specifications
discussed below (called B and C) are invalid, even though they ap-

pear in the literature. specifications A and D are equivalent eco-

nomically, but mathematically A is much easier to handle than D'
All specifications have certain things in common. we start with

these. The conditions which must be satisfied for a von Neumann

economy under perfect thrift are stated in section 48. Let us now
indicate how these must be modified when there is consumption.

1'. Condition 1 of section 48, the condition for balanced

growth, is unaltered; but we must add that all consumption levels

c;(f) grow at the same rate:

cr(f + 1) : acr(t) alli: L,2,...,N andallf

2'. Condition2 of section 48, the quantity balance condition, is
altered only to the extent that commodity outputs from period t
must suffice to cover not only all productive inputs needed in peri-

od r + 1, but also all consumption levels ciQ + 1) in that period.
3'. A similar change is required in the "free goods" condition 3

of section 48. Good number i is in excess supply and hence must

be a free good only if its output is larger than the sum total of
needed productive inputs of that good and the consumption de-

mand for that good, in the next period'
8. Condition 8 of section 48, the "perfect thrift" condition, is

now discarded.
All other conditions of section 48 (conditions 4, 5, 6, and 7)

arc unchanged. These are the conditions involving prices and rates

of retum. These are unchanged by the presence of demands for ul-

timate consumption. A producer figuring his rate of retum does

not care in the least to whom he sells his output, to another pro-

ducer or to an ultimate consumer-the same price is charged to
both types of buyers.

The mathematical form of all these conditions is given in the
mathematical appendix.

We now turn to questions of specification; in particular, which
variables are to be taken as exogenous (given from outside the sys-

tem) and which as endogenous (determined within the system)'
'l'lrcrc arg scveral p<lssiblc sllt-'cifit:zrLi<.tns, which we <liscuss in turn.
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Specification A

Exogenous: Growth factor o, initial
consumption levels cr(0)

Endogenous: Return factor p, prices p,
initial activitY levels z- (0)

This is our preferred specification, which we have already used

in section A for the special case of Leontief technology'

Specification B

Exogenous: Ratiosc;/),(consumption/total
output) foi i : L,2, .. ., N

Endogenous: Growth factor a, retum factor

B, prices P;, activitY levels z. (0) '

Thisspecificationisoftenusedintheliterature;itresultsina
rnathematical problem (a double eigenvalue problem) which is

verydifficulttosolve,arrditisevendifficulttodecidewhetherso-
lutions exist for the given ratios. Worse than that, however, this

specificatio n is unacciptable whenever there are demands for dis-

cretionary consumption goods (see section 5B)' Suppose good I is

"velvets.i Then the entiie output of this commodity is used for

consumption; none of the output is needed as productive input for

later years. Thus c,: y, and the ratio cilyt- 1, no matter what

t5e actual demand J, ir. hr a result, this sfecification does not pro-

vide us with sufficilnt information to determine a solution. The

specification may be used if the only goods in demand are neces-

sary goods; but this is a severe restriction'

Specification C

Define "total activitY" Z bY

,=4 "*
Exogenous: Ratios crlZ fot i: 1,2, ' ' ' ,N

Endogenous: Growth factor a, teturn factor B'

prices P;, activitY levels z- (0)

This specification is used by KMT (Kemeny 1956)' The total ac-

LiviLy Z cannot bc zero; hence, we may divide by it' Since Z grows

with the samc growth factor as all the cr, the ratios crlZ atetime'

in<lo,c.tl.rrt. l,'trrLSr'r,r.rt , lhis slt.cifiiation providcs sufficient

irrlirrrl]al,ion Lo olrl,itirr ir solttl,iotr, t'vtltr whcn thcre are discretion-

ary (:()tlslltllllt,iorr gootls itl rlctttitttrl'
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Nonetheless, this specification is unacceptable: The "total activ-
ity" Z is a sum of activity levels z-, each of which is not well de-
fined, for the following reason: Suppose, for some activity m,we
double all the input coefficients a*, and all the output coeffi-
cients b*r, and we halve the activity level z *. The net result is no
change at all! All quantities input to the system, and all quantities
output, are unaltered, and so are all prices. Yet, this modification
does change the value of Z, since one of the z* in the sum has
been halved. The difficulty is particularly clear when we consider
the special case of Leontief technology, where (by agreement) unit
activity level z^:1 is taken to mean production of a unit
amount of the one and only commodity produced by activity m.
In this case, the activity levels are just quantities of commodities.
To find Z, we are then obliged to add quarters of com to tons of
iron, hardly a sensible procedure. Thus Z does not make sense eco-
nomically.

Specification D

Suppose that there exists an essential ingredient-for example,
calories of food value-present in some of the commodities,
which must be produced to maintain a viable economy; without
food value, everyone starves to death. Let unit amount of com-
modity i contain 8; calories, with at least one e; strictly positive.
Total food value is:

NM

i=1 m=l

By assumption, this quantity Q cannot be zero but must be strictly
positive. In a balanced growth situation, Q grows at the same rate
as everything else. We are now ready to state the specification:

Exogenous: Ratios cilQi; call these ratios d,

Endogenous: a, p, prices p i, activity levels z,,

This is a possible, acceptable specification; the items added in the
definition of Q are commensurable, all being numbers of calories
of food value; Q must be positive, so we are allowed to divide by
it; and the ratios drarc independent of the time variable f.

Nonetheless, specification D, or an equivalent specification in
the literature (Lod 1976), is much less natural than our preferred
specification A. With specification D, both a and p are eigenvalues,
i.e., restricted to discrete sets of values. Not only is such a double
cigorvaluc llrolllom <:onsirkrrably morc ditficult to solvo than thc

ningle eigenvalue problem for specification A, but snnpE facts in

,gr""iti"uiion A are completely obscured in specification D' I.n Rar-

l,i<:ular, we have seen in section A, and shall confirm in section D'

l,lrat o and B behave very differenUy from each other: The growth

frrr:tor a ca:n be specified freely within wide limits and can take on

vulues within a continuor, ,ut g", whereas the return factor p is

tn eigenvalue, restrictedto afew, perhaps only one, discrete values'

lntl these come out as results once the input and output coeffi-

cionts are known. That is, not only is it impossible to "specify"
values of p, but the values which one actually gets are largely inde-

pundent of consumption demands.

C. Consumption within the KMT theory

'l'his section can be skipped at a first reading' The theory of
Kemeny, Morgenstern, and Thompson (Kemeny 1956; see also

fVlorg".rri"m f-gZO) has two aspects: (1) conditions on the techno-

tt>gic-atinputandoutputcoefficients,toreplacetheunaccePtable
von Neumann condition N; this was discussed in section 4D; (2) an

attempttoincludeconsumption,leadingtoresultswhichdiffer
significantly from what *" iit d here' It is necessary to understand

*hu,"thisdifferenceComesfrom'Thisisthetaskofthepresent
scction.

KMT start their section on consumption with the "requilement
that at each time period the economy should supply to an outside

consumer . . . goods already being produced by the economy'"

Now,firstofull,thisphrasingexcludesthepossibilityofthe
"outside 

"orrrrrrr"ri' 
*uttirrg discretionary consumption goods'

such as white elephants, which are not "already being produced"

hy the perfect thrift economy in the absence of the outside con'

,r*"r. it it it an extremely serious restriction, as we have seen'

But also, when one stuhies their equations (see the mathemati-

cal appendix), it becomes apparent that the "outside" consumer is

"outside" the economy in a most remarkable sense: He does not

pay for what he receives! Rather, our government imposes a tax'

proporbional to the activity level z* of each activity' The coeffi
cient of proportionality is adjuste<I'so that the total yield of the

taxissufficienttoenablethegovernmenttopurchaseallthese
<:ommodities wanted by the "outside consumer" and renlit them

t,<r l,he "oul,side consumer" free of charge' Such a situation can

haplrotr: Thc "otttsi<ltl <:otrsumer" may be a foreign country which

has vatrrluishtrl ottr trali<lt.l in a war and now has the power to

itDllttsc war rt'llitritl,irlrts Pityttt0tlt's, itr l<intl, fr<>m ottr tration'r

tArrrrl.lt,,r,.ssilrilily ir; l.r:rrrsli,t.,;ryrrr.rrl.s 1,,.11 ;r11t.,r',si.rrr.rs, r'1.<:.
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Although such consumption is a possibility, this is not what is
meant by the word "consumption" in common parlance. ,fhe
usual meaning of this term is discretionary consumption by agents
within the economy, out of income gained within that economy.
Within the context of "production of commodities by means of
commodities," this means discretionary consumption is paid for
out of dividends. Labor as such is not considered a separate ,.in-
put"; rather, labor is paid a conventional subsistence wage, which
is then spent on a predetermined and unchanging market basket of
commodities. These commodities, not labor as such, form part of
the input to every activity in the economy. Within such a theory,
consumption by workers is not a meaningful economic variable,
and neither is employment. The number of employed adjusts itself
automatically to the current level of economic activity; all em-
ployed workers consume their wage in the same way; there is nev-
er any shortage of labor; and the unemployed, if there are any, live
on air. Thus discretionary consumption has nothing to do with
wages. Rather, it is out of income from investments. But, whether
wages or investment income, the income is gained within the eco-
nomic system, and the consumption demands are paid for by the
consumer himself.

The KMT theory takes a different point of view and therefore
arrives at quite different results. In particular, that theory leads to
a : A, even in the presence of their peculiar type of "consumption. "

In our view, the KMT paper is a most valuable contribution to
growth theory under perfect thrift; but their treatment of con-
sumption applies only to a very peculiar special case and is serious-
ly misleading for the ordinary meaning of "consumption."

D. Results and discussion

With full von Neumann technology, the mathematical problems as-
sociated with growth theory in the presence of discretionary con-
sumption become truly formidable. This is still a wide open field
for further research. Even with our preferred specification of the
problem, which is sigrrificantly easier to handle than the alterna-
tive specifications in the literature, and with KMT conditions on
the input and output coefficients, it is not known whether sensible
solutions always exist; nor is it known under what additional
conditions, if any, we can be sure of sensible solutions.2

2The existence theorem of Los'(19?6) requires a condition which is a general-
ization of the von Neumann condition N of section 4C and hence is unaccep-
table. The KMT paper gives an existencc theorcm, but that theorem depends
upon l,ho aut,hors' special method of introducing an "outsidc consumer,"
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f all commodities i in the economy can be consumed, then one
(:an say something of considerable interest, even in the most gen-

cral case. Now, in fact, our "if" is an implausible assumption: Who
wants to consume lathes, blast fumaces, and similar commodities?
We quote Morishima (1969, P. 101):

It seems absurd and very unrealistic at first sight. But no one can re-

fute that in Paradise the capitalist will use a blast furnace to heat his

dog's house, while the Worker's children will do their homework with the

aid of electronic comPuters (!).

whatever the merits of this zrgument, it at least establishes that
[he assumption that o// commodities can serve as consumption
goods is considered acceptable in the literature of the field. Let us

therefore investigate a consequence of this assumption, retuming
to a discussion of it afterward.

In the mathematical appendix, we provide a proof of the fol-
lowing theorem:

THEOREM
Assume that a growth solution exists for initial consumption levels

c,(0) (at time f : 0) and a particular growth factor ar. Let the re-

Lirm factor of this solution be p, let the prices be p,, and let the ac-

tivity levels at time f : 0 be z-(O).Then f.ot any giowth factor in
the range 0 ( a ( o, , there efists an "associated" solution of the
growth problem, with the same relum factor B, the same pices p,
and the same inilial activity levels z- (0); the associated solution
has different consumption levels c;(0), in general, but no con-

sumption level is lowered; i.e., for-all i : L,2,. . . ,N it is true that
c!(0) > c,(0).

This theorem, note, does nof assert that a solution always ex-

ists. Rather, if one solution exists, then there also exists a whole

infinity of ,,associated solutions," with exactly identical prices and

rate of retum, but with lower growth rates. That is, it is always
possible to go to a lower balanced growth rate' We ate not con-

cerned with the problem of "traverse" here; that is, we are com-
paring balanced growth solutions with each other-if you wish,

"comparative balanced growth" rather than true dynamics. But
the "traverse" is made much easier by the fact that, to gqfrom the

which we have discussed in section C. The existence proof of Morishima
( 1964, I969) pays no attcntion to whether the solution which has been
jr..rr".i to exisi ii s.nsible economically; i.e., Morishimaaccepts the"pecu-
ii,r" solutions r>l'set.l,iorrs |rB irnd 5C in which a/l necessary commodities arc
l'rcc grlotls. Wt'ltre ttol, llrr'llttrctl t,o tlo sr>.
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high growth factor (o, ) solution to the low growth factor (o)
solution, we need not change activity levels at all, nor prices, nor
rates of return, but merely consumption levels; and changes in
consumption levels, if any, are always in an upward direction, so
(at least in the initial period) no one suffers.

This theorem is a mathematical generalization of assertion 2 at
the end of section A, that prices and the rate of return do not
change at all when we specify an altered growth factor. There, in
section A, we were using Leontief technology (hence, no true ,,in-
vestment goods" at all, only circulating capital), and we then did
not even need to alter consumption levels cr(0) to get the result.
With von Neumann technology, we must be'prepared to alter ini-
tial consumption levels. But if we are willing to do that (upward
only, never downward), then the growth factor can be specified
freely, without any necessary change in the price system or the
rate of return.

In a way, this theorem is a mathematical version of one of the
most famous maxims in economics: ,,Every prodigal appears to be
a public enemy, and every frugal man a public benefactor,, (Smith
1776).

Let us now retum to this question of consumption of lathes and
blast fumaces: If commodity i: 5, say, is a blast furnace, then it
is likely that c;(0) : cs (0) : 0 in the original solution; i.e., no
blast fumaces are consumed. In the ,,associated solution,, for a
lower growth factor o, the readjusted consumption level c! (0)
then has a nonzero, positive value. Some of our capitalists must
thus be prepared to pay money to consume this blast fumace, per-
haps to heat their doghouses.

From an economic point of vielv, it is not too surprising that
the presence of true investment goods makes difficulties.3 The
growth rate cannot be varied without varying the rate of invest-
ment (assuming investment requires capital inputs), and changing
the rate of investment means changing the composition of final de-
mand. Thus the set of relative prices can hardly be expected to re-
main unaltered.

It is unfortunate that we cannot give a theorem for full von Neu-
mann technology, stating just how relative prices change, etc. Still,
on intuitive grounds, there seems to be little doubt that in many
cases (though perhaps not always) it is possible to go from a solu-
tion for one growth rate to a solution for a lower growth rate, in
3Th"." difficulties, arising from investment goods which no one wishes to
consume, should not be confused with the difficulties arising from rliscrcl,ion-
ary consumption goods (sections tiB, l-rC). Thesc latter difficultics aro, ol'
c()u rs(', also ltrcsr.nl,.
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some reasonable fashion, and to do so for a continuous range of
growth rates.

In order to obtain more specific results, at the present state of
rosearch in this area, it is necessary to restrict ourselves further, to
Leontief rather than von Neumann technology. The main results
for that special case have been stated already, results L to 4 at the
cnd of section A. Let us now discuss these results a bit further:

1. The return factor B is the inverse of an eigenvalue of the in-
puLoutput matrix. It is therefore determined from technology.In
inpuLoutput theory, such neoclassical notions as individual or so-

<:ial "time-preference" and/or "utility" have no influence on the
rate of return.

2. Although there can be several eigenvalues of the input-output
matrix which are acceptable from a mathematical point of view,
i.e., satisfy all stated conditions including that of nonnegative
prices, only one of these, at most, is "sensible" under Leontief
technology. The others are "peculiar" in the sense discussed in
chapter 5;i.e., the prices of all the necessary commodities are zero.
'the difficulties arising from the existence of such peculiar solu-
tions, and the possible nonexistence of sensible solutions, have
been discussed already in section 5C.

3. For Leontief technology, the permissible range of gtowth fac-
tors a in our preferred specification, A, is known; i.e., 0 ( o ( 0- i,
where 0*,- is the smallesf permissible retum factor, i.e., the in-

'mln
verse of-tlie largest eigenvalue of the input-output matrix. The
choice of any value of a within that range has no influence at all
on prices and/or the rate of retum. Opting for decreased growth,
i.e., lower a, does result in a more favorable ratio of present con-
sumption to present output levels, so we are free, within very wide
limits, to trade off growth versus present consumption. But the
trade-off does not affect prices or the rate of retum.

In the discussion of growth theory under perfect thrift, section
4E, we mentioned the existence of a large "optimality" literature
in the field of growth theory. We are now in a better position to
discuss this, since we have allowed for final consumption of some
of the output. However, we choose to defer this discussion to the
next chapter, where we go into time-paths different from simple
llalanced proportional growth.

We have already remarked that the permissible trade'off be-

tween present consumption and future growth reminds us of
Ariam Smith's vit-'ws on prodigality and thrift.

'l'o llclicvors in A<lam Srnitlt's "invisible hand," however, it may
lrtr rlisl,trrlrirrg l,o firrrl l,ltitL lhcrc is rut autontalic marhet mechanism
Io ltt,ttoli:a ttrt'tt lltr llrcir pnxlillolity. A so<:ict,y wlri<:h ollts for
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production process leads to higher retutns, even if only for a lim-
ited time, then one should expect Adam Smith's motive of "regard
to their own interest" to act in the direction of higher growth,

overall. However, invention and development are long, risky pro-

cesses; it would be nice to have a more immediate, direct market
incentive to frugality rather than prodigality; what the theory
shows is that no such direct incentive exists.

E. Mathematical aPPendix

We start with the conditions, under von Neumann technology, for
balanced proportional growth. we refer to equations in section 4F
and state alterations necessary.

Equations (4.1) are augmented by the new condition:

1'. cr(f + 1) : aci1\ for i : 1,2, . .. 
"l[ 

and all f

Condition 2, equation (4.2), is altered to read:

(6.1)

forf :1,2,...,N (6.2)

in (6.2), then p,: 0 (6.3)

Thereafter, conditions 4 to 7 embodied in equations (4.4) to
(4.7) inclusive, ate unchanged. So are the (unacceptable) von Neu-
mann c-ondition N (4.8) and the more reasonable KMT conditions
(4.9) to (4.11); we accept the latter. Note that sometimeswe use

the notation

s: ll|: 1/(1 + r)

for the inverse of the retum factor; this helps rvith "peculiar" solu-

tions, where s may be zero. The change to equation (4.a) is obvious.
As our specification, we take specification A of section B;that

is, the growth factor o and the consumption levels c, at time f : 0

are taken as exogenous; everything else is endogenous.
Next, we present the mathematics of the KMT treatment of

consumption by an "outside consumer." Suppose our government

imposes a tax on each activity, proportional to the activity level-

The tax on activity m is:

T*: hz* (6.4)

'l'hr. r:onstant h is <:lroscn so that the total yield from this tax is
orrotrglt Lo <rovt'r l,lrc t'osl,, at rnarkot Jlrictls P;, of the entire "con-
srtttrlll,iott" <lt'tttittttl. I lcttr't' :

higher present consumption, at the expense of future growth, runs

rritf, tfr" same prices P; and tine same rate of return 1 : B - 1 as a

more frugal society. With Leontief technology, there is no "mar-
ket signai, at al1 in terms of prices and the rate of return; these are

exactly the same. (With von Neumann technology, the situation

is less clear-cut, but, on intuitive grounds, one would expect that
slackening of growth is associated at most with a smaller demand

for investment goods, hence possibly lower prices for these types

of goods.) There is some warning, of course, but this is mainly in

terms of quantities, not prices. The warning signal is nonspecific,
just a genLral slowing down, or perhaps even reversal, of growth'

The waming does not appeat in market terms as something to urge

producers or consumers, or both, to mend their ways.

Indeed, every producer of Adam Smith's "jewels, baubles, and

ingenious trinkets of all kinds" wishes to increase, not decrease,

the demand for his products. This frivolous demand may be push-

ing the economy into a decline, but try telling that to him! If he

can advertise to persuade consumers that his products are neces-

sary for self-esteem, success in love, or entry to heaven, he will
most cerbainly advertise. It is hard to argue that he is wrong in so

doing. The overall growth of the economy is not supposed to be

his private concem.
As Adam Smith said quite rightly: "It is not from the benevo-

lence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our

dinner, but from their regard to their own interest'" But we must

add the proviso that we cannot expect, from the same source, any

particular result for the growth rate !

A competitive capitalistic system is not tied to any particular

rate of growth, positive, negative, or zeto. To the extent encom-

passed in ttre best available theories of economic growth, the mar-

tet mechanism is able to accommodate itself to a wide range of
choices of the growth rate; in the case of Leontief technology, the

market can do so with no change at all in prices and the rate of re-

turn. Note that this assumes a perfectly competitive market, i'e',

"ideal" conditions for economic theory.
To be fair to Adam Smith, though, we must point out that the

.,best available theory,, of glowth is still woefully deficient, since

we have assumed that the available production technology does

not change. The list of activities m wil]n their input coefficients onl,

and output coefficients b-, is taken to stay the same, no matter

what happens in the choicti'fietween consumption now and growth

in the fulure. To the extent that this is tme, the theoretical results

are valid. But if the invention and development of an improved

M /u \z. E "*b*,>ol 2 ,*o^,* 
",)m=7 \-=, /

3. If, for some i, there is strict inequality
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M

2 n'*
m=7

We define coefficients d, bY

M
dr: cil( 

Ar*,

N
4"' Eo^P;<g

i=1

(a*r+ d.;\Pi for all m:7,2,. ",M (6'8)
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and the total number of calories produced by the whole economy is:

M

A(r): I z*(t)r*
m=l

We now specify "consumption coefficients" d; by:

(6.10)

cit): diQG) (6.11)

The d; are given, nonnegative coefficients, with at least one of
them strictly positive. With this specification of consumption, con-
dition (6.2) can be rewritten as:

M

m=l

This is now a homogeneous condition in the activity levels, and as

a result the growth factor a is now restricted to discrete values,
perhaps only one discrete value. The system just specified is a spe-
cial case of the one studied by Lod (1976). His matrix A, equals
out E, his .4,2 our A; his 81 and B, are equal to each other, and
equal our B. His conditions 7 and 8 reduce to the standard KMT
conditions KMT1 and KMT2; his condition 9 becomes equivalent
to (2, Ap) > 0 in place of KMT3, (2, Bp) ) 0. Specification D is
logically permissible but leads to a theory very much more compli-
cated than specification A.

THEOREM 6.1
Suppose there exists a solution for specified growth factor a and spe-
cified initial consumption levels c;. Let the return factor in this solu-
tion have the value B, the prices have valuesp;, and the initial activity
levels have values z- Let a' be any number in the range 0 I a' I a.
Then a solution exists with identical return factor, identical prices,
and identical activity levels, with o' as the new growth factor, and
consumption levels, at time f : 0, given by c'i2 ci.

Proof: P"ewrite the quantity condition (6.2) in the equivalent form: '

M

m=7

Since the taxT* is, by assumption, proportional to the activity

Ievel, each produd& tiguies this tax as a cost, which is equal to h

p"r rrrit activity level. ihis extra cost then appears as an additional

llement on the right'hand side of condition (4'4)' The KI\{T form

of this condition therefore becomes, after insertion of (6'7):

N: E"P,
i=1

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

These coefficients are independent of time, since consumptio-n and

actiuity levels all gro* u[ the same rate; but definition (6'6) is

,u.y mrr"t subject to the objection mentioned in section B' that

the sum in the denominatoi involves adding incommensurable

it i"gt. That objection, in only slightly different form' also applies

to tf,e tax specification (6.4): the activity levels z^ are not really

well specified.
In equation (6.5), the factor h on the left-hand side can be taken

outside the sum, aS a common factor. Using the definition (6.6),

we then get:

N
n: I d,o,

i=1

N

i=t

ThisisthepriceconditionusedbyKMTintheirtheory'With
this condition, ttrey obtain the result a : 0; no such result is pos-

sible with consumption in the more normal sense'

Next, we give the mathematics of specification D of section B'

If commodity i contains Q; "calories of food value" per unit

amount of that commodity, [h"n the total number of calories pro-

duced by running activity m at unit activity level z *: 1 is:

N

',n: Eb*iQi
i=1

M

u
ttt=1

(6.e)
ui(a) >- ci wherc 0i@) : z^l(1la)b*;- ami) (6.13)
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The functions u;(o) defined in (6.13) are clearly nonincreasing functions of

a.
The adjustment in consumption levels for the altered growth f.actor o!

is then done as follows:

If ui@): ci Put ci : u;(oi'1

If u;(a)) c; put cl : ci

with these adjustments to consumption levels, it i.q verified easily that all

conditions are satisfied with unchanged values for B, all pi, and all 21.
Q.E.D.

Nofe: The particular adjustment given in this proof is not unique' Free goods,

namely ihose which give inequality in (6.13), need not be kept at identical

consumption levels; iather, their consumption levels could be increased

also if desired.

Next, we turn to theorems, generalizations of those of chapter 5,

valid witrr Leontief technology. When we introduce this technol-

ogy, i.e., when we set M: N and bmi: I for m: i, bmi: 0 for
m * i, the conditions simPlifY to:
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y: c[(1/o)I - A]-' (6.1 8)

Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 ensure that the inverse operator in (6.18) exists and
is nonnegative if and only if Lla) a*; i.e., 0 ( al Lla*. The return factor
pis related to the eigenvalue s by A: lb;hence p : 1 la*.

Q.E.D.

Next, we introduce discretionary consumption goods in the
same way as in section 5E; that is, we accept (5.6), (5.7), and
(5.10). In (5.8), we omit the requirement that E be productive,
since the "growth" theory of this chapter permits the "gtowth" to
be negative, i.e., a decay; that is, a growth factor o ( 1 is mathe-
matically acceptable within this theory, so there is no need to in-
sist that the input-output system be productive, at least no formal
need. For exactly the same reason, condition (5.9) can be dropped
altogether. O:ur assumptions are therefore: (5.6), (5.7), (5.10), and
irreducibility of E.

THEOREM 6.3
Let z : (zr,zr, . . .,zm) be a positive right eigenvector of G be-

longing to the eigenvalue g of G. Let o be within the range 0 ( a (
1/o*. Then there exists a class of growth solutions with s: g and
with zero prices for all essential goods: pi: O for i: 7,2, . . . ,k;
the prices of the DCGs are given by:- pn*i: zi for I : L,2, . . . ,m.
There are infinitely many solutions in this class.

No/e: This is the direct generalization of theorem 5.2; the solutionsin ques

tion are the "peculiar" solutions which cause so much discomfort.

Proof; The proof starts almost exactly as does the proof of theorem 5.2, with
only trivial changes associated with having to insert factors O at various
points. This leads to equation (5.12) and the conclusions regardings: g
and the price system, as before. Thereafter, (5.13) is replaced by:

y2 cl(rla)rr- Al-' (6.1e)

where I, is the n-by-n unit matrix, n:htm,and strictequalitymust
hold for those indices f for which pi> 0. All those indices must exceed ft

for the solution discussed here. For free goods, pi:0, inequality is pos-

sible in (6.19). Since this includes at least all the necessary goods i:
1,2,. . .,14, we have infinitely many solutions for the quantities. The condi-

tion on a follows from theorems 3.8 and 3.9. . Q.E.D.

Nole: The values of 1/0 must be eigenvalues of G, and any eigenvalue of G
leading to a nonnegative right eigenvector is acceptable. But the condition
on permissibkr growl.h factors o refers to the dominonf eigenvalue a* of A,

which <:orrt'spontls t.ll [h0 srrrol/csl permissible return factor p; call this

IJ,,ri,, I /rr'r'. 'l'lrc rcsl,ricl.irttt on allowablc growth factors is then

1,2,...,N (6.14)

lf there is strict inequality for some 7 in (6.14), then p; : 0 (6'15)

N
spi< 2 a;ipi for i: L,2,...,N

j=1

If there is strict inequality for some i in (6.16), then yi : 0 (6'17)

THEOREM 6.2.

Let the matrix A be irreducible and nonnegative, and let o* be its

dominant eigenvalue. Let o be anumber in the range 0 1 a I !la*,
and let the vector c ) 0 be given. Then there is a unique solution

to these conditions, with strictly positive prices p ) 0 and strictly
positive production levels y ) 0. The retum factor is p: 11oa'

Prool: Since o)0 and c)0, (6.14) implies y)an)0' By (6'14), Vly(aA)'
Then A irreducible and positive implies a.A irreducible and positive' Hence

theorem 3.5 yields y)0. Equation (6.17) and y)0 imply equality in

(6.16),sothatsisaneigenvalueofA,andpisarighteigenvector'Bythe-
orem 3.6, the dominant eigenvalue a* is the only one giving nonnegative p'

and f,hcn p) 0. This, along with (6.15), implies equality in (6'14)''l'hc

solul.ion lirr tlrc otrl,pul, k'vels is l,ltcn:

,,,(i,,,.) forj:

(6.16)
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o ( o( &r,i, (6.20)

This is true for o// solutions, not only for solutions with this smallest re-

turn factor. Thus, while a(Bfor all permissible solutions, the true restric-

tion on o is often rather stronger than this'

THEOREM 6.4
Let e* be the dominant eigenvalue of E, gx of G. Let the /e-com-

ponentvectorpx ) 0 betheright eigenvector of E belonging to e*'
bh"rrr (a) If ex ( g*, then the peculiar solutions of theorem 6'3

are the o,nly solutions, and (b) if ex ) g* and a is chosen within
the range O < o l ]-lex : ]-la*, then there exists exactly one fur-

ther unique, "sensible" solution with s : e*, pi: p;* for i :-

1,2, . . . ,h, and quantities determined uniquely and positively by
(6.i8). The prices of the DCGs are determined in terms of the

prices of essential goods; all prices are strictly positive'

Proof: This proof is identical with the proof of theorem 5'3, along with the

obvious fact that e* ) g* implies o* : max(e* , g*) : e*. 
e.E.D.

CHAPTER 7

Dynamic stability

A. Introduction

In chapters 3 through 6 we have investigated balanced growth
paths, where all commodity outputs are in exactly the correct pro-
portions to make the system continue along the same path. If
there are consumption demands over and above bare subsistence
(i.e., we do not have perfect thrift) then consumption demands
also grow at the same rate. Such balanced growth solutions always
exist in a perfect thrift system (chapters 3 and 4) but may turn
out to be "peculiar" when there are consumption demands for dis-
cretionary consumption goods (chapter 5). In the present chapter,
we address ourselves to another type of difficulty with growth so-
lutions, a type which, it turns out, happens even in a "perfect
thrift" system.

These new difficulties arise if the proportions between quanti-
ties are not quite right at the initial time, or if the system is

thrown slightly off the balanced growth path by some unforeseen
event, such as an unusually good harvest of com one year. If such
small deviations have a tendency to smooth out in subsequent
years, so that the system retums to a state of balanced growth,
then we say that the growth path is locally stable. On the other
hand, if small initial deviations tend to amplify in subsequent
years, so that we get ever bigger deviations, then the growth path
is said to be unstable. This stability or instability, as the case may
be, is dynamic rather than static, since our comparison, normal be-
havior, is not a state of static equilibrium, but rather a dynamic,
growiirg state. The "local" in "locally stable" means that we are
t:<>ncerned, for tlro momcnt, only with states fairly close to the
statc of llalirn<xr<l growl,h, tlrat is, with rather small deviations.

Irr <lis<rrrssing sl,irlrilil,v rlttcsl,i<>ns, il, is absolutely ncccssary to

I

nt
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consider situations away from perfect barance, situations with a

time-dependence ;;;;' *-pri"ut"a than simple proportional

growth. The effect "iit'it 
is to make the theory inherently more

difficult. We quote ;';; u*t" (1970): "No unifying principle'

such as maximizatio", **t avaitable; no elegant separation the-

orems reduce tfr" -".1 "i "glv 
differential or difference equations

to the splendid otaut of u 
"it":pi"' 

in Debreu' To discuss and analyze

how the economy works it may be necessary to go and look'"

Happily, we are able to suggest a way ol'll fo' the theorist which

avoids the terrible;;;6";;rned up bv Hahn's fina-l sentence' A

unifying principle ;, uuuifuUf" and can bL used to make quite defi-

nite statements abouf ttt" tytt"*' Like most such theoretical prin-

ciples, it is not u pru"i,", but only an approximate' description of

the real world. s,t it it;o worse in this-respect than' for example'

ih" r"ry prevalent assumption of general equilibrium

The suggest"a pri""G consisti of two separate assumptions:

1. Perfect clearing of all markets'

2. Petfect thrift.
We have encountered these two assumptions many times al-

ready, in connection with the theory of balanced growth' But it is

now important to "*ptt"ti'" 
that these two assumptions suffice to

d,etermine the future path of an input-output system, eue.n if this

path is not one of ionncea growth at all' Intuitively' it should be

clear how ttris comls-uuo"t,lirtt, if there is perfect thrift' the en-

tire output t om t*i tear is used as production inputs (including,

of course, ,""u,,fr " 

"o"**ptio-n' 
but excluding discretionary

consumption) for ttt" V"* after' Second' if all markets,clear' and

if the technologicJ *iutiotrships between inputs and outputs have

been specified, ttren tt'"'" i' rlaly only one way to proceed' We

see this, in much ,,'o'" a"tuif, in later sections' With (fixed coeffi-

cient) Leontief t""t "tftgv, 
one gets a determinate system in

terms of quantiti";;;6tft the technology permits input substitu-

tion, one still gets a J"i"r-i"at" system' provided only that each

producer attempts 1o t"i"i-i'" his input costs for given outputs'

but the system ;;i'"; price ratios as well as quantities' We de-

scribe both types l" tnit chapter' but we shall start with the simp-

Ier, Leontief technologY'
Thereisaconsidera]bleliteratureonthesubjectoflocalstability

of the balanced g;";;;;il' Cenerattv' stabilitv is considered to

be a highly d"ri,;i;;r'operty of an Lconomic model' and great

efforts are made to ensure that economic models are stable' A

number of possiUlelo'i""t of instability have beel golfulated in

thc litcratu* g'i"iilt belicved' fairly generally' that.all of thesc

itro itt tho rlitl,ttrr"'i-';i"-'1""tct:t'iotrs" <ll some sort' alr<l woul<l trot
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occur in a state of perfect competition, perfect clearing of mar-

kets, etc. Let us now list a few possible sources of instability:
(a) Consumer-caused instabilities, for example, sudden changes

in taste or in the propensity to consume.
(b) Uncertainty of the future, including sudden changes of ex-

pectations about what the future may bring.
(c) Market imperfections, such as elements of monopoly or oli-

gopoly, "sticky wages," imperfect information about choices lead-

ing to incomplete market clearing.
(a) rrr" need for accumulation of fixed capital, and the associ-

ated large investment in machinery needed to accommodatn rapid

changes in demand for output, even if the absolute amount of the

change is fairly small (the key word is "acceleration principle"; we

discuss this effect in chaPter 9).
(e) ,,credit is inherently unstable. . . . Activity causes credit ex-

pansion, credit expansion increases demand, demand evokes greater

activity" (Hawtrey 1926, P. 3a4).
In this chapter, we shall nof investigate such matters at all. Ra-

ther, we set out now to construct a model which is so simplified

that none of the above causes of instability is present. The model

has a well-defined growth path and is of the type studied in chap-

ter 3. In relation to the possible causes of instability listed above,

we have the following:
(a) our assumption of "perfect thrift" excludes discretionary

consumption altogether. Workers get a subsistence wage which

they spend on an unvarying basket of goods; capitalists reinvest all

their retums so as to attain maximum growth. Changes in taste do

not come in, because tastes do not come in. composition of final
demand is unchanged, because this demand is zero'

(b) We assume perfect certainty of the future' Given the inputs

at the start of a year, the outputs are completely predictable.

(c) We assume perfect markets throughout. No monopolies ex-

ist; all markets clear perfectly at completely flexible prices. The

wage of labor is fixed completely in terms of the "wage bundle"
of necessary consumption goods, for alt of which prices are ad-

justed by an auctioneer so that the market clears exactly'
(d)Weassumeawayfixedcapital,byusingaLeontieftechnol-

ogy rather than a von Neumann technology.-je) No credit is given, or received, in our annual marl{et. All
trading is for spot cash, and no trading at all is done until after the

auctioneer has determined a set of prices which will just clear the

markct,. Market ckrirring is true both for quantities and for values.

Na[urally, w() <l<t n<lt strgg<tst that there ever was, or ever will be

su<:5 ir 1,,.ri.i,'t, rrrirrli.l,. l1rl, w. shall find it worlhwhilc to investi-
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gate such a perfect model, to see what its dynamic properties are'

Most econo-irt, s,ppts" ittut such an extreme model results in a

iy-"r*i""ffy stable natu"""a growth path' We know' from chapters

3 and 4, that the uaianced Srowbh path is unique (recall t!1t ner'

fect thrift implies, u*""g Jther ttrings' no production of discre-

tionary consumptio;-;;;, and, in a Leontief technology, irreduc-

ibility of the irprrt-o"'tp"i t"ut'X)-. The question before us now is:

i;;hit unique balanced growth path stable?

B. Dynamic instability-Leontief technology

We start from the input-output table of the two-commodity sys-

temofsection3A.Toproduceonequarterofcorn,oneneedsas
inputs 0.9 quarter. of "o"l 

and 0'05 tons of iron' To produce one

ton of iron, one ,,"J' as inputs 0'6 quarters of corn and 0'2 tons

of iron.
Suppose we plan to produc,e, in period f + 1' )' (f + 1) quarters

of com and y, (, + ii [ot" of iron' To do this we need the follow-

ing inputs at the starb of the period:

Inputofcorn:0'90)r('+1)+O'6y'('+1)quarters
Input of iron : 0-051 (f + 1) + 0'2y, (f + 1) tons

At this stage, we invoke our basic assumptions of perfect thrift

and perfect *"rt ei "i"*i"g' 
With perfect thrift' the entire output

of the preceding V"* it utlul'Ut" for productive inputs this year'

and, with perfect *"tt"t clearing' all of it will actually be used in

that fashion, ,tor,"--oi1t U"it'g wasted or left over'l Thus' the re-

quired inputs which we have just worked out must equal lhe ac'

tual output, of ttt"r" lot-oaities from the preceding year' What-

ever prices ur" ti.rAty ii*ea UV the-auctioneer' they must work out

in such a way tfrat wi rlu"fr t[" following condition for quantities:

Yr (f) : 0.90Y, (f + 1) + 0'6Y2 (f + 1)

YzG):0'05Y' (' + 1) + O'2Yz(f + 1)

These equations, in quantities,alone' can be looked at in two ways:

(1) if the proa,r"tiot' plans for year f * 1 are known' then the

equations A"t"rrrri,t" itt! [-itti-"*) amounts of the two commod-

ities which must be u'uilubl" to meet these plans; or (2) if the

quantities availablJ n;; tr(f) and_yr(f), are given' then these

equations determine the one, unique t"i "t 
production plans for

rOnc might think this is impossible because.oI the fixed coelficients;how-

.v.r, il. rs possinle 
^- 

i:';;;-';h; l-*lf':ul*ive activities requirc differant ra-

/io.s ol'corn inpul' l'o'ittifi inpur' (o'9/b'(i / o'or'lo'2)'
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year f * 1 which will work out so as to clear the market at time f.
It is this second way of looking at these equations which inter-

ests us now. To show that the production plans are indeed com-
pletely determined, let us solve these equations explicitly for the
unknown production plans in period f + 1. We multiply the first
equation by 0.2 and the second by 0.6 and then subtract the re-
sulting equations, to get:

0.2yr(t)- 0.6y2(f) = (0.2 x 0.9- 0.6 x 0.05)trG+ 1) + 0
: 0.15)r (, + 1)

This yields the value of y, (f + 1) in terms of quantities available
now. We then substitute this value into either one of the two orig-
inal equations and solve for lzG + 1). The final result is:

J, (f + L): (al3)y, (r) - 4y,(t)

tz(t + 1) : -(L/S)yr (r) + 6y2G)

These production plans, and only these production plans, for period
f * 1 clear the market at time f. The outcome is completely deter-
mined by our basic assumptions of market clearing and perfect
thrift.

Let us check, first of all, that the balanced growth solution of
section 3B satisfies these equations. In balanced growth, we found
that |4.81025 quarters of corn must be produced for every ton
of iron; and then output gxows with a growth factor 1.06325,
equally in both commodities. Suppose we start, then, with
748,'1,02.5 quarters of corn and 10,000 tons of iron as initial quan-
tities, at time f : 0. We substitute these into our equations above,
to get:

y1(1) : (413)(148,102.5) - 4x 1"0,000 :
L57,470.0 quarters of com

y,(l) : -(1/3)(148,102.5) + 6 X 10,000 :
10,632.5 tons of iron

This is correct:.(a) The ratio y, lyz is unchanged; i.e.,157,470.01
10,632.5 : 74.81025, the same ratio as before; and (b) both out-
puts have glown by the same growth factor: 157 ,470.01148,L02-5:
L0,632.51L0,000 : 1.06325. If we now continue to compule mar-

ket-clearing production plans for period 2, given the quantities
available at the end of year 1 (by assumption, exactly equal to the
planned values), then the same balanced growth continues; and so

on, perio<l aftttr pcrio<I.
[,r't, us n()w srrl)[x)sc l,hat our initial quantities are slightly out of

llalarrr:r.; wr. lriul ttrrttstutlly gootl wcaLltcr thtt ycar llefore, and as a
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Table 7.1

Table pf Production Levels with Perfect Markets
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bility is so violent it shows up in the first few years.2
What about prices? We start with slightly too much corn, com-

pared to perfect balance. A simple first guess is that this should
lead to a drop in the price of corn, compared to that of iron; that
is, we expect a drop in the price ratio P: Pr /pr. This drop in
price should then induce com producers to plan for lower produc-
tion levels, thereby tending to restore balance.

Well, let us work out this price ratio P: ptlpr.To do so, look
at the corn producers. They start with L48,250.6 quarters of com,
but of course they must withhold some of that com from the mar-
ket, because they need corn as part of their own input for produc-
tion in year 1. Their planned production level is 157,667.5 quar-
ters, and the required corn input for this is 0.9 X 157,667.5:
141,900.8 quarters. Thus, the corn they bring to the market for
sale is 748,250.6 - 141,900.8: 6,349.9 quarters. Similarly, the
iron producers start with 10,000 tons, but they must withhold for
their own needs 0.2 times the planned production level of iron;
i.e., they withhold 0.2 X 10,583.1: 2,1L6.6 tons and bring to
market 10,000 -2,LL6.6: 7,883.4 tons. In the market, then,
6,349.9 quarters of com exchange for 7,883.4 tons of iron; this
can come about, with perfect market clearing, if and only if the
price ratio is:

P: P, lP2 : 7,883.416,349-9: 1.24L5

This value differs from the balanced price ratio found in section
3C, which was P* : t.23419. The price mechanism is at work, all
right.

But is it w-orking in such a direction as to aid stability? Not at
all! The price ratio P is higher than the balanced one, P*; that is,
com has risen in price compared to iron. In a situation where we
have starbed with too much corn, compared to balanced growth
ratios, a higher price for com is completely wrong for producing
stability. Adam Smith's invisible hand is at work, all right, but it is
pushing in the wrong direction!

But how can a larger quantity of corn lead to a higher price for
com? Is the whole thing perhaps just an error of calculation?

There is an error all/right, but it is not in the calculation; it is an
error in the classical reasoning. Not enough attention is paid, in
that reasoning, to the distinction between total producf,ion of a
commodity and the supply of that same commodity to the mar-
ket. We worked out, above, the supply of com to the market
when the total quantity of com is 0.1. percent above balance; this
2In pra<:t.irxr, srr<:lt imlr:rl:rttc('|s ilr('| ol'ten exhibitcd first as changes in inventory
(sto<:k ) l<'vcls. I"or " ittvcttl.ory <'yt:lcs," scc chapter 9.

Year
t
0

1

2
a

4

Corn
Yl (r)

148,250.6
157,667.5

167,890.8

180,082.5

201,333.0

lron
y2kl

10,000.0

10,583.1
10,943.0

9,694.0

-1.862.0

Ratio
y1/yz

14.A2506

14.8980
15.3423

18.5762

Negative

Comments

0.1 percent imbalance

0.6 percent imbalance

3.6 percent imbalance

lron output decreasing

D isaster !

ps5g11 the value of y, (0) is slightly targgl than 148'102'5 quarters'

il-;' say larger Uy 
'O.f 

percent: vr (0) : 1'001 X 148'102'5:
'rt*,')50.6 quarters; nothing has changed for iron' so y'(0):
i;ffi;;;"" r'.r*rt"r*ot", *u u"'-e that, ever after' the- weather

ilJi"rrt"ot""i;"ly * predicted, so all production plans' from this

-""-r"r'on, work out precisely, actual outputs being equal to

,i""ria outputs for times t : l, 2,3, ' ' ' until eternity'
''iiesame calculation as before now gives:

Yr (1) : (41ilG48,250'6) - 4 X 10,000 :
157,667'5 quarbers of corn

vr(1) : -(1/3X148,250'6) * 6 X 10,000:
10,583.1 tons of iron

[s sxpected, these planned, and by assumption eventually achieved'

^,^l,t.tio, ievels for year 1 do not differ by much from the per-

|":il uJur,""a levels ior year 1' But the ratio of ! r "!z 
is extreme-

i:"::t;;;;'-ai ti-" r: 0, this ratio was 14'82506' a mere 0'1

:.":;;;;vsthe perfectly balanced value; at time t: t' we have

i'^.r,- = i+'8980, iarther away from the balanced value' the new

il"rrpur"V being 0.6 p"'""t'i instead of 0'1 percent' This does

n6f strgur well for stabilitY!
In Table ?.1, we give flr each year the production levels y' and

^,- o5 well as their rutio y, :yr, and we append some comments'

',hiir'ir-i".,ruiiitv wittr'a vlngeance! we started from an imbal-

*""-of 0.1 percent in year 0' With absolutely perfect markets' the

.ram.r€ of imbalanc" .trr"rs year by year, and we strike absolute

IiJrt-t t" negative output of iron needed for year 4) in the mar-

i...i-t thi cn<l of ycar S' Not only is the system unstahlc' bhc insta-
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supply tumed out to be 6,349.9 quarters. What would it have been

in-perfect balance? If we start from 148,102.5 quarters initially
and plan to produce next year 157,470'0 quarters (these are the

balanced values we worked out as a check, initially), then the
amount of com supplied to the market is:

L48,702.5 - 0.9 x 157,470.0 : 6,3?9.5 quarters

This is more than the 6,349.9 quarters of com reaching the market
in the unbalanced case.

The origin of the paradox is now clear: A larger-than-balanced
total output of corn leads to a smaller-than-balanced supply of
corn to the market. With such a "perverse" behavior for quant-

ities, market-clearing prices must be equally "perverse."
We are now in a position to discuss the possibility that some

corn producers may decide to use part of the money they gain

from selling corn to enter iron production the year after. Our
calculation has ignored this possibility; i.e., we have assumed that
no such shifting of roles occurs. In a situation of excess com (com-

pared to balance), balance can be restored if com producers shift
to iron production. However, they have absolutely no incentive to
do so! With the price ratio behaving "perversely," it is the corn
producers, not the iron producers, who are making excess profits'
If any switching takes place at all, it is by iron producers switching
to production of corn. Far from helping to restore balance, this ef-

fect therefore just makes the imbalance'even worse.
But perhaps this "perverse" or paradoxical behavior is excep-

tional, true for the particular case which we have constructed, but
not generally true. Not so! In the mathematical appendix' we prove

that the balanced growth path is always locally unstable if the

input-output matrix is irreducible and has an inuerse. (Perfect thrift
implies irreducibility-see section 38; if an irreducible matrix has

no inverse, changing a few coefficients by infinitesimal amounts is

enough to make it have an inverse; hence the conditions are not
seriously restrictive.) Instability holds no matter how many com-

modities are in the system (except of course when there is only
one commodity!), and no matter how the initial endowments dif-
fer from perfect balance. Any deviation at all, no matter how small

and no matter in which commodities, leads to growing imbalance

and eventual disaster. Our special example fs the general case!

One may, of course, question some of our assumptions, such as

"perfect thrift" or fixed coefficients Leontief technology. We shall

allow input substitution in section c; as regards perfect thrift, note
that wc htrvr: nol cxcluded all c<lnsumption: Consumption of ntl<ltls-

sil,ir.s is irrcltr<k'<l in l,lrc t,lrrrtry, wi[hin t,hc input, <rocffir:ictrl,s (in1lul,
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com is needed for iron production to provide food for iron work-
ers). Furthermore, exactly this same assumption of perfect thrift is
made in the von Neumann gtowth theory, which is accepted con-
ventionally. Since Leontief technology is a special case of von
Neumann technology (see section 4A,) we have now provided a
proof that there exist instances in which the von Neumann system
is dynamically unstable.

There is a common belief that the balanced growth path is a
"natural center of attraction" for a competitive economic system,
a path which is approached by such a system as a result of its in-
herent dynamics. This belief is false.

C. Input substitution

From a neoclassical point of view, one is likely to question the
rather rigid "fixed coefficients" nature of Leontief technology on
which the work of section B is based. It may be argued, and has in-
deed been argued, that our instability is due to this extreme rigidity.
A more flexible set of technological assumptions, permitting sub-
stitution between input factors in response to changes in relative
prices, might then result in a stable gtowth path. In this section,
we address ourselves to this argument, and we show that a reason-
able degree of input substitution does nof alter our conclusions.
Since the ultimate result is the same as in section B and the de-
tailed arguments tend to get complicated (as usual in neoclassical
theories), this section may be omitted without loss of continuity
in the main argument.

Let r, be an input quantity of corn, x, of iron, to some pro-
ductive activity of which y is the output quantity (let us say, for
now, of corn). A "production function" is a functional relation-
ship y : f(xt, .r, ), which defines how much output we obtain for
given input quantities. Since our inputs are commodities (corn and
iron) which are used up in the production process, the difficulties
associated with defining a "quantity of capital" do not concern us
here (Harcourt t972). {e shall assume that production gives con-
stant returns to scale, s{ that / is a linearly homogeneous function.
Twice the input leads to twice the output. Hence everything sig-
nificant about the function f(xr , xr) can be read off frorn a graph
of the "unit isoquant," that is, the graph of the relationship:

f(xr, x, ): L Unit Isoquant

All othcr isoquants can be obtained from this one by simple scaling.
It is possiblc Lo r(,1)r(,surl. Lcontief technology in this form, but

l,ht' trnit isot;ttirrrt, is l,h<.rr ir ral,hcr pr.t:trliar "crlrv{)," <:<>nsist,ing of a
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vertical straight line segment and a horizontal straight line segment,

which meet at a comer point corresponding to the assumed input
coefficients aij; for example, for com production in our usual ex-

ample, the two straight line segments meet at x, : 0.9 andr, :
O.OB. 1'ne meaning is this: If we have exactly 0.9 quarters of corn
and 0.05 tons of iron, we can use them to produce one quarter of
com. If we have "too much" iron, say 0.08 tons of iron, and we

wish to produce corn, then the only way we can do so is to use 0'9
quarbers of com with 0.05 tons of iron, as before, and to throw
iway the extra 0.03 tons of iron. This is what we mean by the
rigidity of fixed coefficient technology. There is no doubt that
this is a rather extreme limiting case.

Let us now proceed to show how we can set up the problem

with arbitrary production functions for corn production and iron
production. As before (section A), we assume perfect thrift and

perfect market clearing. To this we now add furbher assumptions:
3. Each producer attempts to minimize his input costs per unit

of output, at whatever prices rule in the market; all producers are

price-takers.
4. All production functions satisfy the so-called Inada (1963)

conditions, standard in neoclassical analysis. our chosen functions

do.
5. Producers neither ask for, nor receive, credit (we recall that

credit is itself a possible source of instability and has been excluded

only for that reason). Thus next year's productive inputs are pur-

chased out of sales revenue of existing output (from last year's

production).
6. Each producer may attempt to maximize his expected profit

from next year's production; this may move him to switch from
producing corn last year to producing iron next year, or vice versa'
-But 

the information available to him for this maximization consists

only of prices (past prices, curent prices cried out by the auction-

"er, 
grreised future prices), not of economy-wide total quantities

of commodities. only the auctioneer knows those. Thus, optimiza-

tion subject to quantity constraints is impossible for our small

firms.
7. While some producers may switch from producing iron to

com, the fraction that does so is zero if expected retum rates in
the corn industry are lower. The fraction is an increasing function
of the disparity in rates of return if com production promises bet-

ter retums. (This picture contrasts with the less realistic assump-

tion, often found in the literature, that all producers switch in-

stantaneously as soon as there is even the smallest disparity in

ral,os of rcttrm.) 'Ihus, in the immediate neighllr>rhoocl oI tho bal-
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anced growth path, the effects of switching are always small. We
ignore switching in this section, but we show in the mathematical
appendix that this neglect is justified for an investigation of local
stability of the system.

The analysis which follows uses many neoclassical concepts but
is not neoclassical in spirit. We start by outlining the intuitive pic-
ture.

At the start of the annual market day, numerous small producers
of corn show up, each with his small quantity of corn; and so do
the small iron producers, with their iron. The auctioneer now ap-
pears and "calls out" prices for corn and for iron. Each producer
calculates, on the basis of these prices (and perhaps also past prices
and guessed future prices), what he will get from selling his output,
and what input quantities of corn and of iron he can purchase, in
optimum proportions for least cost of production next year, with
the proceeds. The producer then makes his bid to the auctioneer.
The auctioneer notes down all these bids. If the bids result in some
com or some iron's being left unsold, the auctioneer concludes
that the prices he has called out fail to clear the market. He then
"cries out" a different set of prices. This process continues until a
set of market-clearing prices is found by the auctioneer.3 At this
point, and only then, does the auctioneer permit transactions to
take place. The exchanges now commence, and at the end of the
market day all the com and all the iron have been cleared, and
every small producer has spent, on purchases of his inputs of corn
and iron for next year's production, exactly that amount which he
has received from selling his product from last year.

Let us now write down the various conditions which must be
satisfied by such a market. We start with the "efficiency" condi-
tions for producing at least cost, for given current prices. The "fac-
tors" producing the results are input quantities of com and of iron,
not "labor" or "capital." Let us denote by g(rr, x2) the ratio of
the marginal product of factor 1 to the marginal product of factor
2. The least-cost proportion between inputs is reached when this
ratio is equal to the ratio between the prices pr and pz of these
two factors, denoted by P henceforward: P : P r lpz . The prices in
question are prices in the current market (prices cried out by the
auctioneer); no guessing at future prices is involved in the condi-
tion:

g(xr, xr) : P

3Wc shall nol lrc conccrnrrl with l,hc mcthod uscd by thc auctioneer to find
l.hcsc markcl.-<:lc:rrirrg pricos. ltal.her, wc ilssumc thal,, iI ma$et-clcaring prices
cxist, al, :rll, l,lrr. :rtt<'l,iottt'r'r will I'irrrl l.hcm.
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dividual small producer maximizes anything whatever.
Finally, we come to the most difficult condition, namely, that

the market must also clear in value terms. The general case, with
producers switching from production of corn to production of
iron, or vice versa, is discussed in the mathematical appendix. Here,
we restrict ourselves to the case where no such switching occurs.
(It is shown in the appendix that this special case is sufficient for
discussion of local stability in the immediate neighborhood of the
balanced growth path.)

With no switching allowed, the market exchange is simply be-
tween a quantity x^ of com (sold by corn producers to the iron
industry) and a quantity x ' of iron (sold by iron producers to the
corn industry). This market exchange clears in value terms if and
only if xztpt : xnpz. We divide both sides by p, to get:

xr, : Px' Market clearing, values, no switching

We note that all conditions written down so far involve either no
prices at all, or the price ratio P: ptlp, between current prices
called out by the auctioneer. No guessing of future prices is needed
for any of these conditions.s

Let us now count unknowns and equations. We see that y, (f)
andyr(f), the outputs from last year, are giuen qtantities; they are
our "initial endowments." The unknowns are the price ratio P and
the four input quantities r,r, xt2, xzt, and xrr. These are five un-
knowns, and we have just written down five equations connecting
them.

Therefore there cannot be a continuous range of solutions, only
a discrete number of distinct, separate solutions. A more mathe-
matical investigation shows that this number must be odd; i.e.,
there may be one solution only, or three distinct solutions, or five
distinct solutions, etc. In particular, the system will always have at
least one solution, though there is no guarantee that this solution
will be economically reasonable (for example, the price ratio P
may turn out to be entirely wild).

It follows that there is only the most limited opportunity for
the auctioneer to maximize anything whatever. If there is only one
solution; the auctioneer has no choice at all. If there are three, or
five, etc., distinct solutions, the auctioneer can select the "best"
one among those, and only those, solutions. In our computer pro-
gram, we have defined the "best" price ratio P to be the one closest

lsThrs is no longcr l,ruc when switching is permitted. Calculation of expected
ml,cs ol'rcl,urn l'or t:orrl an<l iron pr<><luction, on which switching decisions are
ll:rst'rl, rlocs irrvolvr'(u('ss('s;rl. litl,urc priccs, as rliscusscd in the mathcmatical
rrlrltr.rrtlix.

So far, we have considered "a" production process' However,

two commodities are being produced (by different firms), corn

and iron. We must therefore improve our notation, to make clear

which production process is being considered' We have two dis-

tinct production functions, f1 for corn production, f, for iron
production. similarly, there are two marginal product ratios, g,

io, "o* and g, for iron. Finally, we must distinguish between

corn input to corn production, called tr,r, and corn input for pro-

duction of iron, called xrr.a Tlne first subscript indicates what is

being produced; the second subscript defines the nature of the in-

put commodity. There are then two "efficiency" conditions:

Note that our notation does not mean that ril and xx are in any

sense differcnt types of corn, or that corn cannot be switched

from input to one process to the other' Not at all: Both r,, and

11 denote amounts of corn; the first subscript merely serves to
diitinguish the process for which the corn acts as input'

Although these conditions have been written in terms of total
input quantities 14, this is deceptive. The production functions f;
,r" tuv assumption) linearly homogeneous functions (constant re-

turns io scalej; hence the ratios €i tre homogeneous functions of
degree zero. Thus, it makes no difference at all whether we use

tofal inputs ,rij over the whole economy' or inputs relevant to one

small piodu""i. The thing which is determined is the ratio xiy fx;2

for production process I to run at least cost, and this ratio is the

,u.rr" fo, every producer, and hence also for the whole economy'

Next, we invoke the assumptions of perfect thrift and perfect

market clearing. By exactly the same reasoning as in section B, this

meansthatthetotalinputofcornforproductioninperiodf*1
must be exactly equal to the entire output of com from the pre-

ceding period, which latter we shall denote by y, (r), and the same

for iron. Hence:

gr (xrr, xrz): P
gz (Jczt., xzz\ : P

trrr*xzr:!t(t)
xctz*xzz:lz[)

Efficiency condition, corn production
Efficiency condition, iron production

Market clearing, quantities of corn
Market clearing, quantities of iron

Note that these conditions are in the nature of commands to the

auctioneer, to tell him not to be satisfied until his cried-out prices

are such that the market clears. They are nof conditions on indi-

vidual small producers and are not constraints under which the in-

oTh"au symbols should be read as "ex-one-one" and "ex-two-one," respec-

tiu,rf,,-#f r.,.ex-cl.ven" or "ex- twenty-onc." The two numerals are separattl

sttllscripl.s; Iltc goncr:tl [orln is x;-
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production function"6 (C.E.S. standing for "constant elasticity of
substitution") is very well suited for our purpose. This function
has three adjustable parameters, one of which is the elasticity of
substitution o. The other two parameters can be adjusted so as to
mimic the same balanced growth path as is obtained from some
given Leontief input-output matrix A with matrix elements o,7.

For given matrix elements aij, we therefore have two additional
parameters at our disposal, namely, the elasticities of input substi-
tution for com production, o, , and for iron production, or.

It can be proved, albeit by mathematics too lengthy to appear
in this book, that the balanced growth path is dynamically stable
if and only if

arro, I a,ra, 1
, , 

DYnamic stabilitY condition
Qr, * an

This result, which has been checked by computer simulations, bears
out the qualitative analysis of section B. There we found that the
instability of the Leontief system arises from the need of corn pro-
ducers to withhold some of their corn output from the market, for
their own use as input for next year's production, and the same
for iron producers. The coefficient o,, of the input-output matrix
(equal to 0.9 in our usual example) defines how much corn must
be retained by the corn producers; the coefficient o, defines how
much iron musl be retained by the iron producers. Our stability
condition involves, on the left side, a weighted average of the two
elasticities of substitution, with the higher weight to that com-
modity which needs more of itself for its own production.

At first sight, this result may appear encouraging for stability.
The system is stable if the elasticities of substitution are, on such a

weighted everage, bigger than one-half.
However, such high elasticities of substitution are quite unrea-

sonable for the first type of input substitution, where we are stay-
ing within one basic technique of production of the commodity in
question. Reasonable values of elasticities are well below one-half
(Chenery 1949; see p. 527).

Let us now, therefore, turn to the second type of input substi-
tution, where we have a choice between two or more entirely dif-
ferent techniques for producing one commodity. Suppose, for the
sake of illustration, that we can choose between two mdthods of
iron production. At the "balanced" price ratio P : L.234787,
method A is efficient with inputs of 0.54 quarters of com and
0.28 tons of iron (for unit output of iron); method B is efficient
t'Arr,,* ( l9(i I ), []rowrr ( l{)(i2, l9(i3).

to the price ratio for balanced growth (closest in a ratio sense). This

biases the calculation in favor of returning to the balanced growth

path, i.e., in favor of stability. If the auctioneer is instructed to
ui- ior this ,,best" P among all solutions, then the auctioneer has

no more choice: His job henceforth is not to optimize anything,

but merely to clear the market. under our present assumptions

(no switching) the market-clearing and efficiency conditions in-

volve neither past prices, nor future prices; the prices which are in-

volved here are only those cried out by the auctioneer'
Now let us suppose that the auctioneer has done his assigned

job, for this year's market. We now know the price ratio P and the

input quantities r,; at time f . Given the input quantities at the start

of tfr" lime period t + 7, we can immediately deduce the output
quantities ut tf,u end of that year, from the two production func-

tions:

1lr (f + L): f ,(xrr, xrr) Output of corn in year f * 1

y2(t + l): f ,(xrr, xrr) Output of iron in year t * 1

These are our "initial endowments" for the market at time f * 1'

we can now repeat the same calculation, leading to outputs for the

market at time t + 2; and so on and on and on'
If we start, at time t: O, from initial endowments y,(0) and

yz (0) very close to, but not precisely equal to, the proportions

needed for balanced growth, then we can follow the resulting time
development, period by period. If the ratio y, (t)lyr|) tends to
come back to the ratio for balanced growth, we say the system is

locally stable. If this ratio tends to deviate further and further
from balance, reaching values not at all close to balanced propor-

tions, then we say the system is locally unstable.
Let us now tum to assumptions about the production functions.

In real life, there are two quite different types of "input substitu-

tion," and it tums out to be important to keep these two types

distinct in the analYsis:
1. We may vary input proportions slightly while still staying

within one basic technique of production. This can be done usu-

ally, but only to a very limited extent. For this type of input sub-

stiiution, the ,,elasticity of substitution" o is necessarily quite low.

(Chenery 1949, Johansen 1959).
2.Wemayswitchtoanentirelydifferenttechniqueofproduc.

tion which uses more of the cheaper input, less of the more expen-

sive input.
Let us start with the first type of input substitution. It turns

out(seethemathcmaticalappendix)thattheso.called..C.E.S'
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money returns. The composite function, with the dashed straight
line segment, may be the end result in the long run, i/ the system
is stable enough so that this end result can be reached. But assum-

ing the composite function at the start of our analysis amounts to
nothing more than to assume what needs to be proved!

For these two reasons, a valid analysis of the second type of in-
put substitution must not start from the composite production
function, but rather must start from the separate techniques (A
and B in our example) for producing the commodity, keeping
track of the input and output quantities of iron and corn for both
these types of iron-producing activities.

This can be done easily enough, merely by extending our pre-

vious scheme of analysis. Assuming just one method of producing
com (as before) and exactly two separate methods, A and B, for
producing iton, we then have three activities in the economy: (1)
production of corn, (2) production of iron by technique A, and
(3) production of iron by technique B. Our "initial endowments"
are now Jr (0), ), (0), and y, (0), where y3 (0) is the output, from
the preceding year, of those iron producers who employed tech-
nique B; i.e., ya (0) is the quantity of output from activity 3, the
year before. Total amount of iron available at time f : 0 is )z (0) +
Yg (0).

We then have three, not two, efficiency conditions (one for
each activity). There are two market-clearing conditions for quan-

tities, namely, one for total quantity of corn, the other for total
quantity of iron:

xrt * xzt * r:r : 3lr (0) xrz * xr, * xrr: yz (0) + y3 (0)

There are, at first sight, three market-clearing conditions for val-
ues, one for each activity:

xrtpr * xnpz: pr )r (0) Value balance, activity 1

xzrpt I xzzpz : pzlz(0) Value balance, activity 2

xypr I xypz : pzlt(O) Value balance, activity 3

But closer investigation shows that the last of these conditions is
not independent. Thus we get 3 + 2 + 2: 7 independent equa-
tions, for the unknowns Jcll, xrz, x2t, xzz, xzrl x32, o"Yrd the price
ratio P : prlpz. These are seven unknowns altogether. Thus, the
system is determined to the same extent as before, and the path
can be followed into the future, once yr (0), y, (0), and y, (0) have
been specified.

Wc have followe<l this path with computer simulations, and the
rcstrlt is thal, t,lrr, svst,t'trt is highly unstalllc'. For example, we can

arrln11(' l,Irirrgs so l,lr:tt, t,ltc lritlitttr:r'tl growl,h lltrlh ustls 60 pcrcent <lf

with inputs of 0.70 quarbers of com and 0.08 tons of iron. Further-

more, ut tt ir same price ratio, the two methods are competitive;

i.e., ihe straight line segment connecting the points (0'54, 0'28)
u.rd 10.?0, o.bS; fras a slope equal to the price ratio (except for
sign). The'situation is sketched in Figure 7.1. Technique A allows

input substitution, as given by a C.E.S. function (say) with a

mldest elasticity of substitution; ditto for technique B. But we

may also produce our iron with a mixture of techniques, say 60

perlent produced by technique A, 40 percent by technique B' Such

mixturei lead to points on the dashed straight line in the figure. If
the slope of this dashed line equals the price ratio, all points on

the line are equally "efficient," and thus the effective elasticity of
substitution is infinite at this price ratio.

If there are more techniques for producing iron, say techniques

A, B, C, D, . . . , then Figure 7.1 must be amended corresponding-

fV. We get.a whole series of rounded corners' connected pairwise

by straight line segments.
In netclassical analysis, it is conventional to replace such a pic-

ture by one, smooth and smoothly differentiable, composite pro-

duction function. The production function is, in some sense, a rea-

sonable approximation to the more precise picture. It then serves

as input for further calculations.
We now present two arguments against this approach:1

1. The replacement of the actual function, with its rounded

corners and connecting straight line segments, by a smooth ap-

proximating function is unsuitable. The smooth function may,

perhaps, represent a fair approximation to function ualues, but not

ut utt to deriuatiues of the function. Since neoclassical analysis de-

pends upon taking derivatives, it is insufficient to merely approx-

imate function values. For Figure ?.1, the elasticity of substitution

is not at all smooth. It equals the elasticity o4 for pure technique

AwhenthepriceratioissuchthattechniqueAissuperior;it
equals the elasticity oB for pure technique B when the price ratio

favors that techniq.-,". I., between, at exactly one precisely given

price ratio (equal tt ttre slope of the dashed line), the elasticity of
substitution is infinite! Hence, the derivatives of the "true"
function are completely different from anything "smooth'"

2. Furthermore, the "true" function is, at best, valid only in the

long run. But for stability analysis, we require a short-run calcula-

tion, from one yeat's market to the next. In the short run, iron is
produced by two separate techniques, A and B, and each set of
iron producers looki only to its own inputs and outputs and

?Not. that thcse tw<> 
^rguments 

invali6,te a great d.al .l pu5lishe<l m:rt.rial
in cr'onomi<'s.
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technique A and 40 percent of technique B for iron, and the over-

all quantities and price ratio are just as for the Leontief system.
Setting initial endowments close to (within 0.02 percent) of the
balanced values leads to increasing deviations from the balanced
path. After 12 periods, the "solution" is entirely unreasonable.
(Some details are given in the caption to Figure 7.1).

We conclude that input substitution does not alter the essential
result of section B, that is instability of the balanced growth path.

D. Discussion

From a historical point of view, the basic mistake of the conven-
tional reasoning lies in ignoring the lesson taught by one of the
earliest, and in our opinion the greatest, of all economists: Dr.
Francois Quesnay. In his Tableau Economique (Quesnay 1760,
Meek 1963, Kuczynski t972) Quesnay set out clearly that the eco-

nomic system is not like a "fair" with independent buyers and sel-

lers, but rather has a circular flow, like the flow of blood in the
human body. The buyers are at the same time sellers, the sellers

are at the same time buyers, and thus there is a causal nexus be-

tween sales and purchases much more explicit and stringent than
envisaged in the "auction" of Walras (7874,L877).

The science of economics has paid a heavy price for ignoring the
insight of its great founder. Indeed, the only economists who have
made any significant progress in dynamic economics are those who
have gone back, consciously or otherwise, to the Tableau Econ-
omique. All the others (unfortunately, an overwhelming majority)
have confined themselves to the study of equilibrium states (either
static or growth equilibria) or at best to completely ad hoc and un-

supported postulates for nonequilibrium behavior' We believe that
this is not an accident, but lies in the nature of the case. Without
the Tableau Economique, the problems of dynamic economics are

insurmountable.
In view of the instability which we have demonstrated, there is a

strong presumption that all equilibrium states are locally unstable:
They are unstable if all markets clear perfectly and if all the causes

of instability pointed out in the economic literature are postulated
away. Added realism of the models used is highly unlikely, there-
fore, to make the situation better for stability.

Locally unstable states, however, carry almost no scientific in-
terest. Their properties are not worth investigating in any detail,
since such states cannot maintain themselves for any significant
length of time. Any little initial disturbance is amplified rapidly as

timg goss ot1. so thg system rallitlly mov(rs away fr<rm l,[tl [alatrcql
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state. We conclude that the study of grouth equilibrium is uninter-
esting.

We conclude this chapter with some historical notes and remarks
on the literature on economic stability.

There is nothing whatever new about the suggestion that a com-
petitive economy is unstable. In 1960, D. W. Jorgenson published
a "dual instability theorem" (Jorgenson 1960). In 1958, Sargan
demonstrated the instability of the Leontief system, for a system
defined in continuous time and considerably more general than
the one used here (Sargan 1958; see also Leontief 1961, Sargan
1961, and Wurtele 1959). Long before these authors, Roy Harrod
suggested instability in 1939 (Harrod 1939;see also Harrod 1948,
1973), with the graphic simile of the econorny's being "balanced
on a knife-edge." And, long long before all of these, Ralph Haw-
trey had talked about the inherent instability of credit (Hawtrey
7926, p. 344). And so did Bagehot (1873), more than a century
ago!!

Thus, what is required is not an explanation of why no one
thought of instability-plenty of economists did-but why these
views were ignored so completely by the vast majority of the pro-
fession. All too often people refuse to see things which make them
uncomforbable. There can be no doubt about the discomfort caused
by the presence of local instability:

1. An unstable system is much harder to handle than one in, or
near, a state of stable equilibrium.

2. Equilibrium analysis is entirely inadequate for locally unstable
systems.

3. Those economists who take the view that free competition
produces an "optimal" result are disturbed at the thought that
such an "optimal" system is unstable.

Whatever the reason for the discomfort, the result is indisputa-
ble. We quote from Professor Hahn's perceptive introduction to
his collection Readings in the Theory of Growth (Hahn 1971):

Of course, one can conceive of steady-state theory which seeks to show
that no steady state exists. This was precisely Harrod's intention, and he
is one of the few growth theorists (Mrs. Robinson is another) to remain
faithful to Keynes. . . . Almost everything written since has been a head-
long retreat from this point of view. . . . The final outcome has always
been essentially non-Keynesian: permanent, steady, full-employment
growth is possible.

Therc are honorable exceptions to this severe judgment, but
l,hcrc is no doubl, thal, I Iahn is right about the predominant tendency
in tlrc lit,cral,rrrr'. l,'irccrl wit,h a highly unpleasant prospect, people
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havetriedveryhardindeedtoclosetheireyes.Mostofthemhave
succeeded.

Wedonotwishtogointotheabstractmathematica]workon
gtowth theory in geneial, nor into the use of growth theories in

Ihe context of a planned economy. It is necessary to say some-

thing, however, about the innumerable attempts to prove stability

where there is no stabilitY.
Within the context of general equilibrium theory, there are two

quite separate notions of ;stability,,, namely, "short-run stability"
ard ,,long-run stability." The first of these refers to the behavior

of a mar-ket, or rather of a series of markets all occurring at the

same time, for various commodities and factor services. This short-

run theory is summarized by Arrow and Hahn (Arrow 19?1)'8

Their discussion deals with rules for an auctioneer to go about de-

termining market-clearing prices. "stability" means that these rules

defineu-pro""rrof,,tatonnement"whichconvergestosuchaset
oi pri""r. All this has no relation to what we call stability. We as-

sume that market-clearing prices, if they exist at all, will be

reachedsomehow(ourassumptionl,perfectclearingofallmar-
kets).

Tire second stability concept, ,,long-run stability," is the one of
interest to us here. To investigate long.run stability, one assumes

that short-run stability holds (i.e., that market-clearing prices are

establishedineveryannualmarket).onefollowswhathappensin
each of these markets in turn, starting from an initial state (in the

first market) which is different from the exact state of balanced

growth. "Long-run stability" means that the system tends to come

iver closer to the state of balanced growth; long-run instability

means that it tends to deviate ever farther from balance'

Neoclassical growth theory is covered in many places' of which

we mention Wan (1971), Hahn (1964), Morishima (1958' 1959'

7964, 1969), Doriman (1958), Hicks (1965), Hamberg (1971)'

Since all we wish to do is to make a few rematks about the relation-

ship of that theory to the growth theory discussed here, there is

no need to reproduce this material in full'e
Theneoclassicalgtowththeoriesmaybeclassifiedintwoways:

(1) bV degree of aggregation, into one-sector, two-sector' and

many-5gg1."r models; ana (Z) nV aim, into positive (descriptive)

8 See also Arrow 1954, 1959, 1973; Negishi 1962; Smale 197 6'

'Th" frll literature is vast. See, for example, Amano (1964)r Arro^w (1960)'
C-t u-p"r,t.r*ne (1958), Kat',n (lOr'O;, Levhari (t.!QS^\.lvt^cattr'!1'g^9'^\ Mirrk'es

rr gzr), Sotow ( i956, i'slSg, r:ico, r 6ca), srein ( 1966), swrrn ( 1956), TOlrin

( 1955, 1965), anrl nr:ttrv ol.ht'rs.
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theories and normative (welfare) theories.
In one-sector models, there is only one thing produced, called

simply "output" (for example, see Gale 1973 and Hamberg 1971).
This approach avoids our instability by the device of just assuming
it away from the start: No imbalance between outputs of different
commodities can occur if there exists only one output commodity !

The two-sector models (e.g., see Johnson 1971) are closer to,
but far from identical with, the model used by us. Some of the dif-
ferences are: (1) The inputs in neoclassical two-sector models are

nof commodities (like our corn and iron), but rather are the "fac-
tors of production" called "labor" and "capital," respectively.
This has two consequences: (a) Assumptions are required about
the "savings propensity" of owners of these two factors, as well as

about the extent to which savings show up as investment in new
capital goods; for example, workers may save a fraction sr, and

capitalists a larger fraction s, of their respective incomes, and all
savings may be invested. [Our model avoids all such difficulties by
starting from perfect thrift and from no fixed capital.l (b) The

"factor of production" called "capital" runs afoul of the difficul-
ties pointed out in the Cambridge controversy (Robinson 1-954,

Harcourt L972): It cannot be defined properly! (2) While the out-
puts from a neoclassical two-sector model are indeed commodities,
called consumption goods and capital goods, respectively, these

two commodities are rather different from our com and iron. Con-

sumption goods correspond to com, all right; but capital goods do
not behave like our "iron." Rather, capital goods are treated as

"stocks" which are not used up during the subsequent processes of
production, except perhaps for a given, predetermined fractional
depreciation each year. A proper treatment of "capital goods"
must therefore, following Sraffa (1960), involve joint production:
The consumption goods industry produces, each year, two com'
modity outputs, namely, consumption goods and (one year older)
capital goods. This is nof done in neoclassical growth theory.

As a result of these differences, the stability conditions also dif-
fer. The existing neoclassical long-run stability conditions are suf-

ficient but not necessary. There are two main conditions:
L. lJzawa (1961, 1963) condition: The consumption goods in-

dustry must be more capilal intensive (i.e., must have a higher cap-

ital-to-labor ratio) than the capital goods industry. This'condition
(see also Inada 1963) is related to the special nature of the com-
modity "capital goods" and is therefore not comparable to our
stability condition of section c. The condition itself seems to be

rathcr implatrsiblc in rclal,ion to real life (see, however, Kohli 1979).
2. l)rartrlirkis ( llXiil) t:orrdil,ions: (a) A r"rniquc short-run equi-
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so that "speculative activity may result in larger and larger excess-
stocks and profits relative to outputs and prices" (McManus 1963).

2. Jorgenson's "suitable restrictions on the initial values of the
disequilibrium variables" are so thoroughly "suitable" that any sys-

tem whatever can thereby be proved to be stable: If there exists a
"normal mode" of the system leading to instability, Jorgenson
simply assumes that the initial amplitude of this particular mode
(and of all such modes) is zero;in a linear system, such a "suitable
restriction" indeed ensures that this mode has zero amplitude ever
thereafter! Jorgenson's rejoinder that this involves "...an incor-
rect interpretation of the initial conditions" is feeble indeed. In
our view, McManus's interpretation is only too correct.

We conclude that, far from the claim made in Jorgenson (1961),
his system is, usually, utterly unstable.r0 We note, incidentally,
that application of inputoutput analysis to actual data from Japan
(Tsukui 1968) strongly suggests instability, as we should expect.
Forfurtherviewson instability, see Hahn (1973) and Kurz (1968).

The main reaction of neoclassical economics to the difficulty of
demonstrated dynamic instability, however, has been considerably
more subtle than to deny it by using invalid arguments. Rather,
there has been a complete shift in the glounds of the argument, by
introducing "a wholly different way of viewing the system which
prevents it [the difficulty] from ever arising" (Solow 1959). The
shift has been from "positive economics" to "welfare economics."
It will prove highly instructive to follow this shift in some detail.

The basic reference is thefamousbook by Dorfman, Samuelson,
and Solow (Dorfman l-958). They discuss balanced glowth in a
Leontief system much as we have done, though they allow for
stocks of working and/or fixed capital. They then prove (pp.297'
300) that this balanced growth is unstable! They call it "indeter-
minacy" rather than "instability," but their indeterminacy arises

loln our view, this whole story cries out for investigation by a historian of sci-
ence. Mistakes and excessive claims, as such, are of little interest; they occur
much too often. But this case is special because of the way this paper has
been handled by other economists. If the proclaimed result had been instabil-
ity, rather than stability, we are convinced that the manuscript should never
have passed the first referee. The criticisms made later by McManus would
have been made at that stage, so that the paper would not have been pub-
lished. But, we think largely because of the proclaimed result, the paper was
not only published, but it was actually reprinted ten yea-rs later in an author-
itative collection of twenty, only, papers on growth theory, of which von
Neumann's paper is the first. In the reprint, there is no mention at all of the
critique by McManus, so that thc reader gcts thc impression that Jorgenson's
papcr has passr'<l l,hc l,csl. ol'l,imc and critical perusal by ol,her cconomists, and
is corrt.cl, as il, sl.:rrrrls! 'l'lris pnpcr was stutlic<|, to my rlcfinitc knowlcdge, by
rrlrivr.rsil.y sl.u<lcrrl,s ol'r'r'ononlics in I9U0, iur<l thcsc st,u<l<'t.rl,s wt'ro urgtt<l trl
;11'1'r'pl. l.lrc rnrrclr rlr.sircrl cortclttsiott ol' sl,:rllilil.v.

librium(uniquemalket.Clearingprices)existsiftheelasticitiesof
substitution are positive and satisfy ot + 02 > 1. (b) Any one of

the following is a sufficient condiiion for long-run stability: (b1)

ihe elasticity of substitution of the capital goods industry exceeds

unity; (nZ) iitto for the consumption goods industry' and s" suf-

ficiently near unity; or (b3) as (b2), but s, sufficiently near zero'

Clearly the Drandakis condition (a) is closely related to our

t""""ttury ond sufficient) condition' We can write his (a) in the

iorm' 1oi + or)12> :l.l2. This differs from our condition in sec-

tion C'only thiough the fact that the quantity on the left is a sim-

ple, rather than a weighted, average of the two separate elasticities'

ihus, in spite of ,o*-"" ,"ry real differences between the theories'

soms of ihe stability conditions bear considerable resemblance.

However,aspointedoutinsectionC,factorsubstitutionwithin
one basic technique of production does not have such high elastic-

ities(Chenery1949),andfactorsubstitutionthroughswitchingof
techniques must be handled quite differently from the usual neo-

classical aPProach.
Let us now tum to neoclassical multi-sector glowth models'

These are closest to our approach. McKenzie (1960) claims long-

run stability but gets this iesult by assuming conditions for excess

demand functions; in view of the counter-intuitive results found in

sectionBforperfectthrift,adhocassumptionsofthissortamount
to little *or"1h* assuming what needs to be proved'

A most interesting set of two papers is: Jorgenson (1960), in

which he proves ,,dullinstability,, ol tt 
" 

Leontief system (see also

Gelber tsill); and, just one year later, Jorgenson (1961)' in which

fru prou", stabilityi He gets ih" lutt"t result by adding' to the sim-

ple Leontief system, asirmptions conceming the reactions of pro-

dr"urc to leveis of unsold stocks and to observed trends in prices,

as well as by adding a central bank which sets an entirely exog-

enous rate of interei. Jorgenson then claims: "By suitable restric-

tions on the initial values tt tft" disequitibrium variables, the non-

negativity of all economic variables is preserved'"

hf,i, pup"t, however, has been subjected to an absolutely dev-

astating critique by McManus (1963), which, in our opinion' is not

ur,r*"r-"d at all by Jorgenson's rejoinder (Jorgenson 1963)' We

shall restrict ourselves to two main points:

1. On page 7t2 of Jorgenson (1961), ""'ni is a negative con-

stant," whereas on page*l-ls "" ' n; is a positive number'" The

economically plausible-sign is negative, and when thlt': used in

the argument on page 115, stability goes out the window' Not

only rlo lhc new 
^.olt, 

indicate instability absolutcly, but thcy

IDay rlornirrirtr. ov0r tlrc rorll's t:rlrrt'slltltltling to lralittttttl grtlwLh,
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live, to a normative discussion of the best way to run a centrally
planned system. This question may be, and in fact is, of profound
interest to socialist planners; but under capitalism, it is a red her-
ring pure and simple! The "wholly different way of viewing the
system" has resulted in diverting, rather than advancing, the science
of economics.

It would be unfair, to the point of churlishness, to ignore the
fact that a number of economists have battled valiantly for more
common sense and realism in economic theory. There are even
some neoclassical economists in this group of dissidents. We quote
from Frank Hahn's presidential address to the Econometric So-
ciety (Hahn 1970):

"There is something scandalous in the spectacle of so many peo-
ple refining the analyses of economic states which they give no
reason to suppose will ever, or have ever, come about."

The majority of the dissidents, however, are to be found among
the so-called post-Keynesians. In the older generation, the names
of Roy Harrod, Nicholas Kaldor, Michael Kalecki, Luigi Pasinetti,
Joan Robinson, and Piero Sraffa spring to mind. Forbunately for
the progress of economic science, the younger generation of post-
Keynesians is too numerous to list here with any hope of complete-
ness.

E. Mathematical appendix

We start with the mathematics for section B. As before, o; denotes
the input of commodity 7 needed to produce a unit quantity of out-
put of commodity f - We take year number f to start at time f - 1
and to end at time f (for example, year 1 starts at t : O and ends
at t : 1). The condition that the market at time f clears in terms
of quantities is equation (3.4), which we repeat here for easier ref-
erence:

b ,^t + L)a;1: vi(t) fori: 1,2, . . . , n
i= 1

'I'he condition that values should balance is:

(7.1)

yiQ + L)a;1piQ) : yi$)pif) for i : L, 2, - . ., n (7.2)

l,'or giv<.rr tluarrtitir.s y,.(l) and y;(l I 1), this is a set of n homoge-
r)('()us lincar crlrral,iorrs irr ilrc n unknown llrices p;(f ), so that only
pricc rat,ios irrc rlr.l,r'rrnirrcrl, not alls<llutt' 1lrit:cs. It)quations (7.2)

only because of the instability, which forces the system away from

the balanced path to a far-out situation in which it becomes inde-

terminate. They themselves state: "Leontief systems are as often

as not such that the slightest disturbance away from the razor's

edge of balanced growth will necessarily result in a gtowth of capi-

tats trrat will ultimately either (1) violate the requirement [of posi-

tivity] or (2) require us to replace by inequalities one or more of
the [market-clearing] equalities." Nothing could be cleater, or

more correct.
But what happens afterward? Do they accept this instability as

a fact of life and work toward a realistic description of such an

economic system? Not at all. The "resolution" of the difficulty of-

fered in their next chapter is through the concept of "efficient
programs of capital accumulation." The basic idea is simplicity it-
sem: fF an economy is organized so as to maximize some kind of

"social utility," then cetlain growth paths, including the fully bal-

anced growth path, tum out to be "optimal" and will therefore be

adopted by the central planning agency. Furthermore, suppose

tnai tfre initial endowments of the economy at time f : 0 are not

in the proportions required for balanced growth; and suppose that
the goal of the planners, at time t : T, the end of the planning pe-

riod, is also out of proportion for balanced growth. In spite of this,

it turns out that the "optimal plan" is one in which the economy

is kept very close to the state of balanced growth in the intervening

time interval, departing sigaificantly from that state only at times

f close to t:0 and close to f : ?. Thus, the balanced growth path

is seen to be a ,,tumpike,' along which the planners can make op-

timal progress toward their planning objective.lr
In our view, the tumpike theorems are of great and enduring in-

terest-for a planned socialist economy! They have nothing what-

ever to do with an economy of free competitive capitalism. The

latter has no central planning agency producing some long-term

optimal plan, nor does it permit a mechanism to enforce adherence

to such a plran, should it be made. The turnpihe is irreleuant for
capitalism.

The effect of all this has been to shift the ground of argument

from a realistic description of the economic system in which we

,, Whut"o", else it may have done, there is no doubt that this work started a

,"ui g.";th industry: More and more economists began ';o-travel along the

turn[ike, in ever more top-heavy mathematical vehicles. The end is not yet in
;ighi. S";"" of this work arose fiom an earlier paper by Malinvaud-(1953)'
t it t."r"t along the turnpike got into high gear only after the-Dorfma-n

iiSrAj book. S"ee, for example, Cass (19?6), Furuja (1962)' Oa]9 (f !.02'
).sii,), Ilahn(19i1;,toJ(r-gzoa),Mirrlees(1967),Morishim.(1969), Itazin
(197t\, Shclli 1967j, Tsuktri ( 1979)' :tntl intrumcrablt' ot'ltorn'

>j=t
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eigenvalues of A. The eigenvalue of A which leads to balanced growth, o*,
is the dominant eigenvalue of A, hence the Iargest of all the eigenvalues of
A. The corresponding eigenvalue of A-1 , namely a:7la*, is thus the
smallest (in absolute value) of all the eigenvalues of A-1 . As time goes on,
the solution associated with that eigenvector (the balanced solution) is the
one that grows at the lowest rate and is therefore swamped eventually by
one or more of the other solutions, if these are present at all to start with,
no matter in how small an amount. Thus balanced growth can be main-
tained if and only if the initial conditions for it are exactly right, without
any deviation whatsoever,

Second note: The idea underlying this proof depends on the Frobenius-Perron
theorem (theorem 3.6), which is nontrivial mathematics. There is therefore
no way of getting this important result by "literary" reasoning. The spe-
cial case fr : 2, corn and iron, can be made intuitively plausible, and we
hope that we have succeeded in doing so in the chapter. But, mathematics
is required for the general case. We hope this fact will encourage at least
some students of economics to spend more time on their mathematics.
Mathematics has acquired a bad name in economics because it has been
misused so often; but it can be used to good purpose.

Proof: Denote the eigenvalues of A by zr, zz, , . . , zn and order them so that

z, ) lzrl2 lztl 2 lzol Y . . . ) lz"l (7.5)

The fint eigenvalue z, is real and, by theorem 3.6 and assumptions 1 and
2, strictly greater than all the others. Subsequent eigenvalues may come in
complex conjugate pairs, and thus there may be equalities within (7.5). By
assumption 4, there exists a complete set of n left eigenvectors, one for
each eigenvalue 21. We assemble these into a matrix S,7 with the property:

frurorr:zhshj forh= 1,2,...,n andi: 1,2,...,n
j=1

By assumption 4, the vectors within that matrix span the entire space;
hence any vector can be expressed as a linear combination of them. We do
this for the initial quantities:

ri(o):) c;Ssi forj: 1,2,...,n
t=l

We now assert that the following expression is correct for the quantities
t1Q) at any later time I:

yj(t):l c1r@1r1-tgu, forT: 1,2,...,n
ft_,1

'l'<t ltrutua l,his:rsscrl,iorr, rrol.c first thaI it gives tho right answer, (7.7), when
wr. prrl, / 0. Ncxl, ir;iunt(.(7.U) is right for l.irno 1, and look at l,inre / .l 1.
Wr. n'pl:rrr' / lry / | I irr ('/.ll; ;trrrl srrbsl.il.rrl.r. l.hr.rcsrrll,-inl,o l.lrc cxprr,ssiorr

areconsistent;i.e.,theyallowanonzerosolutionfortheprices'
provided that the qua;tities satisfy (?'1)' To prove this' rewrite

(7.2) in the equivalent form:

>j=7
Mtjpi: 0 where Mr, : li(t + l)ar, - yi(t)6ii (7'3)

We can now use (? '1) and this definiti on of M ijto obtain the identity:

Z M,i: o

i=1

(7.4)

Equations (7.3), and hence also their equivalent {7 '2),ate consistent

if and only if ih" d"t""r.rinant of M vanishes. In evaluating det(M)

we iue allowed to add any row to any other row, without altering

the value of the determinant. Let us add, in turn, row 2 to,row 1,

row 3 to row 1, . . . , row n to row 1' Then (7'4) strows that the

first row of the new determinant consists entirely of zeros. Thus

det(M)=0,andthusthepriceequationsareconsistentwithnon.
zero prices.

The proof of instability, to which we now proceed' requires cer-

tain necessary economic assumptions, namely:

l.Theinput-outputmatrixisirreducible(weknowthatthisis
reasonable under the basic assumption of perfect thrift)'

2. At least one diagonal element a, of the input-output matrix

is nonzero; that is, t'f,ere exists at letist one commodity which is

needed as an input for its own production (an example is corn'

which requires seed corn).
3. The balance equations (7.1) can always be solved uniquely for

thequantitiesattimet+L,whenthequantitiesattimefaregiven.
Mathematically, the input-output matrix must possess an inverse'

To simplify the proof, we iniroduce an additional assumption:12

4. The input-output matrix is diagonaiizable'

THEOREM 7.1

If the input-output matrix of a Leontief system has properties 1

to 4, then its balanced growth path is unstable'

Note: Since the proof itself isslightlylengthy,weprefaceitbyindicatingthe
basic idea behind it. The development of the output vector y(f) forward in

time, to y(t + 1), is governed not by the input'output matrix A' but rather

by its inveise matrix A-1. The eigenvalues of A-i are the reciprocals of the

l2Thi. a""r*pti.n is,ol neccssary. Without it, one can still transform.A to

thr, ..Jordan normal form" anrl cairy oul, thc proof thal, way. Altcrnativcly'
I)r. N<rr,*"ni, of l.hc Ilnivcrsil.y oI Ni'w Sorrt'h Walcs has <k'vclolx'tl :t proof
wltit'lt trritkcs tt<t llst' ol' l,ltitl, ttorrttttl I'orttt.

(7.6)

(7.7\

(7.8)
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on the left-hand side of (7.1) to get:

f ,*r+ 1)a{, :bf ,pP1,lt-7s1,ipi;:
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of this proof; better proofs exist, but require more mathematical back-
ground than assumed here.

Let us now turn to the mathematics for section C, production
with possible input substitution. We present, first, the equations
for n commodities and specialize to n: 2 afterward.

Let x, be the quantity of commodity 7 used as input to produc-
tion of iommodity i. Let /, be the production function for this
commodity. Then the outprit of i, achieved at the end of the year
with these inputs, is:

yiG + 7): fi@ir,xiz,..,,xin) for i: !,2,..,,n (?.9)

We define the margini product ratio (between inputsT and n) for
production of i by means of:

8 ii@ rr,x iz, . . .,x in) 
: 

@ f ,10 
x,i)l @ f ila )c in)

i:7,2,...,n,
j:L,2,...,fr-l

i=1 i=l k=7

2 "n@nft-7"pSpj: 
yj(t)

k=t

where we have used (?.8) in the lirst step, (7.6) in the second step, and

(7.8) again in the final step. This completes our proof by induction that
(7.8) is valid for all t.

Now let us denote by K the largest index f such that c; * 0 in
(7.7). It the initial quantities are precisely correct for a state of
balanced gxowth, then K : 1; but this special situation is of no

interest for stability analysis. Hence, we may assume that K 2 2,

We assert that, in (7.8) the term with h: K (and, if z6 is

complex, the equally important term /a: K- 1, where z6-7 is

the complex conjugate of 217) dominates the sum on the right-
hand side for sufficiently large times f. To see that this is true,
recall our ordering of the eigenvalues (7.5). Since negatiue powers

of zp occur in (?.8), the zp of smallest absolute value leads to the

term of largest absolute value in (7.8), in the limit of large f ' At
this stage, the proof is nearly finished. we distinguish the two
cases: zg real and zg comPlex.

Case a: z6 is real. By theorem 3.6, part (d), the associated

eigenvector, *hi"h we have called (5111, Srz, "',Srr) here, has

af least one strictly negative component. For large enough 
', 

this

eigenvector dominates the solution; hence the conesponding
component of y(f) is negative if c6 is positive; if c6 is negative, all
posiiive 56; result in negative output quantities of the conespond-

ing commodities.
Case b: z6 is complex, and zg-l isits complex conjugate. Then

c6 and cK-t are complex conjugates; so are 56; and 56-1,.1 for
each j. Wljrte zy: Z exp(i!K), cK: C exp(4) and Sxj: Tj

exp(io;), where Z, lK, C,7, Ti, and o7 are-llllasubstitution in
(7.8) dives for the dominant term: yi(f) - zCZ 'Il cos(f7rt - 7 -
o7), which must tum negative for some 7 and t.
'-Hence, in either case, at least one commodity in the system

must be produced in a negative quantity, for some (large enough)

time /. The system is therefore unstable. 
e.E.D.

Nolc (to mathematicians): we apologize for the crudity and lar:k of ncatnoss

We assume that f , is linearly homogeneous in its arguments (con-
stant returns to scale); then g, is homogeneous of degree zero,i.e.,
is a function only of the rdtios x,,|x,.. Suppose the auctioneer
"cries out" unit prices p1, p2, . . . ,"pn'ibr the n commodities. We
define price ratios for n ai th-e ,,numeiaile,':

Pt: ollpn forT: L,2, - - . ,n (7.11)

The condition for any one producer of i to produce at least cost is
then given by:

8 ij(* r,,x iz, . ..,x rn) 
: P,

fori: L,2,...,n,
j:L,2,...,n-l(7.12)

This determines input ratios *iil*i, forleast-costproduction. The
index j goes only to n - 1, sinc-6.r I- n gives the identity 1 : 1.

The auctioneer is instructed to clear the market. The condition
that the entire "endowment', y j(t) of commodity j be cleared is:

/ Z .u: YiG) fori: L,2, . . . ,n

So far, there are n(n- 1) conditions (7.12) and n conditions
(7.13), a total of n2 conditions. For given endowments y,(f) and
given (by tho aut:[i<tnccr) current price ratios p, , p, , . . .' , p
this is .notrglr 1,, rk,l,r.rnrirrt' the ni input quanfilics ru. W" !'frji

(7.L0)

. (7.r.3)
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(7.15)call the price system feasible if a solution can be found in which

all the xii Ne nonnegative. Feasibility depends, of course' on the

initial enclowments
The conventional approach is to stop here and attempt to maxt-

mize something or oiher (social utility, for example) over the

;;;;.;y * u *hol". This is faulty, however, since the market

must clear not only in quantity terms, but also in value terms'

With no credit asked for, or received, any one firm must finance

its inputs for next year's production from sales (in the same mar-

f."tf 1'ot its production from the preceding year' Let us look at

firms planning to produce commodity i next year' Their total ex-

pendi[ure on input commodity j is then *riPi *d the tota] outlay

for productive inputs to proJuttion of l hdxt year is the sum of

this, over alli: !,2, . . . ,n.
fi at tnese firms produced the sarne commodity (i) last year'

*d ,ro firm which pioduced I la'st year decides to switch to pro-

ducing something eise next year, then values balance if the total

marke"treceiptsfromsalesofjequaltotalexpenditureonproduc-
tive inputs for production of I next year' This gives:

n

2 *rioi: li!)p, for i: 7,2, ' ' ' ,n-1, no switching

i=t
The index i goes only up to n - 1, because if the books of pro-

ducers of L,2,... 'n- i il nA*"e, then thebooks of producers

of n must balance automatically. when we divide this whole equa'

tion by pn (use commodity n as the numeraire), we get:

A;: t;(t * r)p',/2.,ioi

where next year's output yi(t + 1) is given by (7.9). Theincentiue
to switch from production of /a, say, to production of i is contained
in the ratio:

R2r= Ailgp (7.16)

t *ijPj: yiG)Pi
j=r

for i: 7,2, , . . , n- l,no switching (7 'la)

If. Rih is less than unity (i.e., the rate of return in industry i is ex-
pected to be less than in industry la) no producers of k will switch
to f . But when rR -, exceeds unity, some switching must be expected,
the more so the'ihore Rru exceeds unity. We note that a uniform
inflation of prices expeited next year (multiply all pi by a com-
mon factor) cancels out in (7.16); hence, only ratios between ex-
pected prices are relevant, not absolute prices.

Let us define 0 ru to be the fraction (in value terms) of last year's
producers of commodity k who decide to produce commodity I in
the year to come. In particular then, rltnU is the fraction whode-
cid,e not to switch at all. Under the usuaitompetitive assumptions,
the r! .u are functions of the incentives perceived by producers of /c

last year, i.e.,

,! ih 
: i) ih(Rtk, Rzh, . . ., Rnh) (7.17)

Very little is known about these functions, but something can be
said:

(i) * in: 0 if B;a ( 1 (no switching to a lower rate of retum ac-
tivity).

(ii) 0 * is an increasing function of R ru if the other ftr* are kept
constant.

(iii) These firms must do something next year; hence the sum
0*+ {zn +...+ yrh:1.

1rv) By definition, every tlt ru > 0. (Firms switching from i to k
are involved in a positive value of 0 pi there is not a negative value
of 0 in')

(v) Unless firms behave very enatically, the functions (7.17)
must be smooth functions of all their arguments; we shall assume
that thfe functions are at least twice differentiable.

Let us now write down the revised version of (7.14), valid in the
presence of switching. The lefLhand side of (7.14) is still valid, as

the total outlay of those producers who plan to produce commod-
ity i in the year to comc.. On the right-hand side, we must correct

These are an additional n - 1 conditions on the system' thereby

beirrg unough to determine the n - | unknown price ratios Pt 
'

P- P . Except for choosing between a finite number (usu-

Jiv'.*hri-o't aisti.,"t feasible solutions, the auctioneer- has no

chtice to maximize anything. Equations (7.12\, (7.13), and (7.14),

specialized ton = 2, iethelnes underlying the work of se-ction C'

Let us now, however, go beyond this, by allowing for firms de-

ciding to switch tto.r, prJa,ction of i last year to production of I

""*t"u"*. Let p', be the (guessed, or expected' or anticipated)

;;i; r;;; i; ;";{ vear's -u'k"t' Then the return factor (: rate of

return plus one) for production of i is given by:



for two effects: (1) some producers of other commodities last year

decide to switch to i, thereby bringing in their sales proceeds; and

(2)someproducersofflastyeardecidetoswitchelsewhere,there-
f/ tuti"g their sales proceeds elsewhere as well. The result (after

using commodiW n as numeraire) is:

i *ijPj: tiG)P,+ 2, A;pu|\PuFt 
<1,+f i
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- (L - r! ,,)t,G)P,

0 iptpG)Pp

the other two are justthe efficiency conditions (7.12), for i : / : 1
and for i: 2, j: 1, respectively.

Next, we show how the parameters in a production function
should be adjusted so that the balanced growth path, using these
production functions, agrees precisely with the balanced growth
path for a Leontief (fixed coefficients) system with some given
input-output matrix (o,,)]. The Leontief system determines price
ratios $ :. pf !e;, qq#tiW input ratios *iil*in : ai1lai,, quantity
output 'ratios' 1": yi ty I, and a growth t'ictUi a. f, g;t the same
results from th6 production functions, we must impose the cond.i-
tions:

f ;(a;r,oir,..., a;r): I . i: 7,2,. .. ,n (7,20a)
9ij@ir,aiz,...,ain): q i: 7,2,...,n (7.20b)

The first of these asserts that the inputs rc:;: &y!a,: produce out-
puts y,(f + 1) : ay! next year (theay| cihcels 6"6'utm" the f. are
linearly homogeneoi.rs). The second cdndition asserts that tLese
particular inputs are least-cost inputs at the balanced price ratios.

We take as our production functions the forms:
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(7.2L)

(7.18)

:>
k=l

Note that this reduces to (7.14) if we make the "no switching" as-

sumntion U., : 0 fot t * k, and 0 ',: l.
tf ir ouri',jls that equations (7.i8) are much more complicated

than (7.14), in particular because we now require expected price

ratios next'year and functions 0;p describing producers' reactions

to incentives to switch.
However, none of this tums out to be needed for a discussion of

local stability, in the immediate neighborhood of the balanced

growth pathi Under our "smoothness" assumption (v) above' the

ilrrt puttiul derivatives of. lt1, with respect to Ri1, must vanish at

Rin ) 1 (since they vanish for all values below unity). Thus r/;p

treirares for small Rrn - 1, like (Rin - 1)- with m gleater than

one. The balanced growth path has Rilr: l, all i and /e (equal rate

of return in all industries). Thus for small deviations from balance,

the fraction ry';p switching from k to i (k + i) is of higher-order

in the size of the deviation. Since the terms for no switching Iright-
hand side of (7.14)] ate linear in this size, the other terms can

be ignored as long as the deviations are really small' We conclude

thai switching can be neglected so long as we are close to the bal'

anced growti path; switching does not influence local stability,

thougi of course it can influence the behauior of the system far
away from balance.

f,oi toca stability, we are therefore back at equations (7 .L2)

through (7 .L4). For just two commodities, n : 2, (7'13) yields:

xrt + x2t: 1lr (f) and )cr, ! xc'r, : lr!) (7'19a)

Then (?.14) can be simPlified:

xrrP, + x, X L: 3lr (f)Pr but x11 : lrG)- xt.1
hence xrrP, : xr, (7'19b)

,l,hgsr. arl th1.r' 6f tht' l'ivc crlrtat,i<)ns w('wrott'tlrlwtt itt str:ti<16 (l;

f ;(xi,, xi,, . . . ,xin):tri ^r,,@,,)- Pil 
t"'"

*!-"r9 !:1ii and the piarc constants. For n : 2, this is the so-
called C.E.S.-'(constant eiasticity of substitution) production func-

(7.22)

tion. For all n, g, is then:

gij(*rr, xiz, .. .,xin): @,,ltir)(x,rlx,,)pi* |

For the case n : 2, the elasticity of substitution is

o,: (Oi + 1;-t g.ZA)
Conditions (7.20) are satisfied, it can be shown, when the con-
stants T7 eeual:

71: a(a,t)Pi* r(Pi lPi) (7.24)

Thus, once a Leontief input-output matrix (a,,) and a set of elas-
ticities o, are given, the production functions o'f form (2.21) which
lead to the same balanced growth path are determined uniquely,
and the marginal productivity ratios glU tum out to be palticularly
simple functions.

From here on, one can proceed fairly straightforwardly to a
derivation oXthe stability condition of section C for the case n : Z.
l3w,r skill th. r.:rl,lr.rrr;rl,i.s.l'h.w.n. <letcrmincs a barancerr growth path,
giv.rr:r sr.l,.l'lirrr';rrlv lr.rnrgr,rr..usPr.<lu<:l,i.n litn<:ti.ns/r(.r it,xiz,. . . , s;rr).
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forj:L,2,...,n (7.25)

The derivation is, however, too lengthy and somewhat too heavy

mathematics for inclusion here.

Finally, Iet us indicate how equations (7'9) through (7'14) must

be altered to allow for several altemative ways of producing any

one commodity (but, no joint production)' This then includes the

case of two commodities and three activities (two ways of produc-

ing iron, one way of producing corn)'
commodities are iabeled by j : l' 2' ' ' ' ' n' as before' Activi-

tiel nowever, are labeled by an index i which covers a wider range

of values i : L,2, . . ., I,with 1) n. In order to indicate which ac-

tivitv proC.uces which lrinique; commodity, we partition the set of

u"tiuiti"r 11, 2,. . ., /'I into subsets S, : Sr.,.''',.sn,, such-th.at ac-

tivities i e S, produce commodity i, only' Every index I IS m one

*J ."f, .J" .f the subsets S,. For, the example at the end of

section C, the inde:r set, { 1,'2,3 I is partitioned into subsets

i, : { L }and S, : {2, 3},'showing tnat activity l produces com-

"joaitf L ("o-i, u"liuiti"i 2 and B both produce commodity 2

tr-"l.ThesymLol r,.' now stands for the input quantity of com'

modi'ty i for pursuinguactivity l, and y,(f ) is the output quantity' at

the end- of period f, from activity l; this output quantity is of course

measured in the units appropriate for that unique commodity

which is produced bY activitY i.
Equation (?.9) is altered only to the extent that i: L'2' ' ' ' ' I

now.
Equation (?.10) is altered in the same fashion' i: l'2' " ' 'I'

Now'1Z.f f ; is unchanged; (7.12) has j running from 1 to /; other-

*i." ii is identical. The market-clearing condition for quantities,

(7.13) is altered, however, and now reads:

BOOK III

Theories of
the Trade Cycle

Having deduced that steady balanced growth is dynamically un-
stable, we must ask what happens when growth is not character-
ized by steady-state expansion.

Chapter 8 explains that instability in the neighborhood of the
state of balanced growth need not imply that the system must
"run away to infinity" or "collapse to zero.,, This very common
misconception is tme if the dynamical system is linear, but is false
for nonlinear systems. These latter systems may exhibit a phenom-
enon called a "limit cycle," with very striking analogies to the well-
known trade cycle in economics. We therefore devote book III to
a survey and critique of economic theories of the trade cycle.

Chapter 9 explains the acceleration principle, the accelerator-
multiplier model of Samuelson, and the inventory cycle model of
Lloyd Metzler. This is standard material.

Chapter 10 is devoted to the models associated with the niunes
of John Hicks, Ragtrar Frisch, and Richard Goodwin. The first two
types are well known, but the Goodwin model has not, in our view,
received the attention it deserves. Our discussion of the Goodwin
model is new and contains new results.

Chapter 11 turns to econometric models of the trade cycle and
results obtained from such models. The essential question is whether
such models "prove" stability of the economy. If they do, models
of the Hicks or Goodwin type are excluded, and Frisch-type mod-
els are the only acceptable ones. This is the standard doctrine; but
it is wrong. In section 11C, we show that the usual ecoiometric
analysis is incapable of distinguishing between local stability and
instability of a model; in particular, an unstable model with a limit
cyclc, when\ubjet:tcd lo this analysis, emerges as being apparently
stabk.. In scr:t,i.r.r l'l l), wt, r.xlrillit, an alternative method of anaiy-
sis, <k'sigrrr,<l <k,lilrr.rirl,r.ly Lo tcs[ l'or a symmotry llropcrty (syrn-

I
E ",,-- | t,G)
i=l i€sj

wherethequantityontheright-handsideisthetota]outputofT
from all those activities i which produced j in period f' In the ab-

sence of switching, condition (7 .14) is unchanged, except that i :
1-, 2, . . . ,I - f . tne books of the final activity' 1' must balance if
the tooks of aII other activities have balanced' The argument for

igrrori.rg switching in the immediate neighborhood of the balanced

growth path is unchanged.
The number of independent equations (7'12), (7 '25)' and (7'14)

isnow I(n- 1)+ n i tt- L): In+ n- 1'Thenumberof un-

knownsis 1X n unknownJc,,,and n- l unknownPr-thus' again'

cqually many cquaLions and unknowns' (Thc really diftit'ult com-

plications aris. not [r.m ch<lir:c o[ all.rnativ. ar:liviLies f.r pro-

rlur:ing ,llry ()ll(! tlrlmmo<lit,v lttrt' ratht'r I'rorn ioirri' lrrorlttt:l'ion')
I.t7
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metry between the ascending and descending phase of a typical

itua" 
"V.f") 

which is true of Frisch'type models but not necesszr-

ily true of nonlinear li*it "y"I" 
models. The symmetry property in

question is clearly """f"a"a 
by the data' and with it so are all

Frisch-type models of the trade cycle'

The implications of these new results for economic theory are

far-reaching. If the equilibrium state (or the..moving equilibrium,,

,t"t" *t i"[ we call-"iLdanced growth") is inherently. unstable'

then theoretical study of this state is of very little relevance to

what really happens tt a competitive economy' The planning com-

mission of a communist staie may attempt to keep the system

close to balanced gro*ttt (though generally with rather limited

;;;;.;r, but there is no such boJv under competitive capitalism'

The competitive syJem must not be treated as if it should be in'

or near, the balancld growth state (or' even less realistically' a

state of stuti" "q..itiUti""-1. 
The system' instead' !*- " natural

tendency to depart from this state and undergo oscillations of the

limit cycle (trade cycle) type' This conclusion' arrived at theo-

retically, is confirme-d by some two centuries of empirical observa-

tion.Itisabouttimewerecognizetheobviousfactsaboutthesys-
tem in which we live.

CHAPTER 8

Limit cycles

A. Linear systems and their limitations

Instability of a balanced growth path, such as we found in chapter
7, is often interpreted as equivalent to ultimate failure of the un-
derlying theory. The conventional reasoning goes as follows:

If any small disturbance away from equilibrium tends to be am-
plified, then eventually the system must get into a completely im-
possible state (for example, we may be required to produce nega-
tive amounts of one or more commodities). Since we know from
experience that the actual economic system does not ever reach
such an impasse, any theory which leads to such a result must be
discarded as false.

In this chapter, we propose to show that this reosoning is inualid,
and its conclusion is incorrect.

Before doing so, however, let us first of all trace how this piece
of fallacious reasoning has come to be accepted so widely by econ-
omists. In our opinion, this is due to the fact that the above reason-
ing does work ff the underlying system is a linear system, and econ-
omists have been exposed to linear systems much more than to
nonlinear systems.

For our purposes, a linear system can be defined as follows: It is
a system which has a state of equilibrium, which state may be
stable or unstable, and for which the deuiations from this equilib-
rium state satisfy the following two conditions:

1. If a certain time-path of deviations from equilibrium'is a so-
lution to the dynamic equations of the system, then this time-path
can be scaled up or down by an arbitrary constant factor; the re-
sulting motio\ will then still be a solution of the equations of mo-
[i<ln.

2. If t.wo rlil'li.rr.nl, l,irtrr,-paths ol'cicviations from cr;uilihrium arc

t.l!)
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large fluctuations. A large upward fluctuation is bound to run
afoul of some inherent limitation, for example, not enough land,
not enough raw materials, not enough labor. Well before that, the
fluctuation may produce market distortions which affect other ac-
tivities in the economy, in a way not encompassed within any set
of linear system equations. Thus, sufficiently large upward fluctu-
ations are highly likely to strike a "ceiling', of some sort. Still, this
may conceivably happen only for such very large upward fluctua-
tions as are of no practical interest. But large downward fluctua-
tions are another matter. They must strike a,,floor,,'since it is im-
possible to produce negative quantities of goods, charge negative
prices for them, produce them with negative inputs, on negative
amounts of land, etc., etc.

The economic requirement that all quantities and all prices
must be nonnegatiue means, as an automatic, logical consequence,
that no economic theory can be both economicalty ualid under all
conditions and, in a mathematical sense, strictly linear. It may be
one or the other, but not both.

Why, then, is so much mathematical modeling in economics
done with linear systems? The answer reflects little credit on ap-
plied mathematicia.ns: Linear systems are infinitely easier to handle,
mathematically, than nonlinear systems. For the sake of mathe-
matical convenience, and very largely just for that one reason, do
we so often do major violence to a realistic description of the
world in which we live.

Still, this is not the only reason Circumstances do exist in which
a linear model, though not strictly valid, is at least approximately
valid; indeed, the approximation may be quite good. What, then,
are these circumstances? They arise when the equilibrium is stable.
Suppose this is true. If the initial deviation of the state from equi-
librium is not too large, then the future deviations from equilib-
rium will be even smaller, until we approach full equilibrium in the
end. If the linear approximation to the true system is of adequate
accuracy for our purposes at the initial time f : 0, then it will be
of even better accuracy (since we shall then be closer to the equi-
librium state) at all future times f. If the system is locally stable,
and initial deuiations from equilibrium are not too large, a linear
approximation to the system equations can be an entirely ade-
quate treatment.

At this stage, the desperate quest for local stability becomes un-
dcrstanclable, though still not excusable. If the system is locally
stalrlc, tlrcn wc arc jtrstiliecl in using a linear set of systern equations
irs irn itfi 1rrox inrirtc t,rt.itl,rrrcrr1,.

llrrl, wlrirl, if' l,ltc lrlrProxirrr:rl.r', lirrr':rrsct, ol'syst,t'nt r.rltratiorrs loads

separately solutions of the equations of motion' then the time-

path obtained by adding these two sets of deviations together is

ulro * solution of the equations of motion'
The models which *" huu. been discussing in book II are linear

modelsintheaboveSense.The..stateofequilibrium',isthebal-
arrcea growth path, i.e', a growth equilibrium rather than a static

"q"ifiuii"-. 
Deviationt ttorn this Lalanced growth path can be

r"J"a up arbitrarily, without thereby lgsing their validity as solu-

tions of the equations of motio" of the system' mathematically

speaking.
Now let us see how this property of linearity enters into the dis-

cussion of stability questions. it ttt" system is linear, then large de'

viations from equiliLriu* behave exactly the same way as small

deviations, only scaled up by a (large) constant factor' Thus' if we

knowhowalinearsystembehavesinrelationtosmalldeviations'
*u 

"u., 
say precisely how this system will behave when the devia-

tions are large.
In particular' suppose that, in a linear system' an initial small

deviation has a tendency to grow bigger' This is th-e .property
which we have called "ltcal instability" of the equilibrium path

and which we have demonstrated in chapter 7. Then it follows'

from the linearity of the system, that the same tendency for devi-

ations to grow bigger is also true of medium-sized and of large de-

viations. Thus, as ii*u go"t on, the initiat small deviation grows

larger, and larger, La tiiff larger, until eventually it becomes in-

finitely large (in mathematical terms it is unbounded)' The entire

,yrt"- "n-ts off to infinity," and there is nothing which we can

do about it.
This picture underlies the conventional argument quoted earlier'

For linear systems, there is no doubt that the argument is correct'

if o system is truly linear, then instability of the equilibriurn is a

fatal flaw of the theory.
Note that ,ro ,.,"f,-t'ouble arises if the equilibrium path is dy-

namicallystable,i.e.,itallpossibleinitialdeviationsfromequilib-
rium have a tendency to grow smaller as time goes on'

However, atl this"reaslning depends upon the linear-nature of

thesystem.Wemustthereforelookintothequestionwhetherac.
tual economic systems are ever linear in the strict' mathematical

senseofourdefinition.WeclaimthatthisisneuerLhecase'Strictly
spealaing, all economic systems are nonlinear'

In economics, there Lay Ue small deviations from equilibrium

1o, t o* urry ,"i"."r,ce staie) in either direction' upward or down-

ward. But something is sure to go wrong when we attcmpt to scalc

u1r sut:h small fluctuaLions t<> thc lloint whtlrtl tllrly ll<lc<ltntl rtlally
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to local instability of the equilibrium? Then any initial small devi-

ation from equiltrium becomes larger and larger as time goes on'

,rtit ur".rtuaily, and inevitably, it gets to be so large that we move

out of the range of validity of the linear approximation'

we have now come full circle, to return to the "argument" given

at the very beginning of this section' This argument is inualid be-

cause it makes tne iilent assumption that the system behaves' in

states far away from equilibrium, in exactly the same way as it be-

haves in the immediatl neighborhood of the equilibrium state.

This assumption, though true for strictly linear systems' is false for

almost every actual sy"stem known to man' Since the argument is

based on a (hidden) false assumption, it is an invalid argument'

The conclusion does not follow from the premises'

Thetrueandcorrectconclusionisquitedifferent.Itisthis:fa
sys,tem shows local instability around the equilibrium path' then
-ihis 

system cannot be described ad.equately by any linear approxi-

mation to the sYstem equations'
Toanyonefamiliar.withtherealdifficultiesinvolvedinthe

mathematics of nonlinear systems, this is quite bad enough' But it
is not the ultimate disastei postulated in the usual' invalid' argu-

ment. A linear theory which jeads to local instability may be quite

acceptable in the immediate neighborhood of equilibrium and

need^notberejectedonceandforalltrecauseoftheinstability.
Rather, if the linear approximation is unstable' the theory must be

amended and improvlh, .o u' to allow for the unavoidable non-

linear effects far away from equilibrium'

B. Limit cycles

If the system is nonlinear, it is no longcr possible to dedu-ce' from

*nut tfr" system does close to equilibrium, what it will do far

u*uy f.o- equilibrium. The range of possibilities is. now very

-r"f, turg", than a simple choice between "stable," and "unstable'"

In par{icular, it is entirely possible for a nonlinear system to be

,,lo"uily unstabie,' and yet i'bounded." "Local instability" means

thatsmalldeviationsfromtheequilibriumpathtendtogrowbig.
g;;. "gorrndedness"l means that no large deviation ever becomes

infinitely large; i.e., the motion of the system never runs out of
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bounds, altogether.
The conlentional (invalid)

tion, no economic sYstem is

4
\l

\\-l\- =
: _\-_7
_ _-/

argument asserts that, from observa-

unbounded. True enough. But for a

(o) (b)

(c) (d )

Figure 8.1

A schematic picture of a system in a limit cycle. To the left is a
glass of water, cooler than the surrounding air. To its right, a "bird"
is pivoted so it can dip into this water. Successive pictures (a), (b),
(c), and (d) show positions of the bird, with an indication of the
position of the fluid inside the bird's body. In positions (a), (b), and
(d), but not in position (c), the fluid separates the body of air in
the bird's head from the other body of air in the bird's bottom bulb.

nonlinear system, it is not true that boundedness implies local sta-
bility.

As an example of the way in which nonlinear systems can be-
hirvr', <:onsi<lor l,hc n()lr(!(:()n()mir: systcm dcpicted, with a good deal
ol'arl,ist,i<' li<'r'nsr., irr lf igrrrr. 8. l. 'l'his sVstcm <:onsisLs oI the figurt'

r The usual mathematical term is "global-stability," but this is used in a differ-

ent scnsc in the literatur;;f ;;;";ics;hcnce wo use thc term "houndcd-

ncss. "
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of a bird with a long beak and a hollow body, made of glass,

mounted so that the figure can rotate up or down. when it rotates

down, the beak of the bird eventually dips into the water in the
glass next to the bird. In operation, the bird keeps dipping its beak

into the water, shooting up rapidly into a vertical position, then

slowly coming down until the beak touches the water again, and

so on, indefinitely.
Let us explain briefly what actually happens. The body of the

bird, as well as the head and the beak, are hollow. Within it, there

is a glass tube which holds a colored liquid. In Figure 8.1(a), the
bird is balanced in an intermediate position. The colored liquid
then separates two bodies of gas from each other: One is up on

top within the "head" of the bird; the other is at the bottom, in-

side the glass bulb which forms the bird's "body."
The outside of the beak of the bird is covered with cold water,

from the last time that the beak dipped into the glass of cold
water. The water on the beak is cold itself, and more cooling is

provided by evaporation of this water into the air of the room'
thus the body of gas trapped in the "head" of the bird is cooled

down and therefore tends to contract. No such influence is work-
ing on the other body of gas, down below. On the contrary, if this
gui *u, somewhat colder than room temperature originally (the

usual situation), then it tends to warm up to room temperature

and hence to expand. This double action forces some of the liquid
out of the bulb and up into the tube. As a result, the distribution of
weight within the bird alters so as to make it more top-heavy. The

bird therefore dips, slowly, closer to the glass of water, as shown

in Figure 8.1(b).
As this process continues, the bird dips down more and more,

until it reaches a nearly horizontal position, with its beak inside

the cold water, as shown in Figure 8.1(c). In this position, the two

bodies of gas (the cold one near the beak, and the wzumer one

near the tail) can communicate with each other, being no longer

separated by a layer of liquid. As soon as these bodies of gas do

communicate, their pressures and temperatures are equalized rap-

idly. The liquid, which is now no longer subject to a pressure dif-
ferential, collects again in the glass bulb at the bottom. This weighs

down the bottom of the bird, so that the bird rapidly assumes an

upright position, as shown in Figure 8.1d. In this position, and at

this 
-moment, the two volumes of gas are separated from each

other by liquid, but they are at equal temperature (slightly below

room temperature) and at equal pressure.
Ilowever, this balance does not last. Since the outside of the

ltcak has llecn dipped into cold water, some cold watcr adhtlrtts t<r
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Figure 8.2

A schematic plot of the position of the bird, as indicated by the
height of its beak above ground level, as a function of time. The
times corresponding to positions (a) to (d) of Figure 8.1 are
labeled a, b, c, and d on the time axis. Note the lack of symmetry
in time: the bird dips down slowly, but rises very rapidly.

the beak. This proceeds to cool the upper volume of gas, both di
rectly and through evaporation of the water into the air of the
room. Thus the whole process repeats.

If we take the tip of the beak as our reference point, we may
plot its height above the table, as a function of time. This plot is
shown, schematically, in Figure 8.2. In this figure, we have indi-
cated the states corresponding to Figures 8.1a to 8.1d by points
labeled a to d on the time axis.

This motion is a special example of what is called alimit cycle.
"Cycle" means that the motion repeats indefinitely. It is a ,,lfunit,,
cycle if the same motion is approached eventually, no matter how
we start off the system initially.

Let us now list a number of properties which are typical of this,
and many other, limit cycles:

1. The ultimate motion in a limit cycle does not depend on how
the system is started off initially. Rather, the same eventual motion
is approached from a large number of different initial conditions.

2. The motion maintains itself intact, but it is not a state of
equilibrium. It is a stable motion but not a stable point.

3. The motion is fixed in scale.It can be neither scaled up nor
scaled down without thereby becoming a motion impossible for
tl're system to Jrerfornt (i.e., a motion inconsistent with the equa-
l,ions ol' nrotion ol' l,lrc sVstcrn).

4.'l'h. rrr,l,i., is rrrr.s.r,rrurlclrk: in linlc. Th<'l,im. takcn for the
l,i1r ol'l,lrr, lrt.;rk L, rrsr, I'rrrrr il,s lowr.st, lroinl, (irr l,ltc wlrl,r,r) l,o i[s
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state (call it A); but then it suddenly veers off and proceeds to ap-
proach a second, quite different, limiting state (call that one B);
but before it reaches that state, it suddenly veers off once more
and starts to approach state A again; and so on and on, ad infini-
tem. The "veering off" times are essentially unpredictable, even
though the equations of motion are mathematically determinis-
tic: The precise times depend crucially upon the tiniest changes in
initial conditions. For more about this, see Hellman (1980),
Holmes (1979), and Leipnik (1981). We shall encounter strange aL
tractors once more, briefly, in section 98. But we doubt that they
are likely candidates for the description of realistic dynamic eco-
nomic systems.

C. The nineteenth-century trade cycle

In chapter 7 we demonstrated local instability of the balanced
growth path of a competitive economy practicing',perfect thrift.,,2
The model used was a linear model, and we now know that insta-
bility of a linear model's equilibrium means that the linear ap-
proximation is not adequate. A nonlinear model of some sort is
required.

For example, one of our system specifications in chapter Z was
that the auctioneer must see to it that the market clears. But if the
market can clear only wlien a negative quantity of iron is pro-
duced next year, then the market cannot clear, no matter what the
auctioneer does. Thus, at this stage at the very latest, but probably
much sooner than that in practice, the system specification must
alter. The auctioneer must be instructed what to do if market clear-
ing is no longer possible. This is a "nonlinear" instruction: It ap-
plies if and only if the deviations from equilibrium are large and is
irrelevant for small deviations. We do not go into details, since the
whole system is insufficiently realistic. But nonlinear effects must
come in, somehow.

Once we leave the realm of linear systems, all sorts of possibil-
ities open up. The occurrence of a limit cycle is one possibility,
but by no means the only one. Yet, before embarking on compli-
cated theoretical speculation, it is reasonable to first take a look at
the historical reality for competitive economic systems, to see
whether we can detect anything which looks similar to ri limit
cycle. If we can find behavior of that type within historical data,
then it is an incentive to explore the possibilities of a limit cycle in
econornics, from the theoretical point of view.
2Pcrfr'<:I thril't is arlnril,t,r.rll.y :trr cxt.rcmc assumJrtion, ltut gr:ts rid of many
1lr<llrlr.rns.

highest point is very short, compared to the time for the reverse

motion.-This lack of symmetry in time between "going up" and

"going down" is not a universal feature of all limit cycles-some
have ii, some do not. But when a repetitive motion does happen to

be unsymmetrical in this sense, then this is a clear indication that

the underlying system is a nonlinear system. It is a mathematical

theorem that atl linear systems give rise to symmetrical cycles.

5. To the casual observer, the bird appears to be a "perpetuum
mobile," continuing to go through its motion without any supply

of energy from outside. This impression is misleading, however.

The opeiation depends on there being a difference in temperature
betweln the cold water in the glass of water and the air surround-

ing the bird. In the absence of such a temperature differential, the

..rotio.t stops. Thus, the bird is a simple heat engine, with heat en-

ergy used io combat the frictional effects which would stop the

-otiott otherwise. A static, or point, equilibrium can be main-

tained without any external supply of energy. But a limit cycle re-

quires energy from outside to heep operating'
6. In Figure 8'1a, the position shown is one of consirained, or

limited, uqrilib.ir-. If the temperature and pressure levels in the

two bodiei of gas could remain unchanged, then this position of
the bird is in balance, even in stable balance (displace the bird

slighily, and it tends to return to that position). Similarly, the po-

sitions shown in Figures 8.1b and 8.1d are constrained equilibria.

This is not true for all temporary positions within this limit cycle:

Figure 8.1c is in disequilibrium, even locally; rapid changes occur

there. The point we wish to make is this: The appearance of posi-

tions of (constrained) local equilibrium cannot be used as an argu-

ment against the existence of an ouerall timit cycle motion. Such

positions can occur easily within a limit cycle'

7.In spite of their relative unfamiliarity to economists, limit
cycle motions are by no meqns rare or unusual' On the contrary,

uil *u.r--ude engines run on limit cycles! They perform repetitive

motions, based on an external supply of energy (be it electricity,
or chemical energy from burning some fuel, or nuclear energy' or

solar energy); thl eventual motion is regular and stable and does

not depend on how it was started off; nor can it be scaled freely.

It is only in the abstract world of applied mathematicians, not in

the real world, that linear systems rule the roost'
Althoughwearestressingthelimitcycleasapossibilityinnon-

linearcyrt"-r, it is by no means the only possibility unexpected

from a ttray of lineai systems. One particularly intriguing type of
motion was discovered as late as 1963 (Lorenz 1963); it is called
,,strangr: aLlrar:tors." Thc rnotion al)l)oars to approat:h orlc limiting
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tively destroyed that institution's status as a central bank.
The subsequent recovery was rather slow and did not really get

well under way until about 1843. Railway building started to
boom, but this boom did not extend to the cotton industry, and
the potato blight of 1844 in Ireland was a major disaster. A fierce
speculation in the cereal market of early 1847 was followed by an
unexpectedly good harvest in the summer. The resulting fall in
prices ruined many speculators. Their bankruptcies led to suspen-
sion of payments by some banks, and that in turn led to a full-
scale panic. This 1847 panic was particularly striking, since the
British government under Sir Robert Peel had passed, only three
years earlier, the 1844 Bank Charter Act, which was supposed to
prevent panics once and for all. Now the government had to eat its
words. It had to authorize the Bank of England to break the law
of England, giving the Bank the authority to issue whatever vol-
ume of bank notes might be required to stem the panic (Ward-
Perkins 1950). It is entirely possible that the panic of 1847, which
extended well beyond the British economy, was at least in part re.
sponsible for the "year of revolutions" in Europe, the year 1848.

The next panic came in 1857. It may have been triggered off by
wild speculation in railway company shares, particularly of U.S.
railways.

Not so the panic of 1866: that one was triggered off right with-
in Britain, by the collapse of the "bill-broking" house of Overend
and Gurney in London. The "bills" were commercial bills of ex-
change, usually rather short-term (three months was typical). In
this special2ed financial market, Overend and Gurney had built up
a leading position. But this company had extended its operations
into other fields, including some very unsound speculative invest-
ments. On "black Friday" (11 May 1866) the panic was so bad
that the reserves of the Bank of England, normally between 10
and 20 million pounds in gold, fell by 4 million pounds in one day!
Once more, the government was forced to authorize the Bank of
England to issue bank notes freely, in defiance of the Bank Char-
ter Act.

While the 1866 panic was set off by "domestic" events in Britain,
the 1873 panic followed another wild spree in U.S. railway shares.
Another factor in that panic was money paid by France to Imper-
ial Germany, following the French defeat in the war of 1870; the
French reparations payments to the Germans went via the London
money market, thereby making that market more unstable and less
able to resist shocks.

We shall stop our supcr-abbreviated potted history here. Enough
lras llccn sairl l,o rrrirhc il, t:lcar that thc uncontrolled competitivr:

The history we shall look at is nineteenth-century history' In

the nineteenlh century, particularly in the United Kingdom' capi-

talism had been largety freed from the earlier state interference as-

sociated with the mercantile system. Indeed, the governments of

It,ut auy were so imbued with the virtues of free trade and "laissez

faire, laissez arller" that they failed to interfere even to save hu-

man lives: In the Irish potato famine of the "hungry forties," the

British govemment refused to supply food because this would

have beJn an interference with the free market. In the other direc-

tion, the nineteenth century was largely free of the influence of

monopolies and oligopolies, which are so prevalent in the twentieth

"."t"w The Standard Oil Company, the first of the big "trusts"'
wasformedaroundlSS0;thismarkstheendofthehistoricalperi-
od which can be 

"o-pur"d 
validly with a simple competitive model

of the economy. Afier the worldwide depression of the 1870s'

business leaders tended to reject unrestricted competition' more

and more.
Looked at on an overall scale, the nineteenth century was a pe'

riod of enormous economic growth. But this growth was by no

meanssteadyandbalanced.onthecontrary,thereexistedaclear
urla prorrounced "trade cycle" ("business cycle" in America)'

Periois of slowly, and then more rapidly, increasing prosperity

were followed by wild speculative booms, ending in a "panic'"
Then the cycle started uP again.3

We shall concentrate ot ttt" British economy, because: (1) it

was the dominant economy of the nineteenth century; (2) the

British government (unlike the French, for example) was com-

mitted to laissez-faire'
The British economy went through a panic in 1816' following

the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars' The subsequent recovery

was rapid and led to a botm, which was terminated by the panic

of 182^5. This panic seems to have been triggered off by wild spec-

ulation in loans to the new governments of the South American re-

publics, and in stocks of raw materials used by British export in-

dustries. Next, there was a period of depression and panics from

1886 to 18gg. Britain's difficulties in that period may have been

exacerbated by the actions of President Andrew Jackson in the

United States, especially his withdrawal of government deposits

from the second Sank of the United States, an action which effec-

3"Panic" was the word used then, and a very accurate descriptive word' too'

Our modern p"r,"l'tr,',tiJi*"*"i-*"taing t'is t"a to' in turn' "depressions"'

"rccc.ssions," u.t.l "r".r^';j.o*il, 
pu"t""" [Galbraith iozs' p' 103)' Somctimcs

a tcchnical distinction is'matlc bctween a m<>netary liquitlity crisis ("panic")

rintl l,he cnstring <lt'prossion. Wc mr':tn t'he crisis sl'agc horc'

.-a
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D. A program for dynamic economics

At this stage of the argument, we feel free to offer a conjecture:
The repeated development of an unstable state of the economy is
associated with, and indeed is an unavoidable consequence of, the
local instability of the state of balanced growth.

In chapter 7 we demonstrated that, under the most favorable as-

sumptions for stability, balanced growth is unstable locally. Small
deviations from balance tend to grow. We do not maintain, and in-
deed we do not believe, that the precise nature of the imbalance of
our oversimplified model (imbalance between outputs of various
commodities) is the most important in reality. The model was con-
structed deliberately to exclude all sorts of possibilities which
might lead to instability in the real world, so as to produce a

model biased in favor of stability. In the real world, these other
sources of instability (for example, in financial marketss ) are pres-

ent and must not be ignored. Thus, the actual type of imbalance
may differ quite significantly from the simple model. But what the
model does show is that we must expect instability of balanced
growth.

Now, if balanced growth is unstable, then actual growth will
normally be unbalanced. As unbalanced growbh continues for
some time, it is bound to lead to a more and more unbalanced state
of the economy as a whol6. Such an unbalanced state is necessarily
unstable and can collapse easily into a state of panic when sub-
jected to even a slight shock, such as collapse of a major bank, fail-
ure of an imporbant crop, or else an unexpectedly successful har-
vest, etc. etc. In this view, the repeated deuelopment of an un-
stable state of the economy is a consequence of the instability of
balanced growth.

Since the economic system is much more complex than any
simple mechanical example, the motion of the economic system is
not completely regular or strictly repetitive. In particular, it is im-
possible to predict just what event will set off the next panic, or
just when it will strike. But strike it will, since the state of the eco-
nomic system becomes steadily more and more removed from bal-
ance and stability as time goes on. Something must break even-
tually.

From this point of view, the trade cycle is not a mere fluctua-
tion superimposed on a state of steady, balanced growth; rather,
the trade cycle is part of the uery process of growth in a competi-
liuc cconomy. We intend to accept this picture as our working
hypoth<'sis in wl'r:rt. follows, anri wc shall invcstigatc existing thc-

economy of the nineteenth century was by no means the smooth
paradise envisaged by some of our modern economists who blame

all troubles on government interference with the economy

and would have us go back to an uncontrolled "free matket."
There was /ro govemment interference with the free market in

those days; yet panics were by no means exceptional, unexpected

events. on the contrary, the trade cycle with its recurrent panics

was the normal pattern of nineteenth-century economic develop-

ment.a
If we take the period from the end of the 1816 depression to

the panic of 1873, we can count 6 full cycles in approximately 57

y"ui., an average of 9 to 10 years per cycle. The actual intervals

tetween panics ranged from a low of 7 years, to more than 11

years. Thus the nineteenth-century trade cycle was by no means as

iegular as our mechanical example. But, and this is much more im-

porbant for us, neither was nineteenth-century growth at all steady

tr balanced. periods of growth alternated with sudden panics in

which the rate of growth declined sharply, and even became nega-

tive for short Periods.
In our brief historical summary, we have mentioned some of the

explanations of the various panics found in the literature. These

supposed causes range from aftereffects of a war to excessive spec-

utation in U.S. railway shares. They differ from one panic to the

next. we do not wish to dispute these explanations as such. But
we cannot help but be terribly dissatisfied with this whole kind of
explanation, which treats each panic as a separate, entirely new

urrd dirtirr"tive event, which must be "explained" by a cause all

its own. Actually, nineteenth-century panics were a recurtent, re-

peated, and practically predictable occurence. special explana-

iio.r, -uy, and probably do, enable us to understand just what

caused an inherently unstable and overextended state of the econ-

omy to collapse suddenly into wild panic.
dut these special explanations fail completely to explain the

much more important iact that the economic system developed

from aftermath of a panic, through prosperity, boom, and asso-

ciated speculation, to reach another inherently unstable and over-

extended state, time and time again with absolute regularity. what

we must look for is not special causes peculiar to each panic, but
general causes for this general development of a competitive econ-

omy without government interference.

a Wo har. taken much of our abbreviated account from Flamant ( 1968). The

literaiure on this topic is enormous' e.g., Matthcws (1959),-Rostow (1948)'

:rn<l refi,rcnces wil,hin those lto<lks. "Sorrr".-'".rn,rtnists, c.g., Rrems (1977), arrr

so willirrg t.() igtrorr'<tllvious f:tt:l's as l'tl rlttol'c trinet'r't'nl'h-t:t'nl'ttry tlltl'it:ls ittr

r,x:rr,,1,.1'l.lir.v:rlirlit.V,l'.rxrr.l:rssir':rl lritl:ttt.r.tl (r()wl,h l,ltrrrri.s!
,l

" Mirrskv (lll7'l )
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ories of the trade cycle from this point of view' Let us now list
some of the implications of such a program of theoretical research:

1. The state of balanced growth, which has been studied so ex-

tensively, is uninteresting (since it is unstable). Actual growth is

cyclical in nature and is not at all similar to balanced growth.
2. The argument which has been shown to be invalid (in section

A) must be "stood on its head." The correct argument reads: "His-
torical experience with a competitive system indicates that such a

system goes through a regular trade cycle. Any theoretical model
with a stable balanced growth path fails to show this observed

type of behavior and must therefore be excluded. Thus, the ap-

pearance of stability of the balanced growth path is a sign of fail-
ure of the theoretical model."

3. Since no linear theory can lead to a limit cycle (this is a
mathematical theorem\, any realistic economic model must be

essentially nonlinear. Far from being an advantage, strict linearity
of an economic model is a fatal drawback which cannot be toler-
ated. (Note: This refers to strict mathematical linearity; an other-

wise linear model with "floors" and/or "ceilings" is nonlinear,

from a mathematical point of view.)6
4. Since balanced growth is locally unstable, investigations of

"growth equilibrium" are of no scientific interest in economics'

The state so found may exist, but it cannot maintain itself for any

length of time. Economic theories based upon growth equilibrium
plus small deuiations from that state are unsuitable as a basis for
explaining reality.

By now, we see that our working hypothesis has cut quite a

swathe through the conventional economic literature. By the time
we discard all systems with a stable equilibrium (static or growth

equilibrium; it does not matter), all linear systems, and all time-
independent systems, there is mighty little left. It is a consequence

of our working hypothesis that the science of economics must be

started afresh.
The main foundation for dynamic economics, to which we can'

and will, return is the Tableau Economique of Francois Quesnay
(1?60). This picture of the economic system as a circular flow sur-

vives, since it does not assume stability or equilibrium, but rather
is capable of describing states far removed from either. The more

one reflects on the history of economic thought, the more one is

6The best-known economic model with ceilings and floors is the If icks (1950)
model, which we shall discuss at some lcngth in a later chaptcr. Also, thc im-
portarice of nonlinearity and thc idea of a "limil, cycle" has been st.resst'tl vcrv
il.rorrgly 5v R. M. (].otlwin (l 96?, 1972). This w.rk rl<'s.rv.s tt.ru<:6 tn.rt' :tl.-

l.r'rrl.iori l.h:rn il, lr:rs rocoivorl so l':rr.'l'lrc Crxrtlwitr rno<lcl is tlisr:ttssr'<l itt sr'<'l,ilrtt

l0(). Arr 11rly srrggr.sl,iorr ol'litttil. t'y<'los w:ts trt:ttk'lry S:ttnttt'lsott ( l1):11):r).
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impressed by the towering genius of Quesnay.

E. A digression on natural Price

The instability of the balanced state of the economy has some in-

teresting consequences for a long-standing controversy in econom-
ics, namely, the theory of "natural price" or "exchange value."
The essentials of these concepts were used by Adam Smith (1776),
by Ricardo (1821), and by Marx (1867). Adam Smith defines his

"natural price" as follows (p. 55):

There is in every society or neighbourhood an ordinary or average rate

both of wages and profit in every different employment of labour and

stock. . . . There is likewise in every society or neighbourhood an ordi-

nary or average rate of rent. . . . These ordinary or average rates may be

called the natural rates of wages, profit, and rent, at the time and place in
which they commonly prevail. When the price of any commodity is

neither more nor less then what is sufficient to pay the rent of the land,

the wages of the labour, and the profits of the stock employed in raising,

preparing, and bringing it to market, according to their natural rates, the

commodity is then sold for what may be called its natural price.

The advantage of such a concept for theoretical economics is

stressed ably by Ricardo (1821, p. 50):

Having fully acknowledge,l the temporary effects which, in particular

employments of capital, may be produced on the prices of commodities,
as well as on the wages of labour, and the profits of stock, by accidental

causes, without influencing the general price of commodities' wages, or
profits, since these effects are equally operative in all stages of society,

we will leave them entirely out of our consideration whilst we are treat-

ing of the laws which regulate natural prices, natural wages, and natural
profits, effects totally independent of these accidental causes. In speak-

ing, then, of the exchangeable value of commodities, or the power of
purchasing possessed by any one commodity, I mean always that power

which it would possess if not disturbed by any temporary or accidental

cause, and which is its natural price.

It is this natural price, or exchange value, not the momentary
current market price, which was the main concern of the classical

economists. To the extent that more recent economists accept

stability of general equilibrium, the general equilibrium price be-

comes a similar pivot about which current market prices are sup-

posed to move and therefore assumes the role of a neoclassical

substitute for the classical notion of "natural price."7
All this is fine if, but only if, the "natural price" is stable, in

'w,,,1,, rtpl nririnl,rrirr llr:rl, nrrr<'lassicirl c<luilillriuln prices arc c<luivalent t<>

1l:rssi<.11 rr:rl.rrr:rl 1rrir.r.s, rrtcrr.ly t.lt:rl, l.hr. l,wo r:on<'r.pl,s l\rll'ill sirnilrrr rolcs itr
r.rurlrlirrll l.lt0orisls lo r.ircrrrrrvr,rrl rliscrrssiort ol'l.irrI'rlr'pcr1tl0ttl, r'l'li'cl.s.

,.1
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price for each commodity, with actual prices fluctuating about
this average in the short term. But these average prices a\e not con-
stant in time but rather vary with time systematically and signifi-
cantly, as the trade cycle proceeds on its course.

After two hundred years of often violent debate over competing
theories of exchange value or natural price,s it is likely to come as

an anticlimax of massive proportions to find that the very concept
of exchange value, as used by the classics, is nothing but an "emp-
ty box." Nonetheless, there is no way to escape this conclusion.

Of the various classical schools of economics, only the physio-
crats, starting with Quesnay, had a plausible reason for ignoring
trade cycle fluctuations. Ever since the disastrous outcome of
John Law's "Mississippi bubble" speculative schemes (the bubble
burst in L72O), commercial speculation had a very bad name in
eighteenth-century France and was kept under the strictest con-
trol. The economy of France, as a result, was much less subject to
recument booms and panics than was the economy of eighteenth-
century Britain. The French economy pursued an even, regular
course by comparison. Steadily and surely, without faltering on its
way, it descended into ultimate disaster.

It is highly ironic that the one school of classical economics
which had good cause to ignore fluctuations and instabilities was
exactly the school which produced the only suitable method for
handling such problems: the Tableau Economique. All the other
schools have reasoned in terms of a basically stable system, with
an associated stable "natural price" for each commodity.

Exactly through this form of reasoning, by "leaving entirely out
of our consideration" some highly important effects, these schools
of economics have tended to lose touch with economic reality.
Ricardo denied the very possibility of a "general glut" of goods, in
spite of absolutely overwhelming contemporary evidence that the
phenomenon he was denying was occurring under his very nose.
His logically plausible grounds were that general overproduction
cannot occur in a balanced system which is stable. Indeed, it can-
not; unfortunately, the actual system does not possess the proper-
ties which Ricardo assumed.e

8See, for example, Hunt (1972), Harris (19?8), Pasinetti (1977), Samuelson
(1973), Walsh (1980)
eIt is widely believed that a long-term (ten-year) average over trade cycle fluc-
tuations can be described correctly by ignoring the fluctuations altogether,
i.e., by equilibrium theory. This is wrong mathematically: The average over
a limit cycle is nof equal to the value at the unstable equilibrium point within
l.hc limit. cycle. In chaptcr 14, we return to this point in more detail, in con-
nccl,ion with Iti<:ar<lo's prrxlictions [or thc rclative position of landlords and
inrlusl,rirrlisl.s irt l.ltc krrt11 rrttt.

the sense that actual marliet prices tend, of themselves under the

action of free competition, to return to this natural price after any

deviation.
However, one of the constituents of the ..natural price,, is the

ordinary or average rate of profit. Historically, this rate shows no

stabilitywhatsoever.onthecontrary,overthecourseofthetrade
cycle,profitsexhibitenolmouslystrong,entirelysystematicvari-
uilo.rr.-tt" size of these variations is as big, or bigger, than the

averagelevelofprofits(averagedovertheentirecycle).These
profii fluctuations are by no means random, from one enterprise

io the next. Rather, they pervade the entire economy at once' in-

cluding all enterprises wiihin it' When "trade is good," everyone

makeslood profits; when "trade is bad," even otherwise sound en-

terprises .r,ry tira themselves unable to meet their bills' In many

instances,profitsturnnegativeduringandimmediatelyfollowinga
panic. The curre.rt leveiof profits, in turn, influences prices of

capital goods, share market prices, etc' etc' Thus, the repercussions

extend throughout the economY.
Under such conditions, the concept of a "natural price" be-

comes of very questionable value' A "natural price" which is not

the center around which actual prices revolve, except in a long-

term average of ten years or so, is not suitable to be used in the

way that Ricardo ani other economists want to use it. The "tem-
poi*y effects', by which prices deviate from such artificial "nat-

ural prices,' are neither ,'accidental" nor "without influence on

the general price of commodities, wages or profits'" From our

poinl of view, there is nothing "accidental" about the trade cycle

-it 
is an inherent property of the economic system under discus-

sion; and one must be deliberately blind to fail to note the influ-

ence of this trade cycle on "the general price of commodities,

wages, or profits." In spite of Ricardo's strong words' the devia-

tions from his ,,natural price" ate not"temporary or accidental"

andmustnotbe]eft..entire]youtofourconsideration.,,Theyare
not accidents of economic life-they are an essential part of it.

Norealistictheoryofeconomicbehaviorcanbebuiltbystart-
ingfromalong-termaverage,whenthedeviationsfromthataver-
ageareentirelycomparabletotheaveragevalueitselfandarefur-
tilermore decidedly iystematic in nature. To the extent that "nat-

ural price,, or ,,exch-ange value" is taken to have the properties

postulatedforitbytheclassicaleconomists'weareforcedtothe
Lonclusion that this concept is one of the famous "empty boxes"

ofeconomics:atheoreticalconcepttowhichthercisnocountcr-
part in rcal economic life. There is a market pritlc, sttrc t:r-rotrgh;

irnrl, irr attv shtlrt, pcri<l<l of t'inle, tlrcrc cxists illl av('rilg('tlrarl<t't

irt
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From our point of view, the essential aspect of an economic

theory is not its concept of exchange value or natural price, but
rather the attitude taken toward the Tableau Economique and its
implications. Theories which take into account the circular flow of
goods and of money, and only those theories, allow one to go be-

yond the markets for goods to the system of production and circu-

lation of these goods, and hence to make real progress in dynamic
economics.

CHAPTER 9

Schematic trade cycle models:
part I

A. Introduction: the acceleration principle

In this and the next chapter, we introduce the main schematic
models of the trade cycle in the literature. Much of this material
can be found in the excellent litile book by Nicholas Rau (1gT4),
but, as becomes evident, we do not always agree with the conclu-
sions in the literature.

All these "schematic" models have certain common properties.
1. The models are highly ,,aggregated,, or ,,macroeconomic,, in

nature, working with "total output,' y,,,investment,, I,,,consump_
tion" C, "stocks" (also called ,,inventorieS,,) S, *d ,o on. All
these are sums over rather disparate things. For example, ,.con_
sumption" includes various food commodities, items oi clothing,
motor cars, etc. They are aggregated in terms of total value, either
at current prices, or at,,constant,, prices.

2. Therefore these crude models find it difficult to handle both
quantities and prices. Largely for this reason, the analysis, such asit is, proceeds in "purely real,, terms; i.e., price cfranges are ig_
nored by means of reduction to ,,constant,, prices.

3. The usual models all use period analysis; i.e., time is divided
into fixed periods. The period is sometimes one yea.r, more often a
quarter of a year. Aggregates at time f, thought of as the end of
period number f, are related to the same, and other, aggregates one
or more periods earlier. As a result, the choice of the period is im-
portant in understanding and analyzing each model.

To introducc th. hasic concepts, let us consider the relationship
lretwocn <r<>nsrrrnpl,ion <lcman<-l c(t) at timc t and national income
Y. (jorrsrrrrrPl,iorr is.xprr:t,r'<l [o irrr:rcirsr. wil,lr irrr:<lrnr'. c)vcr a n<>1,
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K: uY

Here u is a constant, which will turn out to be the so-called "accel-
eration coefficient." This term was introduced by John Maurice
Clark (191?). If output is to increase by 6 Y in the next period, we
require an increase of UDY in the capital stock; this extra capital
stock represents net investment. If the constant u exceeds unity
(the usual case) then increases in expected or desired output imply
larger increases in necessary capital stock, and hence substantial
net investment. In the simplest form of the acceleration principle,2
we anticipate an output increase, during period f , of 6Y: y(, - 1) -
Y(t - 2) (the actual increase of the most recent past), and we
therefore schedule an investment 1 : 6K : u6Y to cover this an-
ticipated extra demand. In addition, there will be some "auton-
omous" net investment 1o which is not related directly to imme-
diate changes of demand. We put these together to obtain the in-
uestment equation:

I(t): Io * ufY(t - 7) - Y(t - 2)l

Here 1o and u are constants, called "autonomous investment" and
"accelerator, " respectively.

Before proceeding further, it is desirable to take a careful look
at this "accelerator" constant u. In the relationship K: uY, K is a
stock whereas Y is a flow. Hearce u: KIY has the dimension of a
time. As a crude first approximation, u is that time (measured in
units of the "period" of our period analysis) needed to replenish
the entire stock of capital K if the entire current rate of output Y
is used for no other purpose. In modern developed economies, the
capital stock could not be replaced in less than two years, with
perhaps four years as a more realistic estimate. On the other hand,
the relationship K: uY is much too crude and is not really re-
quired for the investment equation. Actually, the u which appears
in the investment equation represents the marginal increase in cap-
ital for a marginal increase in output. This is likely to be somewhat
smaller than the average ratio KlY. Thus, on a very crude basis,
two years or thereabouts might be a reasonable rough estimate for
u. Since this time must be measured in units of the "period" of
our model, u : 2 for an annual model, u : 8 for a quarlerly mod-
cl, and so on. We emphasize that these are only very rorigh esti-
rnates, with no claim to precision.

Our final model equation is for the national income f(f). The
r:<rnsumption demand C(l) and the investment demand I(t) are de-

2lrorl'rrlk'rtlis<:ussiorr,sr.r,Olrqrcry(l9l-r2), l(nox(l9l-r2),Matl.hcws(1959),
l,ovoll (l{)(il).

toowiderangeofincomes,weshouldthenbeabletoapproximate
this relationship by a straight line:

C: Co * mY

where Co and m are constants' The quantity m is the "marginal

propensity to constim"i-ot f"v"es 11-9aO; and is expected to lie

between zero and ore, ruth", 
"iorut 

io the upper limit' A small in-

crease dY innational income results in an increase dC: mX dY

in consumption; ttre iest, (1 - m\dY, appears as savings' that is' is

not spent on consumPtion'
The consumption-income relationship must be taken with some

caution. First, it is at best a rough approximation' valid only (if at

all) for a narrow range of incomes Y' In particular' .it.is, 
nof per-

mitted to set y: 0 i"n tnis relationship, to that Co is interpreted

asthatlevelofconsumptionCorrespondingtozeronationa]in-
come. The straight ti.,e is u' upp'o*i-ation valid only over a lim-

ited region of Y-values and muit be modified long before we reach

Y: 0.
The second caution refers to time lags' People need-time to ad-

jrrt io a change in income' Thus, consumption demand C(f) in pe-

riod t should U" t"iutla to income Y in an earlier period' To keep

things simple to, ,ro*, let this earlier period be the one immediate-

ly before, so that we write:

C(t1: Co + mY(t - L)

This is otrt consumPtion equation'
Next, we require an investment equation' Some investment is

needed to replace *pitut stock which hus wor. out. This "replace-

ment investment" is not counted as part of net investment' on the

other hand, if we *iJ to, o' 
"*pu"i 

to have to' plan fot increased

output in the f"il;;-d;; we must invest in an increased capital

.to"t to make this possible' As the simplest imagina-ble case' as-

sume that there exisis a simple proportional relationship between

the current .to"r. oilupitairt^ urd th" level of output Y which

cu., Ue achieved with this stock of capital:

lThe,ealeenormous,probablyinsurmountable.difficultiesinthewayofde.
fining this quantitv I il;"*;d";"Jv-in"r.i"*i i954' H*"o"rt t972\' capi-

tal can be "aggregatedffiilill-";# Jf uult'"t' but the value of a piece of

capital equipment d";";;;;;uch things as the rate of return' The simple

schematic models diJ;t#;;;; *" ""t't"u"tt 
enough to be subjected to

such fundam"rrtut "'iiilli'' 
i"i"t aggregate K by valuing each-"machine" at

its cost price, perhap;;;;;;";; i" ;'""i1Jt-'."t prices" bv some price index'

Morc scarching qr",tiJt"" -"t u" uuoiaoa by ihc oroccss of [irmly closing

hoth eyes. tn p.o"ti"ui#o.Llll"t ,-l in thcorv. this (lifficulty can lre circum-

vent,c<l by working *;i;''*;;i';1;al' not l'tltai' rluant'itios (li)i<:hncr l9tl0'

p. I 7:|-17{i).
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mands for output; if the economy is able to meet these demands

upon it, then the actual output is equal to their sum:

Y(f): C(t)+ I(t)

which is our output equation. It is important to emphasize that

this is not an accounting identity, but rather represents an assump-

tion about the real *orld which the model is intended to approxi-

mate to. This assumption may tum out to be true or false. For ex-

ample, if the demand for output is very high, as it is in wartime,

the economy is unable to meet all these demands. Then actual out-

put is less tiran the sum of all demands, some of the demands re-

maining unfulfilled. For now, however, we shall assume that the

capacity of the economy rs suis sufficientlv hieh to make our simpley high

output equation valid.

B. The accelerator-multiplier model

The three equations, for consumption, investment, and output,

respectively, which we wrote down in section A provide the es-

sence of the famous accelerator-multiplier model of samuelson

(1e3e).
Let us first dispose of the simple case of equilibrium; i-e', all

quantities appearing in the model are constant in time' We denote

equilibriumieuels by a bar over the letter, e.g.,7 is the equilibrium
level of Y, etc. If we replace all time-dependent quantities by their

equilibrium values, the three equations become:

O:Cn+mi i=Io*O ?:C+7
We substitute the values of C and 7 fro- the first two equations

into the third:
+*Y*16: (Co+ Io)*mY

and we solve this last equation for the equilibrium output level Y

to get:

+ Io\l$ - m)

This is the famous "multiplier" equation of Keynes (1936), the
,,multiplier,, being the factor Llo - m). This multiplier effect was

first suggested by Kahn (1931), in connection with employment,

and was then used by Keynes for national income'
For the sake of illustration, take a specific value of the marginal

propensity to consume, say m: 0.?5. Out of cach extra dollar of
in,,.r-", on the avcragc 75 r:ents is s,cnl on ooltsllm,Li<tn;25 t:tlnls

is sav<.tI. 
,l'hcn t.hc rnultilrli0r t'r1uills 1/(-l 0.75) 4. ll0trt'<'r':rr:lt
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extra dollarofnew expenditure generates, other things being equal,
four dollars of additional nationar income. The mechanics of this
process can be related to the mathematical expansion:

ll\-m): 7* m * m2 + m3 + ... +

This is interpreted as follows: start with one extra dollar spent,
which shows up as income in the hands of, say, a merchant. This
is the "1" in the series. In the "first round," this merchant spends
a fraction m of the dollar he has received, thus generating the term
m in the series. This income accrues to someone in the ,,second
round," who then spends a fraction m of his receipts, leading to
the term m2 ;and so on, round after round

This simple expression for equilibrium national income i is at
the heart of the well-known Keynesian policy recommendations
for getting out of a depression. we should encourage consumers to
spend more and save less, because this raises m and., with it, the
value of the multiplier. we should inject extra spending power into
the economy, i.€., raise Co so as to raise the entire consumption
curve, thereby generating a ,,consumer-led recovery.,'We should
encourage businessmen to invest more, thereby (it is hoped) rais-
ing the basic level of investment 1o and, as a result, naiional in-
come, in an "investment-led recovery.,, Governments should be
prepared to add to the national debt for these purposes, and they
can afford to do so, because for each dollar they injeci into the
economy a much larger number of dollars is added to the national
income. some of this'extra income can then be recovered by the
government through normal proportional taxation.

our only comment, for now, is to point out that ail this is based
on an equilibrium value of the national income. There is a tacit as-
sumption that the system has a natural tendency to approach this
equilibrium. The question is: Does it have such a tendency in real-
itv?

To investigate this question, ret us now rook at the system of
three equations (consumption, investment, and incom") i, tt"
general case, away from precise equilibrium. Let us combine the
three equations into one, by substituting the value of C(f) from
the consumption equation, and the value of I(t) from the invest-
ment equation, into the output equation. when we do so, and col-
lect like terms, we obtain:

Y(t): (Cn + Io) + (m + u)y(t - 1) - uy(t _ 2)
Ikrnr:<', if we know tl're values of the national income in the two
1rr.t:r'rli.g p.rirrls ll,lr. virltr.s .l' y(l - 1) and of y(t - 2)|, then
w(' ('irr) r'irlcrrlirl,r' Llrc rr:rl,iorrirl irrr.()rrr0 in pr.rio<l t, y(l). Starting

Y: (Co

Y: (CO

I^
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from known or assumed values Y(0) at time f : 0 and Y(1) at

time t: 1, we can work forward to get Y(2)' From the now

known values of Y(1) and Y(2), we can work forward to get Y(3);

and so on, indefinitelY.
In Table 9.1, we carry out three such calculations' with param-

eters chosen as follows:
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co+10 m: 0.75, Y(0) : Y(1) : 101

u : 0.9 (first column),
u : 1.5 (second column),

3.0 (third column)

Table 9.'l

Time Development of National Income

Table 9.1 assumes the accelerator-multiplier modelwith
m : 0.75, Y : 100, and uarious ualues of the acceleration
coeffieient u, namely, u:0.9, 1.5, and 3.0. The initial
ualues of income are 7 percent aboue equilibrium level.

National income Y(t)

With Co + /o : 25 and m: O'75, the equilibrium value of na-

tional i.,comL is 7: 100;the values of Y(0) and Y(1) are taken as

one percent above this, equal to 101'

Let us now discuss the results in Table 9'1' For u: 0'9-the na-

tional income Y(f ) oscillates around the equilibrium value Y: 100'

the oscillations becoming smaller as time goes on' One complete

cycle takes approximat"ty tZ of these "periods" (for example'

from the peak at ,: 13 to ttre next peak aL t: 25)' For this value

of the accelerator coefficient u, the model is stable; i'e'' the equil-

ibrium value is approached eventually'
This is not true for larger values of u. with u: L.5 we get oscil-

lations,again,butnowtheoscitlationsincreaseinstrengthastime
goes on. It i, tf,un only a matter of time before we get completely

impossible values from the model-for example, a negative value

of national income (!) at time t:23' With even larger values of

the accelerator constant, say u : 3'0, we lose the oscillations' but

weretainthetrendtoimpossiblevalues.Thenationalincomepre.
dicted by the model becomes more and more negative (we have

stopped giving numbers after f : 1?, when we have exceeded a

,r"g'utir" -ittio" after starting from a positive 101)'

the mathematical treatment in section D leads to the following

general results:
1. The equilibrium state is stable if u lies between 0 and 1-' un-

stableifuexceedsl'(Thecaseu:1-,exactly,isofnointerest'since
the precise value of u'depends on what we choose to be our time

"perliod." If u : 1, exactly, for some choice of period, it becomes

different from unity by choosing a period O'077o, say' smaller')

2. For values "f 
u taitly close to unity (oneither side) the behav-

ior is oscillatory; i.e., one gets a "cycle" in the national income'

This cycle is "damped" foi u less than unity, "explosive'-' for u

grcatt,i than unity (r"e "tl'"ln 2 of Tablc 9'1' u -' 1'5' for thc

ntcatting of iltt "ex1rl<-rsivt' t:yt:lc")'
l]. l,.or rr r:Orrsi<lt,ftrlrly l:rigcr l,lrlrrr rrrril,v (Prt't:iscly ltow tttttt'lt litr-

Time t
0

1

2

3

4

5

o

7

B

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
,o

19

20

21

22

23

24
25
)a

21
ao

2.9

30

31
aa

JJ

34
Il lr

v:0.9
101 .00
101 .00
100.75

100.34

99.88
99.50
99.28
99.27
99.44

99.73
100.06
'100.34

'100.51

100.54

100.43

100.22

99.98
99.77

99.64
99.61

99.68
99.83

100.00

1 00.1 6
'r00.26

100.29

100.24
100.14

100.01

99.89
99.82
99.79
99.82

99.90
{x).1){)

1(X) ()/

v- t.5
'101.00

10'l .00
100.75

1 00.1 9

99.30
98.14
96.86
95.74

95.1 1

95.40
96.98

1 00.1 0

104.76
1 

'10.57

1i6.63
121 .57

123.58

120.71

111.22

94.19
70.09

41.42

13.06
1 1E

-12.O2
9.59

64.59
155.96

279.O1

418.84

ilg.87
631.71

623.03
479.25

1 68.78
:l't 4 1?

y:3.0
101.00
101 .00
100.75

99.81

97.05
89.49
69.44
16.94

-1 19.81

-475.O9
-1 ,397.17

-3,789.1 1

-9,992.65
-26,080.1 

'l

-67 ,t97.47

-175,915.17
-456,489.47

-1 ,183,885.00

d
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ger depends on the marginal propensity to consume m) the motion
is unstable but no longer oscillatory. An example is the case u : 3.0
in Table 9.1. Once the income starts decreasing, it continues do-
ing so, more and more rapidly, getting into ever more negative val-
ues before long. If the income starts by increasing, it also con-
tinues doing that,more and more rapidly. In that case, no negative
values of income occur, but the positive values soon exceed all rea-

sonable bounds, in particular the bounds set by the total produc-
tive capacity of the economy.

It is apparent that the actual value of the accelerator constant u
is of paramount importance. Since this, in turn, depends on the
time "period" chosen for our model, we must discuss the consider-
ations involved in choosing a "correct" time period for such crude
models.3

In the consumption equation, C(t) is supposed to depend on
Y(t - 1), the income in the immediately preceding period. To
make this a sensible approximation, the length of our time period
should be equal to the time delay in consumer reaction to a

change in income. This time has been estimated from U.S. data by
Lloyd Metzler (1948) to be very short indeed, certainly less than
three months.

However, such a short "period" is not well adapted to our in-
vestment equation. Here (f) is assumed to depend on the differ-
ence Y(f - 1) -y(, - 2). This difference is a rough measure of the
rate of change of national income at a time 1.5 periods before
time f. The time delay between a rise in national income and the
resultant induced investment cannot be very short. Producers must
first be sure that the rise is not just temporary; then they must
make an investment decision; additional time then elapses before
this decision results in actual output of investment goods. The
rather long time lag expected on this basis is confirmed by the
data quoted in Metzler (1948), where he arrives at a delay time be-

tween one yezu and six quarters, roughly. If we set this delay equal
to 1.5 of our "periods," as we should, then the length of one "pe-
riod" is between eight months and one year.

We are therefore faced with strongly conflicting requirements!
The best choice of period for consumption is one thing (less than
3 months); for investment it is quite different (between 8 and 12
months). The actual choice is bound to be an unhappy compro-
mise; probably half a year is close to the best we can do, but it is

not at all very good.
Earlier, we estimated that the accelerator coefficient u is of the

3This 
lloinl. has bccn cmphasizc<l by Duncan I"olcv ( I g7l-r).
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order of two years at a minimum, probably rather larger. With atime period of half a year, this means the numerical vilue of u isat least 4, probabry rarger. Thus, with the best compromise esti-mates for the coefficients, the accererator-multiprier model ofsamuelson is not only uiolently unstabre, but d.ois not euen leadto oscillations of any sort.
one might think that the reason for this lies in the conflicting

requirements for the choice of the time period. It is easy enoughto modify the model so as to avoid this conflict. since the timelag for consumption is so much shorter than for investment, thesimplest procedure is to ignore the consumption time lag arto-gether, so that the revised consumption equation becomes:

C(t): Co + mY(t)
This is not a "bogus equation', (Rau lg74), in spite of the appar_
ent instantaneous response of consumption to income; the actuar
adjustment is not instantaneous, but the time lag is so short that it
can be neglected compared to other lags. The resulting system ofequations is studied in the mathematical appendix. frrt revised
system turns out to be stable onry if the accelerator coefficient uis less than 1 - m. With m : O.7i,this means u { ll4as acondi-tion for stability. with our unit of time between g months and ayear, and u at least two years, the numerical value of u is equar totwo at the very minimum, well and truly removed from tne stauit-ity limit 7l4.we conclude that the instability is nof due to the dif_
ficulties in choosing a time period suitable for such a model.

Quite apart from the clioice of parameters in this model, or
even the choice of the structurar equations (e.g., the two arterna-
tives for the consumption function listea above), we now point
out that no linear model can form the basis foi'a theory of the
trade cycle. Linear models have a very rimited repertoire Lf possi
ble solutions:

1. stable solutions which are not oscillatory (approaching the
equilibrium values in a regular, one-sided way);

2. stable solutions which are oscillatory, such as the case u: 0.g
in Table 9.1;

3' unstable solutions which are oscilatory (see u: 1.b in Tabre9.1); and
4. unstable solutions which are not oscillatory (see u : S'.0 i,Table 9.1).

. These arc the only possible solution types for linear models (weigrrorc s.mc pc<:uliar slrcciar types whiJ depend upon particular
rrunrcrir:al rt'lat,i.rrships ll.Lwct'n thc parametcrs of the model,r.lrrl,i,rrslrilrs wlri<'lr .rrrl<l lrrlrl, if irl, .ll, .nlv lry an ar:<:irlent).

lr
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ment was only 27vo of the fall in total investment. In the seven peace-
time expansion phases of gross national product (1927-lg2}, lg24-
1926, 1927-1929, t932-1937, 1938-1941, 1949-1951, 1954_1956) in_
ventory investment accounted on the average for 47vo of the rise in total
investment. on the other hand if cyclical expansions are measured on a
broader basis, disregarding one-year contractions and so yielding three
expansion phases only (1927-29, lgSZ-41, 1949-56), inventory invest-
ment accounts on the average for no more than 26To of the rise in total
investment.

Thus, the short, "minor" cycle seems to have very much to do
with investment, voluntary or otherwise, in ,,inventories,,' i.e.,
stocks of finished or partially finished goods, work in progress,
and stocks of raw materials for production. This kind of ,.working
capital" has been ignored in the model of section B. The.,invest-
ment" which we have denoted by /(f) is not differentiated into in-
vestment in fixed capital (plant and machinery) and inventory in-
vestment (working capital). We must now make that distinction.

Fixed capital includes the factory buildings, machines installed
therein, perhaps a privately owned spur line connecting the fac-
tory to the nearest railway line, trucks and other motor vehicles,
etc. These items are not procured lightly or without a deliberate
investment decision. Nor are they items which can be disposed of
easily on the market, at least not without taking catastrophic
losses.

Working capital includes stocks of finished articles, of raw mate-
rials, and work in process, as the main items. Such stocks must be
maintained if the business ls to run profitably. It is impossible to
rely on making everything "to order', if and when an order is re-
ceived. Customers value quick delivery and will go to the competi-
tion if we maintain no stocks out of which to fill orclers. suppriers
of raw materials do not respond to our orders immediately. The
factory cannot work efficiently on a ,,stop and go,, basis. Thus,
inventories must be maintained.

But, unlike fixed capital, inventory levels can alter without any
deliberate investment decision by management. Normally, produc-
tion is planned for some time ahead, in expectation of future sales.
If actual sales in this "production planning period,, tum out to
agree with the sales forecast, nothing happens to the level of inven-
tories. But now suppose that sales exceed the forecast. To increase
production immediately, the manufacturer must order more raw
materials, may have to run the factory overbime, may have to hire
rnorc labor--and all this nray be a complete waste of funds if the
int:rcasc irr sak's wirs .jtrst, a ternporary fluctuation. Thus manufac-
l,rrrcrs lrrcli'r l,o wrril, ir wlrilc llr.lilro l,irking srrt:lr s[c1ls. II'llrorlr.rr:-

No matter how complicated a linear model may be in detail, there

are no other types o1 solutions, and the general solution is always

a linear superpbsition of solutions of these types. Btrt none of
these solution types, and no linear superposition of them, gives

rise to 
"r, 

u"""pluble model of the trade cycle: Stable solutions

approach equilibrium, so the cycle "dies down," contrary to ob-

servation; and unstable solutions soon become impossible econom-

ically.
In spite of its undoubted historical importance, the linear sam-

uelsonmodelisquiteunsuitableasamodelofthetradecycle.
In another paper later that same year (Samuelson 1939a), Sam-

uelson ,rggurf"d nonlinear modifications of his model, in partic-

ular emptrasizing the curved relationship between consumption

and income. He also suggested the possibility that such a model

might give rise to a limit cycle. Much later, other possibilities have

UeJo.t " apparent; in particular it is possible that the nonlinear

Samuelson model can, for some values of the parameters, give rise

to ,,strange attractors" (see section 8B). In spite of these inter-

esting malhematical possibilities, the nonlinear Samuelson model

has not received -r"n attention in the literature. The probable

reason is that economists have felt that nonlinear effects other

than those stressed by samuelson (effects on investment and on

total national income, rather than on consumption) must be taken

into account first. we exhibit such a model in section 10A.

C. The inventorY cYcle

There is considerable evidence that actual trade cycles are not all

of tt " same kind. Economic historians distinguish between "mi-
nor" and "major" cycles; some suggest the existence of (roughly

20-year) "building cycles" (Derksen 1940, Isard L94Z) and of

"long waves" of economic activity (roughly 50 years)' Th-ere is no

kindofunanimity.The..Iongwaves,,ofKondratiev(1922)are
particularly controversial.^However,thereisuniversalagreementontheexistence'and

nearlyuniversalagreementontheinterpretation,ofthe"minor
cycle," of duration around three to three and one-half years' We

quote Matthews (1959):

Between 1919 and 1956 there were six occasions (apart from the post-

warreconversionyearlg46)whengrossnationalproductfellforone
year and then recovered: 1921, 1924, 1921,1938, 1949, 1954' on thcse

occasions the fall in inventory invcstmcnt accounted on the avt-ragc for

n<r lt'ss Lhan 75%, of thc fal| in total irrvest,mr'nt. In tho mrlrc prrrlrrngod

c0nt,rilr.l,i()rr of 1929-l)2, on l,ltt'ol.lt(lr llattd, l.lrc fall itt ittvt'ttl,orY ittvt'sl'- I

d
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tion levels are not altered right away, then the very welcome rn-

creased level of orders must be fitled by mnning down the inven-
tories of finished goods. Thus, unexpected extra sales lead to unin-
tended (negative) inventory investment.a Conversely, actual sales

less than the forecast result in equally unintended, but very much

less welcome, positive inventory investment: we are facing a con-

tinuing growth in the stock of unsold goods.

Thus, while investment in fixed capital is normally planned and

deliberate, inventory investment may contain an unplanned, unin-

tended component of sizable amount. The essential factor causing

this is tjrle time /og between a change in the rate of sales and the
resultant, induced, change in the level of production'

In section B we allowed for a time lag between receipt of extra
income and the increase in consumption demand (this is called a

"Roberbson lag"), but not for a time lag between a change in de-

mand and the resultant change in the volume of production (called

"Lundberg lag"). The absence of a Lundberg lag showed itself in
the income equation, where income Y(f) was taken to adjust itself
instantaneously to the demand for this income, C(t) + ^I(f), in the
same peiod /. This procedure is justified if the Robertson lag is

much larger than the Lundberg lag. However, Metzler (1948) gives

data which contradict this relationship. According to Metzler, the
Robertson lag is less than a quarter, whereas the Lundberg lag is of
the order of one "production planning period," typically four to
six months.

We must therefore modify the theory of section B in (at least)

two ways:
1. We must keep track of the level of stocks, called S(f), and

2. We must allow for the Lundberg lag (but may forget about
the Robertson lag).

The "period" of the resulting model is one "production plan-

ning period."
We shall continue to use the symbol 1(f) for "investment," but

now it means investment in fixed capital only. Acttal inventory
investment in period f is simply the difference S(r) - S(, - 1),

where S(f) stands for the level of stock at the end of period num-

ber f. Consumption demand in period f is still called C(f), but we

also introduce predicted consumption demand cx(f), desiredlevel
of stocks at the end of the period S*(f), andpredicted (fixed capi-

tal) investment demand 1*(f). All these predictions are made at the
end of the period f - 1 and influence the level of production cho-

aIt is important to distinguish clearly between "inventory" (the /eucl of the
st<rck) and "inventory investment" (the rate of change of this krvel).
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sen, and then maintained, within period f. This rever of production
in turn determines (real) national income y(f) during period f. The
production decision is assumed to be made as follows:s

-- c*(t).

:.r*(r).

: s*(r) - s(r - 1).

1. Production to cover expected sales
of consumption goods

2. Production to cover expected sales
of investment goods

3. Production to bring stocks to the
desired level

Hence our income equation reads:

Y(t) : c*1r; + l*1r; + s*(r) -s(, - 1)

The second equation is the stock balance: Actual stock at time f,
S(f), is equal to desired stock S*(f) if actual consumption C(t)
equals predicted consumption c*1r; and actual investment de-
mand (f) equals expected investment demand l*1fy. fo the extent
that actual demands differ from expected demands, the desired
stock level will not be attained. Hence the stocle balance equation
reads:

s(r) : s*1r; + c*(t) - C(t) + f(t) - \t)
These are two basic equations, but we need more. We must make
some assumptions about desired and actual levels of consumption,
about desired and actual levels of investment, and about the de-
sired level of inventories.

In the theory of the pure inuentory cycle we ignore, deliberate-
ly, possible fluctuations in, investment in fixed capital (the accel-
erator effect). Thus, for now we assume a constant, autonomous
level of fixed capital investment:6

rG): r*(t): ro

To get the simplest possible version of the inventory cycle, we
make the following purely provisional assumptions:

C(t): Co + mY(t)

c*(t): c(t - t)
s*1r; : go

Consumption equation, Robertson
lag ignored

Predicted consumption : actual
consumption in last period

Desired stock level constant

If we think of quantities at earlier times, such as S(f - 1), as
5 Our account of inventory cycle theory leans strongly on the original work of
Lloyd Metzler (1941, 1946, 1947, 1948).
6Thi, con be obtainc<l frorn our earlier investment equation, formally, by set-
ting thc accelcrat<>r c<>nslarrt u cqual to zero.

Ll



Table 9.2

The Pure Inventory Cycle, Simplest Case
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the equilibrium sales per period; i.e., So : 50. We start the model
at time t : 1 with precisely this desired level of stocks as actual
stocks, but with national income five percent higher than equi-
librium income; i.e., Y(1): 105 ratherthan i: 100.

Let us go through the first lines of Table 9.2. At the start of the
second time period, we estimate consumption demand from actual
demand in period number 1; hence C*(2): C(1): 108.75, the
latter value arising from the consumption equation C(L) : go a
mY(l) : 25 + 0.75 X 10b: 10B.ZE. At theitart of period 2, the
actual inventory level, ,s(1) : 50 (assumed) agrees with the desired
level So : 50; hence no production is scheduled ,,to stock.,, The
total scheduled production Y(2): 108.7b now appears as national
income in period 2. The resulting consumption dimand is C(2) :
Co + mY(2) : 21+ 0.75 X 109.?b : 102.81, /ess than the pre_
dicted demand C*e).The difference, C*(2) - C(2): 10B.Zb _
102.81 : 0.94 shows up as unintended. inuentory inuestment,
making the inventory level at the end of period 2 equal io S(2) :
50.94.

Since this exceeds the desired level, 80, by 0.94, we schedule a
(negative) amount -O.94 for ,,production to inventory,, in period
3; i.e., the production scheduled equals expected consumption de_
mand minus 0.94. Thus: y(B) : C*(B) + S*(B) - S(2) : 102.81 +
50.00 - 50.94: 101.87.

Thus manufacturers have scheduled, deliberately, less produc_
tion than the sales demand which they anticipate, the purpose be-
ing to bring down the excessive level of inventories. But do they
succeed in this aim? Not at alMnventories at the end of the third
Pgtrgd stand at S(3) : 5"1..47, higher than the already high S(2) :
50.94. The reason, of course, is that actual sales irrperiod 3 are
much below expected sales, leading to an unintended positive in-
ventory investment which more than cancels the intended inventory
disinvestment. It is this possibility of unintended investment which
produces the "cycle" which appears so clearly in Table 9.2. Look_
ing at the table, we see that the complete inventory cycle (peak to
next peak) takes 12 time units. The cycle is stable; i.e., the peaks
get progressively smaller, and equilibrium is approached eventually.

However, this stability is rather precarious, since it disappears
when one makes even slightly more realistic assumptions about ex-
pectations and desired stock levels than we have made so far. The
following changes, at the very least, are desirable:

1. Desired stock levels should bear some rerationship to expected
salcs. If thc cxpccted sales volume is high, one requirer high"t
stor:k k'vcls, also. witlrin ir n.l, too wiclc region we can approximate
t,his witlr a lirrr,:rr rcltrl.iorrslrilr:

We assume Cs : 25, m: 0.75, Io : 0, So : {0,
and initial uaiues Y(1) : 105.00, S(1) : 59.6r-

Time c* (t) s"/t/-sft-t)

0.00

-0.94
-1.41
-1.41

-1.05
-0.53

0.oo

0.40
ntro

o.59

o.44
o.22
0.00

-o.11

-o.25
-o.25
-0.1 I
-0.09

0.00

1

2

J

4
5

6

7

I
o

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

11

1B

19

20

103.75

102.81

101.41

100.00

98.95
98.42
98.42
98.81

99.41

100.oo
100.44

100.67
'100.67

1 00.50

100.25

100.00

99.81

99.12
95.72

Y(t)

105.00
'103.75

101 .87

100.00

98.59

97.89
97.89
98.42
99.21

100.00

1 00.59

100.89

100.89

100.67

100.33

100.00

99.75
99.62
99.62
99.72

c(t)

103.75
102.81

101 .41

100.00
98.95

98.42
98.42
98.81

99.41
100.00

100.44

100.67
100.67

1 00.50

100.25

100.00
99.81

99.72
99.72
99.79

s(t)

50.00
50.94

51 .41

51.41

51.05

50.53
50.00
49.60
49.41

49.41

49.56

49.18

50.00

50.1 7

50.25

50.25
50.1 I
50.09
50.00
49.93

known, then there are seven unknowns: f(f), /(f), C(r), S(f),
l*1r;, C*1r;, and S*(f), and we now have seven equations for t!em'

The resulting system of equations is discussed in the mathemat-

ical appendix. The equilibrium income is exactly the same as in

section B, namely Y: (Co + /o)/(1 -m). This is to be expected,

since equilibrium implies that the actual stock level s(f) agrees

with the desired level S*(t), both being constant in time. Hence

there is no inventory investment (change in stock level) in equi-

librium, so that equilibrium income is not altered by allowing for
inventories.

To see what happens out of equilibrium, we prcsent, in Tablt'
9.2, a special case, namelY Co * Io :25andnt - 0.75 (t:xa<:tly as

in Taltle 9.1), but now of coLlrs() u 0 (no acr:olcritl,itllr t'f'l'r'r:L). wt'
r:lr<lose a <k'sirr'<l ittvcttl,ory lcvcl .S'x'(l) S,, r'rlttitl l,tl rltteltltll'ol'

{



s*(r): so + LoC*(r)

where Se and u.r are constants. The latter plays a role in this theory

.i*ilu, tt tne role of the accelerator coefficient u in the Samuelson

model;itisthereforeoftencalledthe"inventoryaccelerator"co-
efficient. Just as that of u, the numerical value of u; depends on

ihe length of time chosen as the "period" of our model'

It is most unlikely that predicted sales C*(r; are based purely

and entirely on actual sales in the preceding period' C(t - 1)' A

reasonable man pays some attention to past sales trends-as well'

i.e., to the amount by which actual sales have altered between

f "rioo, 
t _ 2 and, t _ l. Metzler suggests a ,,coefficient of expecta-

tion" 4 as a new constant, to be used in the predictor equation:

c*(t): C(t - 1) + qlc(r - 1) - C(t - Dl

It 11 : 0 we get the old prediction rule' If n : 1' the apparent trend

is assumed to continue on into the future, unaltered in strength' A

cautious man is likely to use a value of 4 between zero and 1'

probably well below 1.

The resulting theory, with the new equations for-S* and C*' is

analyzed in thl mathematical appendix' We find there a certain

"orriitio., 
for stability of the oscillations, involving the values of m'

the marginal propensity to consume; u'r, the inventory accelerator

coefficient; urd 4, the coefficient of expectation' Let us take the

following rather conservative values for illustration:

THEORIES OF THE TRADE CYCLE

m: 0.75 ru : 0.3
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bearable. Long before the inventory cycle by itself can lead to
nonsensical results (negative values of output, etc.), the instability
associated with investment in fixed capital takes over and gives rise

to the next "panic." In the aftermath of that event, the minor cy'
cles (inventory cycles) start afresh. In our schematic model in this
section, we have suppressed the major cycle deliberately, by ignor-
ing the accelerator effect in the investment equation; but in reality,
the pure inventory cycle discussed here is only a "wave of adapta-

tion" (Metzler L946) to the presence of more basic phenomena in
the economy. The minor cycle represents a "technical" effect,
clearly present in the data, and well explained theoretically, but
not in any sense fundamental. As Metzler (19a6) puts it: "The ul-
timate cause of cyclical fluctuations must therefore be sought in
the investment motives of the business world or, in other words, in
the causes of a fluctuating propensity to invest" (in fixed capital).

D. Mathematical appendix

We start with the Som uelson model, which has the basic equations:

C(t): Cn * my(, - 1) Consumption equation (9.1)

itl : Io + ulYG-L)-Y(t-Dl Investment equation (9.2)
y(t): C(f) + 1(f) Income equation (9.3)

Substitution of (9.1) and (9.2) into the right side of (9.3) yields:

Y(t)-(m+ u\Y(t -1) + uY(t-2): Co + Io (9.4)

Let 7 be the time-independent-equilibrium value of Y. Putting
Y(tI: Y(t - 1) : v(, - 2): Yin(9.4) givestheequilibrium re-
sult:

Y: (Co + Io)l$-m) (e.5)

Define y(f) to be the deviation of Y(f) from its equilibrium value;
i.e.,

0.2

Here ru : 0.3 means that a predicted increase in sales is reflected

in desired stock increase of 3b percent of that amount; ? : 0'2 lies

between 0 and 1, much closer to zero than to 1; hence expectations

are quite conservative. These values are enough to make the oscil-

lations unstable.l
However, this likely instability of the inventory cycle model is

much less worrisome ihan the instability of the samuelson model.

Theinventorycycleisintendedasatheoreticaldescriptionofthe
iminor" 

"y"iur.- 
"Major" cycles, of period roughly ten years' do

exist, and ihus the major cycle must be superimposed on the in-

ventory cycle. A mild instabitity of the inventory cycle is then

?W" do not reproduce numerical values here, but these can be constructed

""riliir"* 
trri "q""ti""., 

-ii 
a"tit"a' For an 

-example 
comparab-leto Table

9.2, take the following i"brt t,f'"tt 9o - .?Pr.t" = O' m - 0'75' So : 20 (not

siii r-= o-s, rt: 0.2;;;e;;Ji"g uut'i"' Y(0)' v(1) : 1o5"s(l l.: i*'
rrot-Cil)--. l0g.Tb.Th,'rcsultinginvenlorycyclt-isstill of lcrrgt'lr l2pcri-
Ill] ,,,,r"rljJ'-^;Lr,';;; n.,* *u".."**irr' ,r':rks iri''rr'.s. irt llt.ir r''vi:ttirrtt l'r.tn

crlrr ilillritr tn.

Y(t): Y+ y(t)

Substitution of (9.5) and (9.6) into (9.4) gives:

(e.6)

(e.7\y(r) - (m + u)y(t - 1) + uy(t - 2): O

This is a linear, homogeneous difference equation for y, of order
two (since y-values at times t and t - 2 both appear in the equa-
tion). To solve such equations, one assumes that there exists a so-
Iution of the form "l(l) = Azt where A and a are constants, pos-
sihly t:omplcx nunrlx.rs. Substitution of this form into (9.7) leads
L<l tho followirrg rlrurrlnrl,ic r'<luittion for tht' unknown constant z:

r.l
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z'-(m*u)z*u:0
with the two roots:

z, = (m+ u)12+ J@+ uYJ4*u
zz:(m+u)12-J@+nf74-u
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the condition:

O: (m+ u)2 14-u: [u2 + (2m-4)u* m,l14: O (9.14)

Solving for the critical values of the accelerator u, we get the two
roots:

ua: 2-m-2\Fm uo: 2-m+ 2.,fi-m (9.15)

Since 0 I m I 1-, it istruethat 0 I uo< 1 < u6. The discriminant
D is positive for 0 ( u ( uo and for u ) u6; it is negative for uo (
u 1 u6. We summarize the situation as follows:

The general solution of (9.7) is a linear superposition of solutions
with these two values of z; hence:

v(r): Ar(zr)t + A2@2)t (e.10)

where A, and A, are constants which must be adjusted so as to fit
the initial conditions, i.e., to make (9.10) agree with given values

of y(0) and y(1), say.
If the argument of the squareroot in (9.9) is positive, the square

root is real; so ate zr and zr. Then -4, and A, are also real num-
bers, and the formal solution (9.10) can be used as it stands. The
motion is then nonoscillatory (also called "exponential") in nature.
An example is the third case in Table 9.1.

If the argument of the square root is negative, then the quan-

tities e, and z, are complex numbers, conjugate to each other. We

write them in polar form:

zr : u exP(la)

An easy calculation yields:

zz : u exP(-la) (e.11)

u: lztl : lzrl : Ju (oscillatory region) (9.12)

In order that y(f), (9.10), be real, the constants A, and A, must
also be complex conjugate numbers, say

Ar: B exP(iB) Ar: B exP(-lB)

Putting all this together gives the following real form for (9.10)

y(t\: ZB(u)t cos(af + B) (oscillatory region) (9.13)

We now turn to the question of stability. If the motion is oscil-

latory, (9.13) applies and indicates that the oscillations die down
if (u)t dies down, i.e., if u I l. Comparing with (9.12), we con-
clude that the oscillations die down if u ( 1, but increase in size

(instability) if u ) 1. The other case, exponential motion, is re-

solved by looking at the larger of the two real roots, i.e., the root
z, (9.9a). If this root is below unity, the motion is stable; other-
wise, unstable.

'fhe argument of the squaro root in (9.9) is trallt'tl thr"'<iisr:rimi-
6ilpt," D. l)9si1,ivt' /) givcs t'xllotlt'trl,iitl rn<ll,iotr; Ircgitl,ivr' /) givt's

os<.illirl,ory rrrol,iorr. 'l'ltr, rlivirlirrg lirrr. o<,t'rrrs wlrr.rr /) 0, wlriclr is

(e.8)

(9.9a)

(e.eb)

Region of r

0 (v (v6
vu (v ('l
1 (v (vg
v )v6

Stability

Stable

Stable
Unstable
Unstable

Nature of motion

E xponential
Oscillatory
Oscillatory
Exponential

Samuelson (1939) suggested the third of these cases, unstable
oscillatory behavior. Our estimates of the likely values of u and
(less importantly) of m indicate that we are more likely to be in
the fourth region.

Next, turn to the modified Samuelson model, with the time lag
in the consumption equation ignored. That is, equation (9.1) is re-
placed by:

C(t): Co + mY(t) (e.16)

This produces no change in the equilibrium income (9.5), and
hence no change in Keynesian arguments which are based on this
equilibrium value. But the time-dependence is now different. (9.7)
is replaced by

(r - m)y(t) - uy(t- 1) + uY(t - 2) : 0

and (9.8) is replaced by

(l-m)22-uz+u:O
I,'rom thc standard solution of a quadratic equation, we find that
t,hurc arctworeal rooLsif u > 4(1 - rt) and two t--omplex conjugatc
rrrol,s il' 0 .1 u " ,1(1 nt). ln t,hc first r:itst', Lht'largcr oI the two
rr.irl rool,s lurs ir virlttc irr cxt't'ss ol'2. srl l,lrlrt, t,lro ttt<ll,i<ltl is rrnsl,irlllrl.

.(e.17)

(e.18)

r-L
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In the second (oscillatory) case, the absolute value of z is given by:

lzl2 : ul\ - m) when 0(u( 4(t-m) (9.19)

For stability, this must be less than unity' This happens if and

only if:
ull-m StabilitYcondition (9'20)

Forreasonablevaluesofmandu,thisconditionisstronglyvio-
Iated.

Finally, we turn to the inuentory cycle model of Metzler' The

basic equations are:

y(t1: c*1ry + lxlr; + s*(r) - s(r - 1) ,[."]"r""

s(r; : s*1t; + C*G) - c(t) + /*(f) - r(') stock bal-

ConsumPtion,
no lag (9.23)

Expected con-
sumption (9.24)

Desired stock (9.25)

Autonomous
investment
only (e.26)

SCHEMATIC TRADE CYCLE MODELS: PART I

c*1r1 + s*1r; : ay(t - 7) -- lYG - 2\

where

a: m(1+ ur)(1 + a) A: m(7+ w)tt

Substitution of all this into (9.21) and (9.22) gives:

Y(t) : aY(t - 1) -0Y(r - D -s(r - 1)

s(r1 : orlr-- L) - 1YG - 2) - mY(t)
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(e.32)

(e.33)

(9.34a)

(e.34b)

We get the equilibrium solution by setting all tinle-dependent

quantities equal to constant values' The results are: Y as in (9'5)'

and

C: (Co * mlo)l\-m) S: So * wC (e.27)

We use small letters to denote deviations from equilibrium values:

Y(t) :i+ y(r) s(r) : 5+,1t; C(t): c+ 
"1t1

c*1r;: c+ "*(r) s*1t;: 5 + t*1t; (9'28)

Substitute (9.28) into (9.23) through (9'25) to obtain:

In this form, the equations can be solved iteratively. we start from

assumed values of Y(0), Y(1), and S(1), and assumed parameters

values m, w, rl, Co,.Io, and Sr. We determine y(0), y(1), and s(1)

from (9.27) and (9.28). Thereafter, we get y(2) from (9.34a) and

s(2) from (9.34b); then y(3) from (9.34a), s(3) from (9.34b), and

so on.
For analytical discussion, it is better to eliminate s(f) altogether

from equations (9.34). We write (9'34b) with time f changed to
t-L:

s(r - 1) : ailt - 2) - \YG - 3) - mY(t - 1\

and substitute this into (9.34a) to get:

y(t): (m+ a)y(t -1)- (a+ fiy(t-2)+ lvf-B) (9.35)

This is the difference equation in Metzler (1947), his equation
(A10), except for trivial changes of notation-' 

Using the standard procedure for linear difference equations

(this one is of order three), assume a solution of form lG) = Azt
and substitute into (9.35) to obtain:

z3: (m* a\22 -(a+ ilz+ A (e.36)

since this is a cubic equation, writing down the three roots is awk-

ward (though possible). However, we can determine the condition
for stability without that. Let us suppose that there exists one real

root z, und t*o complex conjugate roots q and q*, where the

asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The standard relationship
between the roots of a polynomial and the coefficients of that
polynomial then yields:

zr -l e * q* : m * a;zr(q'f q*) * qq* : a'+ 9;zrqq* : 0

Solve the first equation for the sum q * q*; substitute this into
the second equation. This yields two equations for the two real

unknowns z, an<l qq*, namelY:

z,(nt I rL z,) I t1r1*- al P zrQQ*: 0 (9'37)

(e.21)

(e.22)

C(t): Co + mY(t)

cx(r; : c(t -1) + nlct,- 7) - c(t - 2\l

S*1r;: so + uc*(f)

I(t) : I*111: 1o

c(t): mY(t)

s*1r; : wc*1t1

c*1r; : c(r - 1) + alc(t - 1) - c(r -2)[
m(\ r ?)Y(f - 1) - mnY$ -- 2)

(e.2e)

(e.30)

(e.31)
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m(L + u){1 + 2q - mq(2+ ru)} < 1

The complex conjugate roots q and q* are associated with oscilla-

tory behavior. The oscillations become unstable when qq* ) 1' We

theiefore look at the dividing line where qq* : 1', exactly' This is

the boundary between stability and instability. When qq* : 1, the

second of the two equations (9.37) leads to zt : 0'With reason-

able parameter values, the value of p [see equation (9'33)] turns

out tL be well below unity, thus verifying ex post facto our initial
assumption that the real root z, does not lead to instability first,

before the complex roots. Now substitttezt: p and qq* : 1 into

the first of the two equations (9.37). This yields an equation in-

volving m, a, and B, only. This is the stability condition, which

trolds witrr equality at the boundary between stability and insta-

bility. The direction of the inequality can be checked easily

enorigh, for example, by taking the limiting case ?: 0, thereby

making' g: 0; hence, (9.36) becomes equivalent to a quadratic

equatiin for a, which can be solved straightforwardly' We do not
go tfrrougfr the detailed steps and just write down the result' In

Ihis rerr'rli, we have used (9.33) to express o and B in terms of the

basic parameters of the model. The stability condition for the pure

inuentory cycle teads:

CHAPTER 10

Schematic trade cycle models:
part II

A. The Hicks model

No choice of parameters in the linear accelerator-multiplier model
can fit the actual nature of trade cycles. If the parameters are such
that the model yields stable oscillations, then these oscillations die
down eventually, whereas the trade cycle continues. Conversely, if
the parameters are such that the oscillations, or at least some of
them, are unstable, then eventually the model gives rise to impos-
sible results (e.g., negative values of output).

In view of the crude estimates of the parameters m and u, par-
ticularly of u, presented in section 98, it is sensible to start from
parameter values which make the oscillations unstable. We then
have no need to worry about how the oscillations can be main-
tained. Rather, we must modify the theory to prevent the oscilla-
tions from becoming unreasonably, and eventually infinitely,
large.

In a second paper Samuelson (1939a) suggested several nonlinear
modifications of his original linear model (Samuelson 1939) and
pointed out that the tendency of the consumption function to
bend downward as income increases has the effect of preventing
income from growing beyond all bounds. However, Samuelson's
nonlinear model has been discussed very little since then, perhaps
because other nonlinear effects (on investment and on total in-
come) are generally felt to be more important than the curvature
of the consumption function. Without doubt the most widdly used
nonlinear trade cycle model is the one suggested by Hicks (1950),
and it is the one which forms the basis of our discussion in this
scr:tion.

llicks pointerl to Lhc obvious fact that oscillations cannot pos-
silrlv llcr:ornr. in[irril,r'lv lrrrgc, in arry a<:tual cconomy. In the doutn-

(e.38)

For the initial, simpleminded model discussed in section c, we

have u.r : 0 and 4 : 0; hence, the condition becomes m I l, which

is always satisfied. Thus the simpleminded model is always stable.

On the other hand, the values assumed afterwards, namely, m :
0.75,w:0.3,and4:O'2,maketheleft-handsideof(9'38)
"qrui 

to L.Ozb, indicating that we are already in the unstable re-

gion, though not by much. That is, the amplitude of the oscilla-

ilo.rr of the pure inventory cycle increases, but does so rather

slowly.
one can reintroduce the "major" cycle into these equations by

replacing the simple investment equation I(t): Io (9'26) by the

accelerator equation (9.2) and providing some suitable guess for
the expected investment I*(r). However, the resulting equation

system gets to be too complicated to discuss in this book; further-

,ior", slnce the resulting equations, at this stage. are still linear

"qrutio.r., 
they cannot serve as a suitable model of the real trade

cycle in any case.
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ward dftecti.on, there is a limit to what can happen to investment
in fixed capital 1(f).1 Gross investment must be zero or positive.

Net investment, which is what is normally meant by the symbol
f(f), can go negative if gross investment is insufficient to keep up

ttre'reptace..r"rrt of that fraction of the capital stock which has de-

precialed during the period. But this means a lower limit (nega-

iive;, or floor leuel, of net investment, given in essence by the rate

of depreciation of the current capital stock. We shall call this floor
level of net investment I1

In the upward direction, the economy cannot produce indefi-

nitely large values of the output Y(f). As we try to increase output
more and more, we run into various limits: capital stock is limited,

land is limited, labor supply is limited, raw materials are limited,
etc. etc. If a wild "boom" continues long enough, eventually one

or another of these limits must be reached. Thereafter, income

cannot increase further, in the short run. In a short-run theory,

therefore, we may postulate a ceiling leuel of income which we

shall denote by the symbol Yc.If the demand for output, that is,

the sum of consumption demand c(r) and investment demand 1(f),

exceeds this ceiling, then the economy cannot meet this total de-

mand. The actual income is then not equal to C(f) + 1(f), but ra-

ther is equal to the income ceiling Y".
There is some question whether actual booms do run up against

such ,,hard,' ceiling levels. It is at least possible, and many feel

even likely, that the true factors bringing a boom to its-end are

Ino." p.y"hological in nature, a downturn of "business confidence"
rather t-han, say, insufficient raw materials. we shall leave this

question open for the moment. within the theoretical model sug-

gested by Hicks, it is possible to choose the ceiling level Y" to be

so large ttut tfr" economy turns down "of its own accord" (i'e', as

a result of the multiplier-accelerator mechanism built into that
model) before the ceiling income Y" is reached.

But, whatever may be true of the ceiling, there can be no doubt
of the reality, and of the importance, of the floor. During observed

trade cycler, ,"ry little investment is initiated during the postpanic

phase ittrougfr some investment projects commenced before the

crash are continued on). The floor not only is there in principle

but is actually reached.
In writing down the basic postulates of the Hicks model, we

shall use the symbol Max(a, b) for the larger one of the two quan-

I Inventory investment and the inventory cycle will be disregarded here. But,

"i-"""..",ifr"re 
also fluctuations are limited. For example, inventory_ 6isin-

vestmcnt cannot exceed the limit set by getting rid of the cntire stock of
goo<ls in a singlc Period.
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tities o and b. For example, Max(5, 9): 9, Max(9, 5) : 9,
Max(--10, 3) : 3, and Max(-10, -15) : -10. Similarly, the
symbol Min(c, b) denotes the minimum, i.e., the smaller one, of
the two quantities o and b; thus, Min(5, 9): 5, Min(-10, 3):
-10, and Min(-10, -15) : -15.

With this notation, the equations of the Hichs model arc2

Consumption equation

C(t): Co + mY(f -1)
Inuestment equation

I(r) : Max llf, Io + ulYlt - 1) - Y(t - Dll
Output equation

Y(t) : Min[ Y", C(f) + /(()]

These equations are based directly on the accelerator-multiplier
model, the consumption equation being identical. The investment
equation asserbs that the accelerator prediction of investment de-
mand is to be used if and only if the demand so predicted exceeds
the floor level of investment.Il. Otherwise, the accelerator analysis
is to be ignored, and net investment is given by ll instead. The out-
put equation asserts that actual output Y(f) equals the demand for
output C(t) + I(t), if and only if this demand is less than the maxi-
mum or ceiling level of output Y". Otherwise, output equals the
ceiling level.

Since this set of equations contains ceilings and floors, it is not
linear in the mathematical sense of this term. It is no longer pos-
sible to "scale up" a possible path of deviations from equilibrium
so as to obtain an equally possible path. The scaling up will, even-
tually, run afoul of the floor or of the ceiling, or both.

If the parameters of tlle model (the values of m and u, in partic-
ular) are such that the equilibrium state is dynamically stable (if
u is less than unity), then it turns out that the ceiling and floor
make very little difference to what happens. The reason is this:
The system, starbed off in some arbitrary state, may strike up
against the ceiling, or down against the floor, initially during the
first oscillation. But, with assumed stability, the amplitude of the
oscillations decreases as time goes on. Thus, in later oscillations,
the system no longer reaches either the floor or the ceiling', so that
the existence of floor and/or ceiling makes substantially no differ-
ence in the long run.

2Th,r"" are not the precise cquations in Hicks (1950). Rather, we use a sim-
plil'ie<l vcrsion ol't.his rnork'1, suggcstc<l lly Rau (1974) lor didactic purposes.
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As a result of this argument, the only case of interest with the
Hicks model is the case of instability, i.e., u in excess of unity.
This is the case where the linear Samuelson model leads to nonsen-
sical results eventually (e.g., to negative output). It is the case as-

sumed by Hicks and is also, from our estimates in section 98, the
most likely case in reality.

From the three equations which we have written down, we can
deduce that values of the national income Y(t) at times f : 0 and
f : 1 suffice to determine the entire future behavior of the model.
Suppose we know Y(0) and Y(1). Then C(2) is determined from
the consumption equation, (2) is determined from the investment
equation, and hence Y(2) is determined from the output equation.
Now we know Y(1) and Y(2); by the same chain of reasoning, we
then deduce, in turn, C(3), 1(3), and Y(3); and so on and onand
on.

Table 10.1 shows the time development of income Y, consump-
tion C, and investment ,[ for two cases, both of which are unstable
for the simple accelerator-multiplier model, namely, u : 1.5 and
u : 3.0.3 The parameters chosen are such that they correspond
precisely to the second and third column of Table 9.1;but now,
the solutions can no longer go out of bounds, because of the floor
level of investment If : -1-O and the ceiling level of income Y" :
120. In Table 10.1, asterisks are placed next to values which are
affected by floors and/or ceilings. Since we start from initial in-
come levels close to equilibrium, the results for the first few time
periods agree precisely with the ones in Table 9.1 (only values of
Y(f) are shown in that table, but C(f ) and 1(f) agree also). But this
changes as soon as we hit a ceiling or a floor.

For u : 1.5, this happens first when f : l-5. At this time, C(15) :
112.47 and 1(15) : 9.09, so their sum, 121.56, exceeds our as-

sumed ceiling Yc : l20.This lattervalue therefore appears as Y(15)
in Table 10.1, followed by an asterisk to indicate that here is where
a ceiling came into play. Similarly, at t : 16, we have C(16) +
(16): 115.00 + 5.06: 120.06, so theceiling Yc: l2O.O0 comes
into play once more. Thereafter, the economy goes into decline.
Investment decreases and becomes negative at f : 18.

3Thi. tubl" is oversimplified on several grounds, two of which follow. ( 1) Since
consumption demand and investment demand are only demands, not neces-
sarily met in full from output, a question arises how the deficit in income, if
any, is distributed between consumption foregone, and investment foregone.
This issue has been avoided. (2) On economic gtounds, the floor level of in-
vestment 1; and the accelerator coefficient u should be related to each other
at leasl, roighly, so that a higher value of u should be associated with a nu-
mcri<:ally highcr v:rluc of /1. This point, also, has been ignored, so as to be
:rlrlr. l.o m:rkc sirrtllk' r'otttglitrisotts.

Table 10.1

Hicks Model Income, Consumption, and Investment

Table 10.1 assumes a simplified Hichs model with
marginal properaity to consume m : 0.75, Cs : 25'
Io : 0; hence, equilibrium income Y : 100. The floor
leuet of inuestment is tahen as I7: -10; the ceiling leuel
of income as Y" : 120 (20 percent aboue equilibrium).
Initial ualues of income are Y(0): Y(1): 101. Figures
are giuen for acceleration coefficients u : 1.5 and u: 3.0.

v: 1.5 :3.O
Consumotion

Time lncome demand
ConsumPtlon lnvestment

lncome demand demand

0 101.00

1 101.00

2 100.75

3 100.19

4 99.30
5 98.14
6 96.86
7 95.74

8 95.1 1

I 9s.40
10 96.98
1 1 100.10

12 104.76

13 1 '10.57

14 1'16.63

15 12o.OO 
*

16 120.00 *

17 1 15.00

18 103.75

19 92.81

20 84.61

21 78.46

22 74.61

23 75.20

24 82.27

25 97.31

26 120.00*
2t 1 2o.oo *

28 1 15.00

29
30

1 00.75
100.56
1 00.1 4

99.47

98.60
97.65
96.80
96.33
96.55
97.73

100.08

103.57
107.92
112.47

1 15.00

1 15.00

111.25
102.81

94.61
88.46

83.84

80.96

81.40

86.70
97.99

1 15.00

1 15.00
(repeatst:18)
(repeatst:19)

lnvestment
demand

o.oo

-0.38
-o.84
-1 .34

-1 .74
_] .91

-1.69
-0.94

0.43
2.37
4.69

6.99
8.70

9.09
5.06

0.00

-7.50
-10.00*
-10.00*
-10.00*

-9.23
-5.76

o.87
10.61

22.57

34.03
0.00

0.00

-0.75
-2.81
-8.30

-10.00*
- 1 0.00*

-'10.00+
- 1 0.00*

-9.33
-4.99

9.28
49.78

97.93
0.00

-10.00*
-10.00*
-10.00-
-10.00.
- 1 0.00,

- 1 0.00*

-9.79
-6.11

4.21

35.92

117.21

0.00

101.00

101.00
'100.75 100.75

99.81 100.56

97.05 99.86

89.49 57.79

82.12 92.12

76.59 86.59
-12.44 82.44

69.33 79.33

67.67 77.OO

70.76 15.75

87.36 78.07

120.00* 90.52

120.00* 1 1 5.00

1 15.00 1 15.O0

101 .25 111.25

90.94 100.94

83.20 93.20

77.40 87.40

73.05 83.05

69.79 79.79

67.55 77.34

68.96 75.66

80.93 76.72

120.00* 85.70

120.00* 1 15.00
'I 15.00 1 15.00

(repeats r: i6)
(repeatst:17)
(repeats t:18)

l^.
+ Coilings or floors,
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Now look at the figures for f : 19. At this time, the accelerator
mechanism predicts the following "desired" investment level:

10 + u{y(18)- y(12)}: 0 + 1.b0x (10s.zb-11b.00) : -16.88
This is more negative than the floor level 11 : -10. Hence actual
investment outlay does not drop down to -16.88, but rather only
down to -10, which is (by assumption) the most rapid rate of dis-
investment possible in this economy.

Investment stays at this floor level for three full periods (t : 79,
20, and 21). By the end of that time, the drop in income has slowed
down enough to allow an investment-led recovery to get underway.
Investment increases slowly at t : 22 and f : 23 and then acceler-
ates in a rush for f : 24 and t = 25. Bytime t:26,weareonce
more up against the ceiling on income!

Now note that Y(26) and Y(27) repeat, precisely, the income
values y(15) and Y(16), all these being at the ceiling level. Since
two successive income values determine the entire subsequent be-
havior, we conclude that the same cycle repeats precisely ever
thereafter. The repetition period is 11 time units. Thus the system
goes through a limit cycle. The initial approach to this limit cycle
depends upon how the model is started off Ion the values of Y(0)
and Y(1)1. But once we get into the limit cycle proper, this same
cycle repeats precisely, with the shape of the cycle quite inde-
pendent of initial conditions.

Now look at the other case, u : 3.0. The Samuelson model
shows no oscillations at all for this value of u, as can be seen from
Table 9.1. But the Hicks model results in Table 10.1 are not only
oscillatory in nature, entering the limit cycle at f : 13, but the
shape and nature of this limit cycle are very similar to those of the
limit cycle for u : 1.5! To show this similarity explicitly, we have
plotted, in F igure 10.1, the income Y(f) versus f, with time mea-
sured from the start of the limit cycle (from t : L5 for u : 1.5,
and from f : 13 for u : 3.0). Looking at Figure L0.1, we see that
the initial decline from the ceiling income is almost identical for
these two values of the accelerator constant u. Later on, the limit
cycle for u = 3.0 continues its decline for two extra periods, but
then ascends into a more rapid boom, so that the full repetition
period differs by only one time unit. Major differences in the Sam-
uelson model have, therefore, become quite minor differences in
the Hicks model. The following features of these results are worth
noting:

1. The nature of the limit cycle cannot be inferred from the be-
havior of the linear Samuelson model. With the equilibrium posi-
tion unstable, the behavior of the modcl in thc region r:losc to
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equilibrium does nof give adequate information about the overall
behavior.

2. lf the model has both a ceiling and a floor, we get a limit cycle
whenever the equilibrium is unstable (u > 1). If we retain the floor
Iy brtt give up the income ceiling Y" (i.e., assume y" is infinitely
large), then we get a limit cycle provided the value of u exceeds
unity and is low enough to get oscillations at all Isee the discussion
in section 9D, following equation (9.15)1. But if the accelerator
constant u is too large, then the Hicks model requires a ceiling in
order to obtain reasonable behavior. Without a ceiling, the income
eventually keeps increasing indefinitely. A model of this type needs
some mechanism to bring a wild boom to an end. This mechanism
need not be a firm ceiling on income, but some type of ,,brake,, is
needed for a runaway boom.

3. The shape of the limit cycle is worrisome. In Figure 10.1, the
downswing is slow and extends over a long time interval; the sub-
sequent recovery and boom are extremely rapid. This is the exact
opposite of the observed behavior of trade cycles.

4. The simple Hicks model leads to a limit cycle which repeats
itself. precisely. Actual trade cycles, though showing a kind of
family resemblance to each other, are by no means precisely repeti-
tive.

Point 3 was noted, of course, by Hicks. He suggested that the
reason for the discrepancy is the neglect, in the simple model, of
money and credit. At the turning point of the boom there is a
rapid loss of confidence by businessmen and investors, lead-
ing to credit tightness and, quite often, to a panic on the money
market. It is not surprising that an oversimplified model without
any money market or business confidence in it leads to the wrong
shape for the trade cycle. We conclude that a realistic theory of
the trade cycle must include, within the model, a financial sector
sensit iu e t o " b usiness do nf id e nce. "

By contrast, point 4 can be handled by a quite minor modifica-
tion of the simple model, a modification which we now describe.

The unwanted precise repetition is due to the fact that we have
assumed, in the simple model, that consumption and investment
are perfectly predictable and depend only on known, past values
of the national income. This is a strong oversimplification for con-
sumption and is wildly wrong for investment.

Investment decisions involving fixed capital are not made en-
tirely mechanically merely by looking at past levels of sales de-
mand (or of national income in the simple model). Rather, every
invcstment decision, by its very nature, is "for$rard-looking,' and
tl.rert.foro dt'1lor<ls ,n l.lrc llrrsinessman's cstimate of what future

j
I
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economic conditions are likely to be.
Of course, any sensible person is influenced in his guesses about

the future by what has happened in the past. But his views of the
future are by no means just a mechanical extrapolation of past
conditions. If the economy has been in the doldrums lately, he
moy assume that this sorry state will continue. But he may feel, in-
stead, that the time is about ripe for resumption of economic ac-
tivity. If he feels that way, then the present moment, while costs
of labor and materials are still low, may seem just right for initi-
ating an investment project. Conversely, if a boom is underway,
the businessman rnay assume that boom conditions will continue.
But he may instead become edgy and worried about the possibility
of a downturn fairly soon. In that case, he is not likely to start an
investment project to meet predicted future demands, since he dis-
trusts the prediction.

"Business confidence" is thus an extremely important factor for
investment. But this factor is very hard to include in any model
consisting of some set of equations. One way out, though by no
means the best way, is to think of business confidence as a "ran-
dom variable" u(t) which cannot be predicted precisely and which
may take on positive or negative values. This random variable is
then added to the purely mechanical investment prediction of the
accelerator mechanism. Thus, the investment equation of the Sam-
uelson model is altered to read:

I(t): Io * u ltt, - 1) - Y(t - zll+ u1t!

where the first two terms on the right are predictable, but the
term u(f) is a random variable. The corresponding change for the
Hicks model reads:

Figure 10.1

The limit cycle of the Hicks model, for two different values of the
accelerator coefficient u, namely, u : 1.5 and u : 3.0. National
income Y(f) is plotted against the time elapsed since the start of
the cycle (thus f : 0 in this figure corresponds to the following
timevalues inTable 10.1-: to f : 15 foru : 1.5, and to t :13 for
u: 3.0). The values of Y(t) are taken from Table 10.1. Only
Y-values at the marked points (at integral values of the time
coordinate) are meaningful. The straight line segments connecting
these points in the figure are only to aid the eye and have no
economic significance in the Hicks model. In spite of the vast
difference between u: 1.5 and u: 3.0 in the linear case (in the
Satnuc.lson morlcl), thcrc is rather little difference for the non-
littr.rtr <:itsr' (t,lrc I Iir:ks rrrorlol).

t^



That is, the random variable affects the "desired" level of invest-

ment, but not the floor level.

TheeffectofthischangeonthebehavioroftheHicksmodel
is quite minor. There is still a continuing, self-sustained, endoge'

nous cycle with income hitting the ceiling, and investment striking

thefloor,fromtimetotime.The(deliberatelyintended)differ.
ence is that there is now no longer precise repetition of behavior

from one cycle to the next-
This staie of affairs provides an answer to those critics of the

Hicks model who discount it because it is "deterministic" (predict

able) rather than .,stochastic" (containing random variables). we

shall have more to say about stochastic models in the next chapter.

For now, suffice it io say that introduction of random variables is

not always a terribly important or major change' In particular' if
there is a limit cycie in the deterministic model, introduction of

random variables makes very little real difference'

B. The Frisch model

Random variables' however, can be of major importance in other

circumstances. Above, we discarded the simple accelerator-multi

pliermodelwithastableequilibrium(withaccelerationcoefficient
,U"to*unity)onthegroundsthatanyoscillationswhichmaybe
pt"t".tt at the initial time tend to die down in such a model' where-

as actual trade cycles keep on recurring'
Longbefor"Hi"krdevelopedhismodel,RagnarFrisch(1933)

publislied a famous article entitled "Propagation Problems and Im-

pulseProblemsinDynamicEconomics'"Inthisarticle'hecalled
attentiontothefaclthatoscillationsdonotdiedownifthesys.
tem is subjected to recurrent random shocks, even if the system' in

the absence of such shocks, is stable. The recurrent random shocks

nevergivetheeconomyachancetosettledownquietlyintoits
equilibrium state.

Rather, the system is subjected to new shocks continually and

is therefore set into motion again, long before the oscillations

from old shocks have had a chance to die away completely. T'he

oldmotionandthenewmotionadd(remember,thesimpleaccel-
erator-multiplier model is a linear system, without ceilings or

floors). The resultant overall motion depends upon both:

r. rrre nature of the inherent motions of which the system is ca-

pable in the absence of disturbances (the "propagation")' and

2. The nature of the shocks (the "impulses")'
.fht,s. tw6 cfftx:ts ir-rterat:t. 'l'hc rcsulting overall nrotiotr is t1ot,
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in general, at all similar to the pattem of the shocks which are the
first cause of that motion. Ragnar Frisch quotes a homely but
graphic simile: If you continue giving random kicks to a rocking
horse, the motion of the rocking horse looks much more regular
and smooth than the series of kicks. Indeed, if the rocking horse
is heavy and its undisturbed oscillations die down only slowly
(are only little damped), then the "forced" motion of the rocking
horse under a series of kicks looks much more similar to the "free"
motion without kicks than to the set of kicks. The only essential
difference is that the forced motion, unlike the free motion, never
dies down entirely. This essential difference is just what we need
for trade cycle theory.

We therefore have a second, essentially different type of model
for the trade cycle, which we shall call the Frisch-type model. This
includes the original model of Frisch (1933) as well as many other,
more elaborate versions of the same basic idea. In a Frisch-type
model, the economy is assumed to be basically stable. In the ab-

sence of "shocks," any initial oscillations die down of their own
accord until the model reaches a state of equilibrium, which then
continues forever. There are no ceilings or floors. But there are
random "shocks" which influence what happens to various eco-
nomic quantities, particularly to investment. Under the influence
of these shocks, the economy is driven away from permanent equi-
librium into a roughly cyclical behavior.

As an extremely simple example of a Frisch-type model, con-
sider the following set of model equations:a

Consumption equation

C(t): Co + mY(t - l)
Inuestment equation

I(t) : Io + u{Yt, - 1)- Y(r - 2)l + u(t\

Output equation

Y(t): C(t)+ I(t)

These are the same equations as in section 98, the accelerator-
multiplier model, modified only by the "random shock term" u(f)
in the investment equation. Thus Co , ffi, Io, and u are tfe same
constants as before, m being the marginal propensity to consume
and u the accelerator constant. This latter constant is now taken to
be less than unity, so that the model has a stable equilibrium.
oThu"" are not thc erluat,ions of Frisch (1933) but rather a simplified version
intro<luc<:d by Ilau ( l$?4). No csst-'ntial point is lost, however, in this simplifi-
r:atiotr-

rl
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In such a model, it is necessary to say something about the na-

ture of the random variable u(t). Since u(f) is, by definition, not
predictable, we must say something about its statistical distribu-
tion function, not about actual values. It is usual to make some ex-

tremely simple assumptions (we shall have more to say about this

in the next chapter). The simple, purely ad hoc assumptions are:

1. The mean value (expected value) of u(f) is zero, for each

time f.
2. At two different times f and f" u(f) and u(t') arc statistically

independent; i.e., there is no correlation between them'
g. the distribution of each separate u(t) is a normal (Gaussian)

distribution, with mean zero and standard deviation o independent

of time.
We do not suggest, nor do we believe, that these assumptions

are realistic for a random term to describe, inter alia, the effects

of business confidence on investment behavior. For example, if
business confidence was high at time f, then there is a considerable
likelihood that it will still be fairly high at time f' = t * 1' Thus

u(f) and u(f + 1) should show some positive correlation, contrary

to assumption 2. But these are the simplest assumptions one can

make in such a "stochastic" theory; furthermore, just these as-

sumptions are often made by people who construct economic

models.
In Table 10.2 we show a .,stochastic simulation" of this model,

with u: 0.9 and all other parameters the same as in the deter-

ministic simulation (no shocks) of Table 9.1. we start off the sys-

tem with f(0) : y(1) : 101, one percent above the equilibrium
value, and we allow the shocks to starb in period t: 2' We must

speciiy one more parameter, namely, the standard deviation of the

distribution of the shock terms; we have chosen this parameter to
be o : 1.0. The income values from Table L0.2 are plotted graph-

ically in Figure 10.2, for easier inspection.
Let us now compare the stochastic simulation of Table 10.2 and

Figure 10.2 with the deterministic samuelson model for the same

parameter u : 0.9, i.e., with the first column of Table 9'1'
There are oscillations in both cases, and they do not look all

that different. But in the samuelson model (no shocks) the oscil-

lations are completely regular and they die down gradually but

steadily. In the Frisch model, with shock mean square sizes

urrr-"d here, the amplitude of the oscillations actually increases

to start with and then reaches a fairly regular level. The average

amplitude of the oscillations in the long run is determined by the

assumed average shock size (the parameter o in the model). The

oscillations in the Frisch model are ntl longer prcciscly regular,
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Table 10.2

Stochastic Simulation of a Frisch-type
Model of the Trade Cycle

In Table 10.2 the parameters are Cs : 25, m : 0.75, Io -- 0,
u : 0.9, and o : 1.0 (this last is the standard deuiation of
the shochs around their mean, zero). The equilibrium national
income is Y : 100, and we start with incomes, in the first two
periodq 1 percent aboue this.

0 - 101.00
1 - 101.00
2 -1 .55 99.20
3 0.51 98.29
4 0.36 98.25
5 0.14 98.80
6 -1.56 98.03
7 -0.09 97.73
8 -1.34 96.70
I -O.14 96.4s

10 -0.90 96.21

Time Shock
t u(tl

Shock lncome
u(tl Yltl

-o.72 95.1 7

o.79 96.39

-0.70 97.70
0.65 1 00.1 0

0.76 103.00

-1 .40 103.45

-0.99 102.01

o.47 r00.68
0.95 100.27

0.1 3 99.95

1.25 100.93

1.1 1 102.69

-2.41 101 .20
o.o5 99.61

-o.32 97.95

-0.45 96.52
o.47 96.57
0.98 98.45
0.98 101 .52
0.50 104.39

1.10 106.98

-o.23 107.33

-o.27 105.55
0.1 8 102.74
1 .O2 100.55

0.01 98.44
o.9o ' 97.84

-0. 19 97.65
1.01 99.07
1.15 101.73

lncome
Y(tl

Time
t

31
2a

33
34
35

36
JI

JO

39
40

41

42

43
44

45

4tr

47
48

49

50

51
E'

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1B

19

20

21

22
ZJ

24
,q

26

27
ao

29
30

-0.37
1.39

o.47

-o.57
0.94

-1.74
3.56

1.08

-0.95
-0.55

2.66

0.07

-0.45
- 1.18

0.98

*o.29
0.1 5

*1 .44

-1 .20

-1_O2

96.57

99.1 5

102.16
'I 03.75

1 05.1 9

'103.45

104.59
105.55

104.O1

101.18

100.93
1 00.55
99.62

97.69

97.51

97.68
98.57

98.29
97.27
96.02
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NATIONAL
INCOME

Y(t)
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1. The Frisch idea requires that the economy, in the absence of
shocks, is locally stable about its equilibrium path. In the simple
model discussed here, this means u 17. This requirement is strong-
ly in conflict with our crude estimates of likely values for u, in
section 9B.

2. The three statistical assumptions made about the probabil-
ity distribution of the sequence of shocks u(t) xe not at all rea-

sonable. We mentioned already that one should expect correla-
tions between u(f) and u(f * 1), on economic grounds. It u(t)
represents, in part at least, the effect of "business confidence" in-

fluencing investment decisions, then absence of correlation be-

tween u(f) and u(f + 1) is a highly unlikely supposition about the
behavior of business confidence. However, this particular difficul-
ty can be handled theoretically. One may postulate the presence

of "auto-correlation" in the sequence of shock terms u(t). When
this is done, the resulting simulations tend to look even more like
regular oscillations, so that auto-correlated shocks give "better"
results than the ones shown in Table 10.2. But there are other
statistical effects, not included in this theory nor in any of the
usual econometric models, which are almost certain to be present
in reality. We mention just two of them: Assume that confidence
is high and we are in the middle of a boom. Then the likelihood of
this confidence's continuing into the next period depends on
where we are within this boom. Initially, after confidence has re-

vived to start the boom, it is tikely that confidence will continue.
But after the boom has been going for some considerable time,
people are much more likely to question the continuance of such

buoyant conditions. Though easy to describe in words, it turns out
that this effect is very hard to include in any simple way, mathe-
matically. A second point is that when confidence does "break," it
tends to do so sharply, from a high level to a strongly negative lev-

el, in a very short time. Nothing in the statistical assumptions which
we have made, and which are the ones commonly made, permits
this kind of effect to show up in the theory. Yet the effect itself is
only too painfully evident in real panics.

3. Although the stochastic simulation (Table 10.2 and Figure
10.2) shows the general appearance of oscillations which do not
die down, these oscillations ate not similar to actual trade cycles.

The oscillations of the model are much too regular and sym'metri-
cal for that purpose. In the model, the time taken for an upswing
is equal, on the average, to the time taken for a downswing. In real

lifo, uJrswings are slow; downswings go with a mighty rush. In the
wor<ls of G:rllrraitlr (.1975, p. 104):

'l'lr3 rrsrrll irrr:r11r, 9l'l.lrr, lrrrsiry'ss 1v<.ft' w:rs 6f a wavclikt'movt'nrtlnt, and
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Figure 10.2

National income in the Frisch model, as a function of time. This

is a stochasti" ,imuaiL", *itt' the shock-s starting to operate in

period z;thervrt"rr,'ir?*t"Jor with Y(0) = Y(1) = 101,which
i.'1;"#;; Jf"" tt'" equilibrium value' 100' The svstem goes

into oscillations, wtricfr io not die down' nor do they explode into

ever larger sizes. fne-os"ittttiotrs in the Frisch model are not pre-

cisely regular but ut" it"-"g'lizably oscillations' whereas the shocks

*irlJt, gir" rise to this beh-avior are entirely irregular in appearance

it"" iirE 
""r"mn 

labeled "Shock" in Table 10'2)'

but they are regular enough to be clearly recognizable as :::']11
tions. This is true i' tpit" oT tf'" fact that the actual shock terms tn

this simulatior,, i.e',"'if'"" *"'*ua values of u(f)' which are also

shown in the Table'10'2, *" not a] all regular or oscillatory in

character. This is it'""titL iaea ot the Fiisch model: irregular

blows to a "rockittg'ho;u" have the ultimate effect of throwing

the rocking t',.r.r" inio uory nearly simple c'scillatory motion'
---W,, 

mak<l l,hc frlllowirtg t:otrtt'ttt'ttt's at' this stagt':

TIME t
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is no longer some implication of full employment; and the distrib-
utive shares of output going to capital and labor, respectively, play
a major role in determining what happens. Goodwin's thesis

is that the very structure of capitalism constitutes a homeostatic mecha-
nism which functions by means of variations in distributive shares but
does so in such a way as to keep them constant in the long run. If real
wages go up, profits go down: if profits go down, savings and investment
lag, thus slowing up the creation of new jobs. But the labour force is con-
tinually growing both through natural increase and through men "re-
leased" by technological progress. The reserve army of labour grows,
wages lag behind the growth of productivity, profits rise, and accumula-
tion is accelerated back up to a high level. This in turn gradually reduces
unemployment, wages rise, and so it goes on, indefinitely (Goodwin
1972, p. 442).

Note how greatly different this economic world is from the one
of Hicks or of Frisch. Investment is tied to profits, not to past
trends in output. Wages are related to the fraction of workers un-
employed, tending to increase if this fraction becomes small, de-
crease when there is a lot of unemployment.

Let us now go through the admittedly "starkly schematized and
hence quite unrealistic" assumptions of the Goodwin model, one
by one:

1. There is steady technical progress (in labor productivity, due
to better machines). That is, the labor productivity, defined as the
ratio of output Y(f) to the amount of labor used (employed) Z(/),
is assumed to go up steadily:6

a(t): Y(t)lL(t): co exp(af)

I lere o, i.e., the growth rate of labor productivity, is assumed to be
a constant. (A more realistic model might relate productivity
growth to wages, but it is quite reasonable to neglect this for a
I'irst exploration).

2. There is assumed to be a steady growth of the labor force N(f ) :

N(f): No exp(pr)

whcre No and B are constants. Note that there is no presumption
t,hat this entire labor forceN(f) will be employed. Rather, we shall
work with the "employment fraction"

I(r): L(t)lN(t)
lrrrll ernployrncnt means tr : 1; this limiting case is never reached
irr l,lrt' n-rodcl. 'fht' frar:tion unemployed at any time is equal to

t'W,. ,,r,'()rrr ()wn syrrrlrols l()r ('()nsisl.(.n(:y, rrol. l,ltc syrnllols rll'(io<ltlwin
( I1)'/:l) l"or l.r.r'lrrrir':rl ll'()1r'r,fis irr 11rowl.lr l.lrcoly, ('()ntl)itr(. l(r,rrrrtrlv ( I972).

the waves of the sea were the accepted metaphor. Prices and production

rose Eadually, then more rapidly, reached an apex and then subsided.

one measured the length of the cycle from crest to crest or trough to

trough;thusagainthewave.Therealityinthenineteenthandearlytwen.
tieth centuries was, in fact, much closer to the teeth of a ripsaw which go

uponagradualplaneononesideanddropprecipitatelyontheother.
or, if a wave, it was the Iong mounting roll and then the sharply breaking

surf.

There is no "ripsaw" in the Frisch model.
4. From a more fundamental view, the explanation of the trade

cycle by means of the Frisch model is not an explanation at all,

uut ratrrer begs the question. The first cause of the cyclical be-

havior is taken to be the series of random "shocks" to the econ-

omy.Butwhatexplainstherandomshocks?Farfromhaving
found, within economic reasoning, a consistent explanation of the

observed cyclical fluctuations of a competitive economy, all that

the Frisch model does (at best, that is, if we ignore point 3 above)

is to explain how random shocks which look not at all cyclical can

give rise to observed behavior which looks like a trade cycle (pro-

uid"d *" do not look too closely). But this leaves the supposed

real cause of the phenomenon, narnely' the shocks themselves,

quite unexplained.

C. The Goodwin model

The models of Hicks (1950) and Frisch (l-933) ale the basis of
most of the pubtished discussion on trade cycle theory' These sim-

ple, schematic models contain the essence of what are usually con-

siaered to be the main competitors in this area; realistic models

must be more complicated, of course, and they will be discussed in

chapter 11. But most, if not all, of the "realistic" models studied

to date are qualitatively either of the Hicks type or of the Frisch

type.- lt would be misleading, however, to leave the reader with thc

impression that these two types are the best available among the

schematic models. This is quite wrong. We now tum to a much Iess

well-known model, that of Goodwin (1967, 1972)' In our view'

Goodwin's type of model is greatly preferable to the ones studied

so far.
The Goodwin model is "post-Keynesian" in outlook' not neo-

classical.s As a result, one moves into a quite different world. Thcrt'

s Also not Marxist: Thc "homc.stzrtic mcchirnism" ,f Got><lwin conl'lir:l's <li-

rectlv with Marx's claims.I I)r()grossiv(, immis.r'rl.i.n .l't,h. w.r1r'rs. lrr l'lt.
G.r.iiwin m.<1.1, tlrc w.rltt.rs'slr;rro is t'rtttslttttl itt;t I.trg-l.r'rrrl:lv('r:lg('(lv('r
tn;t ny l.r:t<lt' r'Yt:lt's.
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held as money or other financial assets) is ignored in this theory.
This is not an arbitrary and artificial assumption, but rather fol-
lows from the nature of these schematic models: In the absence of
any financial sector or of money, a model phrased entirely in
"real" terms has no way of allowing for people,s hoarding money
or financial assets. Note that this picture of the investment
process is entirely different from the one used by neoclassical the-
orists such as Hicks or Frisch. The amount invested in new plant
and machinery is simply equal to the entire (real) profit (i.e., ex-
cess ofoutputoverthatpartof output going to the workers) gained
by the capitalists. There is no pretense that this assumption is
completely realistic. But, also, there can be no doubt that actual
investment outlays are strongly tied to the cunent net cash flow
of business, much more so than to long-range projections of out-
put trends. Thus, if one wishes to work with a highly schematized
model at all, then a model of the Goodwin type is much better
than the ones we studied before.

6. The capital stock K(f) is related to the output level Y(f) by a
constant proportion: K(t) = uY(t'y. This is the by now familiar
"accelerator" assumption. It is made here for simplicity, mainly. A
more complicated relationship between output and capital stock
could be introduced, but at the cost of greatly complicating the
equations of the model.

7. The rate of reai wages u;(f) is not constant in time, but rather
is sensitive to the employment fraction I(r). If there is much un-
employment-i.e., if I(f) is considerably less than l-then
wages tend to drop (unions are less able to maintain their bargain-
ing position). Conversely, when tr(f) approaches l- closely (when
there is nearly full employment), then wages tend to rise. This ef-
fect is commonly known by the name "Phillips curve,', after
Phillips (1958)8 but really dates back to Karl Marx (1867) with his
"reserve army of labol." The resulting model equation appears in
the mathematical appendix.

The mathematical treatment resulting from these assumptions is
in the appendix. The treatment is rather more complex than for
either the Hicks or Frisch models. The Goodwin model is much
more strongly nonlinear than the Hicks model (the Frisch model,
of course, is entirely linear), and highly nonlinear theories are in-
evitably more complex mathematically. As usual, everytiring has
its price, and the price of a much more realistic and sensible model
is a higher degree of mathematical complication.

Let us now turn to results from this model.
sScc als,r Brunncr (197(i), Picrson (t968), Van Or<lcr (lg?6), ancl Pcrry
(r9(i4)

1 - ).(r). Assumption 2, though schematic, is entirely adequate for

such a model.
3. There are only two "factors of production," namely, labor

and ,,capital" (plant and equipment). Both these "factors" are

taken to be homogeneous and nonspecific' "Homogeneous" means

that we ignore differences of skill between workers (or we assume

that such differences have been corrected for at an earlier stage, so

as to reduce all "labor" to a homogeneous entity), and similarly

for plant and machinery' "Nonspecific" means that a worker can

shifl from production in one area to that in another, instantaneously

andwithoutpenalty,andthesameisassumed,veryunrealistically'
for plant and machi.rery. Here, then, is the point at which the

modelbecomesvery..schematized',indeed-_butnomoresothan
the models of sections A and B! There also we worked in terms of
a completely homogeneous and nonspecific "output" Y(f), with

not evln a distinctlon between output of consumption goods and

output of investment goods. Thus, Goodwin is right within the

mainline tradition in making such assumptions. we shall call the

capital stock K(f), as before. The same caution regarding its far-

from-clear definition applies as did before (see Robinson 1954,

Harcourt 1972).
4.Allquantitiesaretakennetand"real";i'e',pricechangesare

ignored and stocks of capital, for example, are taken net of depre-

"iutiorr. 
The wage rate u(f) is therefore a "real wage," not a "nom-

inal wage." This approach' is common to most of the "schematic"
models. The wage ru is a flow variableT (real claim on output per

unit time per worker employed);hence the flow of product to the

employed workers is given, at any time f, by the product w(t)L(t)'
(Unemptoyed, in thishodel, receive nothing at all and live on air')

Theshareoftheworkersintotaloutputisthenthefraction:

Workers' share: w(t'lL(t)lY(t) = w(t)la(t\

wherethelaborproductivityo(f)wasdefinedunderpointl.Since
this share is of major importance in what follows, we introduce a

symbol for it:
<'.l(f): ttt(t)la(t)

Therestoftheoutput,withonlytwo..factorsofproduction,,
present, of necessity goes to "capital," so that ttre share of profits

in output is given bY 1 - co(f).
5. Workers "o,,,,*u 

all their wages; capitalists saue and inuest a||

their profits. Note that the possibility, emphasized by Keynes' of

some profits' being saved but nof invested immediately (but rather

"Ilri" i" s. 5ccaus. we hitvrl tlefin.<l .mpl.ymcnl' L(l) as lt stock'
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First, the model does have the possibility of equilibrium -growth'
with constant values of the employment fraction )' and of the

wotkers' share c,.1. The equilibrium value of X, which we call f is

slightly higher than the value )', at which the Phillips curve crosses

the horizontal axis, the more io the higher the rate of growth of

i"no. proarctivity. The equilibrium value of c^;' called <':' is given

by a simple formula:

6: L-u(a+ P)

This is below unity, naturally, the more so the higher the acceler-

ator constant u and the growth rq.tes a and B' If the system is started

off at time f : 0 with-}.(0) : I and co(0) : 6' then these values

never change thereafter.
This equllibrium is neither stable nor unstable' but rather it is a

neutralequilibrium, a term which we shall now explain' Consider a

Uoot ,".tirrg on a flat tabletop' It is at rest and in equilibrium' But

it would be equally at rest ut'A lrr equilibrium at any other point

on that tabletop. Ii we displace the book from its equilibrium po-

sition to some neighboring point, there is no tendency for the

book to return to th"e earliei position; hence this equilibrium is not

"stable." But neither is theie a tendency for the departure from

theearlierpositiontoincrease;hencetheequilibriumisnot..un-
.iuntu," either. This type of equilibrium is called neutral'- 

tn ifre present inst"arce, there is only one equilibrium point' the

one we have described above. If the system is displaced from this

point, for example, if c,:(0) < r^r, 
-ttre1 ,there 

is no tendency what-

ever to return to equilibrium. Rather, the system then pr-oceeds to

"*rV 
o,rt a closed cycle in the tr-c^; plane, returning after some

time ? to the point ii started from and repeating that cycle indefi

,rit"fy.Thepossiblecyclicalmotionsarenestedinsideeachother'
with the "qrilibri.r- 

point being the innermost point of all these

concentric cycles. The cycles are by no means perfect circles in the

).-c.; plane, however. Wticf' of these cycles witl be traversed by

the system depends upon the initial values )'(0) and c':(0).. In Table

iO.S *" give iesults fo, ott" such cyclical motion' starbed off with

iio; ; i"urt (,(0) : 0.75, which is less than t':: 0'895 for the as-

sumed parameters (u : 3.0, a : 0'015, 0: 0'020)'

The iollowing features of Table 10'3 deserve comment:

1. The system returns to its initial point (same values of )' and

r,;, exactly), ttrough of course the steady growth in population and

tuno, proarctivity means that neither total output nor output per

workernorrealwagesperworkerreturntoinitialvalues.(Thisil.
lustrates the advantlge of using thc fractional variables \ and o.r.)

I)r<.<:isrt rellotition in ), arrd t-r is of o()urs(' ttnrt'itlisli<:, lrttt otrt't:ittr

Table 10.3

A Trade Cycle in the Goodwin Model

The parameters are: Rate of growth of labor productiuity
a= 0_015
Rate of growth of labor force
P : 0.020
A ccelerator coe fficient
u= 3.0
Phillips curue crosses zero at trp: 0.96;
goes to -0.04 for \: 0.-\: O.S0A (employment fraction)
@: 0.895 (labor's share).

^ 
(0) : 0.966;@ (0) : 0.7s0.

Cu rrent
rate of return lndex of

(in percent) output

Equilibrium ualues are

Starting ualues are:

Employment
Time f raction

tX
Labor's
share

(,

I

0.00
0.50

1.00
1.50
2.OO

2.50
3.00
3.50

4.OO

4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.50
7.OO

7.50

8.00

8.50
8.943

0.966

O.9BB

0.982
0.957
0.933

o.912
0.896

0.884
0.875
0.870

O.B6B

0.869

o.874
0.882

0.894

0.908

o.925
0.946
0.966

0.750
0.791

1.040
1.055
1.038

1.015

0.991

0.967
0.943
0.919

0.896

0.873
0.85'l
0.830

0.809

0.790
o.772

o.757

0.750

O.JJ

6.96

-1 .33

-1.84
-1.26
-0.51

0.30
1.11

1.91

2.71

3.48

4.24
4.97

5.68
6.36
7.O1

7.60

8.1 1

oaa

1.000

1.O41

1.053
1.O44

1.036
1.031
'I .030
1.034
1.O42

1.054

1.070

1.091

1.117
1.147

1.182
1.222

1.268
1.319

1.368

lndex of
real wage

1.000

1.063

1.408
1.439
1.426

1.405
1.3A2

1.358
1.334

1.31 1

1.287

1.264

1.241

1.219
'I . 198

1.174
1.160

1.146
1 .144

Average o.912 3.50

Notes: 1. Output declines for a short period, between f : 1 and f : 3."
2. Wages rise rapidly initially and decline steadily after f = 1.50. Thus,

real wages are low during prosperity (Bodkin 1969).
3. The rate of return equals (1 -@)lu: (1-c.l)i3 and is given for

convcnic'nce. It is negative wheno.r(/) exceeds unity. But it is positive on the
averilgc.

4. Sincc wt'start with I(0): \, the starting value of r,; is the true
tninimtttrt <lvcr tltr. crrl.irc r:y<:kl.

fr. 'l'hc irvr.rirllr' virlttr. ol' )r rlil'li'rs l'rotn )r llut, l.lrc tvcrirgr. ()l'o) (.(luills
a.
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introduce random shocks into the Goodwin model quite easily,
just as in the Hicks model; after that, the cycle is no longer pre-

cisely repetitive.
2. The average value of c.:(f) over one full cycle works out as

(r^..^: 0.895, which is exactly equal to the equilibrium value c,-r'

ffis"is a general theorem for this model, proved in the appendix.
No such theorem holds for the employment fraction X. The time
average-of).(r)istrur":0.gl2,whereastheequilibriumvalueis
higher, L: O.SOO. TIiu;, one effect of the trade cycle is to decrease

time average employment below the equilibrium value.
3. The employment fraction tr stays between zero and 1, at all

times, but not so the workers' share o. For example, at time f : 1

we have t,:(1) : 1.040, higher than one. However, this favored po-

sition of the workers is short-lived. On the average, over the whole
cycle, the workers' share is no more than it would be in equilib-
rium; i.e., @rr" : <^.r: 0.895, for the case here-

4. The mdti6n of the system is unsymmetrical between going up

and going down. Looking at the workers' share c^:(f), we see that it
increases for the first 1.33 years, then decreases steadily (but
much more slowly) for the next 7.62 years, giving a time 7 : 8.95
years for the entire cycle. Not only is the motion unsymmetrical,
but (unlike the Hicks model) the asymmetry is in the right diec'
tion. Since c^.: represents the workers' share, profits are going down
for 1.33 years, then the subsequent recovery in profits takes 7.62
years. (What is meant by "going up" and "going down" depends

on who asks the question.)
In summary, the results are highly encouraging. Without doing

violence to any of our qualitative estimates (for example, of the
accelerator constant u, as well as likely values of productivity and
population growth rates) we have arrived at quite sensible values

for the Iength of the trade cycle and for the way this divides up

into periods of upward and downward phases. Considering the ex-

treme crudity of some of the assumptions underlying this model,

this success is remarkable.
Of course, the model is far from perfect. In particular, we feel

that the existence of an equilibrium which is not unstable (it is

neutral) is a flaw in this model; so is the possibility of arbitrarily
large cycles. The first flaw can be remedied in several ways:

(1) introduction of more disaggregation in the nature of the out-
put, e.g., separate outputs of consumer goods and investment
goods; (2) introduction of a financial sector, including money and

credit as well as some index of business confidence. Either or both
of these changes are likely to make the equilibrium point lot:ally
unstablc, as is desiraltlc.
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The second flaw, the absence of an upper limit to the overall
size of the set of cycles possible in the Goodwin model, may be
remedied by the introduction of a floor level for net investment,
similar to the one in the Hicks model. In the Goodwin model, the
workers' share of the product may exceed unity over part of the
cycle. During such periods, the model implies the existence of dis-
investment, the stronger the more the workers' share exceeds
unity. If the size of the cycle becomes very large, the necessary
rate of disinvestment also becomes large, larger than the maximum
rate of disinvestment attainable by letting capital goods run down
without replacing them. In such a situation, assumption b (that
capitalists invest all their profits, positive or negative) conflicts
with the existence of a floor level to net (dis)investment. Thus, as-
sumption 5 must then be modified. The effect of this change is
likely to be an upper limit to the size of the cycles possible in the
modified model.

The changes just discussed may suffice to produce a true limit
cycle of defined magnitude, rather than the infinity of possible
cycles in the original model. But, while it is obvious that much
work remains to be done, we have no doubt that the Goodwin
model is the most promising of all the "schematic models', of the
trade cycle and well deserves further investigation. A good start in
that direction has been made by Alfredo Medio (1gzb); there also
can be found further references to the literature on the theory of
the trade cycles.

In concluding this section on schematic models of the trade
cycle, we call attention to the fact that by no means all such
models have been included. we have presented only five models,
of which the first four are most prominent in the standard litera-
ture, and the fifth (Goodwin) model is the one we consider most
hopeful. This does not mean, and is not intended to mean, that
other models can or should be ignored. It merely means that lim-
ited space forces us to restrict our coverage much more severely
than we should have liked and forces the reader to consult the vast
original literature, for example, Arrow (1960), Duesenberry
(1?58), Goodwin (195b), Harrod (1989, 1949, 19ZB), Kaldor
(1940, 1954, 1957, 1960, 1961, 1962), Katecki (1997,194g,
7954), Laing (1978a, 1980), Lucas (192b), Lutz (1961), paginetti
(1974), and Schwartz (t9GL).

D. Mathematical appendix

'fhis appcndix is rl.vot.d entirely to the Goodwin model. The
IIir:hs rn<ltlcl is r:rl,lr.r irrl,ract:rllle rnathematicaily, though easy

ir



enough to follow through numerically' There is, of course' a gteat

deal Jf formal mathemat-ics associated with the Frisch-type models,

involving a part of mathematical probability theory' called "sto-

chastic froclsses." It can get very complicated' For reasons which

become^apparentinchapterll'wedonotconsideritworthwhile
to enter into this field.

ThetreatmentoftheGoodwinmodelwhichfollowsisdifferent
indetailfromGoodwin(1972),thoughofcourseidenticalinspir-
it. The Goodwin paper is rather condensed, and we expand on it

considerably here.
The productivity of labor assumption 1 reads:
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a(t) : oo exP(of) ao ) a are constants (10.1)

where o(f) is related to output Y(f) and employment Z(f) by:

Y(t): a(t)L(t) (10.2)

that is, the fractional rate of change of real wages (Llw)(dwldt)
is a function /(),) of the fraction employed. This function is
negative if unemployment is large (if tr is small). It increases with
increasing tr. For some ). in the permissible range 0 ( ). ( 1 the
function is zero, and it becomes positive for higher employment
fractions. Finally, in the limit as ), approaches 1 (full employment),
the function f(I) becomes indefinitely large, so that real wages
start shooting up beyond all bounds at that point. In Goodwin
(1972) this function is approximated by a straight line, but we
prefer (when we need an explicit expression, which is not often)
to use the following schematic assumption:

f(I) : A lQ - tr), --.4 A, B positive constants (10.9)
The requirement that /(0) < 0 implies the condition A { B.

Let us now proceed to derive the basic equations of this model.
These will turn out to be two coupled differential equations in the
two unknowns tr(f) and o(f). They are differential equations,
rather than difference equations, because we have worked with a
continuous time variable f throughout; for example, see (10.6) and
(10.8).

We combine (10.6) and (10.7) to get:

dYldt : (7lu)(dKldt): I tr - allul y
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Equation (10.7) then decides how much output there will be;this,
in turn, through equation (10.2), decides employment.

The "Phillips curve', assumption Z is embodied in the wage
change equation:

dwldt: f(\)ru (10.8)

(10.10)
We now use this, (10.1), and (10.2) to obtain:

dL I dt : d I dt(y I a) : (t I a)(dy I dt) - (y I a2 )(da I dt) :
(dYldt - aY)la (10.11)

At this stage, use (10.4) to derive:

d\ldt : dldt(LlN) : (liNxdLldt) - (LIN, )(dN ldt) :
(dLldt - aL)N (10.12)

and now put it all together: .

il\ldt : [(dyldt - ay)la - pL] lN: I (r - a)lu - a)(Yla\ - pLl lN
-, l(1 -oo)lu-a-pl(LIN) (10.18)

wlrcr<', olrvi.rrsly, l,lr. l'in:rl lir<:t.r in Parcnilrcscs is just tr itself.
l].'lirrc wril,irrg l.lris crltr:rl,i.rr irr it,s firrar f.rn.r, lt't trs rk'rivc the

In this theory, causation ntns from output fo employment' not

it e otfrer way round. Capitalists determine how much output they

want to produce and thln employ the required number -of 
labor-

ers. The total labor supply, by assurnption 2, grows steadily:

We note, for later use, that ).(f) must lie between zero and 1' al-

ways. The fraction of unemployed is 1 - )'(f)'
in section C, under poinl +, we derived the expression for the

workers' share ofthe Product:

N(') : No exP(Bf) No ' P are constants

we shall be interested particularly in the fraction employed:

x(f): r(t)/N(r)

co(11 : w(t)la(t)

dKldt: l1 - G,(r)lY(r)

The acceleration principle assumption, 6, takes the form:

K(t): uY(t)

where ru(f) is the real wage rate, per worker per unit time' The

share of itre capitalists in output is the fraction 1 - cl(f)' and their

li""f1 protits are this fraction times the total output y(f)' If this

entire amount is reinvested, the rate of increase of the capital

stock becomes

(10.3)

(10.4)

(10.5)

(10.6)

(10.7 )

wheretheconstantuistheusualaccclerator.Causationhtlreirlstl
runsfromlefttoright.Capitalistscltltermincthcrrrttlrlfgrowth<>l'
capital sto<lk, in a<:t:ordatr<:c with Lhrlir pr<lfi[s - c<lttitl'i<ln (10'6)'
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equation for c.;(f). We combine (10.4) and (10'8):

da I dt : d. I d t(w I a) : (1 I a\(d'w t dt) - (w I a2 )(da I dt)
= (dwldt - aw)la
: I f(tr)ru - aw]la (10'14)

from which final form one can obviously extract a common factor

wla: a.
Equations (10.13) and (10.14) provide the basic equations of

the model; we now write them out in convenient form' For this

purpose, we define the new constant 7 by:
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t: Glu) - a- A

With this definition, tlne final equations become:

il\ldt: ("y - c^r/u)).

da:ldt: I ftU - ol -

flr): o

Wenowstarttoexploittheseequations,soastoderiveuseful
results. To begin with, let us decide what are lhe equilibrium ual-

ues of the variables ). and c^,). In equilibrium, these variables are

constant in time; hence their time derivatives (10.16) must vanish.

Setting daldt: 0 yields the equilibrium condition:
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We get our "conservation law" by integrating both sides of this
equation. We define the new functions:

V(<o) : t t {ttl.i; - Olu)l o-:7 tog(c..r) - @lu (10.20a)

o(r):/(1A){rtu-"}ar
: (A-B-a)log(tr)
+ AIQ -I)-A log(1-tr) (10.20b)

where the final form of (10.20b) is valid if we use the particular
function (10.9). When we integrate both sides of equation
(10.19b), the two indefinite integrals can differ only by a con-
stant, which we shall denote by the letterE. This gives the conser-
vation law.

V(o) - O(I): r' (10.21)

This result implies that the "path" of the system in the ).-<,_r plane
is restricted to points which satisfy equation (10.21). Given the
initial values tr(O) and <^-r(0) at time f : 0, the value of .E can be
calculated from (10.21). The only values of tr and <,; which can be
reached subsequently are such that (10.21) remains true, with the
same value of E. In practice, this means a closed curue in the tr-c,-:
plane, that is, a repetitive cycle. The equilibrium values (10.17)
define a point in this plane which lies inside the closed curve.
There is a whole family of such closed curves, one for each value
of Z. These curves lie inside one another, and they do not inter-
sect. The same situation occurs in the Volterra theory of the vary-
ing populations of "prey" and "predator', in an ecological system
(Volterra 1931). As explained in section C, we consider this pic-
ture unsatisfactory in economics and would prefer a true limit
cycle with a strictly unstable equilibrium point enclosed within it.

Next, we establish theorems concerning averages over a com-
plete cycle. Let us write (10.16a) in the equivalent form:

dldtlog(\):7-alu
We integrate both sides of this equation over one full cycle, from
f : 0 to t: T. Since )., and hence also log(X), must retum to the
initiar varues, ,n"tT*:;;"jiili1; 

ffi 
wc thererore obtain:

and thus the average of c^: over or," Jo.npl"te cycle is given by:

o,u" : Orc) Ir a(t) dt: ut : A e0.22)
On<' rnay hc torptecl t<l conch-rde from this that averages over a

r:ornlrlct,r' t.ra<k' r'yclc trrr' :rlways crlual to equilibrium values. This
r'orrrlirrl,irlrlr', irrrrl rrrrlirll,rrrr;rl,r'lv rltrit,r'wi<lcsllrt'url, bclief is cpl,ircly

where ). i. tt " 
equilibrium value of ).. Setting dl\ldt: 0 gives:

(10.15)

(10.16a)

(r.0.r.6b)

(10.17a)

(10.17b)a:u^r-1-u@+A\
f we use the form (10.9) for f().), then we can solve (10'17a) to
get the explicit value:

L:t-@a (10.18)

We note that, from the assumed properties of /(tr), equation

(10.17a) implies that }. always exists and has a value less than 1,

and greater ihan the point )., for which /(Ip) : 0; this latter point

itself lies between 0 and 1. these predictions are borne out by the

explicit formula (10.18): Since A ( B is a necessaq/ condition'

urrd o ) 0, the right-hand side of (10.13) always lies between 0

and 1. Also: ).) tr, : 1 - \@itr.
Next, we derive a conservation law, that is, a first integral of the

equations of motion (10.16). We divide (10'16b) by (10'16a) to

obtain:

dald.t : (d.,.ldt)l@)\tdt): o lflI) - "| /tr(r - l"olu) (10'1ea)

We can rewritc this in the "separated" foim:
I

ilItyi-) -(1lu\l r-' (1/r) l/(r)-aI ar (10.l9b)
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wrong. Let us write (10.16b) in the equivalent form:

dldtroe@): f(tr) -o
As before, we integrate both sides over a complete cycle. The same

argument gives:

< flr) )u.," : $n [r f { rttl I at: " (10'23)

Thus the average value of f(\), not the average value of ). itself,

obeys a simple rule. since the Phillips curve function f(tr) is quite

diffLrent from a straight line--see equation (10.9)-it follows
that ).-- - is quite different, in general, from the equilibrium value

I. For"lfistance, in Table 10.3, Lave : 0.9L2 whereas the equilib-

rium value is ).: 0.966.
This merely confirms something we know quite well already: It

is not possibll to deduce, from equilibrium values at an equilibri-
um point, what will happen in a limit cycle which contains this

equilibrium as an interior Point.

CHAPTER 11

Econometric models
of cyclical behavior

A. The need for models

Although schematic models of the trade cycle give a considerable
amount of insight, the questions raised by the existence of funda-
mentally different models cannot be decided within the frame-
work of the simple models themselves. Yet these questions, par-
ticularly the question of dynamic stability or instability of the sys-
tem equilibrium, are of crucial importance not only for trade cycle
theory, but for all of economic theory and economic policy.

In section 98, we derived equilibrium expressions for such
things as the national income 7. ttre formula for Tcontained the
"multiplier" factor 71(.1- m) where m is the marginal propensity
to consume. Such formulas are at the very basis of the Keynesian
policy recommendations for getting out of a depression. yet, these
formulas hold only in equilibrium. One may employ these formu-
las only on the (all too often tacit) assumption that the system has
a natural tendency to return to the equilibrium state, i.e., on the
assumption that this equilibrium is locally stable. (Note that the
term "equilibrium" here means long-run equilibrium, not the short-
run market balance between supply and demand; the latter is as-
sumed always.)

It follows that the entire range of Keynesian policy recommen-
dations is doubtful if the actual equilibrium is unstable; for then
these policies may lead to entirely unexpected, and usually uery
much unwanted, results. The same caution applies to nonlKeynes-
ian policy recommendations, for example, to monetarist ones.
These monetarist recommendations also are framed in terms of an
equilibrium analysis and are likely to be profounclly misleading if
thc at:tual cquililrritrrn is locally unstable.

'l'h.rt' is a w.rkl ,l' rlil'h.r.rr<:. lr.twrrrn controlling a system

rt :ll7
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motor car. Many years later, we are still not out of the ditch. We

are paying bitterly indeed for basing our control efforts on an

incorrect view of the nature of economic equilibrium.l
In recent years, there has developed a considerable literature on

the application, to economic systems, of the mathematical disci-
pline called "optimal control theory."2 In our uiew, this entire de-

uelopment is premature, and highly dangerous. Before one at-
tempts to control any system, to say nothing of controlling it op-
timally, it is first necessary to be quite sure about how this system
acts in the absence of control. At the present time, this knowledge
is sadly inadequate for dynamic economic systems. Rather than
rushing into optimal control theory, economists should first make
quite sure that they know whab sort of system they are trying to
control, in considerable detail. At the very least, they should ascer-

tain whether the system is locally stable, or locally unstable, about
its equilibrium path.

To make sure of this fundamental point, the simple schematic
models are not enough. One must make a detailed analysis of data
on actual economies. The conventional way to do this is through
econometric models-

We distinguish between: (1) economic theories, (2) detailed
models, and (3) taxonomic schemes of description. In the trade
cycle area, economic theories provide an explanation of the causa-

tion of cycles: such explanations can be, and usually are, ex-
pressed in terms of the schematic models which we have discussed
already. By contrast, detailed models are systems of equations,
containing adjustable parameters, designed to represent actual eco-

nomic behavior; we explain these in section B. Finally, taxonomic
schemes are purely descriptive-for example, a set of more or less

arbitrary rules to decide when a trade cycle is at its peak position.
The question we wish to investigate, stability or instability of

the equilibrium state, is a theoretical question, in one sense, but it
is also an empirical question. A theoretical model, such as the mul-
tiplier-accelerator model, may be compatible with either answer:
If, in that model, the accelerator constant u is less than unity, the
equilibrium is stable; otherwise, it is unstable. The question there-
fore becomes an empirical one-what value of u is appropriate for
the actual economy. Or, more accurately (since there is no reason

to believe that something as simple as this model actually applies

I For the United Statcs, the "Carter shock" of 1980 might be a similar exam-
pkr.
2Scc Arrow (19(itt, 1970), Ohow (1971-r), Garbadc (1974), Hadlev (1971)'
l'il,<:lrlirrtl ( l{i7?),'l'rrrrrovskv (1977), an<l Wt'lls (1977), to mention just a [cw.
l,'or ir cril.i<':rl vicw, sct', lirr cxtttrtpk', Sitltrlotr ( 1977) ittttl Yottng (1974, 1976).

which is basically stable around its equilibrium and controlling a

tocaily unstable system. Policies which work well for the stable

;;;t"- may be disastrous when applied to the unstable one'
" 

Wh"., dlaling with a locally ttunt" system' one finds that the

best, or "optimal," control poti"y is frequently a control of maxi

mum perrnissible strength, applied for a very short time' that is' a

ilrrrort, sharp shock." Cr'it t<lna of control tends to deflect the sys-

tem from its original, presumably undesirable, path into a new di-

rection, with least overall control effort' If the system has a stable

equilibrium, it is not important to be excessively accurate about

tt" p.""ir" strength of the shock applied; once the system is

p"rfria back into the neighborhood of the equilibrium' the natural

tendency to return to e{uilibrium takes over' and the desired re-

sult follows automaticallY.
This control policy, to*"u"', is completely unsuitable-when

aeati.rg with a ,Vtt"-'whose equilibrium is locally unstable and

whichissubjecttounforeseeabledisturbances.MostofuSareper.
tectty familiar with controlling one such system, namely-, an auto-

moulle in motion. To see thaf tfre desired path is unstable' all you

need to do is take your hands off the steering wheel; and all

driversknowthattheymustbeeveronthealertforunforeseen'
and unforeseeable, ext"emal influences' We know' because we do it
orrr"lrur, that such a sytem can be controlled quite effectively'

Buttheoptimalcontrolpolicyisquitedifferentfromany..short,
st,a.p stto"k." A good driver does not ierk the steering wheel

rfrutpfy. Rather, he makes continuous, slight adjustments so as to

t""i tfr" car along the desired path with minimum control effort;

and he slows down deliberately, and keeps a deliberate distance

from the car ahead, so as to have adequate time to react to unfore-

seen disturbances. He does nof assume that he can control the car

so finely that he 
"u., 

jrag", precisely, its behavior when subjected

io a short, sharp sho&. O" iftt contrary, when fac-ed with having

todriveanunfamiliarCar,thesensibledrivergoesthroughalearn.
ingperiodrourtou"quirea"feel"forthiscar'thatis'afeelingof
now tfris car reacts to his control'

All this is necessary because a car is both an unstable system

and one subject to un?oreseen disturbances' A driver who controls

a car on the assumption that this is a stable system does not stay

a driver for long. Short, sharp shocks simply will not do'-

Yet, exactly this type oi policy is being advocated' and em-

ployed, in controlling 
""orrornic 

systems' ln L97 4' the Australian

ir"urrw explicitly aivocated that a "short' sharp shock" be ad-

ministeied to the Australian economy, so as to return this econ-

omytoallrtlferrcclllirth.,Ihcgovt:rnmcnt<lftl-rtldavt,<l<lkLhisad-
ui,,,i. 'l'lrc i<'srrlt,s havc llcctr irll,ttl. its <losiritlrlc.s itt l'lt. r'ltst'.l'it

l^l
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to any real economy), can we find out enough about the real^econ-

omy,"by building an tlaborate model of that economy and fitting

purl*"i"., of that model to observed data, to decide whether the

actual economy is stable?
Of course, when we use an econometric model to draw such

conclusions, we must assume that the model is good enough to re-

produce actual economic behavior in the economy being modeled'

This does not mean the model must be perfect-no model is that'

But the model must be pretty good, certainly much more realistic

than the schematic models of chapters 9 and 10'

In this chapter, we describe the main features of econometric

models and the results obtained from such studies in relation to

stability of the economic system; we conclude with a critical dis-

cussion of these results.

B. Econometric models

We confine ourselves here to a few words about what such models

look like, and then go straight on to results' However' a critical

discussionofeconometrictheoryisgiveninchapter16.
The equations which we have written down for our simplified

Frisch model in section 10B, namely, a consumption equation, an

investment equation, and an output (or national income) equa-

tiorr, ur" actually an example of a,"baby" econometric model'

nu"f, 
"qrrution 

describes thl time development of an economic

variable, for example, of investment, in terms of :

1. Values of other, or the salne, economic variables' either at

the same time f or at earlier times like f - 1 or t - 2'

2. Certain constants, such as 1o and u in the investment equa-

tion, which are called "parameteis"-of the model' These are not

known to start with; raiher their values must be "estimated" by

fitting the model to actual economic data'

3. A "disturbance" or "random shock" term u(f) which is

treatedlikearandomvariableinmathematicalstatistics:Actua]
valuesareunknown;onlystatisticalinformationisassumedand/or
deduced [tor example, iue may be interested in the mean va]ue of

u(f) or in its ,aria.t"u, o, in ctrrelation coefficients between u(f)

and u(f - 1), saYl.
One feature of our baby model is not typical of econometric

models in general: tn o"r taby model, the economic-variables of

the model (consumption C, investment 1, income Y) all have equa-

tions associated wiih them and are therefore in principle deter-

mined by the moclel. This dctcrmination is subject' of courso' to

Lhcinflucnr:cofthcrallrlomsho<:l<ttlrtnswhit:ltllrevctlIprot'is(l
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prediction of the future, but that is not the point here. Rather, in
larger econometric models, there are usually fewer model equa-
tions than there are economic variables. Variables for which there
are model equations are called "endogenous" variables; their
values are in some sense predicted by the model. But there are
other variables, called "exogenous," for which there are no equa-

tions at all within the model. For example, an econometric model
of Australia may treat the level of world prices for wool as an ex-

ogenous variable. This variable affects the Australian economy but
is not determined within that economy. The actual values of exog-
enous variables must be obtained from outside ("exo") informa-
tion. If we are looking at the past, values of exogenous variables
are taken from historical data. If we wish to say something about
the likely future, the values of exogenous variables at future times
must simply be guessed, by some form of crystal-ball gazing. Clear-
ly, the more exogenous variables there are in a model, the less se-

cure are forecasts of the future obtained from the model.
The equations of our baby model are linear. This is not a neces-

sary feature of econometric models in general; indeed many practi-
cal models are nonlinear in the mathematical sense. However, the
usual nonlinearity is of rather simple type: For example, to obtain
a "real" quantity from the money value of that quantity, the
money value is divided by a "price deflator." This division of one
model variable (money value) by another (price deflator) makes
the model nonlinear. Or else, the model may be linear in the loga-

rithms of some variables, rather than actual values. It is fair to say

that, with some exceptions, such nonlinearities are not nearly as

complicated, or as important, as the ceilings and floors in the
Hicks model.

The linearity, or near-linearity as described above, of a model
becomes important when we come to parameter estimation. The
actual values of the parameters which enter into the model equa-

tions, for example, u and 1o in the investment equation of our
baby model, are not known to start with. Yet these parameter val-
ues can be of crucial importance. A gleat deal hinges on whether u

exceeds unity or is less than unity. Econometric theory allows us

to "estimate" those parameter values which yield a "best fit," in
some specific sense, to known historical data. This theory also

claims to be able to tell us how "good" this fit is and how closely
the best parameter values are determined by the data (i.e., by how
much the parameters can be varied without affecting the quality
of thc flit significantly).

We clis<:trss t,lrcsr' <:litinrs later on, in chapter 16. For now, how-
('v('r, wo rrol,r. l,lr;rt, l.lrc ttstt;tl ntct;hod of llaramctt'r estimation in
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